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I. Introduction 

In the spring of 1994, an unexpected discovery to the North of the upper part of 

Sahure's causeway changed the long established belief that the mortuary complex of Sahure 

was excavated completely by L. Borchardt. 1 Four huge limestone blocks decorated in has

relief of the highest quality bearing unique polychrome scenes were discovered during that 

spring, proving Borchardt's excavations of Sahure's complex were incomplete. These four 

blocks were evidence that more decorated blocks and fragments were still under the masses of 

sand surrounding the upper part of the causeway which had never been investigated by 

Borchardt.2 This surprising discovery was the result of cleaning being done in the area in 

preparation to open the Abusir necropolis for tourists. The work was under the supervision of 

Zahi Hawass. Hawass stopped the work at Abusir and reburied the blocks after they were 

photographed and drawn with the help of the Czech mission working at Abusir. Only a 

preliminary report was published by Zahi Hawass and Miroslav Vemer to present the 

discovery to scholars.3 In their report, a survey of the causeways from royal funerary 

complexes was performed to alert scholars that many causeways are partially or completely 

unexcavated and need to be given more attention.4 In 2002, the present author was trusted by 

Hawass not only to publish the newly discovered four blocks from Sahure's causeway but also 

to run an excavation on both sides of the upper part of the causeway and to publish both, 

Hawass's excavation and the author's excavation, in this research. 

I.l State of the Research on the Old Kingdom Royal Tombs 

Excavators' pickaxes and research are incessantly providing new material and 

evidence to the subject, deepening the knowledge of royal mortuary complexes of the Old 

Kingdom, however, it is also generally accepted that scholars are still very far from solving all 

the problems connected with these structures. The need for detailed studies on all the elements 

of Old Kingdom royal mortuary complexes is necessary to shed more light on their multi

nature aspects and functions. When doing so, one must take into consideration the following 

aspects: 

1 Borchardt's publication of Sahure's mortuary complex comprised two volumes. L. Borchardt, Das 
Grabmal des Konigs S'a3/:lu-rer, 1-II. Leipzig 1910- 1913. 
2 z. Hawass, M. Verner, 'The Surprising Abusir Blocks', in: Treasures of the Pyramids, pp. 260-263. 
3 z. Hawass, M. Verner, 'Newly Discovered Blocks from the Causeway of Sahure', MDAIK 52 
(1996): 177-186. 
4 Ibid., pp. 177-181. 
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The present state of the royal funerary complexes from the Old Kingdom. It is a 

regrettable fact that all the royal funerary complexes from the Old Kingdom, 

especially mortuary temples, valley temples and causeways, are either in a 

fragmentary condition or have entirely disappeared. 5 

The evaluation of the publications and observations made by the first excavators is a 

necessity, if not an obligation. Especially in the case of the re-excavation of the site of 

Egypt's first rulers at Umm El Qa'ab at Abydos, where significant new evidence has 

been found. 6 Also, the new material discovered in 1994 and 2002-2004 from Sahure's 

causeway have alerted scholars that many, if not all, of the royal funerary complexes 

which had been excavated in the late 19th and early 20th centuries need to be 

reinvestigated. 7 

Many fragments of the highest importance to the study of the royal relief program 

were found apart from their original location and context, which in most cases make a 

precise conclusion an impossibility.8 

The first scientific attempts to study the royal tombs of the Old Kingdom were in the 19th 

century by Howard Vyse Operations carried out on the Pyramids of Gizeh, 3 Vols. (London, 

5 A discussion of the different factors and aspects of the destruction of the royal funerary complexes 
falls outside the scope of this study, however several notes can be stressed on the subject: plundering 
the royal funerary complexes during the assumed turbulent time of the First Intermediate Period, 
which the only evidence to support this assumption are references in literary sources, most famously is 
the Ipu-wer, which cannot stand as evidence. The reused blocks which were found in the pyramid 
complex of Amenemhat I at El Lisht (H. Goedicke, Re-used Blocks from the Pyramid of Amenemhet I 
at Lisht, New York 1971.) cannot be considered as evidence that the kings of the Middle Kingdom 
contributed to the destruction of the royal funerary complexes. The quarrying activities ofRamses II in 
the Memphite necropolis contradict the fact that his son, prince Khaemwaset, paid close attention to 
the restoration of the royal funerary complexes of the Old Kingdom (Kitchen, Ramesses 11, pp. 103-
109, especially p. I 07). If we count the above mentioned notes with the evidence that royal mortuary 
complexes were subject of regular restorations and sometimes changes in their architecture for 
centuries following the death of their owners, (See e.g. the restoration inscriptions, the titles of the 
officials and priests of the Old Kingdom and even later periods who were in charge of the cult of the 
Old Kingdom kings), one can conclude that severe and constant destruction of the monuments either 
by individuals or governments appeared during the Christian Period and the Arab invasion in the 7th 
century, and continued till the early 20s century. For centuries Egyptian monuments were the favorite 
quarries for getting the construction materials to be used in both private buildings and national 
projects. Plundering the precious equipment, and the so-called tomb robbers, are not included in this 
discussion. 
6 The site was excavated first by E. Amelineau (Les Nouvelles Fouilles d'Abydos, 1-III, Paris 1895-
1904) in 1895-1898 and by W. M. F. Petrie (The Royal Tombs of the First Dynasty I-11, London 1900-
190 I) in 1899-190 I. Since 1973, the German Institute of Archaeology has been re-excavating the 
necropolis under the direction of G. Dreyer (id., et al., 'Umm ei-Qa'ab. Nachuntersuchungen im 
Frtihzeitlichen Konigsfriedhof. Vorberichte ,' MDAIK38, 46, 49, 52, 54,56 (1982-2000). 
7 A detailed survey of the causeways and their state of investigation (chapter IV) leaves no doubt that 
most of the causwayes were either only partially excavated or left entirely unexcavated. 
8 Famous example is the reused blocks from El Lisht (Goedicke, Re-used Blocks). 
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1840-1842.), J. S. Perring The Pyramids of Gizeh, 3 Vols, (London, 1839-1842.), Richard 

Lepsius Denkmaeler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien. 12 vols. (Berlin 1849-1859) and W. M. 

Flinders Petrie The Pyramids and Temples of Gizeh (London, 1883). Petrie's excavations in 

Giza represent a turning point in the study of pyramids and also the beginning of scientific 

investigation and excavation in the Memphite necropolis which houses the funerary 

complexes of the Old Kingdom kings' and stretched from Abu Rowash, in the North, to 

Meidum, in the South.9 Petrie was followed by a number of pioneer Egyptologists, who 

carried out excavations along the Memphite royal necropolis and raised the science of 

Egyptology to an advanced place among humanities, such as E. Chassinat in Abu Roash, 10 H. 

Junker, 11 S. Hassan,12 and G. Reisner in Giza. 13 L. Borchardt in Abusir, 14 C. M. Firth, J. E. 

Quibell, J.-ph. Lauer, 15 B. Gunn,16 G. Jequier, 17 and Z. Ghoneim18 in Saqqara, A. Fakhry19 in 

Dahshur, and Ro~0 in Meidum. The pioneer Egyptologists primarily focused on the study 

and analysis of the architecture of the pyramid complex and considered the wall relief 

decoration and statuary program secondary in importance?1 

During the last three decades of the 20th century, excavations in the Memphite royal 

necropolis deepened our knowledge of the royal funerary complexes such as, Z. Hawass22 and 

M. Lehne~3 in Giza, M. Verner in Abusir,24 A. Labrousse25 and A. Moussa in Saqqara, R. 

9 See e. g. M. Vemer, Forgotten Pharaohs, pp. 15-60. 
10 E. Chassinat, CRAJBL ( 1901 ): 617-619. 
11 Junker, Giza I-XII. 
12 Hassan, Giza I-X. 
13 Reisner, Giza 1; id., Mycerinus; id., Smith, Giza 11. 
14 Borchardt, Niuserre; id., Neferirkare; id, Sahure, I-11. 
15 Firth, Quibell, Step Pyramid I-ll; J.-ph. Lauer, 'Le temple haut de la pyramided u roi Ouserkaf a 
Saqqarah,' ASAE 53 (1955): 119-133. 
16 Firth, Gunn, Teti Cemeteries. I (text), 11 (plates). 
17 Jequier, Pepi 11, I-III. 
18 Goneim, Buried Pyramid; id, Horus Sekhem-khet. 
19 Fakhry, Snejeru, I-11. 
20 A. Rowe, Excavations ofthe Eckley B. Cox, Jr. Expedition at Meydum, Egypt, 1929-30,' Expedition 
22, no. 1 (1931). 
21 This attitude towards the relief decoration and the statuary program of the royal funerary complex is 
clear in the publications of Borchardt of royal funerary complexes of Abusir, and Jequier of Pepy II's 
pyramid complex. Although these publications include the large part of the corpus of the royal relief 
decorations, the publications of the reliefs lacked the meaning of the scenes and its relation with the 
architecture. 
22 Z. Hawass, 'The discovery of the Satellite Pyramid of Khufu,' in: Studies Simpson, pp. 3 79-398; id., 
'The Discovery of the Harbors ofKhufu and Khafre at Giza,' in: Etudes Lauer, pp. 245-256. 
23 M. Lehner, 'The Development ofthe Giza Necropolis: The Khufu Project,' MDAIK 41 (1985). 
24 Vemer, Forgotten Pharaohs; id, Khentkaus; id., The Pyramid Complex of Reneferef (forthcoming). 
25 Labrousse, Lauer, Leclant, Ounas; A. Labrousse, pyramides a texts. I-ll; id., Lauer, Ouserkaf et 
Neferhetepes; Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du Ounas. 
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Stadelmann in Dahshur,26 N. Swelim in Seila,27 D. Amold in Lisht,28 and M. Vallogia in Abu 

Rowash?9 

Results of the above mentioned excavations were the subject of research and analysis 

by both the excavators themselves and other researchers such as the studies by J. Brinks,30 and 

P. Janosi.31 

All royal funerary complexes since the time of Djoser, even before, were planned and 

intended to be decorated (to some degree) with a relief decoration program and a statuary 

program or only the later as the case might be with Khafre and Menkaure. Consequently, the 

relief decoration program, the statuary program, the architecture of the royal complex, the 

textual documents and the funerary equipment represent the ideology and function of the 

royal mortuary complex. This ideology is a combination of aspects with one goal (to remain a 

competent /:lwt-ntr "god's abode" forever for the deceased king).32 This simplified perspective 

of the meaning of a royal pyramid complex is in contrast to other wide approaches which 

interpret the pyramid cult practices by analyzing the architectural structure of the royal 

funerary complex, especially the mortuary temple and the substructure of the pyramid, by 

drawing a direct link between specific places within the pyramid complex and the Pyramid 

Texts. This approach was first adopted by H. Ricke33 and enriched by S. Schott,34 followed by 

J. Spiegel,35 H. Altenmiiller36 and criticized by D. Arnold.37 

The distribution and location of the Pyramid Texts on the walls of the king's burial 

chamber and antechamber is the subject of debate between scholars who add cosmic aspects 

to the function of the royal funerary complex which enabled them to identify the pyramid 

26 R. Stadelmann, 'Die Pyramiden des Snofru in Dahshur. Zweiter Bericht iiber die Ausgrabungen an 
der nordlichen Steinpyramide, (mit) Exkurs iiber: Scheintiir oder Stelen im Totentempel des AR,' 
MDAIK39 (1983): 233 ff. 
27 Swelim, Seila, (unpublished). 
28 Arnold, Senwosret I. 
29 M. Valloggia, 'Le complexe funeraire de Radjedef a Abou-Roasch: etat de la question et 
perspectives de recherches,' BSFE 130 (1994): 5-17; id., 'La descenderie de la pyramide de Radjedef a 
Abu Rawash,' in: Etudes Lauer, pp.417 -428. 
30 Brinks, Entwicklung. 
31 Janosi, Die Pyramidenanlagen. 
32 For the pyramid complex as a residence for the deceased king, see D. Arnold, 'Rituale und 
Pyramidentempel,' MDAIK 33 (1977): 1-14; Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, p. 27; Verner, The 
Pyramids, p. 45f. For different aspects of the function of the pyramid complex, see Do. Arnold, in: 
Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids, p. 94, no. 55. 
33 Ricke, Bemerkungen AR 1-11. 
34 Schott, Pyramidenkult. 
35 Spiegel, Aujerstehungsritual. 
36 H. Altenmiiller, Die Texte zum Begrabnisritual in den Pyramiden des Alten Reiches, AA 24 
(1972). 
37 D. Arnold, 'Rituale und Pyramidentempel,' MDAIK 33 (1977): 1-14. 
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substructure with the netherworld.38 Various articles have stressed the cosmic aspects of the 

parts of the royal funerary complex.39 However, and in the author's opinion, any attempt to 

reach the ideology of the royal funerary complex based only on the study and analysis of 

some of the multi-elements and aspects of the royal mortuary complex will lead to indefinite 

conclusions.40 In his study of the funerary establishments of Khufu, Khafre and Menkaure, Z. 

Hawass41 emphasized that the textual remains, architecture, wall relief, statuary program and 

funerary equipment all needed to be studied in order to understand the function of the royal 

funerary complex.42 Hawass's conclusion of the function of the royal funerary complex 

stressed the multi-function of the complex as both a temple and a palace for the king.43 His 

research also emphasizes the fact that until the 80s of last century, the study of the reliefs, 

royal and non-royal, had been treated as a material of secondary importance after the 

architecture. 

The first attempt to study the royal relief program was made by W. S. Smith, in his 

monumental History of Egyptian Sculpture and Painting in the Old Kingdom (Boston, 1946). 

Although, many important discoveries have increased the corpus of the royal reliefs, 

especially the work of A. Fakhry at Sneferu's Bent Pyramid,44 R. Stadelmann at the Red 

Pyramid,45 the publication of the reused blocks from El Lisht,46 the publication of the relief 

program of Unas's causeway,47 and the unpublished materials from Pepy I's mortuary 

complex at South Saqqara,48 no attempts have been made (contemporary to these discoveries) 

to study and analyze the royal relief decoration program. The studies done by Hawass in his 

38 See J. Osing, 'Zur Disposition der Pyramidentexte des Unas,' MDAIK 42 (1986): 131-144. D. 
O'Connor, 'The Interpretation of the Old Kingdom Pyramid Complex,' in: Fs Stadelmann, pp. 135-
144. For cosmic aspects of the substructure of the royal tomb as appeared in the Pyramid Texts, see J. 
Alien, 'Reading a Pyramid', in: Hommages Leclant, pp. 5-28. 
39 F. D. Friedman, 'Notions of Cosmos in the Step Pyramid Complex,' In: Studies Simpson I, pp. 337-
351; D. O'Connor, 'The Interpretation ofthe Old Kingdom Pyramid Complex,' in: Fs Stadelmann, pp. 
135-144. 
40 Stadelmann stressed the importance of regarding the whole (all aspects) royal funerary complex 
when attempting to feature the ideology of the royal funerary complex; R. Stadelmann, "The 
development of the pyramid Temple in the Fourth Dynasty." In: Temple in Ancient Egypt, p. 8. See 
also D. Arnold, in: Temples of Ancient Egypt, pp. 72-73. 
41 Hawass, Funerary Establishments. 
42 Ibid., pp.2-3. 
43 Ibid., p. 633 f. 
44 Fakhry, Seneferu, 11 (part 1). 
45 R. Stadelmann et al., 'Pyramiden Und Nekropole des Snofru in Dahshur,' MDAIK 49 (1993): 259-
294. 
46 Goedicke, Re-used Blocks. 
47 Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du Ounas. 
48 Hundreds of important fragments, that were discovered by A. Labrousse from the pyramid complex 
ofPepy I, have not been published. 
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PhD dissertation,49 and D. Amold,50 although valuable in importance, did not cover the 

subject. 

Fortunately, two studies have appeared during the course of this research. These works 

represent (until now) the most detailed studies on the royal mortuary complexes and their 

relief decoration program. The first is the published two volumes by D. Stockfisch, 

Untersuchungen Zum Totenkult des iigyptischen Konigs im A/ten Reich: Die Dekoration der 

Koniglichen Totenkultanlagen (Hamburg, 2003). The two published volumes are the revised 

version of her dissertation for PhD from Gutenberg University. 51 

The second work which is still (until the writing of this research) unpublished is the 

PhD dissertation of A. Cwiek, Relief Decoration in the Royal Funerary Complexes of the Old 

Kingdom: Studies in the Development, Scene content and Iconography. Diss. (Warsaw 

University 2003). 52 Though the two works have different titles, they discuss the same subject 

namely, the architecture and the relief decoration of royal mortuary complexes.53 It is clear 

that the two scholars tried to illustrate the relation between the scene and the space on which it 

is depicted and its function in the cult of the king. This relation between art and architecture in 

Egyptian monuments is beyond doubt. Due to the reasons discussed by Cwiek, 54 and the 

severe destruction of the royal mortuary complexes from the Old Kingdom, a precise 

reconstruction of the architecture and the relief program is not possible. Therefore, neither 

Stockfish nor Cwiek were able to conclude with certainty the rules and the methods by which 

one can interpret a royal mortuary complex. Also, and of high importance, the circumstances 

under which the royal mortuary complex developed (or changed) in form and ideology have 

never been defined. 

In his introduction, Cwiek stated that his research is in fact an approach for 

understanding the ideology of the kingship of the Old Kingdom. 55 However, it is a serious 

mistake to limit the royal funerary complex, with its architecture, statuary and wall relief 

programs, as an expression of the institution of the kingship. It is well accepted among 

49 Hawass, Funerary Establishments, pp, 492-524. 
50 Do. Amold, in: Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids, pp 83-101. 
51 Stockfisch, Totenku/t, p. xv. 
52 I am much indebted to Dr. Andrzej Cwiek, who kindly offered me a copy of his dissertation. 
53 Stockfisch's work, however, concentrates on the mortuary temples of the royal mortuary complexes. 
54 In summatio: very little of the royal relief decoration had been found in situ and sufficiently can be 
studied in their original context. On the other hand much of the royal reliefs were either reused in later 
buildings or arrived to the museum not by excavators but by art dealers. Finally, quite large number of 
royal reliefs are still unpublished. See discussion in: Cwiek, Relief Decoration, pp.12-15 
55 Ibid., pp. 1 ff. 
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scholars, that depending solely on one source in the study of kingship will undoubtedly lead 

to a one-sided view and eventually to false conclusions. 56 

Cwiek's study of the royal relief decoration program, represents instrumental data for 

any future research on the subject, however, his typological division of the scenes lacked the 

understanding of the nature of the scene. Cwiek offered a list of the scenes depicted on the 

walls of the royal funerary complexes and other comparable materials with a chronological 

survey of each scene examined separately. 57 The differentiation between the scenes- program 

scenes and narrative scenes- was not stressed, if ever mentioned, in his study. 

Though, Cwiek's and Stockfisch's studies place emphasis on the relation between 

architecture and relief decoration program, and attempt to explain and interpret the 

architecture, statuary and wall relief program in accordance with the function of the royal 

mortuary complex,58 a definition of the different natures and methods of the programs 

(architecture, statuary, and wall relief), by which every aspect contributed to the function of 

the whole complex has not yet been investigated. The multilayered aspects are not only 

between the above mentioned programs, but also within every program; for example the 

architectural program of a standardized pyramid complex comprises a mortuary temple, 

causeway and a valley temple, all dominated by a structure of a pyramid. These structures 

enjoyed, of course, different status and had different functions. Emphasizing the 

independence of these architectural elements is highly important in interpreting what might be 

connected with each element (wall reliefs, statues, and other equipments). It is argued in this 

research that although the causeway and the valley temple were part of the mortuary complex 

(a gate and a passage to the house of the god - l:zwt ntr), the two buildings were independent 

with two relief programs which resemble the program found in the mortuary temple. 59 

Another problem related to the study of the royal relief decoration program is the 

absence of comprehensive accounts on the relation between the royal and non-royal relief 

decoration programs, which still needs more research and discussion.60 

56 The dogma of the kingship must be studied from different (royal and non-royal) sources to avoid 
false results. See D. P. Silverman, 'the Nature of Egyptian Kingship,' in: Ancient Egyptian Kingship, 
pp. 49ff. 
57 Cwiek, Relief Decoration, pp. iv-vi, 148-275. 
58 See Cwiek's statement (Ibid.,) in the last paragraph of p. 3 and beginning of p. 4, also his conclusion 
pp. 292-348. Stockfisch mainly focused on the study of the development of the mortuary temples with 
a connection with the relief decoration program. 
59 For a detailed discussion of the function of the causeway, see chapter IV. 
60 In this respect, the detailed and comprehensive study made by Y. Harpur (Decoration in Egyptian 
Tombs of the Old Kingdom; Studies in Orientation and Scene Content, London 1987) is among the 
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1.2 Scope of the Research 

Though the focus of this research is (as indicated by the title) Pyramid Causeway in 

the Old Kingdom: Evolution of the Architecture and Definition of the Relief Decoration 

Program,61 the study must be regarded as an approach to the problem and the long existing 

discussion around the nature and the significance of the two classifications of royal funerary 

complexes: Djoser-type and post Meidum-type.62 Yet, a full account of the ideology and the 

problems related to the study of royal funerary complexes falls outside the scope ofthis study, 

therefore, only a basic outline of the birth and development of the royal funerary complex in 

the Old Kingdom is given in chapter Il. 

Looking for an explanation for the pyramid shape and its meaning, one would find a 

composite of explanations and interpretations which might appear contradictive. This false 

contradiction between the different ideas of the pyramid is due to the fact that the tomb in the 

shape of pyramid reflected a multifaceted combination of ideas and beliefs that satisfied 

different functions. The same can be applied to the multifunction of the causeway. The link 

between the pyramid and the beginning of creation represents the starting point for most of 

the modem studies on the Egyptian pyramids.63 Each year, when the waters of the annual 

flood began to recede, the ancient Egyptians noticed that plants sprang to life on the mounds 

which emerged first from the chaotic waters of the flood. The explanation of the pyramids as 

symbols representing the primeval mound and physical embodiments of the mythical creation 

of the universe is highly accepted by most scholars, who also stress that other functions of the 

pyramid shape were counted by the ancient Egyptians. 64 The relation between the pyramids, 

on the edge of the desert, and the fertile little high mounds in the valley made it possible to 

interpret the ancient Egyptian tomb (royal and non-royal) as a place for rebirth and a gateway 

to the afterlife. The present study is an attempt to show that the pyramid is not the only 

representation of a phenomena in the Nile valley, but that also other components of the king's 

mortuary complex including the causeway can be seen in this light. 

best approaches to the subject even though it was maintained for the study of the development of the 
non-royal relief decoration program. 
61 Until recently it was believed that only the royal funerary complexes have causeways from the 
beginning of Dynasty 4. However, the excavations of Z. Hawass in the so-called Workmen Cemetery 
at Giza uncovered Mastaba tombs of artisans and lower ranking officials with open causeways that 
resemble the royal causeways. See Hawass, Secrets from the Sand, p. 108 (described as ramps), figs in 
pp. 113-115. 
62 This simple classification of Old Kingdom royal funerary complexes was adopted after D. Amold, 
'Das Labyrinth und sein Vorbilder,' MDAIK 35 (1979): 1-9; id., Amenemhet Ill; Lehner, The 
Complete Pyramids, p. 19. 
63 J. Alien, in: Treasures of the Pyramids, pp. 22ff. 
64 For the discussion on the pyramid shape and its meanings; see Vemer, Renejerej, pp. 172-184. 
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The mortuary temple was called /:lwt ntr or the god's house. The name might refer to a 

relation between this structure and the general arrangements of the earthly royal residence. 

Unfortunately, none of the Old Kingdom royal residences exist or have been uncovered to 

confirm this assumption. However, the design of the early (if not the first) royal mortuary 

complex in the Old Kingdom, that of Djoser, leaves no doubt that the architect was copying 

from earthly structures, using stone instead of mudbrick, palm beams and other organic 

material. In the same mood of approaching the origin of the different elements of the royal 

mortuary complex, one can suggest that causeways derived from natural geographical 

features, mainly the dried wadis.65 

The structure of this study can be divided into two sections. Part One includes chapters 

II-IV, which represent an investigation of the Old Kingdom royal funerary complexes 

including the causeway, their structure, function, and evolution. Part Two involving chapters 

V-VI in addition to the ex curses, is reserved for the field work and the publication of the 

newly discovered scenes from the causeway of Sahure. The conclusion is preserved to the 

results of the research containing a discussion on the meaning and function of the causeway. 

Also a reconstruction of the relief program of the causeway based on the already published 

relief decorations from other causeways and the newly discovered reliefs from Sahure's 

causeway. 

1.3 Objectives of the Research 

This study on the Old Kingdom causeways did not attempt to investigate the causeway 

separately as a self-standing element from other elements of the royal funerary complex. In 

contrast, it is among the objectives of this study to deepen our understanding of the causeway 

in its context, the royal funerary complex, and clarify the similarities between the origin of the 

causeway and other elements of the royal funerary complex. In other words, the study 

attempts to trace the evidence of how far the natural features of Egypt and the mode of the 

social life (beliefs) of the Egyptians affected the construction and development of the royal 

funerary complexes. A detailed argument concerning the origin of the causeway is presented 

in chapter IV. The argument is based on the relation between Old Kingdom causeways and 

the demarcated paved ways (or roads) which lead from the royal quayside rest house (the 

valley temple) to the king's palace.66 Also, the role that the ancient Egyptian beliefs played in 

65 The relationship between the causeways and natural Wadis is introduced by C. Reader, 'On Pyramid 
Causeways,' JEA 90 (2004): 63-72. See also discussion in chapter IV. 
66 See chapter IV, pp 113-118. 
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the development of the causeways is discussed together with the role of the causeways in 

changing the aspects of necropolis and cemeteries in the Old Kingdom. Another goal of this 

study is to illustrate and reconstruct the relief program of the causeway as a part of the whole 

program of the royal funerary complex, taking into consideration its relationship with the 

statuary program and also its historical context. 

1.4 Methods of Research 

The methods of approaching the subject of this study were determined by the nature of 

the available archaeological sources and our present knowledge of writing documents 

referring to the history and religion of the Old Kingdom. As already mentioned above, a full 

account of the ideology and the problems related to the study of the royal funerary complexes 

falls outside the scope of this study, however, a comprehensive analysis of only the main 

stages ofthe evolution ofthe architecture of the royal tombs' concept is given in chapter II.67 

A new typology classification of the relief decoration program according to its function is 

presented in chapter Ill as a proper introduction of the approach to the study of causeways. 68 

The study of causeways requires not only a detailed analysis of all the available 

information and surviving evidence which are related, with different degrees of certainty, to 

the causeways of the Old Kingdom,69 but also a comprehensive analysis of other comparable 

materials from different periods. For example, the ideology of the decoration program which 

was depicted in the lower part of the causeway and represents the king as a lion or a griffin 

slaying his enemies under his paws, being supported by the gods who are usually shown 

leading the captives.70 This scene must be studied in its right context and traced back to its 

67 As explained by D. Am old, (in: Temples of Ancient Egypt, p. 31) architecture is the framework of 
the wall reliefs and any attempts to investigate the royal relief program must be preceded by an 
introduction of the architectural display of this program. 
68 Relief program in the royal mortuary complexes of the Old Kingdom was, however, treated in a 
wider scope by both Stockfisch (Totenkult) and Cwiek (Relief Decoration). 
69 Many of valuable materials for this study were either found away from their original place (the most 
famous example are the blocks from El Lisht, see Goedicke, Re-used Blocks) or beside the causeways 
but could have come from other elements of the royal funerary complex, for example, a number of the 
decorated fragments found by Selim Hasssan near the upper part of the causeway of Khufu (Hassan, 
Giza X, pp. 17-20) could have come originally from the mortuary temple. 
70 See Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), pp. 18-23, 79ff. 11 (plates), pis. 5-8; id, Niuserre, p. 47f., pls. 8-10; 
Labrousse and Moussa, La chaussee du Ounas, pp. 19-20, figs. 14-15; Jequier, Pepi 11, Ill, p. 11f., pls. 
15-18. 
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origins, as early as Dynasty 0, where it first appeared on votive palettes, many centuries 

before the building of causeways and pyramids.71 

A typology definition of causeways into two distinguished types, according to their 

architecture. Meidum-type represents the first, open causeways and its examples can be found 

in the Meidum pyramid complex of King Sneferu, 72 and also in Seneferu's Bent Pyramid at 

Dahshur.73 The second type is the Khufu-type which involves all the causeways from the 

reign of Khufu until the end of the Old Kingdom, reign of Pepy II.74 The Khufu-type 

causeway refers to causeways with covered passages regardless of whether they are decorated 

or not, made of stone or of mudbrick or with a vault ceiling. 75 

This study approaches the relief decorations of the causeway according to a new 

classification of the scenes, introduced in chapter III, with the argument that the reliefs of the 

causeways bear the same components of a self-existence program that is seen in the mortuary 

temple. In this respect, it might be noteworthy to refer to the division of the scenes from the 

Unas causeway made by Labrousse and Moussa who divided the scenes into groups according 

to their themes. This division cannot be accepted in light of the ideology of the relief program 

of the causeways for many reasons such as, grouping scenes of the king in his human form or 

as a lion (or a griffin) destroying his enemies, together with other scenes representing a war 

between the Egyptians and the Asiatics, in one group, designated as 'Themes triomphaus'. 76 

Such a division does not consider the ideology of the royal relief program and the role of the 

king in this program, and eventually it will undoubtedly lead to a false interpretation. 77 Scenes 

of the king in different forms smashing enemies are program scenes and function within the 

dogma of the kingship and the concept of the Egyptian king as the keeper of Maat in the 

world and fighter of the forces of chaos.78 However, the scene of the war between Egyptian 

71 The palette known as 'the field Patel, Vultures Palette or the Lion Pallete' on which the king is 
depicted as a lion destroying his enemies with the help of a goddess is to be considered the ancestor of 
the scene representing the king as a lion or griffin smashing his enemies. See Capart, Primitive Art, pp. 
232-242; Vandier, Manuell, pp. 584-587; Malek, Egypt, p. 28. 
72 A. Rowe, 'The Eckley B. Coxe Expedition excavations at Meydum, Egypt, 1929-1930,' Expedition 
22, n. 1 (1931): 5ff.; Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menfite Ill, p. 28. 
73 Fakhry, Sneferu, 11, p. I 05f. 
74 See chapter IV. 
75 A better example of a causeway built of mudbrick and covered with a vault is the causeway of 
Shepseskaf at South Saqqara, see chapter IV pp. 136-13 7. 
76 Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du Ounas, p. 14. 
77 See chapter IV. pp. 142-146. 
78 The aspects of the Egyptian king and the dogma of the Egyptian kingship is a life-subject of debates 
and discussions among scholars. Among the most outstanding accounts on the subject are Frankfort, 
Kingship; A. Radwan, 'Einige Aspekte der Vergotlichung des agyptischen Konigs,' in: Agypten -
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troops and Asiatics seems to be of a narrative sense, most likely connected with an expedition 

to the eastern desert. 79 

Dauer und Wandel.· Symposium anlassisch des 75 jahrigen Bestehens des DAIK,JO. und ll.Oktober 
1982, SDAIK 18 (1985): 53-69; Ancient Egyptian Kingship. 
79 The scene was uncovered and first published by S. Hassan who addressed the scene as a battle 
between the Egyptians and the Bedouins. He connected the scene with another one that shows ships 
loaded with what he assumed were Asiatic prisoners, see S. Hassan, 'Excavation at Saqqara 1937-
1938,' ASAE 38 (1938): 520, pl. XCV. Also as "foreign, Asiatic, enemy" in: id., 'The Causeway of 
Wnis at Sakkara,' ZA"S 80 (1955):138. See also chapter Ill. 
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11. Old Kingdom Royal Mortuary Complexes 

11.1 Royal Tombs from the Early Dynastic Period; Origins and Development of the 

Royal Tomb 

A brief overview of the Early Dynastic Period is a necessary prerequisite in 

understanding the royal mortuary complexes of the Old Kingdom. As direct predecessors, the 

royal tombs of the First and Second Dynasties can be regarded as a foundation for the 

development of the Old Kingdom royal tomb, which in fact represents a continuity of the 

traditions of funerary beliefs and mortuary practices originating from prior to the Early 

Dynastic Period. 

The necropolises of Abydos and Saqqara were the chosen royal burial sites for the 

First and Second Dynasties. The importance of these sites continued in the subsequent 

dynasties; Saqqara was the center of the so-called Memphite necropolis during the Old 

Kingdom and Abydos was revered as a sacred site throughout ancient Egyptian history. 

Abydos: 80 Royal Tombs of the First Dynasty 

The tombs at Abydos, specifically the ancestral cemetery Umm El Qa'ab (translated as 

'mother of the pots')81 continued to be the burial site for the kings from the First Dynasty 

while their royal seat was the strategic first capital Ineb-Hedj, later know as Memphis. This 

demonstrates a separation between political demands and their spiritual beliefs. The spiritual 

nature of Umm El Qa'ab together with the supernatural legitimacy it provided the kings that 

were buried there was discussed, among the reasons for choosing Umm El Qa'ab as the royal 

cemetery for the First Dynasty kings, by B. Kemp.82 T. Wilkinson stressed that the family ties 

between the First Dynasty kings and their ancestors (local chieftains of Naqada II and rulers 

ofNaqada Ill or Dynasty 0) buried at Umm EL Qa'ab may have been one of the main reasons 

for its continuation as a royal cemetery in the Early Dynastic Period. 83 

80 Up to date references and recent discussions can be found in, Wilkinson, EDE. 
81 In fact the Arabic name, "Umm El Qa'ab" has a significant archeological denotation as it refers to 
the millions of pottery shards, especially bases of vessels (called in Upper Egyptian dialect 'Qa' ab or 
even Ge'ab') which covered the surface of a large area of the ground around the necropolis. 
82 B. Kemp, 'Abydos and the Royal Tombs of the First Dynasty,' JEA 52 (1966): 19; id., 'the Egyptian 
1st Dynasty Royal Cemetery,' Antiquity 41 (1967): 25. 
83 Wilkinson, EDE, pp. 231-232. 
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Umm El Qa'ab is located in the desert at the foot of impressive stone cliffs about 1.5 

km. from the cultivated valley,84 and to the east of a great Wadi, which not only connects 

between the tombs of the Early Dynastic rulers and their enclosures but also represents the 

most proper, if not the only, access from the ancient settlement, in the valley, to the royal 

cemetery.85 It is likely that the existence of this Wadi influenced the development of the 

necropolis and the location of the royal tombs. 86 The cemetery of Umm El Qa'ab extended 

from the north to the south with the oldest cemetery located to the north (Cemetery U). 87 

Cemetery U seems to have been used as a general burial ground during Naqada I. 

However, by late Naqada 11, it was only being used by the elite. The large single-chamber 

tombs and the multi-chamber tombs are attributed to the chieftains and their relatives.88 The 

size and the wealth of late Naqada 11 tombs in Cemetery U led to the Proto Dynastic Period or 

Dynasty 0. The Tomb U-j with its twelve rooms, filled with funerary equipment, represents a 

revolutionary stage in the construction of a (royal?) tomb.89 It measures 9.10 x 7.30 m. and 

has a brick lining 1.55 m. deep. Its top layer is approximately 0.50 m. below ground level. 

The tomb was dated 150 years before the First Dynasty, according to Carbon-14 samples. 

Among the funerary goods found in the tomb were many ivory and bone objects, about 150 

small inscribed labels, numerous Egyptian pottery and more than 200 wine jugs from 

Canaan/Palestine. Inside the burial chamber a crock-scepter made of ivory and traces of a 

wooden shrine were discovered. 

Cemetery B, located to the south of Cemetery U, houses tombs from Dynasty 0 and 

the early First Dynasty: the tombs for the last rulers of Dynasty 0, lryhor (B 112), Ka (7 /9), 

Narmer (17/18), and the tombs for the first two kings ofthe First Dynasty, Aha (B 10/15/ 19 

+ 16) and Athothis (B 40/50).90 

84 G. Dreyer made an interesting note that every possible exit in the royal tombs of Umm El Qa'ab 
points toward an opening between the cliffs behind the cemetery. In his opinion, this can be regarded 
as a passage to the Netherworld. See G. Dreyer, 'The Tombs of the First and Second Dynasties at 
Abydos and Saqqara,' in: Treasures of the Pyramids, p. 69. However, determining the absolute 
meaning of these cliffs is not yet possible; it also could have been considered by the inhabitants of 
Umm El Qa'ab as an embodiment of the primeval mound. 
85 G. Dreyer, 'The Tombs of the First and Second Dynasties at Abydos and Saqqara,' in: Treasures of 
the Pyramids, p. 64. 
86 Unfortunately the information about this Wadi is very scarce, if it ever existed. 
87 Spencer, Early Egypt, p. 76, fig. 53; G. Dreyer and others, 'Umm el-Qaab. Nachuntersuchungen im 
Frtihzeitlichen Konigsfriedhof. 9/10 Vorbericht,' MDAIK 54 (1996): fig.l. 
88 W. Davies, 'Cemetery U at Naqqada,' MDAIK 39 (1983): 17-27. 
89 Dreyer, U-j. Judging by the size and the wealth of the tomb, it must have been for a king. Although, 
the owner of this tomb is unknown, he is usually referred to as Scorpion I, after the discovery of 
several pots and labels that bear depictions of a scorpion (Ibid., pls. 12-15). 
90 G. Dreyer, in: Treasures of the Pyramids, p. 65. 
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The tomb of Iryhor (Bl/2) is a typical Dynasty 0 tomb, consisting of two separate 

chambers.91 The tombs ofKa (7/9) and Narmer (17/18) are constructed as adjacent double

chamber tombs, with the southern chamber serving as a burial chamber and the northern 

chamber as a storeroom for the funerary equipment.92 

The first king of the First Dynasty, Aha (Horus-Aha) marks a significant leap in the 

evolution of the royal tomb, incorporating three separate large chambers (showing a return to 

earlier traditions of building separate chambers),93 and rows of subsidiary burials, which 

represent the first example of human sacrifice - a tradition to be followed by the succeeding 

kings ofthe First Dynasty.94 Aha's tomb leaves no doubt that it belongs to the first king of the 

First Dynasty, who is credited with the unification of Upper and Lower Egypt.95 The roof of 

the middle chamber, believed to be where the king was buried, was slightly vaulted whereas 

the other two chambers have flat roofs. The vaulted roof is considered an important 

architectural feature, which can be interpreted as the first attempt to have a 'back-up copy' of 

the mound of sand, above the burial, representing the primeval mound.96 

The time of King Aha, introduced a new element for the royal tomb; a mudbrick 

building with giant outer walls near the cultivated valley. It is a certainty that these buildings, 

known as 'forts', 'fortresses', 'enclosures', 'funerary enclosures', 'valley enclosures', and 

'Talbezirke', were the places where the funerary cult of the king was practiced.97 Subsidiary 

91 W. Kaiser, G. Dreyer, 'Umm el-Qaab. Nachuntersuchungen im Frlihzeitlichen Konigsfriedhof. 2. 
Vorbericht,' MDAIK 38 (1982): 232-235. For the identity of the king and discussion of several 
problems connected with his tomb, see T. A. H. Wilkinson, "The identification of tomb BI at Abydos: 
Refuting the Existence of a king *Ro/*Iry-Hor,'' JEA 79 (1993): 241-243. 
92 Wilkinson, EDE, p. 234. 
93 B. Kemp, "Abydos and the Royal Tombs of the First Dynasty," JEA 52 (1966): 22. 
94 Numerous human bones were discovered in rows of subsidiary chambers, most belonging to young 
males under the age of twenty-five. Also women, dwarfs and even dogs were buried in these burials. It 
is highly believed that they were sacrificed (killed) when the king died in order to accompany and 
serve him in the Netherworld. Bones of seven lions were found near the easternmost chamber of Aha, 
most likely reflecting the king's wish to hunt in the afterlife. See Dreyer, in: Treasures of the 
Pyramids, p. 65. 
95 According to Herodotus, the founding of the capital of the 'Two Lands', Memphis (the 'white wall') 
was the most significant achievement of Menes, who is now widely accepted by scholars to be King 
Horus-Aha. See Radwan, 'The Step Pyramids,' in: Treasures of the Pyramids, p. 86. 
96 For the significance of the primeval mound in ancient Egyptian religious beliefs, see J. Alien, in: 
Treasures of the Pyramids, pp. 22ff. 
97 The precise function of these enclosures (mortuary cult, king's cult and other functions) is still a 
subject of debates and discussions among scholars. See B. Kemp, 'Abydos and the Royal Tombs of 
the First Dynasty,' JEA 52 (1966): 13-14; id., 'the Egyptian 1st Dynasty Royal Cemetery,' Antiquity 41 
(1967): 22ff.; W. Kaiser, 'Zu den koniglichen Talbezirken in Abydos und zur Baugeschicte des 
Djoser-Grabmals,' MDAIK 25 (1969): 1-25; J-ph. Lauer, 'A propos des vestiges des murs a redans 
encadres par 'the tombs of the courtiers' et des 'forts' d' Abydos,' MDAIK 25 (1969): 79-84; W. Helk, 
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burials for sacrificed personnel were found around these enclosures dating to the time of Djer, 

also models of boats buried around the enclosure of Kha-Sekhemwy were found. These 

funerary enclosures were separate from the royal tombs; however, a connection appears to 

exist through the so-called Great Wadi.98 The separation between the royal tomb and the 

location of the mortuary cult seemed to be an Upper Egyptian tradition which was abandoned 

by Djoser (Netjerikhet) at the beginning of the Third Dynasty, and later revived by the kings 

of the New Kingdom.99 

The tombs of other kings from the First Dynasty- Djer, Djet, Queen Merneith, Den, 

Anedjib, Semerkhet and Qaa- have similar layouts consisting of a large royal burial chamber 

surrounded by small subsidiary burials. 100 

The tomb complex of Djer, Aha's successor, is the largest (70 x 40 m.) First Dynasty 

tomb. It introduces a new feature in the architecture of the royal burial chamber, namely, it 

was elaborated with series of recesses painted red, perhaps representing the early false doors 

of the Ka of the deceased king. 101 The shape of the superstructure of the royal tombs at Umm 

El Qa'ab is still a subject of debate among scholars. This is due to the fact that very little of 

the superstructures remain from these tombs which makes any reconstruction hypothetical. 

However, a superstructure shaped like a mound of earth expressing the idea of the primeval 

mound of creation seems most likely. The superstructure of the royal (and non-royal) tombs at 

'Zu den 'Talbezirken' in Abydos,' MDAIK 28 (1972): 95-99; D. O'Connor, 'New Funerary 
Enclosures (Talbezirke) of the Early Dynastic Period at Abydos,' JARCE 26 ( 1989): 51-86. 
98 G. Dreyer, 'Umm el-Qaab. Nachuntersuchungen im fri.ihzeitlichen Konigsfriedhof. 3/4 Vorbericht,' 
MDAIK 46 (I 990): 78. 
99 R. Stadelmann, 'Origins of Development of the Funerary Complex of Djoser,' in: Studies Simpson, 
p. 794. 
100 The subsidiary burials from the time of Djer to Den are situated around the royal chamber in rows. 
These burials, however, were attached directly to the burial chamber of king Semerkhet, which 
allowed the superstructure to cover not only the burial chamber of the king but also these burials. See 
Petrie, Royal Tombs I, p. 13, pi. LX; Emery, Archaic Egypt, p. 85. This arrangement of the subsidiary 
burials in the tomb of Semerkhet represents the first proven occurrence of human sacrifice. See 
Wilkinson, EDE, p. 23 7. It is also noteworthy to refer to these rough small stelae which were found in 
these burials depicting the names, and sometimes the titles, of those buried with the king; even the 
names of the dogs appear on stelae. The rite of human sacrifice reached its tragic curvature after the 
death of Djer, where 326 (or at least 318) subsidiary burials were discovered around his tomb and 
another 269 subsidiary burials were discovered around his enclosure! One can only wonder how these 
595 persons lived their last minutes after the death of the king. Also how did they die? Few 
iconographical evidence represent a clue to the nature of this rite. See Emery, Archaic Egypt, p. 59. 
fig. 21; Wilkinson, EDE, p. 267, fig. 8.2. 
101 Petrie, Royal Tombs I, p. 8. 
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Saqqara emphasized the idea that the deceased is living in a funerary residence by giving it 

the shape to the so-called mastaba. 102 

The tomb of Den is the most elaborate royal tomb among the First Dynasty tombs at 

Umm El Qa'ab as described by F. Petrie. 103 The burial chamber of the king was paved with 

pink granite slabs from Aswan and the walls were covered with reed matting. The most 

remarkable architectural development in Den's tomb, however, is the staircase which leads to 

the king's burial chamber. 104 The innovation of the staircase allowed the roof and 

superstructure of the tomb to be constructed before the burial of the king. Another new 

feature, in the tomb of Den, was introduced by the existence of the so-called 'chamber of the 

statue' (the forerunner of the serdab). 105 

The entrance stairway of the tomb of Qaa, last king of the First Dynasty, is oriented to 

the north; a new feature to be followed in the Second and Third Dynasty's royal complexes 

which were oriented north-south. 106 

Among the most important archeological finds in the royal tombs at Umm El Qa'ab 

are the funerary stelae, which were erected in pairs against the front fa9ade of the tombs, with 

the name of the king inscribed inside the serekh 'the palace facade' .107 

By the beginning of the Second Dynasty, the royal burial moved to Saqqara, however, 

for unknown reasons, the last two kings of the Dynasty, Peribsen and Khasekhemwy, returned 

to the royal cemetery at Umm El Qa'ab. 

The tomb of Peribsen is small and simple in comparison to the large First Dynasty 

tombs and the elaborate Second Dynasty tombs at Saqqara, however, it resembles the tombs 

of Djer and Djet with some differences. In place of the wooden shrine is a brick chamber with 

a passage surrounding it which gives access to storage chambers. The incessant passage 

around the tomb represents a house for the afterlife. This style can be seen in the subterranean 

102 G. Deryer, 'Zur Rekonstruktion der Oberbauten der Konigsgraber der 1. Dynastie in Abydos,' 
MDAIK 47 (1991): 93-104. See also the argument by D. O'Connor, 'Boat graves and pyramid origins. 
New discoveries at Abydos, Egypt,' Expedition 33 (1991): 7. 
103 Petrie, Royal Tombs I, p. 11. 
104 Ibid., 11, p. 11; G. Dreyer, 'Umm el-Qaab. Nachuntersuchungen im friihzeitlichen Konigsfriedhof. 
3/4 Vorbericht,' MDAIK 46 (1990): 76-79. Figs. 7-8. 
105 G. Dreyer, MDAIK 46 (1990): 70, 76-79; Wilkinson, EDE, p. 236. 
106 Petrie, Royal Tombs I, p.4. 
107 The exact location of these funerary stelae is uncertain because they were not found in situ. Petrie, 
however, suggested that they were set up in front of the eastern side of the tomb. See Petrie, Royal 
Tombs 11, p. 33. See also PM V. pp. 82-85; Vandier, Manuel I, pp. 724-730; Smith, HESPOK, p. 117. 
A list of the Stelae and references is given by H. G. Fischer, 'V aria Aegyptiaca,' JARCE 2 (1963): 
41ff. 
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structure of the Step Pyramid of Djoser (Netjerikhet). The entrance to the tomb of Peribsen is 

located on the southwest, not on the north. Two stelae bearing the name Peribsen were found. 

The tomb of Khasekhemwy is much larger in size and complexity. It is evident that 

the tomb was constructed in different stages. 108 The first plan, similar to Peribsen, consists of 

a central burial chamber, an antechamber to the south, and a backroom to the north located 

between five storage rooms (on both sides) that were reachable from corridors. Forty-three 

chambers were added to the north and south in two or three enlargements. These chambers are 

arranged similarly to the ones in the Saqqara tombs. 

The superstructure has been mostly destroyed however; it is evident that it consisted of 

a large tumulus or mastaba. According to F. Petrie, much of the new extension was 

constructed with fresh mudbrick before being dried completely. This led to the collapse of the 

walls which luckily buried the funerary furniture and kept it unreachable for the tomb 

robbers. 109 

Saqqara: Royal Tombs of the Second Dynasty 

For unknown reasons (perhaps political?) the royal necropolis was moved to Saqqara 

at the beginning of the Second Dynasty. 110 Saqqara, served as the official cemetery of the elite 

officials from the First Dynasty, with their tombs grouped at the northern edge of the Saqqara 

plateau, perhaps overlooking the capital. 111 The move of the royal cemetery from Abydos to 

Saqqara was accompanied by several changes in the architecture ofthe tomb and the funerary 

beliefs. 112 The traditional subsidiary burials of the First Dynasty were forever abandoned at 

the start of the Second Dynasty. A type of 'gallery tomb' hewn in the bedrock with 

storerooms was adopted (perhaps from private tombs ). 113 Contrary to the royal cemetery at 

Umm El Qa'ab, very little archeological evidence remains from the Second Dynasty tombs at 

Saqqara. 

108 W. Kaiser, 'Zur unterirdischen Anlage der Djoserpyramide und ihrer entwicklungsgeschichtlichen 
Einordnung', in: Fs. Emma Brunner-Traut, p. 183; L. L. Giddy, 'Digging Diary 1996-1997,' Egyptian 
Archaeology 11 ( 1997): 28. 
109 Petrie, Royal Tombs II, p. 12. G. Dreyer is against this theory. He believes that it was the weight 
above the walls, the heavy rain and humidity that led to the collapse. G. Dreyer, 'The Tombs of the 
First and Second Dynasties at Abydos and Saqqara,' in: Treasures of the Pyramids, p. 76. 
110 According to A. Roth ('Social Change in the Fourth Dynasty: the Spatial Organization of Pyramids, 
Tombs, and Cemeteries,' JARCE 30 (1993), 48. no. 48) the second Dynasty rulers moved to Saqqara 
because of the existence of a favored deity or an illustrious ancestor in the non-royal cemetery. 
111 According to D. Jeffreys and A. Tavares ('the Historic Landscape of Early Dynastic Memphis,' 
MDAIK 50 (1994), p. 151) the ancient capital must have been close to the Abusir lake; also the Wadi 
Abusir (given the archeological evidence) gave a natural access to the cemetery of the official from the 
First and Second Dynasties. 
112 W. Kaiser, in: Fs. Emma Brunner-Traut, p. 182. 
113 A. Roth, JARCE 30 (1993): 44. 
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The names of the first three kings from the Second Dynasty (Hetep-sekhemwy, Nebre, 

and Ninetjer) were found written on the statue of the priest Hetepdief at Memphis. This 

discovery was taken as evidence that the mortuary cult of these three kings must have been in 

Saqqara. 114 However, only the tombs of Hetep-sekhemwy and Ninetjer were identified with 

certainty, beneath the causeway of Unas.u 5 Munro's discovery of the Nebre' sealings in the 

galleries of Hetep-sekhemwy raised many questions which cannot be answered with 

certainty.u6 Given the fact that no traces remain from the superstructures of the Second 

Dynasty royal tombs at Saqqara, any attempts to reconstruct their superstructures will remain 

hypothetical. Two reconstruction theories for the original superstructure were proposed; either 

a simple mastaba with sloping walls or a niched mastaba similar to the non-royal First 

Dynasty mastabas at North Saqqara.m The immense construction materials needed to cover 

the large underground area of Ninetjer's complex made the excavator doubt that a mastaba 

ever covered the tomb. However, it is possible that the huge mastaba was removed by 

Netjerikhet, after the enlargement of his Step Pyramid project, and the construction materials 

were reused.ll8 As previously mentioned, the last two kings of the Second Dynasty, Peribsen 

and Khasekhemwy, returned to their ancestral cemetery at Umm El Qa'ab and built their 

tombs there. 119 

Archaeological investigations at Saqqara failed to find any evidence of cult places or 

the so-called 'funerary enclosures' that could be connected to the Second Dynasty royal 

tombs. However, the existence of these enclosures is possible. Traditional mudbrick 

enclosures of the last two kings of the Second Dynasty, Peribsen and Khasekhmey, were 

114 R. Stadelmann, 'Die Oberbauten der Konigsgraber der 2. Dynastie in Sakkara', in: Me langes 
Mokhtar 11, p. 299. 
115 The two tomb complexes are also known as the Western Gallery (tomb ofHetep-Sekhemwy, where 
sealings with the king's name and the name of Nebre were found), and the Eastern Gallery (tomb of 
Ninetjer where sealings with his name were found). See Spencer (ed.), Aspects of Early Egypt, pp. 
104-105, figs. 79-80; Wilkinson, EDE, p. 240f.; P. Munro, 'Report on the work of the Joint 
Archaeological Mission Free University Berlin/University of Hannover during their l21

h campaign 
(15th March until 14th May, 1992) at Saqqara,' DE 26 (1993): 49; W. Kaiser, in: Fs. Emma Bruner
Traut, p. 180, fig. 4d. 
116 It is possible that Nebre usurped the tomb of his predecessor or that the gallery tomb ofNebre was 
opened to his predecessor's either in his time or during the works ofNetjerikeht. Also it is possible that 
the tomb of Nebre will be found someplace to the far west and the discovery of Nebre' sealings can 
therefore, in this case, be considered that he was the one in charge preparing the burial of his 
successor. For a detailed discussion, see, Wilkinson, EDE, p. 242. 
117 Wilkinson, EDE, p. 242. 
118 P. Munro, DE 26 (1993), p. 48; Wilkinson, EDE, p. 242. 
119 Another possible Second Dynasty royal tomb was discovered to the far west of the Step Pyramid. 
See L. L. Giddy, 'Digging Diary 1996,' Egyptian Archaeology I 0 ( 1997): 28. 
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identified at Abydos. 120 Therefore, the construction of these cult buildings seems to have 

continued without interruption. In fact, modem research tends to consider the two mysterious 

enclosures, located to the west of the Step Pyramid, 'the Ptahhotep enclosure' and 'the Giser 

el-Mudir enclosure' or (the Great enclosure), as possible funerary enclosures of the royal 

tombs from the Second Dynasty. 121 One should consider that the location of the Abydos 

'funerary enclosures' on the edge of the desert close to the settlement is reasonable whereas, 

the location of the Ptahhotep and the Giser el-Mudir enclosures in the deep desert and to the 

west of the site of the royal tombs is questionable. Even if we suppose that these enclosures 

were easily accessible via the Abusir Wadi, their location to the west of the tombs will remain 

unexplained. 122 

120 B. Kemp. JEA 52 (1966): 13-22; id. Ancient Egypt, pp. 53-54; W. Kaiser, MDAIK 25 (1969): 1-21. 
121 Satdelmann (in: Melanges Mokhtar 11. p. 306) attributed the mudbrick Ptahhotep enclosure to king 
Khasekhemwy and the Giser el-Mudir enclosure with its enormous limestone walls to Ninetjer. This 
attribution is much doubted, if possible at all, because, and as noted by T. Wilkinson (EDE, 241), there 
is no evidence that king Khasekhemwy built a tomb in Saqqara. Also the survey inside the Giser el
Mudir revealed remains of different stones, basalt, red granite, limestone, etc. (1. J. Mathieson, A. 
Tavares, 'Preliminary report on the National Museums of Scotland Saqqara Survey Project, 1990-
1991,' JEA 79 (1993): 29-30) therefore, it is not logical to pre-date such huge stone construction 
before a mudbrick building. 
122 Also the idea that these enclosures might have been unfinished step pyramids is rejected, especially 
in the case of the Giser el-Mudir enclosure, where the survey (1. J. Mathieson, A. Tavares, JEA 79 
(1993): 30) and the aerial photographs do not show a building in the middle of the enclosure while the 
surrounding walls appeared to be complete. See Wilkinson, EDE, pp. 243-244. 
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11.2 Royal Mortuary Complexes of the Old Kingdom- An Overview 

The construction of Netjerikhet's (later Djoser) 123 Step Pyramid at Saqqara is widely 

considered by historians and Egyptologists as a turning point in the history of ancient Egypt; a 

cultural phenomenon that witnessed Egypt's transformation from the developmental cultural 

patterns of the Early Dynastic Period into the harmonious forms of a new era, the Old 

Kingdom, 124 sometimes called Age of the Pyramids, or the Memphite Kingdom. 125 The idea 

that the Step Pyramid is a link between two distinguished historical eras, the so-called Early 

Dynastic Period and the Old Kingdom, is not accepted by some scholars who not only place 

the Step Pyramid and its builder, King Netjerikhet, but also the whole Third Dynasty in the 

Early Dynastic period. 126 They see the Step Pyramid as a natural development from the 

ancestral royal tombs and funerary enclosures at Abydos with the influence of the traditions 

from Lower Egypt. 127 In spite of the latter argument, the idea that the Step Pyramid marks the 

beginning of the Old Kingdom has been adopted for this study. 128 Likewise the end of the Old 

Kingdom represents another dispute among scholars, who are divided into two groups. The 

first group prefers to end the Old Kingdom at the end of the Sixth Dynasty, an opinion which 

has been adopted here. Whereas, the second group of scholars extends the Old Kingdom until 

the end of the Eighth Dynasty. 129 The assumption that the Old Kingdom ends at the end of 

Eighth Dynasty is based on two main factors; first, the continuation of the construction of 

pyramids as royal tombs; second, the continuation of Memphis as the seat of the ruler of 

Upper and Lower Egypt. In spite of the latter factors, one must put into consideration that the 

values of the Old Kingdom with its main institution, the divine kingship, were no longer in 

123 Ntrj-/jt "Divine of Body" is the Horus name of Djoser while the latter 'Djoser' is his njswt-bjtj 
name which is not found before the Middle Kingdom, see Gauthier, Le Liver des Rois, pp. 50-52. 
124 In spite of this statement, there is no gap or a distance between the end of the Early Dynastic 
Period, represented by the end of the Second Dynasty, and the beginning of the Old Kingdom, 
represented by the beginning of the Third Dynasty. The key figure during the transition from the 
Second Dynasty to the Third Dynasty is Queen Nimaathap, who was 'mother of the king's children' 
under Khasekhemwy, last king of Dynasty Two, and 'mother of the king of Upper and Lower Egypt' 
under Djoser, the first king of the Third Dynasty. G. Dreyer, 'Der erste Konig der 3. Dynastie,' in: Fs 
Stadelmann, pp. 31-34. See also discussions in Wilkinson, EDE, pp. 26, 94-95; Shaw (ed.), Ancient 
Egypt, p. 89. 
125 J. Leclant, 'A Brief History of the Old Kingdom,' in: Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids, p. 3. 
126 Among the scholars who included the Third Dynasty to the Early Dynastic period are: Quirke, 
Spencer (eds.), Ancient Egypt, pp. 33, 36; Wilkinson, EDE. P. 60f. 
127 W. Kaiser, MDAIK25 (1969): 16. 
128 This definition seems to be the most widely accepted among the scholars. A. Radwan, in: Treasures 
o~the Pyramids, pp. 88-89. 
1 9 Shaw ( ed. ), Ancient Egypt, pp.116-117. 
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existence by the end of the Sixth Dynasty. Therefore, the Old Kingdom covers four Dynasties 

(Three to Six) with an estimated time of about five centuries (2649-2150 B.C.E)Y0 

In the following pages a survey of the royal mortuary complexes from the Old 

Kingdom is given in chronological order, each royal complex is preceded by a brief historical 

background about the owner and the most significant events of his reign. The aim of this 

survey is to introduce the construction in which the royal relief program appeared and 

developed. 

The Third Dynasty - Djoser Type Pyramids 

The circumstances under which the shift from the Second to the Third Dynasty 

occurred are still uncertain. Yet, the archaeological evidence refers to Netjerikhet/Djoser as 

the direct successor of the last king of the Second Dynasty, King Khasekhemwy, and thus the 

founder of the Third Dynasty. 131 The discovery of a sealing of Queen Nimaathap in the tomb 

of Khasekhemwy at Abydos, 132 on which she bore the title 'mother of the king's children', as 

well as the discovery of another sealing for the same queen in the Mastaba K1 at Beit Khalaf, 

which dates to Netjerikhet, on which the queen bore the title 'mother of king of Upper and 

Lower Egypt', could indicate that Netjerikhet was one of the sons of Khasekhemwy and his 

wife Nimaathap. 133 The sealings of Netjerikhet, which were uncovered in both the tomb of 

Khasekhemwy, 134 and Khasekhemwy's mortuary enclosure (known as Shunet El Zebib),135 

led us to the same conclusion. Finally, the discovery made by G. Dryer136 in 1996 of seal

impressions bearing the Horns-name 'Netjerikhet' from the tomb entrance of Khasekhemwy, 

130 Z. Hawass, in: Treasures of the Pyramids, p. 18. 
131 In contrast with Manetho (Waddell, Manetho, p. 41) who put a king named Necherophes as the first 
king of the Third Dynasty. It is more likely that the name Necherophes is identified with the last ruler 
of the Second Dynasty, or at least one of the Second Dynasty rulers. Gardiner, Egypt of the Pharaohs, 
p. 433, no. 1. 
132 Petrie, Royal Tombs, pl. XXIV, p. 210. 
133 Wilkinson, EDE, p. 94. 
134 Petri, Royal Tombs II, pl. XXIV, p. 211; Kaplony,JAFII, 1189, 1190; Ill: figs 768,798. 
135 P. E. Newberry, 'Impressions of Seals from Abydos', in: AAA 2 (1909): pl. XXIII; Kaplony, IA.F I, 
164; Ill: pl. 131, figs 800-801. Also sealings and seal-impressions with Netjerikhet's name were 
uncovered in other places: the galleries beneath the north court granaries (Firth, Quibell, Step Pyramid 
I, p. 141, figs 19-21 ), under the step pyramid (Lauer, Pyramide a Degres Ill, f· 74, pl. XIX), in three 
private tombs in Saqqara including that of the famous official, Hesire (PM Ill, pp. 437 [S2405]), PM 
IIf, p. 448 [S3518], and that of Hesy (Quibell, Hesy, p. 3, pl. XXVIII. 23), in the Mastabas K2, K3, 
K4, KS (Garstang, Mahasna and Bet Khallaj). 
136 G. Dreyer, in: Fs Stadelmann, pp. 31-34. The question of the founder of the Third Dynasty is raised 
by the inconsistencies in the different King-lists. The Saqqara and Palermo Stone King-lists put 
Netjerikhet as the founder of the Third Dynasty, whereas, the Abydos and Turin King-lists have 
Nebka as the founder of the Third Dynasty. See Gardiner, RCT, pl. 11, Ill (18). 
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leaves no doubt that the former was responsible for the burial of the latter, King 

Khasekhemwy, and consequently Netjerikhet is the founder of the Third Dynasty. 137 King 

Netjerikhet reverted to the royal cemetery of Memphis, Saqqara, founded by the Second 

Dynasty kings. Here, he constructed his Step Pyramid complex, beginning a new era in 

ancient Egyptian history. A number of reasons given for Netjerikhet to abandon the ancestral 

cemetery at Abydos in favor for the Memphite necropolis at Saqqara, were given by T. 

Wilkinson. 138 It is very likely that the king's mortuary complex was planned from the 

beginning to be constructed with stone, especially the fine limestone of Turah, therefore it 

was more convenient and economical for it to be built in Saqqara. 139 The Step Pyramid is not 

the only known architectural activity of Netjerikhet, however, it remains the most ingenious 

and prominent work of his and his architect, the legendary Imhotep. The construction of the 

Step Pyramid made the names of Djoser and lrnhotep unforgettable throughout ancient 

Egyptian history. 140 The Horus-name (Netjerikhet) of the king was found inscribed on the six 

panels that depict the king performing the Heb-Sed (running), in the galleries beneath the Step 

Pyramid and in the so-called South Tomb. 141 While the outer frames of the panels were 

inscribed with the king's titulary. 142 Also, boundary stelae from his mortuary complex were 

found inscribed with the king's names and names of the females from his family. 143 Reused 

inscribed blocks, with the Netjerikhet's name and decorated with the figures of lions, falcons 

and a snake, were uncovered by Z. Hawass in the mortuary temple of Queen lput I, wife of 

King Teti. 144 Away from the Step Pyramid complex, fragments from a decorated shrine of 

137 O'Connor supported these archaeological finds by stressing the architectural similarities between 
the mortuary enclosure ofKhasekhemwy and the Step Pyramid complex ofNetjerikhet, which (in his 
opinion) indicated a close proximity of the two reigns. See D. O'Connor, 'Boat graves and pyramid 
origins. New discoveries at Abydos, Egypt,' in: Expedition 33,3 (1991), pp. 5-17. 
138 Wilkinson, EDE, p. 96. 
139 See M. Barta, 'Location of the Old Kingdom Pyramids in Egypt,' CAJ 15:2 (2005): 178-181. 
140 Breasted, History of Egypt, pp. 112-113; Wildung, Die Rolle iigyptisher Konige, pp. 57-93. The 
special status of Djoser among the kings of ancient Egypt was emphasized in the Turin Canon when 
the writer of the papyrus used red ink to write the Nsw-Bitj title of the king. See Wildung, Die Rolle 
iigyptisher Konige, p. 65, Dok. XVI (60), (80). 
141 F. D. Friedman, 'The Underground Relief panels of King Djoser at the Step Pyramid Complex,' 
JARCE 32 (1995): 1-42. 
142 Firth, Quibell, Step Pyramidll, pls. 16, 39, 43. 
143 Ibid., pl. 87; PM III2

, p. 407. See also reconstruction by Lauer, Pyramide a Degres I, p. 187, fig. 
209. 
144 z. Hawass, 'A Fragmentary Monument of Djoser,' JEA 80 (1994): 45-56. According to Do. Arnold 
(When the Pyramids were Built, p. 19) the two blocks were a part of a pillar, however, Hawass's 
reconstruction of the two blocks as a gate jamb that once stood in the mortuary complex of Djoser 
seems more likely. 
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Netjerikhet were uncovered in Heliopolis. 145 The surviving has-relief scenes of the fragments 

most likely depict various scenes from the Heb-Sed ceremony and the ennead of Heliopolis. 

Also the rock-cut inscriptions at Wadi Maghara, in Sinai, indicate the king's activities in the 
. . 146 turqumse mmes. 

145 Smith, HESPOK, pp. 133-137, figs 48-53. 
146 Gardiner, Peet, Cemy, Sinai 11, p. 54. 
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The Step Pyramid ofNetjerikhet in Saqqara 

Netjerikhet's mortuary complex (plan I) was named ~bl:zw ntrw 'libation of the gods'. 147 

The site of the Step Pyramid was already used by some of the Second Dynasty rulers as their 

burial place. The architectural components ofNetjerikhet's complex followed the north-south 

axis and are grouped inside an area that measures 545 x 278 m. enclosed by an enclosure wall 

with fourteen dummy gates and only one gate to the south ofthe eastern wall. 148 In addition to 

the enclosure wall, the whole complex was protected by a manmade surrounding ditch called 

the Dry Moat. 149 The reasons for the existence and function of the Dry Moat are still subjects 

of debate among scholars. Scholars agree that the whole complex, especially the pyramid, was 

not constructed using one architectural plan from start to finish. 150 Although, the Step 

Pyramid complex represents a drastic change in the ancient Egyptian architecture of the royal 

tomb, it remains a unique example of the unification between the architectural elements of 

Upper and Lower Egypt. 151 Two main innovations should be stressed in the architecture ofthe 

Step Pyramid complex: the first is the attempt to construct the whole complex with stone 

instead of mudbrick and wood, which can only be interpreted as the wish to construct an 

eternal residence for the deceased king which would enable him to function and take over all 

his duties in the afterlife. The second innovation was the amalgamation of the king's burial 

147 PM IIf, pp. 399-415. After many amateur investigations of the monument since the 191
h century, 

the complex was a subject of a systematic excavation by C. Firth and Qui bell (Step Pyramid) then by 
J-ph. Lauer, who dedicated his life to the excavation and the restoration of the complex. See Lauer, 
Etudes complementaires. 
148 For plans, aerial photographs and computer reconstructions see A. Radwan, 'The Step Pyramids,' 
in: Treasures of the Pyramids, pp. 94ff. 
149 N. Swelim, 'The Dry Moat ofNetjerikhet complex,' in: Pyramid Studies, pp. 13-22. 
150 *For the changes and modifications in the construction plan of the Step Pyramid complex see, H. 
Altenmtiller, 'Bemerkungen zur friihen und spaten Bauphasen des Djoserbezirkes in Sakkara,' MDAIK 
28 (1972): 1-12; J-Ph. Lauer, 'Sur certaines modifications et extensions apportees au complexe 
funeraire de Djoser au cours de son regne,' in: Pyramid Studies, pp.5-ll; R. Stadelmann, 'Origins and 
Development of the Funerary Complex ofDjoser,' in: Studies Simpson, pp. 787-800. 
151 W. Kaiser, MDAIK 25 (1969): 1-21. According to Kaiser, most of the architectural elements of 
Netjerikhet's Step Pyramid were influenced by the Upper Egyptian traditions. Yet, the fact that there 
is not, until now, a precise definition of what (in architecture) is purely an Upper Egyptian tradition 
and what is a Lower Egyptian tradition makes Kaiser's proposal doubtful. In fact many of the so
called 'Abydos tradition' or Upper Egyptian tradition can be traced and found in Lower Egypt. The 
dummy mounds which were found inside the enclosures of Peribsen and Kasekhemwy can be 
regarded as a translation of the primeval mound in the Heliopolitan cosmogony of the creation of the 
world. Also the niched surrounding walls that appear in some of the funerary enclosures in Abydos 
and Herakonopolis were thought to be a Lower Egyptian tradition. See A. Radwan, in: Treasures of 
the Pyramids, p. 95. 
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and his mortuary cult in one complex. 152 Therefore, Djoser's Step Pyramid complex does not 

only mark a new historical era in the ancient Egyptian history but also it launches a type of 

royal tomb in the Old Kingdom, the so-called Djoser-type. 153 

The Step Pyramid, the most prominent component of the whole complex, was 

constructed in the center of the enclosure. Its original construction began with a simple square 

mastaba (Ml), which was enlarged on its four sides (M2) and then on its east side (M3). 

(M3) was changed into a Step Pyramid of four steps (Pl) and finally into a six stepped 

pyramid (P2). The change from a mastaba into a step pyramid underwent many phases in the 

construction process. 154 

The substructure of the Step Pyramid consists of galleries which lead to storerooms 

and a burial chamber. A long entrance corridor with rock cut columns from the south side of 

the Step Pyramid leads to the underground galleries via a huge vertical shaft, also small shafts 

between the galleries lead from one level to another. A northern entrance with a staircase 

leads also to the above mentioned galleries and another internal staircase leads to the burial 

chamber. Therefore, Lower Egypt's, or sometimes Memphite's technique, represented by the 

shafts, and Upper Egypt's technique, represented by the staircases, are both used in the 

construction of the Step Pyramid. 155 Some of the galleries were decorated with panels of 

greenish-blue faience tiles imitating the reed matting that hung on the open doors and 

windows as curtains. 156 Also three limestone panels with reliefs depicting Netjerikhet 

performing the ritual run of the Heb-Sed, visiting sanctuaries, the coronation rituals. The 

panels have outer frames decorated with the king's titulary. 157 Another three panels with 

similar reliefs were found under the so-called South Tomb. 158 

152 W. Kaiser, MDAIK 25 ( 1969): 16. It is likely that the kings of the Third Dynasty did not follow the 
tradition of their ancestors from the First and Second Dynasties and neglected the construction of 
separate enclosures for their cults. Yet, a conclusion on this subject is not yet possible. 
153 Lehner, the Complete Pyramids, p. 19. 
154 Lauer, in: Pyramid Studies, pp. 6-7. 
155 W. Kaiser, in: Fs. Emma Brunner-Traut, pp. 176-185. 
156 According to F. D. Friedman ('Notions of Cosmos in the Step Pyramid Complex,' in: Studies 
Simpson, pp. 342-343.) the reed matting symbolically represents the Field of Reeds (Sbt J3rw). 
157 According to F. D. Friedman ('the Underground Relief Panels of King Djoser at the Step Pyramid 
Complex,' JARCE 32 (1995): 1-42) these panels were inspired by the so-called Naos Stute, and they 
should be seen as representing a statue of the king in a shrine. 
158 An interesting note made by A. Dodson (the Pyramids, p. 42) that these panels represent the first 
and last example (from either the Old or Middle Kingdom) of a wall relief depicting the king inside his 
tomb. 
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To the north of the Step Pyramid, stood a small mortuary temple, (plan 2) sometimes 

referred to as a model palace. 159 According to Stadelmann, the architecture of this temple 

(with two chapels, two entrances, two slaughter houses, etc.) emphasizes the king's duality as 

the king of Upper and Lower Egypt. 160 A life size statue of the king, representing him seated 

on a low back throne, wearing the Heb-Sed cloak, was set inside an enclosed serdab to the 

east of the temple. A complex of buildings with two rows of chapels and statue niches were 

built to the east of the pyramid and connected with the Heb-Sed ceremony. To the north of 

these buildings, two solid buildings, the so-called 'mansion of the North' and 'mansion of the 

South', were constructed. Their function, however, is not precisely understood. 

To the south of the Step Pyramid, is the so-called "great court". Its existence and 

function has been hypothesized to be similar to the open courts which might have existed in 

the royal residence and used by the kings on certain occasions such as the reception of 

expeditions and tributes from foreign countries. 161 In the northeast corner of the south court 

stood a small chapel with three niches and an altar which was attached to the southern side of 

the Step Pyramid. Also standing in the middle of this court, were two limestone buildings 

whose ground plan resembles the letter 'B'. The two buildings were connected with the Heb

Sed ceremony, based on iconographical evidence. 162 

The so-called South Tomb was built to the south of the Heb-Sed courtyard. 163 It is the 

forerunner of the so-called cult pyramids or satellite pyramids which appear for the first time 

at Sneferu's Meidum Pyramid complex and continued during the Old and the Middle 

Kingdoms. To the north of Netjerikhet's south Tomb, a small cult place was found. 164 The 

substructure of the South Tomb consists of chambers mirroring those of the Step Pyramid 

with decorated panels resembling the ones under the pyramid, as well as a granite burial 

chamber under a deep shaft. 

Among the most important finds related with the Step Pyramid is the so-called 'snake 

pillar'. It is a free standing pillar that was found in two pieces by Z. Hawass in the area of the 

159 See plan ofNetjerikhet's complex published in D. Amold, in: Temples of Ancient Egypt, p. 41, fig. 
6. 
160 Stadelmann, Pyramiden, pp. 66ff. 
161 Kemp, Ancient Egypt, pp. 57-59. 
162 Vemer, The Pyramids, p. 123. 
163 According to A. Radwan (in: Treasures of the Pyramids, p. lOO) the South Tomb was the symbolic 
burial of the royal Ka which played a significant role in the ceremony of the Heb-Sed in the afterlife. 
164 It is noteworthy to stress the fact that the existence of this northern cult place is of special 
importance. With the first cult pyramids in Meidum and the Bent Pyramid, it was found to the east of 
the cult pyramid when the general orientation of the royal complex was changed from north-south to 
east-west. 
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mortuary temple of queen Iput I, queen ofTeti. 165 On the face ofthe pillar is the Horns-name 

of Netjerikhet depicted on the top followed by twelve figures of a jackal and a lion in 

alternating sequence. The same depiction is repeated on the lower part of the pillar which is 

incomplete. On the two sides of the pillar (the back was left undecorated) depictions of raised 

snakes are found. Each snake is equal in length to the depiction on the face of the pillar (the 

king's name and the twelve jackals and lions). 166 The religious interpretation of this pillar was 

discussed in detail by A. Radwan. 167 

Unlike the stability and richness which Djoser enjoyed during his reign, his successors 

reigned for a relatively short periods of time and thus, very little is known about them due to 

the lack of archaeological sources. 168 

Horus Sekhemkhet 

King-lists agree that King Sekhemkhet, perhaps Djoser's son, is Djoser's successor on 

the throne. 169 His unfinished step pyramid complex was discovered by the Egyptian 

archeologist Zakaria Goenim in 1954 to the southwest of Djoser Step Pyramid. 170 The 

similarities between Sekhemkhet's unfinished step pyramid complex and Djoser's Step 

Pyramid complex, along with the discovery of a graffito on Sekhemkhet' s northern enclosure 

wall with the name and titles of the famous architect, Imhotep, might indicate that he was 

involved in the construction of the Sekhemkhet's pyramid complex. 171 Goneim did not doubt 

when he found the unique sealed sarcophagus with a funeral bouquet on the top that the king 

was buried inside. However, the opening of the sarcophagus did not show any evidence that 

the king's mummy had ever been resting in it. 172 The whole complex was planned to resemble 

165 Z. Hawass, JEA 80 (1994): 45-56. 
166 Ibid., figs. 1-2, reconstruction in fig. 3, pis. VI (2-4), VII. 
167 A. Radwan, in: Treasures of the Pyramids, p. 90. 
168 CAH, pp. 4-18; Swelim, The Third Dynasty, passim; A. Dodson, 'on the threshold of Glory: The 
Third Dynasty,' KMT9 no.2 (1998): 27-40. 
169 The Turin Canon credited him with only a six-year reign, which matches the unfinished state of the 
king's mortuary complex, and the lack of archaeological evidence which has survived from his reign. 
See Goedicke, 'Sechemchet', LAV: 776-777. 
170 PM ne, pp. 415-417; Goneim, Buried Pyramid; id, Horus Sekhem-khet. The excavation of the 
complex has not been completed (especially the northern area of the mortuary temple), also the whole 
complex needs to be re-excavated. See A. Radwan, in: Treasures of the Pyramids, p. 110. 
171 Goneim, Horus Sekhem-Khet. Also, a seal-impression inscribed with the king's name was 
uncovered in Elephantine (J. Leclant, Clerc, 'Fouilles et travaux en EgYPt et au Soudan, 1991-1992,' 
Or 62 ( 1993): 250). Also three reliefs in Wadi Maghara (Gardiner, Peet, Cerny, Sinai, pl. 1). 
172 Some scholars doubt that Sekhemkhet was buried in the unfinished pyramid (for example, J-ph. 
Lauer, Recherche et decouverte du tombeau sud de l'Horus Sekhem-khet dans son complexe funeraire 
a Saqqarah, BIE 48-49 (1969): 121-131 ); however, Goneim's discovery of some royal funerary 
furniture including twenty one gold bracelets and rings; a small golden box in the shape of a seashell; 
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Netjrikhet's Step Pyramid, especially the design of the enclosure wall with its dummy gates 

and the step pyramid superstructure whose base is bigger than the Step Pyramid (120 x 120 

m.). 173 The substructure of the step pyramid, however, is simpler with one middle burial 

chamber surrounded by store galleries. No wall reliefs or decorated panels were found, most 

probably due to the unfinished state of the monument. 

Horus Khaba 

Horns Khaba is one of the obscure figures of the Third Dynasty; to him the so-called 

layer pyramid at Zawyet el-Aryan (seven kilometers to the north of Saqqara) is attributed. 174 

Yet, the king's position (chronology) within the Dynasty is still in doubt, and a subject of 

debate. 175 The plan of the step pyramid is similar to that of Sekhemkhet but on a smaller scale 

(84 X 84 m.). The construction stopped at the very beginning and the substructure shows no 

evidence of a burial. 176 Around the pyramid, no enclosure walls, south tomb, or a mortuary 

temple were found. 177 Also, no inscribed or decorated reliefs were found. 

other jewelry of gold and semiprecious stones and stone vessels, leaves no doubt that there was a royal 
burial under this pyramid. 
173 Goneim, Buried Pyramid, p. 52; id., Horus Sekhemkhet, p. 8; Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi 
Menfite II. p. 20. 
174 The locals call this pyramid 'el- Haramah el-Medawarah, lit: the round pyramid'. PM IIf, p.313; A. 
Barasanti, 'Ouverture de la pyramide de Zaouiet el-Aryan,' ASAE 2 (1901): 92-94; G. Reisner, C. 
Fisher, 'the Layer Pyramid at Zawyet El Aryan,' BMFA 9 (1911): 55-59; A. Dodson, 'the Layer 
Pyramid of Zawyet el-Aryan: its Layout and Context,' JARCE 3 7 (2000): 81-90; for the history of the 
exploration work of the Layer Pyramid, see, Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menfite 11. p. 41. The 
pyramid was basically attributed to Khaba based on the discovery of eight stone bowls inscribed with 
the Horus-name of the king, Khaba, in Mastaba (Z 500) near the pyramid. See A. J. Arkell, 'Stone 
bowls ofKha'ba (Third Dynasty),' JEA 42 (1956): 116; id., JEA 44 (1958): 120; Dunham, Zal1)!et el
Aryan, p. 34, pis XXV-XXVI; M. Lehner, 'Z500 and the Layer Pyramid of Zawyet el-Aryan', in: 
Studies Simpson, pp. 507-522. 
175 A detailed study of all the archaeological evidence available from the reign ofKhaba is given by N. 
Swelim (The Third Dynasty, pp. 198-205), however his argument that Khaba was the founder of the 
Third Dynasty seems impossible in light of the archaeological evidence from the time of Netjrikhet 
(discussed above). See also Wilkinson, EDE, pp. 99-101. 
176 Only a rough burial chamber, surrounded by thirty-two magazines, was discovered. A. Radwan (in: 
Treasures of the Pyramids, p. ll 0) made an interesting note that the arrangement of the magazines 

recalls the hieroglyphic sign for Ka ,U' which means, among other meanings, 'food', 'nourishment' 
or even 'life-stock', which reflects the meaning of these magazines. 
177 Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menfite II. p. 45. 
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Sanakht/Nebka178 

The identity of Sanakht/Nebka is among the most problematic subjects related to the 

Third Dynasty. The assumption that he founded the Third Dynasty, now rejected as 

previously explained, makes his exact position within the Dynasty uncertain. 179 Seal

impressions bearing his Horus-name were found in a room of the mortuary temple of 

Djoser. 180 The king's funerary complex cannot be identified with certainty. 181 

Huni 

Unlike his predecessors, Huni's place as the last king of the Third Dynasty is 

confirmed by both; the biographical inscriptions of the high official, Metjen, in his tomb at 

Saqqara, 182 and by Papyrus Prisse. 183 The relatively long reign of Huni brought the Third 

Dynasty to a close. 184 The Horus name of the mysterious king, Qahedjet, which is depicted on 

the Louver stela is likely to be identified with Huni (?). 185 Many provincial small pyramids 

were attributed to Huni. The function of these pyramids is still a subject of debate among 

scholars. 186 

Though, Huni enjoyed a long reign, no mortuary complex has been discovered and 

attributed to him. The old hypothesis that he started the construction of the Meidum 

178 It was suggested, on the basis of a reconstruction of a seal-impression from the Mastaba K2 at Beit 
Khalaf, that Nebka is the nswt-bitj name of king Sanakht. See Garstang, Mahdsna and Bet Khallaj, pl. 
XIX.7; Seidelmayer, 'Town and State in the early Old Kingdom. A view from Elephantine', in: 
Spencer ( ed.) Aspects of Early Egypt, pl. 23. 
179 Both the Abydos and Turin King-lists recorded a king named Nebka between Khasekhemwy and 
Djoser, however the archaeological evidence contradicts Nebka's position as the founder of the Third 
D~nasty. See, Wilkinson, EDE, p. 101. 
18 Firth, Quibell, Step Pyramid, p. 141, fig. 18. 
181 Without any archaeological evidence the so-called 'brick pyramid' at Abu Rawash was attributed to 
Sanakht (Swelim, The Third Dynasty, pp. 36-39.), also the enclosure known as 'Giser el-Mudir' is 
hypothetically attributed to the same king (Cwiek, Relief Decoration, p. 63, footnote No. 256.) 
Nevertheless, any attempts to attribute a monument to the king will remain pure speculation because 
of the lack of evidence. 
182 H. Goedicke, 'Die Laufbahn des Mtn,' MDAIK21 (1966): 1-17. 
183 A. H. Gardiner, 'The instruction addressed to Kagemni and his Brethren,' JEA 32 (1946): 71-74, pl. 
XIV. 
184 The Turin Canon recorded a reign of twenty-four years for Huni. See, Gardiner, RCT, pl. 11 (III). 
185 The stela depicts a king being embraced by a god (Horus). Based on the art style of the relief, 
scholars have assigned the stela to Huni (J. Vandier, 'Une Stele egyptienne portent un nouveau nom 
royal de la troisieme dynastie', CRAIBL 1968: 16-22), however, in order to prove this identification 
more evidence is required. See Wilkinson, EDE, pp. 104-105. 
186 The beginning of the Fourth Dynasty, namely the reign of Sneferu, is also a suggested date of these 
pyramids. See a general discussion in: Vemer, The Pyramids, pp.168-173; M. Barat, CAJ 15:2 (2005): 
181. 
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Pyramid187 has been rejected by most Egyptologists in view of the fact that Huni's name has 

never been found in or around the Pyramid. In contrast to the name of Sneferu which is well 

documented by both the pyramid builders who built the pyramid and the graffiti found inside 

the pyramid, left by the ancient travelers from the New Kingdom. Also the nearby cemetery 

was allocated to members of Sneferu's family. One can speculate that Huni is buried in 

Saqqara (perhaps the so-called Ptah-hotep enclosure can be identified with him), where the 

tombs of his high officials were constructed. 188 

The Fourth Dynasty - Post-Meidum Type189 

The King-lists and the archaeological evidence are in agreement that King Sneferu is 

the founder of the Fourth Dynasty. 190 Nevertheless, when studying the history of the Old 

Kingdom, it is a fact that all the reigning periods of the kings are in question. 191 Whilst, Turin 

Canon credited Sneferu with a twenty-four year reign, graffiti from his northern (Red) 

Pyramid at Dahshur may suggest a longer reign. 192 

Sneferu' s building activities resulted in the construction of four pyramids; the Meidum 

Pyramid, the Seila Pyramid and two pyramids at Dahshur - the Bent and Red Pyramid. 

Excluding the Seila Pyramid from our discussion, 193 Sneferu, for unknown reasons, moved 

the royal residence with the royal burial from Saqqara to Meidum and then to Dahshur. 194 

Moving the royal residence and opening a new royal necropolis were justifiable features and 

aspects of this remarkable change in the ideology of kingship and the status of the king during 

187 Edwards, The Pyramids, pp. 93, 95-97. Among the scholars who attributed the Meidum Pyramid to 
Huni as its founder: Wildung, 'Zur Deutung der Pyramide von Medum,' RdE 21 (1969): 135-145. And 
more recently Wilkinson, EDE, p. 254. 
188 Most famous is the tomb of Metjen (Berlin 1105). However, A. Roth (JARCE 30 (1993): 50) 
argued that Saqqara served as the cemetery of the officials of the Third Dynasty notwithstanding the 
location ofthe royal tomb. 
189 Following Lehner's divination ofthe pyramid complexes. Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, p. 19. 
190 Gardiner, Egypt of the Pharaohs, p. 434. 
191 This fact is perhaps due to the disagreement between the King-lists which in most cases also 
disagree with the archaeological resources. On the chronology of the Fourth and the Fifth Dynasties, 
see M. Vemer, 'Archaeological Remarks on the 41

h and 5th Dynasty Chronology,' ArOr 69 (2001): 
363-418. 
192 R. Stadelmann, MDAIK 43 (1986): 229-239. 
193 The investigation of the Seila pyramid proved that the monument does not include a burial 
chamber; also there is no evidence of a funerary cult being found at the site. 
194 As early as the beginning of the Fourth Dynasty, the location of the royal burial is in a direct 
relationship with the location of the royal residence and vice verse. According to R. Stadelmann (in: 
Treasures of the Pyramids, p. 117) pure political and economical reasons were behind the king's 
decision to move the royal palace from Middle Egypt (Meidum) to a site that was closer to the old 
residence namely Dahshur, where controlling the trade roads was easier. Also, the existence of the 
needed limestone on both sides of the Nile and the natural lake for the harbor ensured the development 
of the region. 
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the reign of Sneferu. This change can be considered as a revolution on the old traditions 

which touched all aspects of the ancient Egyptian society. It might be useful here to highlight 

some of the significant changes that occurred during the reign of Sneferu especially in regards 

to the tomb architecture and mortuary beliefs. 

- Sneferu' s Horns-name Nb mrt "Lord of Maat" became later an epithet for the sun-god 

Re. 195 His son and successor, Khufu, made himself the sun-god Re on earth and then his sons 

and successors identified themselves as z3 R<" "son of Re". 

- The traditional north-south orientation of the royal complex changed to an east-west 

orientation, where the mortuary cult (mortuary temple) moved from the north to the east to 

accommodate rituals overmastered by the eternal daily trip of the sun-god. 

- The location of the king's burial chamber moved from deep underneath a step pyramid to 

inside a true pyramid allowing the deceased king to ascend to the sky and join the realm of the 

sun god. 196 

- The private cemeteries which were previously separated from royal necropolises, became 

now part of the royal necropolis, if not an element; with clear administrative procedures 

controlling its design and development. 197 

These aspects leave no doubt that the sun-god Re was already the supreme god, creator of the 

universe by the beginning of the Fourth Dynasty. Also the king who is embodied into the 

celestial Horns (Horns of the heaven) on earth was believed to join the eternal daily trip of the 

sun-god after death paving the way for the appearance of another Horns on earth. 198 Changing 

the orientation of the royal pyramid complex together with the shape of the pyramid and its 

internal design was accompanied by a radical change in the ideas and reasons that controlled 

the choosing of the pyramid site. Sneferu's predecessors constructed their tombs, in Abydos 

or in Saqqara, in the already known and used necropoleis (either by their ancestors or their 

195 R. Stadelmann, 'The Pyramids of the Fourth Dynasty,' in: Treasures ofthe Pyramids, p. 112. For 
using the Horus-name for political and religious statements about the king, see J. Baines, 'Origins of 
Egyptian Kingship,' in: Ancient Egyptian Kingship, pp.140-141. 
196 The entrance to the pyramid remained to the north. Stadelmann explained (in: Treasures of the 
Pyramids, p. 115) that the king was believed to ascend to the northern sky to join the stars and also in 
the northern sky he would meet the sun god during his trip and join his boat. 
197 A. Roth (JARCE 30 (1993): 49-50.) stated; 'Under the new system (in the beginning of the Fourth 
Dynasty) tomb builders were granted spaces in the new royal cemeteries surrounding the pyramid by 
the central authority, probably in proportion to some measure of their social rank and political 
importance.' 
198 For a detailed discussion on this subject, see, R. Anthes, 'Egyptian Theology in the Third 
Millenium B.C.,' JNES 18,3 (1959): 169-212, especially 171-176. 
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officials). The necropolises were accessible via natural wadis, and of course, away from the 

flood plain. 199 

Starting during the reign of Sneferu, opening new royal necropoleis became a favorite 

work for most of the kings.20° Choosing a site was for the most part determined by practical 

conditions such as the existence of a natural lake to allow easy transport of the construction 

materials (after the multiplicity of the materials involved in the construction). The new site 

had to provide the construction project with the needed local limestone and be close to the 

quarries of the fine limestone on the eastern side of the Nile. Also, one can notice that the 

Memphite necropolis is (if we exclude the Meidum Pyramid) very close to the communities 

of the workforce (especially after the costly experience of the Great Pyramid at Giza) and the 

political capital whose location cannot be identified precisely.201 With the changing of the 

complex orientation from north-south to east-west natural Wadis were replaced by causeways 

which allowed the architects to choose the best location for the construction of the royal 

complex regardless of the existence of these natural Wadis.202 

The last remarkable change during the reign of Sneferu was the establishment of a 

relief program for the royal mortuary complex. It is true that most of the ideas of this program 

were already known and depicted on different material during the first three dynasties and 

even before, but it was Sneferu who put together these scattered ideas in one comprehensible 

relief program. Also, it was Sneferu who employed the relief program together with 

architecture, and statuary program to propagate to the new concept of the absolute divine 

199 See above pp. 14, 16, 20. 
200 In her Abstract submitted to the Eight Congress of Egyptologists, Ann Roth made an interesting 
note: 'the location of the pyramid is an element claiming political legitimacy, and also expressing his 
owner's wish to be associated with certain kings among his predecessors'. A. M. Roth, "Political and 
Patterns in the Pyramid Placement", In: Eighth Congress of Egyptologists, Abstracts, p. 154. From this 
point of view both Sneferu and his son Khufu made themselves completely different from their 
ancestors who were just ntr nfr "good god" and never claimed that they are ntr r3 "great god' as 
Sneferu and Khufu did. 
201 It is well known fact that the existence of the infrastructure to accommodate thousands of workers, 
artisans, administrators at the site of the construction was not an easy task, therefore, the architects had 
to consider it before starting the construction. Archeological evidence from Giza shows that the 
workmen community, administration area and the necropolis of the workers and the artisans continued 
to function during the Fifth Dynasty, perhaps for the benefit of the Abusir Pyramids, also moving to 
the South Saqqara and the construction of Shepseskaf mortuary complex being followed by kings from 
the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties can only be explained by the existence of the workmen communities 
made by Sneferu during his building projects at Dahshur. In view of the lack of evidence, the previous 
statement is a speculation. See M. Barta, CAJ 15:2 (2005): 177-191. 
202 See C. Reader, 'On Pyramid Causeways,' JEA 90 (2004): 63-72; here chapter Ill. 
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kingship. 203 Due to the nature of the relief program, it was easier to express multi-concepts 

and tell stories from/about the Egyptians' life and their beliefs. 

The sheer volume of construction in all Sneferu's pyramid complexes is more than 3.6 

million cubic of stone: one million more than what was used in Khufu's Great Pyramid 

complex. This makes Sneferu the greatest pyramid builder in ancient Egypt.204 It is not 

surprising that Sneferu's building activities were supported by extremely active and organized 

work in the quarries. Sneferu's name is well documented in Wadi Maghara in Sinai and many 

other quarries. 205 The annals of Sneferu on the Palermo Stone provide a record of his trade 

expedition to (Lebanon?), where forty ships loaded with cedar wood returned to Egypt.206 

The building activities of Sneferu not only reflect the prosperity of the country but 

also show the stability in the society with an efficient administration system. In fact, the 

tombs of Sneferu's relatives with their administrative titles leave no doubt that Sneferu 

concentrated and put the most important offices ofthe country's administration in the hands of 

the members of royal family, a tradition which continued until the end of the Fourth 

Dynasty.207 The centralization of the administrative power and the wealth of the country 

enabled Sneferu to utilize the countries resources to a maximum capacity to achieve his 

ambitious construction projects which paved the way for his son, Khufu, to build the Great 

Pyramid at Giza. 

In addition to the power and divinity which Sneferu enjoyed during his lifetime, he 

also had a good reputation and a great status among the Egyptians after his death and he was 

remembered as an ideal ruler until the end of ancient Egyptian history. His followers started 

in the Old Kingdom, allocating a special cult for him in Dahshur208 and in Sinai, among the 

miners.209 One can state with certainty that it was Sneferu's activities and the new spirit of his 

reign which made him unique among the Egyptian kings?10 

203 Before Sneferu, the best royal reliefs from a mortuary complex are from Netjerikhet represented in 
the decorated panels under the Step Pyramid and the South Tomb, also the decorated pillar (snake 
pillar) discovered and published by Z. Hawass. (JEA 80 (1994), pp. 45-56.) These reliefs display a 
religious meaning which serves the deceased king in the netherworld without any visual impact on the 
scenes as was the case from Sneferu's reign until the end of ancient Egyptian history. 
204 R. Stadelmann, in: Treasures of the Pyramids, p. 112; Verner, The Pyramids, p. 154. 
205 Gardiner, Peet, Cerny, Sinai 11, pp. 56-57. 
206 Wilkinson, Royal Annals, pp. 141-143. 
207 Baer, Rank and Title, pp. 2-3. 
208 J. Malek, 'Old Kingdom Rulers as "local saints" in the Memphite area,' in: Abusir and Saqqara 
2000, pp. 253-254. 
209 Wildung, Die Rolle dgypticher Konige, pp. 147-125. 
210 E. Graefe ('Die Gute Reputation des Konigs (Snofru)', in: Studies Lichtheim I, pp. 257-263) 
suggested that it was Sneferu's name with the existence of the root 'nfr, good' which made him enjoy 
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Sneferu's Pyramid Complex in Meidum 

Of all the Old Kingdom pyramids, the Meidum Pyramid is farthest to the south?11 Its 

construction began as step pyramid consisting of seven steps and then the construction plan 

was enlarged and the step pyramid was converted into eight steps. During this time, the royal 

residence was moved to Dahshur and a new construction project for a new mortuary complex 

began, leaving the Meidum Pyramid unfinished. The workers graffiti on the pyramid shows 

that the work was later resumed, perhaps after finishing the Bent Pyramid at Dahshur,212 with 

the intent to convert the step pyramid (eight steps) into a true pyramid. However, the work 

seems to have never been completed. To the south of the pyramid, a small step pyramid was 

built. This small pyramid can be seen as a more evolved phase of the so-called south tomb 

from the Third Dynasty. A small sanctuary with two big stelae was built against the middle of 

the pyramid on the eastern side?13 The course of an open causeway which leads from a 

(valley temple?) to the upper small sanctuary can still be seen.214 Although, no wall reliefs 

were found in the Meidum Pyramid complex the graffiti left by visitors from the New 

Kingdom confirm that Sneferu was well known as the owner of this monument. This might 

suggest that the existence of the king's titles and names had been inscribed somewhere in his 

complex.215 

a good reputation among the Egyptians. This suggestion, however, cannot be accepted here because 
other kings' names contained the same root 'nfr' (for example Neferirkare and Reneferet) and they 
never reached the status of Sneferu. See also, J. Baines, 'Kingship, Definition of Culture, and 
Legitimation,' in: Ancient Egyptian Kingship, p. 20. 
211 PM IV, pp. 89-90; Petrie, Medum; Petrie, Mackay, Wainwright, Meydum and Memphis Ill; El 
Khouli, Meidum. 
212 According toR. Stadelmann (Pyramiden, p. 79, 106) Sneferu returned to Meidum by the end of the 
year fifteen of his reign to finish the construction of the Meidum pyramid. 
213 According to M. Lehner (The Complete Pyramids, p. 1 00) Sneferu finished the Meidum pyramid as 
a cenotaph not as a real pyramid for his burial. Therefore the small sanctuary, or chapel, cannot be 
considered as a mortuary temple. 
214 The existence of a valley temple is more or less a hypothesis; see Petrie, Mackay, Wainwright, 
Meydum and Memphis Ill, pp. 2, 8. 
215 A fragment bearing the remains of legs of a falcon was found by Petrie to the south of the pyramid, 
most probably the fragment was part of a small stele that was one of the original two that once stood to 
the east of the cult pyramid and was decorated with the Hours-name of the king. Petrie, Mackay, 
Wainwright, Meydum and Memphis Ill, pp. 11-12. 
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Sneferu's Bent Pyramid in Dahshur 

This is the best preserved pyramid in Egypt with a large portion of its original outer 

casing stones still intact.216 The pyramid was called l( Snfrw rsjt "Sneferu appears in glory

the south one", it is the first pyramid whose original construction plan began as a true 

pyramid?17 After the construction reached the height of 49.07 m. its sloping angle was 

reduced. The change of the angle gives the pyramid its distinguished appearance as a bent 

pyramid.218 To the south of the Bent Pyramid, and inside the enclosure wall, a small cult 

pyramid was built. It has a small eastern cult place with two big stelae decorated with the 

Horus-name of Sneferu?19 A small mortuary temple was built to the east of the pyramid. It 

consists of two big limestone stelae inscribed with the king's tituary. Unfortunately only the 

un-inscribed lower parts of the two stelae survived?20 In front of the two stelae, a small 

offering chapel made of big stone slabs with a stone offering table on the floor, was built. The 

slabs of the interior ceiling of this chapel were decorated with stars?21 The offering chapel 

and two stelae were surrounded by mudbrick walls. The course of an open causeway still can 

be seen. 222 A rectangular building at the lower end of the causeway was identified by the 

excavator, A. Fakhry, as the valley temple of the pyramid. (plan 3) However, several notes 

must be taken into consideration: 

- The building is not located on the edge of the desert like the known valley temples, but 

midway between the mortuary temple and the cultivation land. 

- Archeological investigation showed that the causeway passes this building and continues 

towards the valley.223 

-The architectural design of the building, as explained by M. Lehner,224 combines features of 

both a valley and a mortuary temple. In fact, architectural elements resemble that of later 

mortuary temples (namely the Pr-wrw, the wsbt, and the statue chambers).225 

216 The casing stones are laid in sloping courses, tilted downward from the outside to the inside. This 
way of construction, according to Fakhry (The Pyramids, p. 88), makes it very difficult to dislodge the 
casing stones. 
217 PM2

, pp. 877-888; Fakhry, Sneferu, 1-11; R. Stadelmann, 'Pyramiden und Nekropole des Snofru in 
Dahschur,' MDAIK 49 (1993): 259-294. 
218 For a discussion on the reasons for the change in the pyramid angle, see Fakhry, The pyramids, pp. 
88-89. 
219 The upper part of one of these two stelae was moved and reconstructed in the garden of the 
Egyptian Museum (JE. 8929c). 
220 According to Stadelmann (Pyramiden, p. 98) the two stelae were about nine meters in height. 
221 Fakhry, Sneferu, I, pp. 75-87. 
222 See chapter IV, pp. 121-122. 
223 However, the existence of another (true?) valley temple could not be confirmed or negated, see D. 
Arnold, R. Stadelmann, 'Dahschur Erster Grabungsbericht' MDAIK 31 (1975): 173. 
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The so-called valley temple of Sneferu's Bent Pyramid is the earliest royal building to 

contain a royal relief program with a defined relationship between the decorated themes and 

the walls or the pillars on which they are depicted, and the orientation of the scenes. The 

original plan of the temple consisted of a central stone building surrounded by mudbrick 

walls, the main entrance of the temple was in the mid of its southern fayade with two stone 

stelae set in the court in front of the temple's fayade. The entrance leads to what Fakhry called 

'a central hall' flanked by two long rooms on each side. The hall opened to an opened 

courtyard with a portico in its northern part, the ceiling is supported on ten pillars arranged in 

two rows of five. Behind the portico are six chapels in which fragments of Sneferu' statues 

were found. 226 The lower part of the walls in the entrance hall and the walls in the northern 

part of the courtyard (under the portico) were decorated with rows of personifications of the 

nomes and the funerary domains walking toward the six chapels; those on the western wall 

represent Upper Egypt's nomes and domains and those on the opposite (east) wall represent 

Lower Egypt. The scenes from the upper parts of these walls are badly preserved; only small 

fragments survived. However, scenes of the king with deities and other scenes like fowling 

with a clapping net seem to be depicted. Only the northern sides of the pillars, which face the 

chapels, were not decorated, the other sides were decorated with scenes of the king either 

alone performing a ritual (Heb-Sed, visiting sanctuaries, inspecting cattle and imported 

trees?), or with deities in different scenes. Unfortunately, the scenes are very fragmentary and 

any attempt to reconstruct the relations between the scenes depicted on the faces of the pillars 

will remain a hypothesis. 

224 Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, p. 104. 
225 Do. Arnold, In: Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids, p. 94; Cwiek, Relief Decoration, p. 288. 
226 Fakhry, Sneferu, II (2), pp. 3-4. 
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Sneferu's North Pyramid in Dahshur 

The reason behind Sneferu beginning another project of a new pyramid complex to the 

north of the Bent Pyramid is not known.227 The name of the pyramid is b' Snfrw "Sneferu 

appears in glory" while the local people name it el-Harammah el-Hamrah "the Red 

Pyramid".228 The inside design of the pyramid was similar to the Bent Pyramid except for the 

chambers which were built on the level of the pyramid base and in the body of the pyramid 

itself (superstructure). Traces of a Sarcophagus and remnants of what seemed to be from a 

mummy were found in the burial chamber. The mortuary temple to the east of the pyramid is 

larger and more elaborate than its predecessors in Meidum and Dahshur south (Bent). (plan 4) 

The temple consisted of a sanctuary which might have housed a false door,229 a courtyard 

surrounded by a portico, and two chapels which housed the royal statues. The use of mudbrick 

in the construction of the temple made some scholars assume that the temple was hastily 

finished because of the death of the king. Due to the temple's extensive damage only few 

inscribed fragments were discovered, however it is evident that the temple was decorated with 

relief. 

Khufu succeeded his father Sneferu on the throne, most probably after the 

premature death of Sneferu's eldest son. Although Khufu's mortuary cult continued until the 

end of the Sixth Dynasty and was revived in the Saite Period, he was regarded as an 

unrighteous ruler by the Greek historian Herodotus.230 Khufu's activities were the same as his 

fathers: sending expeditions to the turquoise and copper mines in Sinai, the diorite mines in 

227 Scholars used to depend on the outer appearance of the Bent Pyramid and the small cracks in the 
subterranean chambers which the builders filed with plaster, for explaining the reasons that Sneferu 
decided to build another pyramid complex. These reasons, however, cannot be behind this decision. It 
is well known fact that finishing the pyramid preceded the construction of the temples and the other 
elements and of course the decoration of the complex. Therefore one must ask why Sneferu continued 
the construction of the Bent Pyramid complex when it appears that many construction mistakes 
occurred. Even if we believed that the Bent Pyramid was abandoned in favor of the new pyramid 
complex. The question, in this case, is why the builders did not use the stones of the abandoned 
complex in the new project which would have saved effort and time. Also the idea that the Bent 
Pyramid was functioning as a cult (or satellite) pyramid of the North Pyramid (J-Ph. Lauer, 'Sur la 
pyramide de Meidoum et les deux pyramides du roi Snefrous a Dahchour,' Or 36 (1967), p. 253; 
Stadelmann, Pyramiden, p. 98) seems unreasonable because, if it was the case, why did the North 
Pyramid have its own upper temple and an assumed valley temple, when these elements were already 
in the Bent Pyramid complex. Also the existence of a small cult pyramid to the North Pyramid is 
likely because the angles of the fragmentary pyramidion seem very steep to be for the Red (north) 
pyramid itself. See, Dodson, The Pyramids, p. 53. Also discussions in: Lehner, The Complete 
Pyramids, PP. 102, 104; Verner, The Pyramids, p. 183 
228 PM ne, p. 876. Stadelmann, Pyramiden, pp. 100-105. 
229 R. Stadelmann, 'Die Pyramiden des Snofru in Dahshur. Zweiter Bericht tiber die Ausgrabungen an 
der nordlichen Steinpyramide,' MDAIK 39 (1983): 237-241 (Exkurs tiber: Scheintlir oder Stelen im 
Totentempel des AR). 
230 Herodotus, The Histories, p. 184 (Paragraph 124). 
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Abu Simbel, and expeditions to Byblos to bring cedar wood. Also he undertook military 

campaigns in Libya and Nubia.231 Concerning the administration of the country; Khufu 

followed the same policy as his father by keeping the key administrative offices in the hands 

of close family members.232 

Khufu's Mortuary Complex- the Great Pyramid 

Khufu's biggest achievement will remain forever the construction of the Great 

Pyramid at Giza.233 Again the circumstances under which Khufu's moved the royal residence 

to Giza are unknown, however it might be the same reason that made his father shift the 

residence to Meidum and then to Dahshur, namely constructing his mortuary complex in a 

new royal necropolis. The name of Khufu's Great Pyramid, '3!Jt ljwfw, Horizon of Khufu', 

has been considered as an indication that Khufu proclaimed himself a sun-god.Z34 The interior 

design of the pyramid consists of the three traditional chambers (one underneath the pyramid 

and two chambers in the body of the pyramid), arranged in a new design with a long distance 

between the chambers, and on different levels of the construction.235 The mortuary temple 

was built on the east side of the pyramid. (plan 5) Unfortunately, its severe destruction made all 

attempts to reconstruct its original plan, especially the area of the sanctuary, hypothetical.236 

The mortuary temple is flanking two boat pits. Constructed to the east are three queens' 

pyramids and the cult pyramid, the so-called satellite pyramid.237 A huge causeway with a 

covered passage once led towards the valley temple.238 Khufu's mortuary temple and 

231 Gardiner, Egypt, p. 78. 
232 Strudwick, the Administration of Egypt, pp. 312-313. 
233 PM ne, pp. 11-19. An interesting presentation of the history of the exploration and investigation 
work ofthe monument is available in Vemer, The Pyramids, pp. 190-194. 
234 Stdelmann, Pyramiden, p. 127; id, in: Treasures of the Pyramids, pp. 123ff.; Hawass, Funerary 
establishments, pp. 83-85. 
235 The idea that the substructure design changed twice is now rejected after the new investigation of 
the so-called 'air shafts' by a robot, especially the northern shaft in the so-called 'queen chamber', 
which showed that the ancient architect designed a winding shaft to avoid the grand gallery which 
leads to the upper chamber. This means that a three room design was planed for the Great Pyramid 
from the beginning of the construction. (Personal communication with Zahi Hawass). The most 
~robable interpretation of the three chambers is made by V em er, The Pyramids, pp. 199-201. 

36 For detailed discussion of the architecture of the mortuary temple, see, Hawass, Funerary 
Establishments, pp. 9-31. 
237 Z. Hawass, 'the Discovery of the Satellite Pyramid of Khufu [GI-d],' in: Studies Simpson, pp. 379-
398. 
238 For the causeway ofKhufu, see here chapter IV, pp 122-131. Some of what is believed to be the 
foundation blocks of Khufu's valley temple were discovered under the modem village of Nazlet el
Samman. See G. Goyon, 'La Chaussee Monumentale et le Temple de la Vallee de la Pyramid de 
Kheops,' BIFAO 67 (1969): 49-68 with general plan of the excavated area after p. 69; H. Messiha, 
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causeway were certainty decorated with reliefs (most likely the valley temple was too). 

However, only fragments of reliefs have been found near the area of the mortuary temple, the 

queens' pyramids, and the causeway.239 Scenes of the Heb-Sed, the feast of the white 

hippopotamus, and sailing ships were among the scenes depicted on the walls of the temple, 

other scenes represent a procession of animals and offering bearers who were depicted on the 

causeway?40 Several blocks and fragments found at El Lisht came from the mortuary 

complex ofKhufu,241 while others were attributed to his complex on the basis oftheir stylistic 

features?42 

Djedefre, third ruler in the Fourth Dynasty, is Khufu's son and successor. Following 

the traditions of his grandfather and father, he moved the royal residence eight kilometers to 

the north of the Giza necropolis and began the construction of an ambitious mortuary 

complex. The site is known today by the name of the nearby village Abu Rawash. Djedefre is 

the first king who bore the title zs Rr "son of Re", a pious reference to Khufu who had become 

the living sun-god?43 

Djedefre's Pyramid Complex in Abu Rawash 

Although, Djedefre's Pyramid complex had the name S/:ldw l)df Rr "Djedefre's Starry 

Sky",244 only a few meters of the original height of the pyramid still remain?45 Due to 

Djedefre's short reign,246 and the destruction of his monuments and statues, Chassinae47 and 

'The Valley Temple of Khufu (Cheops),' ASAE 65 (1983): 9-18; Z. Hawass, 'The Discovery of the 
Harbors ofKhufu and Khafre at Giza,' in: Etudes Lauer, pp. 245-256. 
239 Reisner, Smith, Giza 11, figs, 5, 6 (a+b), 7 (nautical scene), fragments in figs. 2-4 might have been 
come from the mortuary temple; Hassan, Giza, X, pls. V-VII; Ha yes, Scepter I, p. 64. 
240 Geodiecke, Re-used Blocks, nos. 10-22 (Heb-Sed), 29-30 (furniture bearers). 
241 Ibid., nos. 1-6 (the names and titles ofKhufu are depicted). 
242 Ibid., nos. 53, 56-59 (nautical scenes assigned to the valley temple), 60. The two joining blocks 
(nos. 16, 17) assigned by Goedicke to Khufu, were reassigned recently by Do. Arnold (In: Egyptian Art 
in the Age of the Pyramids, pp. 196-198, no. 23) to the mortuary temple of the northern pyramid of 
Sneferu at Dahshur. 
243 A theory developed by R. Stadelmann (Pyramiden, p. 127) and supported by Z. Hawass (Funerary 
establishments, pp. 83-85). 
244 Verner, The Pyramids, p. 217. Among other translations is "Djedefre is a shining Star", see 
Dodson, The Pyramids, p. 59. 
245 PM ne, pp. 1-3. 
246 Djedefre is credited by the Turin Canon to have reigned only eight years (Gardiner, RCT, pi. 11, 
3.11) However, a graffito on the covering stones ofKhufu's intact boat pit (the eastern one ofthe two 
southern boat pits) recorded the date of rnpt sp 11, which might belong to Djedefre? See the 
discussion of this dating in M. Verner, ArOr 69 (2001): 375-377. 
247 From 1900 to 1902, Emile Chassinat directed the excavation of the French Institute of Oriental 
Studies, his work concentrated in the surroundings of the pyramid and led to the discovery of many 
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later Reisner248 raised a hypothetical scenario of a conflict in Khufu's family after the 

premature death (or the assassination?) of the hereditary prince, Kawe'b, of Khufu. These 

hypotheses have been reevaluated by other scholars who argue that the shifting of the throne 

was peaceful within the family.249 

The relatively short reign of the king was supported by the old assumption that 

Djedefre died before finishing the substructure of his pyramid at Abu Rawash as well as the 

unfinished state of his mortuary complex?50 However new evidence shows, that Djedefre was 

actually able to finish most of his pyramid complex which was a target of human depredations 

from the Roman times until the early nineteenth century.251 The substructure of the pyramid 

consists of a wide and deep descending passage oriented north-south. It descends to (two?) 

chambers, the passage and the chambers are now open (uncovered) to the sky. However, and 

during his investigation, Petrie found remains of what he identified as a red granite 

sarcophagus?52 The mortuary temple was built to the east of the pyramid. {plan 6) It was 

intended that an elaborate temple with granite columns (for the first time) would be built, 

however, only remains survived, which refer to the hasty finishing of the pyramid using 

mudbrick. Although, not even a single relief fragment have ever been found in the ruins of the 

temple, a very rich statuary program seemed to furnish the temple?53 A course of a huge 

causeway can still be seen, but, it cannot be concluded whether it was covered or left 

unfinished. 254 

fragmentary statues of the king with Djedefre's name and titles depicted on them. (E. Chassinat, 'fut 
abolie par raison d'Etat,' MonPiot 25 (1921-22): 69, 75). 
248 Reisner, Giza I, p. 28. 
249 V. Dobrev, "A propos d'une statue fragmentaire du roi Menkaoure trouvee a Abu Rawash", In: 
Etudes Lauer, pp. 155-166. 
250 See Fakhry, the Pyramids, p. 129. 
251 M. Valloggia, 'Le complexe funeraire de Radjedef a Abou-Roasch: etat de la question et 
perspectives de recherches,' BSFE 130 (1994): 5-17; id., La descenderie de la pyramide de Radjedef a 
Abu Rawash, in: Etudes Lauer, pp.417-428; id., Au coeur d'une pyramide, pp. 50-77; id., 'The 
Unfinished Pyramids ofthe Fourth Dynasty,' in: Treasures of the Pyramids, pp. 225-230. 
252 Petrie, Pyramids and Temples, p. 140. 
253 M. Baud, 'La Statuaire de Redjedef. Rapport preliminaire sur la collection de I'IGAO,' in: L 'art de 
/'Ancien Empire, pp. 35-61. 
254 See here chapter IV, pp. 132-133. 
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Baka? 

According to the King-lists and other archeological evidence, an interruption between 

Khafre and Menkaure may have occurred by one or two short reigning kings.255 Most 

Egyptologists (for Example, M. Lehner,256 M. Vemer,257 and others) like to assign the 

unfinished pyramid at Zaweit el-Aryan258 to this obscure period.259 However, the reading of 

the name of its owner is still in doubt and a subject of debates between scholars.260 The 

unfinished pyramid was dated by Lauer to the Fourth Dynasty - or more precisely to the 

period between Sneferu and Menkaure - based on the size of the stone blocks used in the 

construction and the discovery of large pink granite blocks in the burial chamber.261 Lauer's 

notes were held up by Rinaldi and Maragioglio. However, they attributed the pyramid to 

either Bauefre or Djedefhor, two sons of Khufu.262 Stadelmann read the name of the 

pyramid's owner as Baka. This reading made it possible that the owner of the unfinished 

pyramid at Zaweit el-Aryan is Baka, Djedefre's son. This hypothesis only finds indirect 

support by Edwards.263 He made two important observations: 

1- The construction of the substructure of the unfinished pyramid is similar to 

that of Djedefre at Abu Rawash. 

2- The oval shape of the sarcophagus found in the burial chamber of Zaweit 

el-Aryan's can be associated, as Edwards believed, to the pyramid of Abu 

255 If the 18 (or 28) years of reign in the Turin Canon is to be assigned to Menkaure, the missing (two 
names) must be assigned to kings who ruled between Khafre and Menkaure. See Gardiner, Egypt of 
the Pharaohs, pp. 82, 434. Also the Middle Kingdom inscription at Wadi El Hammamt, documented 
two names between Khafre and Menkaure. 
256 He only stressed that the pyramid belonged to the Fourth Dynasty, without fixing an exact position 
of this pyramid within the Fourth Dynasty pyramids. However he noted that the size of the pyramid, if 
finished, is close to the size of the pyramid ofKhafre, M. Lehner, The complete Pyramids, p. 139. 
257 Vemer, The Pyramids, pp. 240-241. 
258 PM IIF, p. 313. 
259 Based on the construction plan of the unfinished pyramid and the size of the stone blocks used in 
the construction, the pyramid is evidently from the Fourth Dynasty. See J-Ph. Lauer, 'Dix campagnes 
(1960 a 1970) de travaux d'anastylose, de reconstitution et de protection dans l'ensemble du "Heb-Sed" 
au complexe monumental de la Pyramide a degrees,' ASAE 61 (1973): 125-144; id., 'Travaux 
effectues a Saqqarah de fin Novembre 1975 au 20 mars 1976,' ASAE 64 (1981): 149-154; id. 'Travaux 
a Saqqarah (Campagne 1976-1977),' ASAE 65 (1983): 79-82; id., 'Saqqarah: Travaux aux monuments 
de Zoser (campagne 1979-1980),' ASAE 68 (1982): 51-53; id., 'Travaux de restauration et d'anastylose 
aux monuments de Djoser- Campagnes 1981-1982 et 1982-1985,' ASAE 70 (1984-1985): 211-217; 
id., 'Le premier temple de culte funeraire en Egypte,' BIFAO 80 (1980): 45-67. 
260 M. Vemer, ArOr 69 (2001): 379-381. 
261 Lauer, RdE 14 (1962): 21-36. 
262 Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menfite VI, p. 16 the two mentioned names are thought to be of two 
brothers who are mentioned on the Inscription of Wadi El Hammamat as the direct successors of 
Khafre, see Vemer, The Pyramids, p. 241. 
263 1. E. S. Edwards, 'Chephren's place in the fourth Dynasty', in: Studies Shore, pp. 97-105. 
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Rawash where Petrie found in the debris of the burial chamber granite 

fragments of what he assumed to be coming from an oval shaped 

sarcophagus. However at the time of Petrie's discovery (1882),264 nothing 

was known about the oval granite sarcophagus of Zaweit el-Aryan. 

These notes convinced Edwards that the unfinished pyramid of Zaweit el-Aryan must be 

classified architecturally between Djedefre and Khafre?65 Although the King-lists do not put 

anyone between Djedefre and Khafre, it is still likely that Edwards hypothesis is right for two 

additional reasons. 

1- It seems that it was a tradition among the kings of the Fourth Dynasty, until the time 

of Khafre, to build their mortuary complexes at new sites, at least at some distance 

away from their predecessors' mortuary complexes. It was the case with Sneferu, 

Khufu, Djedefre and most probably also Nebka (?). 

2- Lepre,266 who investigated the site of the pyramid of Zaweit el-Aryan in 1987, noted 

that remains of granite columns were visible at the site of the mortuary temple. Thus it 

is important to stress that Djedefre was the first king to use granite columns in his 

mortuary temple and not pillars as was the tradition of the Fourth Dynasty.267 

Therefore it is more likely that the builder of the unfinished pyramid at Zaweit el

Aryan is the predecessor of Khafre and not his successor. 

Also, the discovery of a tablet with the name of Djedefre at Zaweit el-Aryan may support this 

assumption. 268 

Khafre, another son of Khufu, broke the custom of opening a new royal necropolis 

and returned to Giza to build his pyramid complex. Thus, Khafre's returning to Khufu's 

necropolis can only be explained by his wish to gain power through political legitimacy by 

being associated with his father Khufu, especially if he was not originally a candidate for the 

throne. If Stadelmann's assumption that Khafre is the same prince named Khufukhaef who 

has a double Mastaba-tomb (G 7130-7140) in the eastern field at Giza, proved right,269 this 

must be taken as an indication that his legitimacy was in doubt. 

264 Petrie, Pyramids and Temples, p. 141. 
265 I. E. S. Edwards, Studies Shore, p. 104. 
266 Lepre, The Pyramids, p. 43. 
267 M. Verner 'The columns of the Old Kingdom,' In: Old Kingdom Art and Archaeology. (in print) 
268 I. E. Edwards, in: Studies Shore, pp. 97-105. 
269 Stadelmann, Pyramiden, p. 176. 
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Khafre's Mortuary Complex 

The pyramid, named wr trf R' "Great is Khafre",270 resembles in many aspects 

Khufu's pyramid. 271 Khafre's mortuary complex with its pyramid, mortuary temple (plan 7) 

and valley temple (plan 8) is among the best preserved Old Kingdom mortuary complexes. 

Both the valley and mortuary temples were built of megalithic local limestone with an outer 

casing made of fine limestone in the mortuary temple and red granite in the valley temple. In 

his reconstruction of the mortuary temple, Holscher suggested the existence of twelve 

standing statues that represent Khafre in the form of Osiris, these statues once stood in front 

of the twelve pillars of the open courtyard. Ricke argued that twelve colossal statues about 

3.75 m. high, representing the king sitting on the throne, wearing the Nemes headdress, 

however, nothing remains from these colossi. M. Lehner believed that these statues 

represented the king standing wearing the white crown, based on the discovery of model royal 

sculptures in the so-called Workmen Barracks?72 Moreover, he believed that fifty-two statues, 

either life size or colossal, were in the mortuary complex of Khafre?73 

According to Lehner some of these statues were reused in the Eighteenth Dynasty or 

by Ramses 11?74 It might be worthy to note that colossi of Ramses 11 from Tanis, Bubastis and 

Memphis, have been attributed by H. Sourouzian to Senwosert I from the Middle Kingdom.275 

The assumed number of Khafre's statues in the mortuary temple together with the king's 

statues and fragments found by A. Mariette in the valley temple must be taken as an evidence 

of a remarkable change in the royal statuary program in the Old Kingdom, which might have 

started in such large scale with Djedefre in Abu Rawash and reached its zenith during the 

reigns of Khafre and Menkaure. The affluence of the king's statuary program might explain 

the limitation of a comparable relief program. Only two inscriptions in sunk relief have been 

found in situ on the southern and northern gates of the valley temple?76 The two inscriptions 

describe Khafre as: mrj /fwt-/fr 'nb gt, mrj B5stt 'nb gt "beloved of Hathor, (may he) lives 

forever, beloved of Basett, (may he) lives forever". It is obvious that other than these two 

inscriptions the valley temple was only decorated with 23 life size statues of the king seated 

270 PM liP, pp. 19-26. 
271 M. Vemer, The Pyramids, p. 223. The Pyramid was built over the bedrock, like the Great Pyramid 
of Khufu, which increased the stability of the construction. 
272 Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, p. 125. 
273 Ibid. 
274 Ibid. 
275 H. Sourouzian, 'Standing royal colossi of the Middle Kingdom reused by Ramesses II' MDAIK 44 
(1988): 229-254 
276 Holscher, Chephren, p. 16, figs. 8, 9. 
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on the throne. Due to the destruction of the mortuary temple, it is more difficult to comment 

precisely on its relief program since very few inscribed fragments, mostly depicting the king's 

titles, were found in the area?77 Other fragments found outside Giza may have originally 

come from his mortuary temple. 278 Concerning the causeway of Khafre and the question of 

whether or not it was decorated, a definite answer is not possible, however some discoveries 

made by Holscher in the debris of the valley temple,279 leave the discussion open.280 

Menkaure, perhaps not the direct successor of his father, Khafre, chose for his 

mortuary complex the site to the southwest of the two pyramids of his predecessors.281 

Remarkably, the autobiographical inscriptions and titles of the officials of Khafre's reign until 

the reign of Menkaure and even until the beginning of the Fifth Dynasty do not show any 

disturbance in the offices, therefore, a struggle among the family members of Sneferu is not 

likely?82 Though, Turin Canon credited king Menkaure with a 28 (?) year reign,283 his 

mortuary complex was left unfinished. Therefore, it is accepted by scholars that Menkaure's 

successor, Shepseskaf, completed the work in mortuary complex using mudbrick. 

Menkaure's Mortuary Complex 

The name of Menkaure's Pyramid is Ntrj Mn-K3w-Rr "Devine is Menkaure". Almost 

all our information about Menkaure's Pyramid complex comes from the results of the 

systematic excavation of G. Reisner from 1906-1910?84 Among the results ofthe excavation 

was the discovery of numerous stone statues of different stones and sizes; the statues found in 

both the mortuary and valley temple, (plans 9, 10) some of them left unfinished, can only 

compare with the statues found in the mortuary complex ofKhafre.285 

277 It seems that the poor wall relief program of Khafre's mortuary complex was a result of his rich 
statuary program. Ibid., pp. 89ff. 
278 Goedicke, Re-used blocks, pp. 13-23; Naville, Bubastis, pi. XXXII B. Also a discussion in Cwiek, 
Relief Decoration, pp. 99-100. 
279 Holscher, Chephren, p. 111. 
280 A detailed discussion on the finds related to the causeway is in A. Cwiek, Relief Decoration, pp. 
100-103. 
281 PM liP, pp. 26-35. 
282 Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Egypt, 11, pp. 596-597. 
283 Gardiner, RCT, pl. 11, 111.14. In fact only signs of 18 years have survived in the papyrus, however, it 
is most likely that the original number of years was 28. See Gardiner, Egypt of the pharaohs, p. 434, 
note no. 5. 
284R· M. etsner, ycermus. 
285 Ibid, pp. 108-114. See also Z. Hawass, Funerary Establishments, pp. 524-536. 
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Menkaure planned to build an elaborate complex using megalithic local limestone 

blocks and red granite, however, his death halted his plans and his successor, King 

Shepseskaf, finished it in mud brick. Menkaure' s death can be also taken as the reason for 

leaving his complex bare of relief decoration. However, Hawass suggested that the rich 

statuary programs of Khafre and Menkaure explain the lack of relief decoration. 286 

Shepseskaf succeeded Menkaure on the throne. Although there is no doubt that he 

was the one who prepared for the burial of Menkaure as mentioned above, his relation with 

Menkaure is still in question.287 Not only is Shepseskafs parentage in question but also his 

mortuary complex in South Saqqara challenges Egyptologists with its unique design. 

Shepseskaf's Mortuary Complex 

Scholars consider the mortuary complex of Shepseskaf as a break in the construction 

of pyramids in the Old Kingdom. For unknown reasons - mostly attributed to a change in the 

religion and funerary beliefs-288 Shepseskaf abandoned the Giza necropolis in favor of South 

Saqqara as well as the pyramid shape of his predecessors' tombs and built a mastaba-tomb 

shaped like a sarcophagus with a barrel vault; his tomb is known with its Arabic name 

Mastabet Fara 'un?89 This Arabic name completely concurs with the determinative used in 

286 z. Hawass, 'Programs of the Royal Funerary Complexes of the Fourth Dynasty,' in: Ancient 
Egyptian Kingship, p. 235. 
287 However, almost nothing, except for speculations, is known about the relationship between 
Shepseskaf and Menkaure, the identity of Shepseskaf is a part of the problem of queen Khentkaus I. 
See M. Verner, 'Das "Chentkaus - Problem",' in: Ancient Egypt and Kush, pp. 420-435; id., 
Khentkaus, pp. 165-178. See also Excurse II. 
288 Gustave Jequier who excavated the mortuary complex of Shepseskaf between 1924-1925 (G. 
Jequier, Mastabat Faraoun) believed that Shepseskaf abandoned the pyramid shape as a result of the 
tension and conflict between him and the priesthood of the sun god Re. Jequier, Ne it et Apouit, p.11. 
However his theory was attacked by other scholars, among them H. Ricke who believed that the 
pyramid shape was never considered as a symbol of the sun-god Re whose symbol remained 
embodied in the obelisk not the pyramid. According to Ricke also Shepseskaf tomb resembles the 
sacred chapel of Buto "pr nw" or what he calls "the Buto-type". See Ricke, Bemerkungen AR I, pp. 62-
64. M. Verner ventured to the problem of the Shepseskafs tomb by raising the assumption that the 
design of Shepseskafs tomb as a large Mastaba might have been a provisional design in case the king 
died before finishing the complex of his predecessor (Menkaure) and then move the infrastructure 
needed to construct the traditional pyramid. However, it was the king's premature death which turned 
the provisional plan into a final plan. Verner, The Pyramids, pp. 258-259. 
289 PM liP, pp. 433-434. Leaving Giza necropolis in favor of South Saqqara might have been also an 
obligation not an abandonment due to the fact that there was no proper place for a fourth royal 
complex. See Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, p. 137; Verner, The Pyramids, p. 258. 
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writing the name of Shepseskaf s tomb, ~bl; Spss-K3 f "Shepseskaf is purified", where the 

determinative represents a shape of a mastaba from its long side.290 

The interior design of Shepseskafs tomb resembles that of Menkaure's design, 

especially the construction of the king's burial chamber with its ceiling sculpted as a false 

vault and the remains of a basalt sarcophagus decorated with paneling similar to Menkaure's 

sarcophagus. 291 

The mortuary temple (plan 11) is small and mostly built of mudbrick. It has an offering 

hall with a false door and five storerooms but no niches for the king's statues have been 

identified. Remains of Shepseskaf statue were found in the temple area?92 The valley temple 

has never been excavated; nevertheless its existence is likely. 

Thamphthys is an enigmatic figure mentioned by Manetho293 as the successor of 

Shepseskaf. Yet, there is no archaeological evidence found of his existence.294 

The Fifth Dynasty 

As it is expected with every transitional period in the course of ancient Egyptian 

history, the historical records, if they ever existed, are inharmonious and very often disagree 

with the archeological evidence. The end ofthe Fourth Dynasty and the beginning of the Fifth 

Dynasty is an example of such an obscure period in the Old Kingdom.295 The unique position 

of the Fifth Dynasty in ancient Egyptian history is due to two main reasons: The first reason is 

the transformation of the administration of the country from a centralized state of the god

kingship into a bureaucratic state by moving the highest administrative offices from the hands 

of the members of the royal family to officials who were promoted to different offices 

according to their qualifications?96 The second reason was the construction of the so-called 

sun temples in the royal necropolis, which must be understood as a result of a drastic change 

290 Using a determinative shaped like a mastaba leaves Ricke's theory that Shepseskafs tomb 
resembles what he called the Buto-type in doubt. 
291 M. Lehner, The complete Pyramids, p. 139. 
292 Jequier, Mastabat Faraoun, p. 21. 
293 According to Manetho, Thamphthys reigned for nine years of reign. Waddell, Manetho, p. 47. 
294 Vemer, Khentkaus, pp. 165-178. 
295 There is no doubt that the key figure of the transition between the Fourth and Fifth Dynasties was 
queen Khentkaues I. Unfortunately very little is known about Khentkaues I, although her unique 
mortuary complex was systematically excavated and published by S. Hassan, Giza IV, pp. 1-67. For 
the problem ofKhentkaues I, see M. Verner, in: Ancient Egypt and Kush, pp. 420-435; id., Khentkaus, 
~P· 165-178. Also Excurse 11. 

96 Strudwick, The Administration of Egypt, pp. 338ff. 
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in the religious beliefs. Yet the function of the sun temple and its architecture is still in doubt 

and open for discussion between scholars.297 

Userkaf, the founder of the Fifth Dynasty established a new residence near Saqqara. 

He chose for his burial place the site to the northeast of the Step Pyramid of Netjerikhet 

(Djoser) inside the so-called Dry Moat?98 No doubt that the divinity of the site of the Step 

Pyramid dropped off the topographical problems which faced the builders of Userkafs 

mortuary complex. Egyptologists agree that political propaganda and looking for legitimate 

power were the main reasons that Userkaf chose the site close to Djoser' Step Pyramid?99 

According to the newly discovered royal family scenes from the causeway of Sahure at 

Abusir, it is confirmed now that queen Neferhetepes was the royal wife of Userkaf and 

mother of his son and successor, king Sahure.300 Although, Userkafs relationship with his 

successor and his family is now well understood, his origin is still unknown. 

Userkaf's Mortuary Complex 

The name of Userkafs Pyramid wrb swt Wsr-k~.fl "Pure are the places of Userkaf', 

can perhaps be taken as an indication of the divinity of the site where the pyramid was built. 

Userkafs reign does not only mark the start of a new dynasty or the establishment of a new 

royal residence but also the beginning of a new tradition - the construction of the so-called 

sun temples.301 

The methods and materials used in the construction of the pyramid marks a new era in 

building the royal tomb by shifting the emphases from the pyramid to other components of the 

mortuary complex resulting in smaller and inferior pyramids with larger and more elaborate 

mortuary temples with large number of storerooms which scholars take it as an evidence of a 

major change in the cult ofthe deceased king?02 

297 M. Verner, 'The Fifth Dynasty's Mysterious Sun-Temples at Abusir,' in: KMT 14, no. 1 (2003): 
44-57. 
298 PM liP, pp. 397-398. For the site plan ofUserkafs pyramid complex in relation with Djoser' Step 
Pyramid, see Labrousse, Lauer, Ouserkaf et Neferhetepes, 11, fig. 39. The plan leaves no doubt that the 
existence of the so-called Dry Moat or the great trench around Djoser Step Pyramid was the reason for 
changing the location of the mortuary temple from the east of the pyramid to the south. In this respect 
Verner's explanation of the location of the mortuary temple is most acceptable (Vemer, the pyramids, 
pp. 279-280). 
299 Ibid., p. 274; Cwiek, Relief Decoration, p. 109, footnote 438. 
300 See chapter VI, pp. 205-206, Excurse 11. 
301 For the sun temple ofUserkaf, see H, Ricke, Userkafl. 
302 See M. Barta, CAJ 15:2 (2005): 186. 
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The entrance to the mortuary temple is on the southeast corner. (plan 12) It leads 

through a transverse hall running south-north and another entrance hall running east-west to 

an open pillared court which represents the key structure of the temple. It is paved in basalt 

and the monolithic granite pillars were inscribed with the name and titles of the king. The 

limestone walls were decorated with scenes, of which only fragments have survived to bare as 

witness of the high quality of workmanship of the has-reliefs' scenes of Userkaf.303 Also an 

important piece of art was discovered in the area of the open courtyard; it is the granite head 

of Userkaf wearing the nemes (JE 52501 ). The head (0.55 m.) was of a colossal statue about 5 

m.304 The open courtyard gives access to almost all the different parts of the temple; the 

storerooms, the small cult pyramid on the western side of the temple and the room with eight 

granite pillars which leads to five niches for the king's statues. Although, the mortuary 

temple was built to the south of the pyramid, the offering chapel remained on the east of the 

pyramid. Its roof was supported by two granite pillars and on the western wall was a large 

false door made of quartzite, and the chapel was flanked by two small rooms. 305 

In spite of the large devastation of the mortuary temple, it is likely that special 

attention was given to the relief program. Only fragments of the original relief program have 

been found scattered within the site of the mortuary temple and therefore we cannot assign 

them, with certainty, to their original places on the walls of the temple?06 The valley temple 

has never been excavated.307 

Sahure succeeded his father, Userkaf, on the throne. The high quality workmanship of 

his mortuary complex reflects the stability and the richness of the country during his reign 

which witnessed great expedition activities in the Egyptian desert, Punt and the Levant 

coast.308 The Turin canon gives him a reign of 12 years. 

Sahure's Mortuary Complex 

Sahure chose for his burial a site near his father's sun temple in Abusir.309 His 

mortuary complex was called /jr b~ S~bw-Rr "Sahure's Ba shines". In fact, Sahure's mortuary 

303 Labrousse, Lauer, Ouserkaf et Neferhetepes, 1, pp. 63ff. 
304 For a reconstruction of the statue and its original place in the open courtyard, see Ibid., part 1, pp. 
65-66, part 2, fig. 53. 
305 Ibid., pp.40ff., fig. 39. 
306 Ibid., 1, pp. 63ff. 
307 Ibid., p. 40. 
308 The scenes of Sahure's expedition to Punt are published here in chapter VI, pp. 198-204. 
309 PM ne, pp. 326-335; Borchardt, Sahure, 1-11. 
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complex represents a milestone in both art and architecture ofthe Old Kingdom royal tomb.310 

The pyramid was 4 7 m. high, built of local yellow limestone and cased with fine limestone 

from Turah.311 The mortuary temple (plan 13) consists of an east-west entrance hall (the pr

wrw) that opens to a corridor which surrounds an open court. Scenes of fowling and fishing 

were depicted on the northern part of the corridor while a desert hunt scene was on the 

southern part. Other scenes of the king giving offerings to deities, the king with his courtiers, 

and celebrations with dancers were depicted on the inner walls of the corridor. On the east and 

west sides of the western part of the corridor, the so-called transverse corridor, scenes of the 

king's expedition to Byblos were depicted. 

The open courtyard was paved with basalt and it had a running portico supported on 

sixteen granite palm-form columns. The walls under the portico, decorated with wall relief, 

depict the famous scene called the Libyan family on the south wall,312 a parallel scene with 

the king smiting Asiatics was most likely depicted on the northern wall,313 and Heb-Sed 

rituals on the southern part of the western wall. The court opens to the above mentioned 

transverse corridor which separated it from the inner and most sacred part of the temple. On 

both sides of the door niche is a small square room with only one granite papyrus column and 

an entrance leads to a group of storerooms. A staircase leads to the five-niches chamber with 

its walls built of red granite and the door frames of gray granite. From the south wall of the 

five-niches chamber, a door opens to a narrow hall that runs east-west and ends with a similar 

hall from which an entrance leads to the offering chamber that once housed a red granite false 

door.314 The reliefs of the inner temple depict scenes of offering bearers and scenes of deities 

giving the divine protection to the temple. 

The valley temple (plan 14) was built near the cultivation valley with two ramps leading 

to two entrances; one on the east side and other on the south side.315 The main entrance was 

provided with portico carried on eight columns while the side entrance had only four columns. 

Reliefs on the wall under the side portico show scenes of the marshes.316 Both entrances lead 

310 See below, pp. 71-72. 
311 With the absence of the casing stones the pyramid now looks like a pile of stones, ofirregu1ar shape 
and sand. See Verner, The pyramids, p. 281. 
312 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pis. 1-2. 
313 Of this scene only fragments with booty from Asia(?) survived. Ibid., pls. 3-4. 
314 Borchardt found only pieces of this false door which are roughly finished. Borchardt believed that 
the door was cased with gold or copper on which the inscriptions were made. Borchardt, Sahure I, pp. 
21-22. 
315 The south ramp likely points to the location of the royal palace. Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, p. 
142. 
316 Borchardt, Sahure, II (plates), pi. 15. 
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to the inner part of the temple which consists of a T -shape hall with two columns. Several 

inscribed blocks were found in this hall, among them scenes of deities before the shrines of 

Lower Egypt, 317 also the king as a sphinx trampling his enemies with a depiction of the state 

boat.318 A block was found in the area of the valley temple depicting a scene of suckling the 

king. Borchardt believed that the block was originally in the mortuary temple and it was 

moved by stone robbers.319 

Neferirkare is Sahure's son and successor on the throne. This was confirmed by the 

newly discovered scenes from Sahure's causeway, which provided us with detailed 

information of first class historical importance about Sahure's royal family, and put an end for 

the long standing theory of a conflict inside the royal family. However, Manetho credited 

Neferirkare to a relatively long reign of 20 years; his pyramid complex was not finished by 

the time of his death. 320 

Neferirkare's Pyramid Complex 

Neferirkare built his pyramid complex to the southwest of Sahure's monument.321 The 

pyramid called B~ Nefer-ir-K~-R' "Neferirkare is a Ba" leaves no doubt that Neferirkare 

started an ambitious construction project and planned for the construction of a gigantic 

pyramid - even though the pyramid was not built according to one plan from the beginning -

with elaborate temples and a long causeway. However, his death came before the completion 

of his ambitious project.322 The pyramid was planned originally as a step pyramid and later 

turned into a true pyramid with several enlargements. 323 The substructure similar to the 

317 Ibid., pl. 19. 
318 Ibid., pls, 8, 9. 
319 Ibid., I, pp. 20, 54; 11 (Text), p. 35; 11 (plates), pl. 18. See also the argument by Cwiek, Relief 
Decoration, p. 178, no. 723. 
320 Waddell, Manetho, p. 51. Unfortunately the number of years of his reign is lost from the Turin 
Canon. Gardiner, RCT, pl. 11, 3.19. 
321 For the Basic bibliography referring to the pyramid complex ofNeferirkare, see PM liP, pp.339-
340; Borchardt, Neferirkare; the mortuary complex was also described and discussed by Grinsell, 
Egyptian Pyramids, p. 125; Fakhry, The Pyramids, pp. 175-177; Edwards, The Pyramids, p. 167; 
Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, pp. 144-145; Vemer, The Pyramids, pp. 291-297. 
322 M. Vemer, The Pyramids, pp. 291, 297, 311. 
323 Neferirkare's decision to build a step pyramid is considered by the Egyptologists as a break in the 
tradition and by M. Vemer "a very unusual decision, since the era of step pyramids was long past" 
(Vemer, The Pyramids, p. 291). However the original plan of Neferirkare can be interpreted in the 
light of the location ofUserkafs pyramid, Neferirkare's grandfather, where it seems that there was an 
emphasis on the relationship between the kings of the Fifth Dynasty and the founder of the Third 
Dynasty, Netjerikhet. It can also be explained by the meaning of the Step Pyramid and its relation with 
the sun religion. See A. Radwan, in: Treasures of the Pyramids, pp. 90-93. 
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substructure of Sahure's pyramid, an entrance in the middle of the northern side of the 

pyramid leads to a long descending corridor, starting some two meters above ground level 

with granite casing at the beginning and end, which is about two and a half meters under the 

pyramid's base. It opens in an antechamber with its axis running east-west, and leads from its 

western wall to the burial chamber which exists in the western part of the pyramid. The 

gabled ceiling of the burial chamber is formed by three pairs of giant limestone blocks. 

Neither a sarcophagus nor funerary equipments were found in the burial chamber.324 

Except for the most inner part of the mortuary temple, (plan 15) the offering chapel with 

two rooms to the west, one room to the east and the five statue niches in front of the offering 

chapel, were made of limestone. The temple was completed in haste in mudbrick with 

wooden columns. The front part of the temple (entrance, entrance hall and an open court) was 

built over a dakkah325 of sand, rubble and waste stones. The floor was made by stamped out 

clay. Only small fragments of the original relief decoration (of the stone portion) of the 

mortuary temple were found by Borchardt.326 Concerning the causeway and the valley temple, 

it is not known exactly what stage their construction reached at the time of Neferirkare's 

death, but it is likely that they were completed by Neferirkare's son, King Niuserre, who 

included them in his mortuary complex. Egyptologists believe that the unfinished state of the 

mortuary complex of Neferirkare forced his priesthood to dwell near his mortuary temple not 

in the so-called pyramid-city near the valley temple. This unique case led to the survival of 

part of the temple's archives, which provided Egyptologists with unexpected information 

about not only the temple's accounts but also the duties of the priests, the preparation of the 

temple for feasts and daily cult rituals, and the repairing of damaged parts of the temple.327 

Shepseskare seems to have taken the throne for a short time before the hereditary 

prince, Renefer later Reneferef Perhaps the premature death of King Neferirkare prompted a 

crisis in the royal family which caused a brief interruption by the short reign of the obscure 

324 The burial chamber was investigated at least twice; first time by Perring (the Pyramids of Gizeh Ill, 
f:· 6), and the second time by Borchardt (Neferirkare, p. 11.). 

25 Dakkah was originally a term used by the local builders that became an architectural term that refers 
to the foundation of the structure which is made by a net of mudbrick crossing walls which look like 
small chambers filled with sand, waste stones and then covered with stamped out clay that formed the 
floor. 
326 Borchardt, Neferirkare, pp.28-30, figs. 27-31. Also A block discovered by Edouard Ghazouli in the 
village of Abusir (coming originally from the mortuary temple?), the remains of the scene depicted on 
the block shows Neferirkare's titles, his wife's titles and their eldest son, Renefer, and his titles. See 

Posener-Krieger, Les Archives Neferirkare 11, p. 531, fig. 34; Cf; M. Verner, 'Un roi de la ye dynastie: 
Reneferef ou Renefer?,' BIFA 85 (1985): 281-284; id., Khentkaus, p. 170, pl. 32, fig. 82. 
327 p K . ' L h. 1\T :1'. . k osner- neger, es arc zves 1veJerzr are. 
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King Shepseskare.328 It was, most likely, during Neferirkare's retgn, the annals of the 

Egyptian kings (from the first rulers until the reign of Neferirkare) were recorded on the 

Palermo Stone.329 This historical document proved to be very accurate and precise especially 

when documenting the events that occurred during the reigns of the first three rulers of the 

Fifth Dynasty.330 

Shepseskare's Mortuary Complex? 

Based on a short investigation season made by the Czech expedition, it is suggested 

that the unfinished structure between Sahure's Pyramid complex and the sun temple of 

Userkaf represents the unfinished pyramid of Shepseskare which was left shortly after the 

work began.331 It is most likely that Shepseskare was buried in the mastaba-tomb that was 

prepared for him before he ascended to the throne. 332 If this assumption is right and 

Shepseskare was truly one of Sahure's sons, (See chapter 5) his mastaba-tomb is most likely 

located very close to Sahure's Pyramid complex, perhaps to the south of the mortuary temple 

or to the west of the Sahure's Pyramid as the Satellite image might refer.333 

Reneferef restored the throne to the royal family of Neferirkare possibly after a short 

interruption.334 The short reign of Reneferef caused the construction of his mortuary complex 

to be left in its first stage. 

Reneferef's Mortuary Complex 

Reneferef built his pyramid complex to the southwest of his father's pyramid. His 

premature death resulted in his pyramid project being abbreviated into a large square 

mastaba-tomb, most likely finished by his brother and successor Niuserre. His tomb was 

328 For the identity of the King Shepseskare, see the discussion by M. Vemer, 'Who was Shepseskara, 
and when did he reign?,' in: Abusir and Saqqara 2000, pp. 581-602. 
329 The problem of dating the Palermo Stone is discussed by Wilkinson, Royal Annals, pp. 23-24. 
33° For example, the news of King Sahure's expedition to Punt was recorded on the Palermo Stone 
among the king's activities in his last year on the throne. The recent excavation around Sahure's 
causeway, however, brought to light the unexpected scenes of the Punt expedition which leave no 
doubt that the Palermo Stone is a historical document of the first class. See here chapter VI. 
331 M. Vemer, 'Eine zweite unvollendete Pyramide in Abusir,' ZiS 109 (1982): 75-78. 
332 Lehner, The complete Pyramids, p. 148. 
333 The area between the mortuary temple of Sahure and the mastaba-tomb of Ptahshepses is presumed 
to contain the cemetery of Sahure's relatives; however the site has never been investigated. Vemer, the 
Pyramids, 289. 
334 It is also possible that Userkare ruled after the short reign of Reneferef (M. Vemer, in: Abusir and 
Saqqara 2000, pp. 581-597). Indeed the archaeological evidence from this time is indecisive. 
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called Ntr} B3w R' nfr f "Divine are the Bas of Reneferef'. An entrance in the middle of the 

northern wall leads to a descending corridor that curved slightly to the southeast (as was the 

tradition during the Fifth Dynasty). The corridor opens into an antechamber and a burial 

chamber, both were built of fine limestone and covered by a gabled ceiling. Almost all the 

valuable construction materials were plundered by stone robbers. The thieves even made an 

access from the top of the king's chamber to reach the substructure from above. Remnants 

from the original burial were discovered; among them were granite fragments from the 

sarcophagus, alabaster canopicjars and the king's mummy.335 

A large part of the mortuary temple was built with mudbrick. (plan 16) The oldest part 

of the temple, which represents the innermost part, was completed immediately after the 

king's death. It includes an offering room with a limestone false door and several storerooms. 

A unique structure served as a slaughter yard for the temple's cult. It was called according to 

the written documents found in the temple 'the sanctuary of the knife' and was located in 

front of the southeast wing of the perimeter wall. Later the temple was extended by Niuserre 

in several stages of construction/36 where a monumental columned entrance with a pair of 

six-stemmed papyrus columns, an entrance hall and an open columned courtyard with twenty

two round columns were added to the east of the temple. In the central part of the temple, five 

rooms may have served as statue niches, a corridor from the five rooms gave access to the 

inner part of the temple and a room which was sealed after the burial of two ritual wooden 

boats. In the northern part of the temple were five pairs of magazines, it was here that a large 

number of Papyri from the temple archive of Reneferef were found. The southern part of the 

temple consisted of a hall oriented east-west with twenty wooden columns. In the ruins of this 

hall, fragmentary statues of Reneferef made of different stones and wooden statues that 

represent captive enemies were found. No relief decorations were found in the ruins of the 

temple.337 The valley temple and causeway were never built. 

Niuserre is Reneferefs brother and his successor on the throne. His reign was a 

revival of the countries stability and its administrative traditions. Though, King Niuserre was 

335 Vemer, The Pyramids, p. 305. 
336 M. Vemer, 'Excavations at Abusir season 1982- Preliminary report- The pyramid temple of 
Reneferef,' zAS 111 (1984): 70-78; Id., 'Excavations at Abusir Season. Preliminary Report 1997/8,' 
zA·s 126 (1999): 70-76. 
337 M. V ern er found remains of the ceiling with paintings that represent the blue sky with yellow stars. 
This discovery makes it possible that the mortuary temple was painted with scenes that resemble those 
found in relief decorations of other Fifth Dynasty mortuary temples. See Verner, The Pyramids. pp. 
307-308; id., Forgotten Pharaohs, p. 153. 
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facing huge construction tasks by finishing his father's, brother's and mother's mortuary 

complexes as well as his own mortuary complex, his architects were very practical and 

economical which allowed them to complete the tasks while conserving effort. 338 Also the 

relatively long reign ofNiuserre helped to accomplish these tasks.339 

Niuserre's Mortuary Complex 

To build his own pyramid complex with the same sense of economical scrutiny, 

Niuserre chose the site to the northeast of his father's pyramid?40 The site placed him very 

close to the Abusir Lake and the fertile valley. This allowed him to transfer the causeway and 

the valley temple, built originally for his father, to his own complex. 

Niuserre's pyramid, called mn swt Nj-wsr-Rr "The places of Niuserre are endure", is 

smaller in size than the pyramid of his father perhaps due to the limited available space and 

also the number of construction projects in which he was involved. The pyramid's core was 

built in steps and cased by fine limestone. The pyramid's entrance is located at ground level in 

the middle of the northern side. It opens into a passage that runs first horizontal and is then 

slopes downward. The passage ends with a standard burial chamber to the west of an 

antechamber. Both the burial chamber and the antechamber were cased with fine limestone 

and roofed with the standard tiers of enormous limestone beams. No remains of the original 

burial were found. 341 

The mortuary temple to the east of the pyramid was affected by the topographical 

conditions of the site with the existence of an earlier cemetery. (plan 17) It has an unusual 

shape instead of the standard T -shape which is typical of the Fifth Dynasty. Except for the 

offering chapel with the red granite false door, which is aligned with the burial chamber, 

almost the entire temple was constructed on the southern half of the eastern side of the 

pyramid. The entrance hall, which is reached through the causeway, leads to an open 

courtyard and to two sets of storerooms on the north and south side. The portico that runs 

338 Mudbrick was used on a large scale with wooden columns, also elements of the mortuary 
complexes of his ancestors, which were considered not essential for the cult of the deceased king were 
never built. Therefore the pyramid complexes of Neferirkare and Reneferef never had causeways or 
valley temples. 
339 The length of his reign is incomplete in the Turin Canon (only signs of 11 years survived) 
(Gardiner, RCT, pl. 11, 3.22.), however Manetho assigned him a forty-four year reign (Waddell, 
Manetho, p. 51.). It is likely that he ruled for at least thirty years, especially since we know that he 
celebrated his Heb-Sed. See discussion in M. Vemer, 'Once more to Niuserre's Dyad (Miinchen, As 
6794),' in: Egyptian Museum Collections 11, pp. 1198-1203. 
340 PM IIF, pp. 335-339. 
341 Borchardt, Niuserre, pp. 23-25, pls. 83-85. 
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around the open court is supported on sixteen six-stemmed papyrus columns made of red 

granite and inscribed with the king's names and titles under the protection of the two 

goddesses, Wadjet and Nekhbet, similar to Sahure's columns.342 The open court leads to the 

transverse corridor which gives access to five statue niches and to a small antechamber that 

leads to the offering hall. From the original decoration of the temple, only fragments were 

found with depictions of Niuserre's courtiers and gangs of workers, also the king in the 

accompany of the gods and goddesses. To the southeast corner of the pyramid, a small cult 

pyramid was constructed with a standard T -shape substructure. The valley temple was 

accessible by a portico with its roof supported by two rows of four red granite columns. (plan 

18) The interior floor of the temple was made of basalt and the walls were made of fine 

limestone on a red granite dado.343 The walls were decorated with painted reliefs; fragments 

depicting a lion headed goddess suckling the king,344 and marsh scenes. 

Menkauhor ascended to the throne after Niuserre, perhaps his father, and reigned for 

short time. Archaeological evidence confirms that he was the last king to construct a sun 

temple, however, its location has not yet been identified.345 One of few things that can safely 

be attributed to Menkauhor is a rock cut inscription found in Wadi Maghara, in Sinai, that 

refers to an expedition sent to the turquoise mines during his reign.346 

Menkauhor mortuary complex 

Menkauhor's Pyramid complex, Ntrj swt Mn k3w ljr "The places of Menkauhor are 

divine", is well attested in written texts; however its location remains enigmatic. Two ruined 

structures have been hypothetically attributed to Menkauhor. The first is the pyramid "Lepsius 

no. 29" in North Saqqara. This pyramid is known for its local name "the Headless Pyramid" 

and it has been a subject of several investigations. None of the investigations were able to 

attribute the completely destroyed pyramid to a specific king with certainty.347 J. Malek's 

342 Borchardt, Niuserre, pi. 13. 
343 No doubt that the long reign ofNiuserre on the throne (about 30 years) made it possible for him to 
furnish his pyramid complex with a large quantity of precious building materials such as red granite, 
quartzite, basalt and fine limestone. However we might suspect that some of these precious materials 
were originally prepared for the pyramid complexes of Niuserre's ancestors who left their pyramid 
complexes unfinished. 
344 Borchardt, Niuserre, p. 41, figs. 21, 23. 
345 Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menfite VIII, pp. 58ff. 
346 Gardiner, Peet, Cemy, Sinai II, p. 60. 
347 Leclant and Lauer raised the assumption that the Headless Pyramid is a Fifth Dynasty pyramid and 
it might belong to Menkauhor since his pyramid complex is still unidentified. Their assumption is 
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work on the Headless Pyramid concluded with a new theory, attributing the pyramid to King 

Merikare.348 The second ruined pyramid, which is also attributed hypothetically to Menkauhor 

is the pyramid Lepsius no. 50 in Dahshur.349 The only evidence supporting the existence of 

the pyramid complex of Menkauhor in Dahshur is the Dahshur decree of Pepy I, which 

mentions the pyramid of Menkauhor among other funerary complexes in Dahshur. We can 

state with satisfaction that leaving Abusir after Niuserre was essential since there was no more 

suitable space for additional royal pyramid complexes. 

Djedkare!Izezi ruled for almost three decades. His reign witnessed remarkable 

changes in both the administration and religion. He created the office 'jmy-r3 Sm'w, Overseer 

of Upper Egypt' whose seat was in Abydos. 350 During his reign there was a steady decline in 

the power of the sun cult and upsurge in the Osiris cult. Djedkare's reign is well documented 

due to the king's numerous expeditions and construction activities.351 

Djedkare's Mortuary Complex in South Saqqara 

Djedkare chose South Saqqara to construct his pyramid complex named Nfr Jssj "Isesi 

IS Beautiful/perfect", and is known now by its local name 'El Shawaf, the seer or the 

looker'. 352 The core of the pyramid originally consisted of six steps, each 7 m. in height, 

however only the first three steps still exist. The steps are made of inferior building material, 

irregular local stones with mud mortar and rubble, cased with fine limestone from Turah. The 

substructure of the pyramid started with an entrance located not directly in the northern wall, 

based on their work in the mortuary temple of King Teti, founder of the Sixth Dynasty, where they 
noticed the shifting ofTeti's causeway to the southeast was most likely made because of the existence 
of the pyramid Lepsius 29. Lauer, Leclant, Teti, p. 10. The idea that the Headless Pyramid is a Fifth 
Dynasty pyramid was supported by Maragioglio and Rinaldi (Piramidi Menfite VIII, pp. 58, 60, 
observation no. 5.) based on their observation that the access corridor that leads to the burial chamber 
was angled slightly to the east, as the tradition of the Fifth Dynasty pyramids from the time of 
Neferirkare until Djedkare. 
348 J. Malek, 'King Merikare and his Pyramid', in: Hommages Leclant 4, pp. 203-214. 
349 L. Borchardt, 'Ein KonigserlaB aus Dahschur,' ZAS 42 (1905): 9. Borchardt's hypothesis was 
adapted by Stadelmann, Pyramiden, p. 179; id., H. Sourouzian 'Die Pyramiden des Snofru in Dahshur 
Erster Bericht i.iber die Ausgrabungen an der nordlichen Steinpyramide,' MDAIK 38 (1982): 382-383, 
pl. 89; Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, p. 102. 
350 Baer, Rank and title, pp. 274, 281-286. 
351 The autobiography of Djedkare's architect, Sennedjemibinty, is one of the most important 
contemporary documents. It gives detailed information about the construction of the king's new 
residence (Urk I, pp. 59-69). Also the recollection of the king's expedition to Punt and the chief of his 
expeditions, Werdjeded-bau, remained for many centuries (until the Middle Kingdom) in the memory 
of the Egyptians. See, D. Meeks, 'Locating Punt,' in: Mysterious Lands, p.72. 
352 PM IIF, p. 424. 
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as the tradition dictates, but a few meters in front of the north face of the pyramid, it was at 

ground level and represents the first example of an entrance chapel. 353 The entrance gives 

access to a sloping passage lined with granite. It leads to a wide horizontal passage lined with 

limestone and followed by three portcullises blocking the corridor to the burial chamber. The 

burial chamber was located completely on the western side of the pyramid with its axis east

west and its roof, in traditional Fifth Dynasty form, had three pairs of huge gabled limestone 

beams. It is accessible through an antechamber which leads, from the eastern wall, to three 

small magazines. 354 Very little remains ofthe original burial found inside the burial chamber. 

Among the finds were fragments of a basalt sarcophagus, fragments of alabaster and faience 

beads on a gold filament. 355 

The excavation of the valley temple was never completed, however, and according to 

L. Grinsell and A. Fakhry, decorated remains of the walls of the valley temple were 

discovered in situ.356 The ground plan of the mortuary temple resembles other Fifth Dynasty 

temples with an entrance hall that leads to an open courtyard with eighteen red granite palm

form columns. (plan 19) The floor of the entrance hall and the open court was paved with 

alabaster. The open court opens from the western wall on a transverse corridor which 

separates the outer and the inner part of the temple. The transverse corridor leads to the 

storerooms and two courts that are located on both sides of the entrance hall and the open 

court, which is closed from the east by two massive pylons.357 Also the transverse corridor 

gives access to the standard five-niche room with its floor higher than the floor of the outer 

part of the temple. It is reached by a stairway. Two doors on the north and south wall of the 

five-niche room lead to different parts of the inner temple. The south door leads to a square 

room with only one column, while the north door leads to three sets of storerooms. From the 

small square room and the storerooms access is given to the offering chapel with a false door. 

A standard small satellite pyramid was located to the south of the mortuary temple. A 

pyramid complex of a queen was located to the north of the outer part of the mortuary temple 

and outside the surrounding wall of the king's pyramid complex?58 

353 Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, p. 153. 
354 Ibid. 
355 Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, p. 153. 
356 Verner, The Pyramids, p. 329. 
357 H. Sourouzian, 'L' Apparition du Pylone,' BIFAO 81 Suppl. (1981): 143-144. 
358 The pyramid complex of Djedkare' s unknown queen with its mortuary temple resembles that of a 
king. SeeP. Janosi, 'Die Pyramidenanlage der "anonymen Konigin" des Djedkare-lsesi,' MDAIK 45 
(1989): 187-202. 
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Hundreds of inscribed fragments were found in the area of the mortuary temple by A. 

S. Hussein who died before publishing the results of his work. Also A. Fakhry discovered 

many fragments from both the area of the causeway and area of the queen's mortuary temple 

in 1952-53.359 Some of the inscribed fragments were briefly discussed by G. Goyon who 

published photos of a large block that depicts the king among deities. 360 Another fragment 

was published by G. Griffith, which depicts a deity who has been identified as Osiris. If 

correct, it is the first depiction of Osiris in the Old Kingdom.361 Other fragments were 

published by the late M. Mursi.362 The relief decorations leave no doubt that Djedkare wished 

for his complex to be richly adorned, similar to his ancestors buried at Abusir?63 Also remains 

of statues of foreign prisoners with their hands bound from behind, statues of sphinxes, lions, 

and rams were found scattered at the site. According to A. Fakhry, it is impossible to assign 

them to their original places in the complex. 364 

Unas is the last king of the Fifth Dynasty. He ascended the throne after Djedkare, 

possibly his father. King Unas ruled Egypt for about thirty years. His reign witnessed the 

decline in the kingship institution, and an increase in the number and power of the officials 

and the priests. This put additional pressure on the country's weak economy. The deterioration 

of the country's economy and kingship led accordingly to the deterioration of 

workrnanship.365 The most significant change in Unas's reign was the appearance of the so

called Pyramid Texts in the subterranean chambers of his pyramid; an act that will be 

followed by all his successors until the end of the Old Kingdom and beyond.366 

Unas's Mortuary Complex in North Saqqara 

The pyramid complex, Nfr swt Wnjs "The places of Unas are beautiful/perfect", was 

constructed in the vicinity of the Step Pyramid ofNetjerikhet; exactly to the southwest of the 

359 Fakhry, The Pyramids, p. 181. 
360 G. Goyon, 'Le Cylindre de l'Ancien Empire du Musee d'Ismallia,' BIFAO 67 (1969): 156, pl. 
XXXIX. 
361 Griffiths, Osiris, pp. 44, 236-237. 
362 M. Moursi, 'Die Ausgrabungen in der Gegend urn die Pyramide des [)D-K~-Rr <<Issi>> bei 
Saqqara,'ASAE 71 (1987): 185-193. 
363 Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, p. 153. 
364 Fakhry, The Pyramids, p. 181. 
365 This deterioration in workmanship can easily be traced in a comparative study of both Unas's 
mortuary complex and Sahure's mortuary complex on the basis of architectural elements and the relief 
decorations in both complexes. 
366 The pyramid of the Eighth Dynasty King, lby, contained Pyramid Texts in the burial chamber and 
the antechamber. Jequier, La Pyramide d'Aba, pp. 15ff. 
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Step Pyramid and inside the so-called Dry Moat. 367 With the location ofUnas's pyramid, the 

Step Pyramid was flanked by the first and the last pyramids of the Fifth Dynasty. In favor of 

the divinity of the site, earlier royal tombs from the Second Dynasty were largely destroyed or 

buried under the mortuary temple of Unas. 368 

The pyramid of Unas is the smallest pyramid of all the Old Kingdom kings' pyramids. 

It was built in steps of inferior building material with mud mortar and cased with fine 

limestone from Turah. 369 The substructure of the pyramid is almost identical with that of 

Djedkare. (plan 20) The entrance is at ground level in front of the northern face of the pyramid 

with remains of a small chapel. The entrance leads to a downward sloping passage which 

opens directly into a corridor chamber that leads to a short horizontal passage with three red 

granite portcullis slabs. After the three portcullises the horizontal passage continues for a 

short distance before opening into the antechamber. Its western wall opens into the burial 

chamber that is completely under the western half of the pyramid. The burial chamber is well 

preserved with its walls inscribed for the first time with the so-called the Pyramid Texts. Also 

the basalt sarcophagus of Unas is still in place and the sunken floor near the sarcophagus 

refers to the place of the box of the canopic jars. The eastern wall of the antechamber opens 

into a short passageway that leads to three small magazines. The antechamber and the burial 

chamber are covered with a gabled ceiling. 

The mortuary temple is similar to the mortuary temple of Djedkare with a few 

differences. 370 (plan 20) The outer part of the temple consists of an entrance hall preceded by a 

granite doorway,371 an open court with running portico supported by eighteen palm-form 

columns of red granite.372 The entrance hall and the open courtyard are flanked by storerooms 

and were reached from the transverse corridor, which leads to the inner part of the temple. A 

short staircase from the transverse corridor leads to the five-niches chamber. A door in the 

south wall of the five-niche chamber opens into a corridor that leads to the antechamber 

carree with a single column of quartzite. The offering chamber lies in an exact line with the 

burial chamber. The western wall of the offering room was occupied by a huge false door 

367 PM liP, pp. 417-422. 
368 Spencer, Early Egypt, p. 105, fig. 80; Wilkinson, EDE, p. 240. 
369 Among the casing stones some inscribed blocks from Djdekare's pyramid complex were reused. 
These blocks were most likely used by Khaemwas during his restoration of the pyramid. See Fakhry, 
The Pyramids, p. 182. 
370 Verner, The Pyramids, pp. 334 ff. 
371 The name of Teti, Unas's successor and founder of the Sixth Dynasty, was found inscribed on the 
granite doorway. This must be taken as evidence showing that parts of the pyramid complex of Unas 
were left unfinished and were completed by King Teti. Fakhry, The Pyramids, 183. 
372 A. Fakhry (The Pyramids, p. 183.) mentioned that at least two ofthe columns were red sandstone. 
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made of red granite. Only remains of inscribed fragments survived from the original relief 

decoration of the mortuary temple. The subjects of the relief decoration stressed the efforts 

and activities of the king and his relations with the deities.373 

The valley temple was partially excavated before World War 11 and the excavation 

was continued by A. Moussa in the early 90s ofthe last century.374 
(plan 21) From the harbor, a 

low ramp leads to the main entrance on the east of the valley temple which was adorned by a 

wide portico carried on eight granite palm-form columns. Another two subsidiary entrances 

are located on the north and the south side of the temple. Each entrance is adorned by two 

granite columns. All three entrances lead to two large halls with a north-south axis. The 

northern hall leads to two rectangular chambers. The southern hall has three niches in its 

western wall and a door that leads to three magazines. 

The Sixth Dynasty 

The absolute divine kingship and the concrete centralized government were no longer 

in existence by the end of the Fifth Dynasty. The provincial nobles and governors enjoyed 

almost an independent authority over their provinces and were no longer buried in the official 

necropolis of the capital. Conspiracies, plots and political assassinations appeared for the first 

time, in the historical records, which paved the way to the collapse of the magnificent Old 

Kingdom.375 

Teti is the founder of the Sixth Dynasty. King Teti was perhaps Unas's son in-law or 

maybe his son from a secondary wife, Seshseshet.376 The number of years assigned to his 

reign was destroyed on the Turin Canon.377 Manetho, credited him with 30 years,378 however, 

a reign of 20-23 years is more likely. His reign ended dramatically which is evident from 

king's assassination mentioned by Manetho and the appearance of the enigmatic king, 

U serkare. 3 79 

Teti's Pyramid Complex in North Saqqara 

373 Labrousse, Lauer, Leclant, Ounas, pp. 77- 131. 
374 Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du roi Ounas. 
375 The recently discovered annals on the lid of queen Ankhenespepy Ill's Sarcophagus from the time 
of Pepy II, though it is very fragmentary and covered only the period from Teti's reign till the reign of 
Pepy I, is considered to be of high importance. See M. Baud, V. Dobrev, 'De nouvelles annales de 
!'Ancien Empire egyptien. Une 'Pierre de Palerme pour la Vr dynastie,' BIFAO 95 (1995): 23-92; 
eorum, 'Le verso des annales de la VIe dynastie. Pierre de Saqqara-Sud,' BIFAO 97 (1997): 35-42. 
376 R. Stadelmann, 'Konig Teti und der Beginn der 6. Dynastie,' in: Hommage Leclant 1, pp. 327-335. 
377 Gardiner, RCT, pl. Ill, no. 3.25. 
378 Waddelle, Manetho, p. 53. 
379 Ibid. For a discussion of the archeological evidence which might prove Manetho's story, see 
Kanawati, Conspiracies, pp. 9-24. 
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Teti's Pyramid complex, l)d swt Ttj "The places of Teti endure"/80 was constructed 

on the northern edge of the Saqqara necropolis, just to the southwest of the First Dynasty 

cemetery.381 The superstructure of the pyramid now resembles a small rounded mound of 

sand and rubble. It was built over relatively high ground and its measurements are identical to 

those of Djedkare's Pyramid and also the pyramids of his successors, Pepy I, Memre and 

Pepy II. The core of the pyramid was formed by steps of irregular local stone and debris-fill 

cased with fine limestone from Turah. An entrance chapel to the north gave access to the 

substructure of the pyramid, which is similar to the substructure of the pyramids of Djedkare 

and Unas. The walls of the northern chapel were decorated with scenes of offering bearers 

while the ceiling was decorated with yellow stars on a dark blue background?82 An inclined 

downward passage leads to the corridor chamber that opens into the horizontal passage with 

three granite portcullis. The horizontal passage opens into the antechamber which is under the 

center of the pyramid. The antechamber leads to an eastern room with three small magazines 

that open into the burial chamber from the west. Although, the basalt sarcophagus is well 

preserved, the Pyramid Texts on the walls of the burial chamber, antechamber and the end of 

the horizontal passage are severely damaged.383 

The plan that the mortuary temple followed was the standard design of Djedkare's and 

Unas's mortuary temples with minor changes due to the irregular position of the causeway on 

the southeast corner of the mortuary temple?84 
(plan 22) The unique position of the causeway 

created a long corridor that runs south-north and is covered by a false vault decorated with 

stars. The walls were decorated with scenes that represent Teti in the accompany of the deities 

of Upper and Lower Egypt.385 The long corridor leads directly to the entrance hall. The open 

courtyard's portico was supported by eighteen square pillars instead of the round columns, 

which appeared during the time of Sahure. 386 In the center of the open courtyard is a 

rectangular alabaster altar with remains of relief decoration.387 Storerooms are arranged on 

both sides of the entrance hall and the open courtyard. They are accessible through the 

38° For different translations of the name ofTeti's funerary complex, see Labrousse, Pyramides a texts 
I, p. 43. 
381 PM liP, pp. 393-396. 
382 Firth, Gunn, Teti Cemeteries I, p. 9. 
383 The basalt sarcophagus of King Teti is (so far) the first to be inscribed with one band of Pyramid 
Texts. See Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, p. 156. 
384 Most likely to avoid the pyramid Lepsius 29. 
385 Lauer and Leclant, Teti, pp. 60-62, figs. 15 a-b. 
386 D. Amold, in: Temples of Ancient Egypt, p. 67, no. 108. 
387 J. Malek, 'The Altar in the Pillared court of Teti's Pyramid-Temple at Saqqara,' in: Pyramid 
Studies, pp. 23-34; Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, p. 156. 
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transverse corridor, which separated the outer and the inner part of the temple. The inner part 

of Teti's mortuary temple begins with a short alabaster staircase that leads to the five-niche 

chamber. Each niche had a double leaf door with a granite frame inscribed with the king's 

titles.388 The offering chamber is entered through the square room with one pillar, which had 

the false door on a quartzite platform with a limestone frame with relief decoration. A small 

satellite pyramid is to the south of the inner part of the mortuary temple. Relief fragments 

found scattered in the temple area represent similar themes that have been found in earlier 

mortuary complexes; the king smiting enemies, the Heb-Sed scenes, the souls of Nekhen and 

representations of different deities. The valley temple and causeway have never been 

excavated. 

Userkare succeeded Teti on the throne. His origin and burial place are unknown. 

However it is likely that he reigned for a very short period and that he never had the chance to 

prepare his final resting place. 389 

Pepy I ascended to the throne after the short reign Userkare, securing the throne for 

the royal family of Teti.390 The autobiography of the high official Weni provided scholars 

with detailed information of the first documented harem conspiracy in the royal palace.391 

Pepy I' s Pyramid Complex in South Saqqara 

The king's pyramid complex, Mn nfr Ppj "Pepy's beauty is enduring" was built in 

South Saqqara.392 The pyramid now resembles a low heap of sand and rubble after the severe 

damage caused primarily by stone robbers.393 The substructure of the pyramid is similar to 

388 Lauer and Leclant, Teti, pp. 24, 27, pl. 13. 
389 Although his name is recorded in the Turin Canon and Abydos King-lists, his mortuary cult is not 
mentioned in any of the private tombs from the Sixth Dynasty. 
390 It is likely that Pepy I was helped by his mother, Queen Iput I to legitimize his succession to the 
throne. King Teti married Queen Khuit, who was Unas's princess (daughter) from the royal wife, after 
this marriage, or maybe before it. King Teti had another wife, Queen Iput I whose origin is unknown. 
While Queen Khuit enjoyed a well constructed pyramid complex near the pyramid of her husband, 
queen Iput I only had a mastaba-tomb to the north of Khuit's pyramid. When Pepy I came to the 
throne he turned his mother's tomb into a pyramid with an elaborate mortuary temple. See Z. Hawass, 
'Recent Discoveries in the Pyramid complex of Teti at Saqqara,' in: Abusir and Saqqara 2000, pp. 
430-431. 
391 Lichtheim, AEL I, pp. 18-23. 
392 PM IIF, pp. 422-424. 
393 The uninspiring appearance of the pyramid is in great contrast with its name, Mn nfr Pp}, which 
later applied to the whole ancient capital of ancient Egypt once named Inb Hedj 'the White Wall'. The 
name was abbreviated by the Greeks and pronounced as "Memphis" and then by the Arabs as "Menf'. 
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that of Teti. However the Pyramid Texts of Pepy I cover more space on the interior walls of 

the burial chamber, the antechamber and the corridor that leads to the antechamber. The small 

room with three magazines was left un-inscribed. The Texts are colored green not blue as in 

the Unas and Teti Pyramid Texts.394 The mortuary temple, in spite of the severe destruction, 

shows the same elements of previous mortuary temples, especially that of Teti. (plan 23) 

The French mission revealed many statue fragments of prisoners made of limestone. 

While Lauer believed that these statues lined the two sides of the causeway, Lehner suggested 

that they once stood under scenes in the mortuary temple that depict the king smiting the 

enemies of Egypt.395 The satellite pyramid to the south of the inner part of the mortuary 

temple is in a better state of preservation. Only the most upper part of the causeway was 

uncovered in the course of the French excavation, leaving the valley temple and the rest of the 

causeway still unexcavated. Hundreds of inscribed fragments were discovered scattered at the 

site of the mortuary temple and the queens pyramids, however only a few fragments were 

briefly discussed and published.396 Among the most important themes in the relief decoration 

of Pepy I is the program scene that depicts the king standing smiting his enemies, among them 

appear the Libyan chief and perhaps a Puntite chief, while the family of the Libyan chief are 

shown witnessing the event with their names inscribed above them. This scene leaves no 

doubt that it was inspired from the original scene in Sahure's mortuary temple.397 

Merenre ascended to the throne after his father, Pepy I. The King-lists agree that he 

ruled for a short time.398 

Merenre's Pyramid Complex in South Saqqara 

See Fakhry, The Pyramids, p. 192. It was in this pyramid that Pyramid Texts were first discovered by 
G. Maspero in 1881. Systematic excavation of the pyramid complex have been carried out by the 
French mission since 1951. Although several important accounts have been published recently, the 
final publication is still in preparation. 
394 Labrousse, Pyramides a Texts Il, pp. 8-19, figs. 1, 2, 16, 18-69. 
395 Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, p. 158. 
396 See J. Leclant, 'Fouilles et travaux en Egypt et au Soudan 1972-1973,' Or 43 (1974), pl. XVIII, 
figs. 26-27; J-Ph. Lauer, 'Travaux et recherches a Saqqarah,' ASAE 63 (1979), pl. IIID. Labrousse, 
Regards sur une pyramide, pp. 92-93. 
397 J. Leclant, 'La "famille libyenne" au temple haut de Pepi !"',' in: J. Vercoutter (ed.), Livre du 
centenaire 1880-1980, pp. 49-54, pl. 11. 
398 The number of the years written on the Turin Canon is in much doubt, where it gives him a reign of 
44 years (?) (Gardiner, RCT, pl. 11, no. 4.4; id., Egypt of the Pharaos, p. 436.), while Manetho 
assigned him to a reign of7 years (Waddell, Manetho, p. 53). 
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Merenre built his burial complex on the southwestern edge of the Saqqara 

necropolis. 399 His pyramid complex is called l:F nfr Mrj n R' "the beauty of Merenre appeared 

in glory". The premature death of the young king resulted in his complex remaining 

unfinished.400 The superstructure of the pyramid and the technique used in the construction do 

not differ from the pyramids of his direct predecessors. Perring recorded his observations of 

the pyramid as well as the existence of parts of the outer casing made of fine limestone from 

Turah.401 The substructure is similar to that of Pepy 1.402 The burial chamber contained a dark 

greywacke sarcophagus inscribed with Pyramid Texts and a red granite canopic chest.403 Also 

the walls of the burial chamber, the antechamber and the entrance to the antechamber are 

inscribed with Pyramid Texts.404 The mortuary temple seems to be constructed in a plan 

similar to Pepy I. The offering room shows remains of a red granite false door. 

Pepy 11, last great king in the Old Kingdom, ascended the throne after the premature 

death of his brother, Merenre. However the so-called First Intermediate Period did not follow 

his reign directly. His long reign (94 years ?) rammed the last pin in the coffin of the Old 

Kingdom which ended with two short reigns of Merenre II (most likely Pepy II's son), and 

queen Nitokerty. 

399 PM IIF, p. 425. 
400 Two factors must be taken into consideration when dealing with Merenre's mortuary complex; 
first, the mortuary temple has never been excavated completely and almost nothing is known about the 
valley temple and causeway. (For the causeway see chapter IV, p. 147) Second, fragments found in the 
area of the mortuary temple show that only the outlines of the scenes were started when the king died. 
Only some traces of hasty work in parts of the temple reflect attempts to finish the complex. One must 
wonder why King Pepy 11, during his long life and reign, did not finish the complex of his brother. A 
final word on this subject cannot be said before the complete systematic investigation of the site is 
carried out. See J. Leclant, 'Travaux de la Mission Archeologique Fran(j:aise de Saqqarah (Campagne 
1980),' ASAE 68 (1982), p. 60; id., Or 51 (1982), pp. 433-434. 
401 Perring, The Pyramids of Gizeh Ill, p. 13. However these blocks, if they still exist, are now under 
heaps of rubble and blown sand. 
402 The work of G. Maspero in the pyramid of Merenre is published in: G. Maspero, 'La pyramide de 
Mirinriler,' Rec. Trav. 9 (1887): 177-191; 10 (1888): l-29; 11 (1889): 1-31. 
403 News of the bringing of these precious materials (stones) for the pyramid complex ofMerenre took 
place in the famous autobiography ofWeni. Urk I, p. 106. 
404 Labrousse, Pyramides a Texts, 11, pp. 56-76. 
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Pepy Il's Pyramid Complex in South Saqqara 

Pepy II built his pyramid complex to the south of the pyramid complex of Merenre 

and Djedkare.405 His pyramid complex was named Mn 'nb Ppj I Nfr-k5-r' "Pepy's 

<Neferkare> life is enduring". In spite ofthe king's extremely long reign,406 his pyramid was 

built using the standard plan of the Sixth Dynasty. The superstructure of the pyramid 

comprised five steps of irregular local stones laid with mortar of tafla and Nile silt. The outer 

casing was made with large white limestone blocks from Turah. A wide and thick band of fine 

limestone was added to the base of the pyramid. Although it is not known exactly when this 

additional structure was added to the pyramid, it is likely that it was made to give more 

stability to the pyramid or even to make it resemble the determinative of a pyramid in the 

hieroglyphic script. Another interpretation of this unique band was raised by M. Lehner who 

suggests that the band was made during the celebration of the king's jubilee, the Heb-Sed.407 

The substructure of the pyramid is similar to the substructures found in the Sixth 

Dynasty; entrance chapel, a descending corridor that leads to the horizontal chamber followed 

by the horizontal passage with the three massive granite portcullis slabs, an antechamber that 

opens from the west to the burial chamber and from east to a small chamber without the 

traditional three magazines. Although, only a few blocks were found from the entrance chapel 

on the north side of the pyramid, the relief decorations were reconstructed by G. Jequier, 

showing scenes of slaughtering and offering bearers.408 The Pyramid Texts cover more space 

in the burial chamber, antechamber and the horizontal passage leading to the antechamber. 

The gabled ceiling of the burial chamber and the antechamber was decorated with white stars 

on a black background like that of Merenre. The Sarcophagus was made of greywacke and 

inscribed with the king's names and titles. The red granite canopic chest (only the cover was 

found) was once sunk into the floor of the burial chamber in front ofthe sarcophagus. 

The mortuary temple resembles the temples of his predecessors with minor changes; at 

both corners of the temple's east wall, the two massive structures known as the prototype 

pylons appear.409 
(plan 24) The causeway opens into a rectangular room with two small side 

405 PM liP, pp. 425-431. It was systematically excavated almost completely by G. Jequier between 
1926 and 1936, and the results were published in three volumes (Jequier, Pepi 11) that stand among the 
most pioneering work in the field. 
406 According to Manetho (Waddell, Manetho, p.55), Pepy 11 lived for lOO years and ruled for 94 
years. According to H. Goedicke ('The Death ofPepi 11-Neferkare,' SAK 15 (1988): 111-121) Pepy 11 
ruled for more than 60 years. 
407 Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, p. 161. 
408 Jequier, Pepi 11, vol. I, pp. 2-5, figs. 1-4. 
409 The prototype pylon appeared for the first time in the mortuary complex of Niuserre. See 
discussion on this topic in H. Sourouzian, BIFAO 81 Suppl. (1981): 143-144. 
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rooms directed north-south. The central room leads to the traditional entrance hall through a 

door on the axis of the pyramid and the temple. The relief decoration of the entrance hall 

represents the king killing the symbols of 'disorder in the world' embodied by animals. Only 

fragments were found, however, when reconstructed, they revealed a large scene that depicts 

the king on a Papyri-form boat in the marshes harpooning hippopotamus.410 The open 

courtyard was paved with limestone and furnished with a surrounding portico carried on 

eighteen quartzite pillars, with their sides facing the open courtyard decorated with figures of 

the king being embraced by different deities.411 For unknown reasons, the walls of the open 

courtyard were left undecorated. On both sides of the open courtyard and the entrance hall 

two sets of storerooms were located and accessible through two doors from the transverse 

corridor. Fragments from the east wall of the transverse corridor depict the king performing 

the ritual run of the Heb-Sed. From the same area, fragments were recovered that belong to 

the traditional scene of the king smiting the Libyan chief in the presence of his family. Also a 

depiction of the famous feast of the god Min. The five-niche chamber was reached by a short 

staircase with its niches framed in red granite. Only the base of a statue remains in its original 

place in the middle niche.412 In the inner part of the temple, fragments that depict the king 

being suckled by goddesses were found. 413 A door in the south wall of the five-niche 

chamber opens into a short vestibule which leads to a small chamber with one octagonal 

quartzite pillar. The ceiling of this chamber was decorated with stars. The relief decoration of 

this room is comprised in themes such as the courtiers carrying tributes and the king 

accompanied by the deities. In the offering room, with the false door fragments, scenes of 

slaughtering animals and offering bearers together with the main depiction of the king sitting 

at the offering table, were found and reconstructed by G. Jequier.414 The offering room is 

flanked by two sets of storerooms. An entrance, from the southern end of the transverse 

corridor, leads to the court and the satellite pyramid with its substructure followed the 

traditional L-shape design. 

The valley temple had a rectangular plan and is oriented northwest -southeast, 

following the course of the water canal that runs along the edge of the valley. (plan 24) The 

temple, introduced by a large terrace on the east, is reached by two harbor ramps from the 

410 Jequier, Pepi II, Ill, pis. 41-43. 
411 Only one pillar at the northwest corner is still in situ. The scene depicted on the side that faces the 
court shows the king embracing the sun-god Rehorakhty. Ibid., p. 23f., pi. 45. 
412 Ibid., 11, pp. 24-26. 
413 Ibid., p1s. 30 (reconstruction), 31 (details of the remains), 32 (reconstruction), 33 (details of the 
remains). 
414 Ibid., pp. 53-66, pis. 61-62 (reconstruction), 63-104 (details). 
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north and south sides. The entrance to the temple is in the center of the west wall of the 

terrace. The entrance leads to a hall with eight pillars; the fragments recovered show the king 

being received by the deities, smiting enemies and hunting in the marshes.
415 

The pillared hall 

is followed by a vestibule that was once decorated with hippopotamus hunting and 

transporting captives. A short passage from the vestibule gave access to a staircase in the roof 

of the temple terrace, the storerooms and the causeway. 

Three pyramid complexes of queens are distributed around the king's complex. They 

belong to queen Wedjebten to the southeast, queen Neith to the northwest and queen Iput 11 to 

the west ofNeith's Pyramid complex.416 

415 Ibid., m, pi. 4. 
416 Ibid.' pi. 1. 
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11.3 Evolution and its Main Features 

The above survey of the royal mortuary complexes of the Old Kingdom can allow us 

to highlight the main features in the development of the royal tomb. Despite the fact that royal 

tombs and funerary enclosures of Early Dynastic Egypt can be plausibly seen as the direct 

ancestor of the royal tomb in the Old Kingdom, two main changes in the architecture of the 

royal tomb led to the existence of the (true) pyramid shape as a traditional form for most of 

the Old Kingdom royal tombs. The first change introduced by Netjerikhet' Step Pyramid 

which marked the short era of step pyramids, while Sneferu's true pyramid in Dahshur 

represents the second leap in the architecture of the royal tomb and marks the long existence 

type of royal tomb in the Old Kingdom. Nevertheless, and as is often the case in Egyptology, 

some considered spaces in analyzing the development of the royal tomb in the Old Kingdom 

should be left without precise conclusions until future investigations reveal the information. 

The Third Dynasty 

The architecture of the late Third Dynasty royal tombs is poorly preserved and does 

not compare with the beginning of the Dynasty. Also it does not allow any precise 

conclusions to be made due to the lack of preservation and the problems in the dating and the 

assigning of ownership to the monuments. Nevertheless, the Third Dynasty will remain the 

dynasty of the step pyramid complexes,417 which reflect the complexity in the beliefs of the 

life and death of the king. The surviving architecture from the royal mortuary complexes refer 

to the continuity of adopting the stepped shape for their pyramids. It is possible also to raise 

the assumption that the kings of this dynasty took from Netjerikhet's complex a prototype for 

the design of their mortuary complexes. The architecture of the royal tomb in the Third 

Dynasty does not explain the radical change of the architecture of the royal tomb in the Fourth 

Dynasty. In fact, not a single shred of evidence shows the transition between the two types of 

architecture.418 

The Fourth Dynasty 

As early as the beginning of the Fourth Dynasty a radical change in the development 

of the royal mortuary complexes occurred accompanied by a focal change in the funerary 

ideas and beliefs, also in the dogma of the kingship. The royal tomb reached the shape of a 

417 Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, pp. 14-15, 18-19. 
418 The assumption that the unfinished pyramid at Zawyet el-Aryan has a causeway and a valley 
temple is without evidence and should not be considered. 
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true pyramid with the burial chamber inside the superstructure (Sneferu and Khufu), or under 

the pyramid. The orientation of the complex shifted from north-south to east-west as an 

indication of the close relation between the fate of deceased king and the eternal day and night 

journeys of the sun-god Re. With the change of the orientation of the royal mortuary 

complexes, the dummy buildings were no longer in existence, the mortuary temple, valley 

temple and a causeway emerged. Sneferu's so-called valley temple or statue temple, as 

explained by D. Arnold, is the first above ground mortuary building with a wall relief 

program. Sneferu's valley temple bears architectural elements of later mortuary complexes; 

the entrance hall (later pr-wrw in mortuary temple), the open courtyard (ws!Jt), and the statue 

niches.419 

The existence of the two new architectural elements, the valley temple and the 

causeway, allowed the ancient architects to choose the location of the royal mortuary 

complexes without shifting the existence of natural access routes from the cultivated valley to 

the mortuary complexes.420 Another change in the ideology of the royal tomb which was 

made by Sneferu, is the construction of a non-royal cemetery near the royal mortuary complex 

in Meidum.421 

Unfortunately the poor state of preservation ofSneferu's mortuary temple ofthe North 

(or Red) Pyramid at Dahshur, and the severe destruction ofthe rear part ofKhufu's mortuary 

temple at Giza frustrate any attempts to establish a relationship between the two structures 

and therefore trace the development of the architecture.422 However, a mortuary temple with 

an entrance hall, pillared court, a door niche and a chapel with five statues is the most 

probable ground plan of Khufu's mortuary temple.423 The door niche is an element which will 

appear in the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties decorated with scenes of suckling the king or the king 

being received by deities.424 Khufu's mortuary complex, however, dominates a vast and well 

designed necropolis with rows of mastaba-tombs on the east and west sides of his pyramid. 

These tombs were not only of members of his family but also of officials from different social 

classes. Khufu's mortuary complex presents the first well considered program of wall relief 

with the first covered and decorated causeway. Finally, it is (until now) a fact that Khufu is 

419 D.Arnold, in Temples of Ancient Egypt, pp. 45 ff. 
420 See Chapter IV. 
421 A. Roth, JARCE 30 (1993): 49. See also an interpretation of this appearance in chapter IV, pp. 114-
115. 
422 R. Stadelmann, MDAIK 49 (1993): 259-294. 
423 D. Arnold, in: Temples of Ancient Egypt, fig. 13. 
424 Also named 'Gate of Nut' by Ricke (Bemerkungen AR I, pp. 60-62). 
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the first king who was buried in a stone sarcophagus placed in the western part of the burial 

chamber; a tradition which will be followed till the end of Middle Kingdom.425 

From the time ofKhafre, the king's burial chamber is no longer inside the pyramid but 

under it.426 Also a rich statuary program and a decline of the wall relief can be noticed with 

Djedefre, Khafre, and Menkaure. 

By the end of the Fourth Dynasty a sudden and unexplained break of the tradition is 

all what can be said about Shepseskafs mortuary complex.427 Yet, Shepseskafs mortuary 

temple is credited to the first (confirmed) appearance of an offering chapel with a false door 

in a line with the burial chamber.428 This new element, offering chapel with a false door, will 

be an essential, if not the most important, element in the royal mortuary complex of the Fifth 

and the Sixth Dynasties.429 

The Fifth Dynasty 

At the beginning of the Fifth Dynasty, the royal tomb returned to the old tradition of 

the Fourth Dynasty- the pyramid. However, the pyramid was no longer a giant construction, 

but a humble structure of rough local limestone cased with Turah fine limestone. Later, a 

filling of loose stones and rubble were the core of the pyramid. Userkafs mortuary temple 

was moved to the south of the pyramid due to geological problems of the location of the 

king's complex. 

The design of the mortuary temple of Sahure served as the prototype for all the 

mortuary temples of the Fifth and the Sixth Dynasties.430 Both the architecture and wall reliefs 

425 D. Amold, in: Temples of Ancient Egypt, p. 71. 
426 This trend most likely started with Djedefre at Abu Rowash, however, the severe destruction of the 
pyramid's superstructure make it impossible to conclude that it did not have an internal design of 
chambers with another entrance in the body of the pyramid. 
427 See a discussion in Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, pp. 138-139; Vemer, The Pyramids, pp. 254-
259. 
428 Before Shepseskaf, some scholars suggested the existence of false doors in the mortuary temples of 
Khufu and Menkaure, however, no evidence supports these suggestions. See a discussion by D. 
Amold, in: Temples of Ancient Egypt, p. 59, no. 98. 
429 D. Amold's statement (Ibid., p. 59) that the existence of an offering chapel with a false door 
represent, for the first time, the king as a mortal who needs food and supplies, cannot be accepted for it 
is evident from the early beginning of the kingship institution that the king depended on the living 
world in his existence and configuration in the afterlife, also evidence of funerary domains were found 
from the First Dynasty. Finally the clear existence of a stone offering table in front of the two funerary 
stelae leaves no doubt about the existence of food and supplies for the deceased. In fact, if we believed 
Amold's statement we would need to reinterpret Sneferu's scenes of personifications of names and 
estates in the so-called valley temple. 
430 Vemer, The Pyramids, p. 46. The similarity can be seen, with some minor changes, in the mortuary 
temples. These changes as explained by D. Amold (in: Temples of Ancient Egypt, p. 63, no.l70) are 
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reached their zenith in his mortuary complex which represents, for the first time, a 

harmonious design of the king's eternal residence. The use of columns was a common feature 

in the mortuary temples of this period; Sahure's, Djedkare's, and Unas's mortuary temples 

were furnished with granite palm columns,431 while that of Niuserre's was furnished with 

granite papyrus columns.432 It seems that Niuserre's architects and sculptors tried hard to 

make the king's mortuary complex look different than that of Sahure; for example using the 

papyrus columns instead of the palm columns, and also the same can be noticed in the wall 

relief program ofNiuserre.433 Among the trends in architecture ofNiuserre's mortuary temple 

is the appearance of the so-called 'Antechambre Caree ', a small square room with its ceiling 

carried on one column. The Antechambere Caree, found from the reign of Niuserre until the 

reign of Senusert I, can be seen as an essential element in the design of the royal mortuary 

complex. 434 

Before the end of the Fifth Dynasty and with its last king, Unas, the walls of the 

subterranean chamber will display the so-called Pyramid Texts, which will continue into the 

First Intermediate Period. 

The Sixth Dynasty 

Only minor changes can be noticed on the ground plan of the mortuary complexes of 

this time; such as the use of square pillars instead of columns435 and intentionally leaving the 

walls under the portico of the court 'wsbt' without relief decorations.436 

found in the location and number of storerooms. Also in the design of the transverse corridor which 
connects the so-called outer temple with the inner temple. See detail discussion in Brinks, 
Graban/agen,no.32. 
431 Also granite papyrus columns were used in Sahure's mortuary temple but not on a large scale like 
the palm-form columns which furnished the court 'ws!Jt'. Borchradt, Sahure, I, pp. 43-46, pl. 9. 
432 Borchardt, Niuserre, p. 11, fig. 5, reconstruction of the columns in the court in pl. 13. For a detailed 
presentation of the columns in the Abusir pyramid complexes, see Phi1ips, the Columns, pp. 51-57. 
433 The changing form of the principal scenes is a characteristic feature in Niuserre's program; for 
example the suckling scene of Niuserre depicts a lion-head goddess not a human-head goddess like 
Sahure. See Borchard., Niuserre, pp. 40-41, figs, 21, 23. And that of Sahure, Borchardt, Sahure, II, pl. 
18. 
434 Verner, in: Treasures of the Pyramids, p. 253. 
435 One exception is the mortuary complex of Pepy I' s; according to A. Labrousse in: Treasures of the 
Pyramids, p. 269 (ground plan of Pepy I mortuary temple), Pepy I's open courtyard was furnished 
with columns. 
436 It is noteworthy to mention that the pillars that were decorated with wall reliefs represent the king 
in relation with deities. This trend was not new, as it appeared before in the valley temple of Sneferu's 
Bent Pyramid. 
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Ill. Royal Relief Program in the Old Kingdom 

111.1 Origins and Development of the Program 

In the previous chapter the architectural development of the royal tomb in the Old 

Kingdom, which can easily be traced to the tombs of Egypt's first rulers from Naqada Ill 

(Dynasty 0), and Early Dynastic Period, was discussed.437 In contrast, the wall relief program 

seems to have been developed from decorated objects dated to Naqada Ill (Dynasty 0) and 

consist of monumental maceheads, slate palettes and tablets.438 The themes of the relief 

decoration on these objects represent the same fundamental subjects of the king smiting 

enemies, receiving divine support from the deities, performing the Heb-Sed rituals, digging a 

canal or the foundation of a temple, visiting sanctuaries, and others. These themes continued 

in the same form in the Early Dynastic relief motifs depicted also on similar objects, which 

were mostly found in the gods' shrines.439 

The themes of relief decoration, however, express two meanings; the king's activities 

in maintaining Maat 'order of the world', and in return his acceptance by the deities who 

support and legitimize all his deeds. In other words, the themes of these scenes are a true 

expression of the long established concept of kingship and duties of this institution as it was 

understood by the Egyptians since the early formation of the state.440 

Early Dynastic Period 

The excavations of the royal tombs from the Early Dynastic Period (especially in 

Umm El Qa'ab), have only revealed reliefs on pairs of two stone stelae inscribed with the 

king's name.441 The exact location of these two stelae cannot be determined, however, it is 

likely that they express the same idea and function of the double stelae found at the Meidum 

Pyramid and the Bent Pyramid of Sneferu. Therefore, their association with the offering 

437 Chapter II, pp. 13-20. 
438 The wall painting in Tomb 100 at Hierakonpolis (Ouibell, Green, Hierakonpolis 11, pls. 75-78) 
seemed to be an exception, however, problems in the dating, the function and the interpretation of the 
scenes makes any conclusion pure speculation. 
439 The location of these objects must reflect their function. 
44° For detailed discussions and valuable references on this topic 'origins of kingship', see J. Baines, 
in: Ancient Egyptian Kingship. pp. 95-156. However, it should be stressed that the early iconographic 
evidence which depicts the king as a conqueror and a hero, who kills his enemies and subdues the wild 
animals together with the royal fortified architecture, should be analyzed as a reflection of the function 
of the kingship institution 'a king with absolute power to maintain Maat', not as evidence of early 
association of the kingship's aspects with aggression, conquest, and defense as stated by Baines. See 
Ibid., pp. 105-106. 
441 See below, p. 75. 
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rituals is likely. Due to the severe destruction of the royal monuments from the Early Dynastic 

Period, one cannot conclude with certainty whether the decorated granite fragments from 

Khasekhemy's enclosure at Hierakonpolis442 represent the first attempt of wall reliefs or not. 

Nevertheless, from the themes, it is clear that the Khasekhemwy's fragments represent an 

attempt to depict scenes on architecture that were previously depicted on movable objects. 

Also, themes from the royal relief program in the Old Kingdom continued to be presented 

outside the royal tombs, especially in shrines or temples of deities such as the decorated 

fragments of Djoser from Heliopolis,443 and possibly the famous stela of the mysterious King 

Kahdjet.444 

Third Dynasty 

Our information about the royal relief program in the Third Dynasty is only from 

Netjerikhet's Step Pyramid. Netjerikhet, is the first king (as far as we know!) who transferred 

the most important themes of royal relief program from depictions on movable votive objects 

dedicated to shrines of deities and possibly funerary enclosures, to the walls of his tomb, 

which he built entirely using stones. The wall reliefs seemed to only be underneath both the 

Step Pyramid and the South Tomb,445 making his funerary complex the first and the last royal 

mortuary complex with wall scenes inside the king's tomb in the Old Kingdom.446 The chosen 

themes for his program were; the Heb-Sed rituals and visiting divine shrines. 

Fourth Dynasty 

Sneferu's reign witnesses two architectural developments and a remarkable change in 

the royal relief program. The architectural developments are represented in the changing of 

the shape of the royal tomb from a step to a true pyramid, and in the orientation of the 

mortuary complex from north-south to east-west. With Sneferu's new design, wall reliefs 

appeared for the first time on a large scale to express the long established meaning of 

kingship. Whether or not the trend of the relief program on the walls of the king's eternal 

442 A foundation scene with the king and the goddess Seshat is depicted among other scenes. Quibell, 
Hierakonpolis I, pi. 11; R. Engelbach, 'A Foundation Scene of the Second Dynasty,' JEA 20 (1934): 
183-184, pl. XXIV. 
443 Smith, HESPOK, pp.133ff. 
444 J.Vandier, CRAIBL 1968: 16-22; Ziegler, Stides, peintures et reliefs, pp. 54-57 (no. 4). 
445 The original location of the so-called 'snake pillar' raises much doubt. It is possible that some 
architectural elements inside the enclosure wall were decorated with relief. See. Z. Hawass, JEA 80 
(1994), pp. 45-56; Radwan, in: Treasures ofthe Pyramids, pp. 86ff. 
446 Dodson, The Pyramids, p. 42. 
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residence instead of on objects or wall reliefs in deities' shrines and temples was inspired by 

the rising of the sun-god cannot be answered precisely. One must recall this radical change in 

Egyptian art during the Amama Period inspired by the worship of the sun-god Aton.447 

The surviving relief program from Sneferu's valley temple (sometimes the statue 

temple) represents the same scenario of the royal reliefs from the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties,448 

however, no evidence of the most important scene; the king sitting by the offering table, has 

been found. It is most likely that the two giant stelae, inscribed with the king's names and 

titles, and the stone offering table in front of the two stelae in the cult area to the east of the 

pyramid conveyed the same function as the scene which depicts the king sitting by the 

offering table. Therefore, the nonexistence of these two stelae and the stone offering in the 

pyramid temple of the Red Pyramid supports R. Stadelmann's assumption of the existence of 

a false door.449 The existence of false doors in royal mortuary complexes have not shown any 

evidence of the depiction of the offering table scene, like non-royal false doors. 450 The reason 

might be the existence of a large scale offering scene which depicts the king sitting by the 

offering table with rows of offering bearers in front ofhim.451 

From the surviving reliefs from Khufu's mortuary complex and from the reused blocks 

in Amenemhat I at El Lisht, one can state with certainty, that it was Khufu who put the first 

complete scenario of a relief program not only for the mortuary temple but also for the 

causeway and possibly for the valley temple. 452 The severe destruction of most royal mortuary 

complexes of Khufu's successors prevent any conclusion about their relief program which 

seems to have declined in favor of a statuary program or in favor of a three dimensional visual 

impact program of statues that express the same function as a relief program. 453 

447 On this topic see Assmann, The Search for God, pp. 12-14. 
448 Fakhry, Sneferu, 11 (part 1 ). 
449 R. Stadelmann, MDAIK 39 (1983): 237-241 (Exkurs iiber: Scheintiir oder Stelen im Totentempel 
des AR). 
450 P. Janosi, 'Die Entwicklung und Deutung des Totenopferraumes in den Pyramidentempeln des 
Alten Reiches', in: Agyptische Tempel, p. 144. 
451 Cwiek, Relief Decoration, p. 371, no. 1383. 
452 See the discussion in Hawass, Funerary Establishments, pp. 514ff. 
453 The suggestion made by Z. Hawass (Funerary Establishments, p. 522) that the valley temple of 
Khafre could have been planned to be cased with limestone and have reliefs, seems unreasonable. Also 
his suggestion (!bid, p. 523) that Menkaure's premature death and the completion of his mortuary 
complex with mudbrick are the reasons that his complex was left without wall relief cannot be 
accepted because the statuary program of Djedefre, Khafre, and Menkaure confirm that a wall relief 
program like Sneferu's and Khufu's did not exist. In this aspect, the inscribed block ofKhafre from El 
Lisht (Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, pp. 13-23) and the fragments found near the valley temple with 
captives (Holscher, Chephren, p. 110, figs. 162, 163) could have come from other buildings but not 
from his complex, especially the later fragment which should be assigned to Khufu's causeway. 
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The Fifth Dynasty 

It is not a coincidence that the first appearance of an elaborate mortuary temple (like 

residence), during the reign of Sahure, is accompanied by an elaborate wall relief program. 

Sahure's wall relief program, as explained by Do. Arnold454 is the most extensive wall relief 

program for a royal mortuary complex. The scenario of the program (the distribution of the 

scenes on the walls of the complex) and the quality of the workmanship are a model for later 

mortuary complexes in the Old Kingdom and beyond.455 From the time of Sahure until the 

end of the Old Kingdom, the trend to construct an elaborate eternal residence, to house the 

god (king) and provide him everything he needed for his path and configuration to the 

netherworld, led to the reduction of the size of the royal tomb in favor of a harmonious 

mortuary complex. 

Before the end of the Fifth Dynasty, the so-called Pyramid Texts appeared in the 

underground chambers of the pyramid of Unas. Scholars used to stress that the religious 

changes in Djedkare/Isisi (the rising of the Osiris cult and the decline of the Sun cult)456 led to 

the appearance of the Pyramid Texts. Although, the Pyramid Texts and the wall reliefs on the 

above ground architecture were meant to help the king to create a safe path to an eternal life, 

the mechanism of achieving this goal was completely different. Gods like Osiris, Isis, 

Nephtis, Anubis, and others are almost nonexistent in the wall relief program. The scenes 

from the netherworld and crucial events during the king's path to the netherworld are 

expressed in hundreds of spells in the Pyramid Texts which can not be traced or linked to the 

wall relief program. A precise explanation of these facts is not yet available. Yet, one should 

stress the fact that, while the wall relief program presents the reasons which gave the king the 

right to enjoy an ideal eternal life with the gods (as we shall explain), the Pyramid Texts act as 

a guide for the king to reach his eternal afterlife and take his place among the imperishable 

stars and the sun. 457 

454 Do. Arnold, in: Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids, pp. 94-98, especially 98. 
455 The so-called copying net or the grids which were found on most of Sahure's scenes are grids for 
teaching young artisans not grids for copying scenes. However, it is evident that Hatshepsut reliefs of 
Deir El Bahari were inspired by Sahure's relief program. See chapter VI, pp. 199-204 (the arrival of 
the king's expedition from Punt), pp. 176-294 (the clap net scene). 
456 Hart, Gods and Goddesses, p. 151. 
457 The fate of the king after his death was expressed in the Pyramid Texts as a permanent rebirth and 
everlasting travels with the stars and the sun god. See J. Alien, 'The Cosmology of the Pyramid 
Texts', in: Religion and Philosophy in Ancient Egypt, pp. 1-28. 
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The Sixth Dynasty 

A noticeable decline in the wall relief program distinguishes the Sixth Dynasty royal 

mortuary complexes. Both the architecture and the wall reliefs became standardized, in the 

shadow of the nonexistent creative spirits.458 Also, the location of the scenes was changed 

from that of the Fifth Dynasty.459 The walls under the portico in the open courtyard, unlike in 

the Fifth Dynasty relief program, were left undecorated. A return to the old traditions of 

Sneferu is represented in replacing the beautiful palm columns with the square pillars, with 

each side depicting the king accompanied by a deity.460 

458 The reason for the decline in art and architecture of the Sixth Dynasty has many explanations 
among them is the decline of the economy and the wealth of the state, especially after the increased 
power of the governors who became almost independent, and above all led to the decline of the 
institution of kingship. Shaw ( ed. ), Ancient Egypt, pp. 116-117, 120-121. 
459 According to Do. Arnold (in: Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids, pp. 96-97) scenes of Sahure, 
which represent the triumph of the king were turned, in Pepy' s mortuary complex, into more or less 
ritual scenes in which the king is depicted performing a ritual or a tradition. 
460 Do. Arnold, in: Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids, p. 97. 
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Ill. 2 Typological Definition and Function of the Program 

Two important aspects must be taken into consideration before any attempts to 

investigate and research the royal relief program from the Old Kingdom. The first aspect 

concerns the amount of the surviving royal reliefs in comparison to the size of the walls in the 

royal mortuary complexes which were originally decorated. In this respect, the best body of 

surviving royal reliefs from the Old Kingdom are that of King Sahure, however the remains of 

his relief decoration only represents 2% of the original program.461 Therefore, one can state 

with some degree of certainty that what really survived from the original body of the royal 

relief program of the Old Kingdom hardly represents 1%. Also one must take into 

consideration the state of preservation of this 1% of the original body of the relief program, 

which is in a very fragmentary state of preservation and many of the attempts to reconstruct 

the scenes will therefore remain hypothetical.462 The second aspect is that a precise definition 

and limitation of the use of the term Pictorial Scene or theme is not yet available and a 

differentiation between the "scene" and the "subject" is not clear, where in many cases 

scholars investigate scenes separately which belong to one subject or one larger theme. For 

example, and as in our case, the scene of the king smiting enemies usually consists of many 

episodes or motifs. The main subject, dominating the register, is the king subduing his 

enemies and in separate and relatively small registers are scenes of the goddess Seshat 

recording the booty and other registers represent the booty itself. Also the scene of the king 

smiting the enemies used to be accompanied by scenes of deities depicted in several registers, 

bringing captives or the king's enemies.463 Therefore, it is highly important to study these 

scenes in the framework of their general subject and not as separate scenes.464 Needless to say 

that the importance of investigating the scenes together according to their general subject and 

461 D. Amold, in: Temples of Ancient Egypt, p. 73. 
462 For example Borchardt reconstructed a fragmentary scene from the mortuary temple of Sahure as a 
representation of a goddess embracing the queen of Sahure (Borchardt, Sahure, II (text), pp. 116-118). 
The recently discovered scene from Sahure's causeway proved that the scene found by Borchardt in 
the mortuary temple depicts the queen mother of Sahure (not a goddess) embracing the royal wife. 
463 It seems that the decisive lines of the registers represent part of this problem of the separation 
between the scenes which express one subject. An interesting example of the illusionism of these lines 
is the scene depicted on the so-called "Battlefield Palette" before the innovation ofthe register system. 
Here all the figures, including the king as a lion, the enemies, and the deities capturing the enemies, 
are depicted on one surface without any decisive lines. Vandier, Mauel I, pp. 584-587, fig. 385. See 
also Malek, Egypt, p. 28. 
464 In A. Cwiek's classification of the royal relief decoration program, he realizes that the above 
mentioned scenes are parts of one subject; however, he classified them separately in his research on 
the royal relief decoration program. Cwiek, Relief Decoration, p. V (III.l3, III.15) see also the 
separation between rewarding the officials and the arrival of the king's expeditions which he classified 
under the subject he named "Nautical Scenes", Cwiek, Relief Decoration, p. VI (III.33, III.36). 
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concept will definitely lead to a better understanding of the function of the scenes and their 

development. 

Excavations in both Pre and Early Dynastic sites (cemeteries, funerary enclosures, and 

early temples) revealed many important royal decorated objects such as vessels, maceheads, 

ceremonial palettes, labels, and the like.465 The themes of the relief decorations and the 

location of these objects leave no doubt that long before Aha's traditions, art was already in 

use as a royal instrument in order to express ideological concepts of the god-king as a 

supernatural being and his duties, together with the divinity of kingship. The main task of the 

god-king was to maintain Maat on earth by several means expressed in art. The whole royal 

funerary complex, with its architecture, relief program, statuary program, funerary equipment, 

and the mortuary cult personnel was designed to assure the king safe passage to the 

netherworld and transform him from a mortal king into an immortal divine god. 

It is argued in this research that the relief program was different than the architecture 

and the other elements of the royal complex. Its scenes assured that the king accomplished, 

during his lifetime, all his divine duties and thus he succeeded in reaching his place in the 

netherworld among the deities. In other words, the whole royal relief program can be 

classified according to its function into two general themes: the first theme represents the 

king's success in fulfilment of his divine duties, and the second theme is the results of the 

king's success in these accomplishments of his duties, and subsequently the natural result was 

a safe passage for him to the netherworld and his transformation from a mortal god-king into 

an immortal god. 

465 Although kings are depicted in different forms on the objects of Dynasty 0, they cannot be 
considered kings of a unified Egypt; their depictions, however, must be regarded as the direct ancestor 
ofthe royal relief program of the Old Kingdom. 
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Royal Relief Program 

Maintaining Maat (King's Divine Duty) 

- Sed Festival 
- Coronation 
- Other Scenes 

l 
Defeating the Evil Forces of the Nature 

- King Destroying Human Enemies 

- King as Sphinx/Griffin Slaying Enemies 

- Hunting in the Desert 

- Harpooning the Hippopotamus 

-Spearing Fish 

- Fowling with the Throw-stick 

-Fowling with a Clapping Net 

1 

Consolidating the World Order 

- Offering to the Deities 

- Visiting Sanctuaries 

- Assembly of Deities 

- Raising the stznt-pole 

- Expeditions and Building Activities 

A- Expeditions to Foreign Lands 

B- Building Activities 

C- Foundation Ceremony 

D- Inspecting Cattle & Planting Trees 

1 
Safe Passage to the Netherworld and Transfiguration into an Immortal God 

- Suckling the king 

- Embracing the king 

- Receiving the Ankh 

- King at the Offering Table 

- King Enthroned, Facing Processions 

Diagram 1: Definition of the Royal Relief Program. 
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Maintaining Maat 

" ... The sky is at peace, the earth is in joy, for they have heard that the king will set right [in 

the place of wrong]. ... "466 

As it is clear in (Diagram 1), the king's divine duties were summed up in maintaining 

Maat on earth. 467 In other words, the king was responsible for keeping the order of the 

universe. This is implied (at the same time) in fighting against the evil forces of nature. The 

king's divine duty was well expressed in the royal relief program by complex scenes in which 

the king was represented as the pivotal character who acts under the protection of a god or a 

goddess hovering above him, spreading his/her protection over the king and his names. The 

famous New Kingdom scene showing the king presenting a small statue of the goddess Maat 

to the god must be interpreted as a testimony from the king that he ruled according to Maat, 

and upheld her principles.468 

In the following pages a corpus of scenes depicted on the walls of the royal mortuary 

complexes in the Old kingdom will be discussed and interpreted as part of the general 

concept, maintaining Maat. It seems that certain qualifications had to be recognized in the 

king before his getting the divine acceptance from the deities to rule on earth and accomplish 

his divine duty. The recognition of these qualifications, aspects and divine legitimacy, was 

only possible through the rituals of the Heb-Sed.469 Unlike the scholars who only see the Heb

Sed as a sort of symbolic revivification in order to ensure the fertility of the land,470 the Heb

Sed must be recognized as a divine authorization to the king to keep the order of the universe 

instructed by the precepts of Maat. 

The Sed Festival 

The Sed Festival, or the Heb-Sed, is one of the most important royal festivals, if not a 

crucial event in the life of any ancient Egyptian king.471 Though, the survived graphical and 

466 Pyr. § 1775. 
467 References to several studies on Maat and its concept can be found in: W. Helk, "Maat," LA Ill, 
pp. 1118-1119. See also J. Assmann, Ma'at; Gerechtigkeit und Unsterblichkeit im A/ten Agypten. 
MUnchen 1990; E. Teeter, The Presentation of Maat: Ritual and Legitimacy in Ancient Egypt. Chicago 
1997. 
468 Teeter, the Presentation of Maat, pp. 33-35. 
469 References to several studies and discussions on Heb-Sed can be found in: K. Martin, "Sedfest," 
LA V, pp. 787-790. Also in E. Hornung, E. Staehelin, Studien zum Sedfest,AH 1 (1974); E. Hornung, 
'Sedfest und Geschichte,' MDAIK 47 (1991): 169-172; Gohary, Akhenaten 's Sed-Festival; B. Redford, 
'East Karnak and the Sed-Festival of Akhenaten,' in: Hommages Lee/ant I, pp. 485-492; J. von 
Beckerath, 'Zum Jubiliium der Hatschepsut,' in: Essays Lipinska, pp. 15-20. 
470 D. P. Silverman, 'Divinity and Deities in Ancient Egypt,' in: Religion in Ancient Egypt, p. 59. 
471 Bleeker, Egyptian Festivals, p. 14. 
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iconographical evidences of the Heb-Sed are rich in amount and varied in dates,472 it is almost 

impossible to draw a precise picture of the sequence of its events or even its precise meaning. 

Yet, two facts must be taken into consideration. First, it is known that kings, according to 

ancient traditions, had to celebrate the Heb-Sed every 30 years.473 Secondly, many rituals with 

the king running and holding different tools in his hands were among the most important 

episodes of the Heb-Sed. Therefore, one can state that the Heb-Sed was a recreation of the 

legitimacy of the king to rule the country and to continue as the king. The symbolic burial of 

the statue of Mentuhotep II at Deir El Bahari supports this assumption. The statue depicts the 

king wearing the red crown and the Heb-Sed cloak.474 It was found wrapped in the 

mummification wrappers. Therefore, burying a statue of a king should be considered both, a 

symbolic death of the king's old form and powers, and a rebirth of the same king with 

renewed powers. Moreover, the fertility of the king was essential for defeating the evil forces 

of the universe and maintaining Maat on earth. Thus, the Heb-Sed was a testimony that the 

king is still able to rule and carry out his divine duties, also an active method for renewing the 

king's fertility and power. The first attestation of the Heb-Sed in an Old Kingdom royal 

mortuary complex was the so-called Netjerykhet's panels under the Step Pyramid and in the 

South Tomb in Saqqara.475 The king is depicted on six panels, under the Step Pyramid and in 

the South Tomb, visiting shrines or running between boundary markers.476 

472 The first confirmed attestation of the Sed Festival dates to the First Dynasty, where King Den is 
depicted performing the ritual run on an ivory tablet (Vandier, Manuel I, pp. 853-855, fig. 570. 
Another depiction of the king performing the Heb-Sed is preserved on an impression of a cylindrical 
sealing, fig. 574 above-right). Also a statue of an unknown king from the First Dynasty is depicted 
wearing the Heb-Sed robe. 
473 Certainly, the kings did not follow this rule and celebrated the Heb-Sed at irregular intervals during 
their reign, sometimes after certain events like a victory in a war. This irregularity in celebrating the 
Heb-Sed made some scholars reject the idea that it was a "regnal jubilee", see Hawass, Funerary 
Establishments, p. 494. 
474 The Heb-Sed 'garb' or 'robe' or 'cloak' is a short dress which kings used to wear during the activities 
of the Heb-Sed and sometimes in the coronation scene. See, J. Larson, 'The Heb-Sed Robe and the 
Cermonial Robe of Tutankhamun,' JEA 67 (1981 ): 180-181. Also for royal statues with the Heb-Sed 
cloak, see S. Hourig, 'Inventaire Iconographique des Statues en manteau jubilaire de l'epoque thinite 
jusqu'a leur disparition sous Amenhotep Ill,' in: Hommages Leclant I, pp. 499-530. 
475 Firth, Quibell, Step Pyramid 11, pls. 15-17, 40-42; Lauer, Pyramide a Degn!s 11, pl. XXXV; F. D. 
Friedman, 'The Underground Relief Panels of King Djoser at the Step Pyramid Complex,' JARCE 32 
(1995): 1-42. The scenes of the Heb-Sed that is depicted on these panels represent the most complete 
iconographic materials from the mortuary complex of the king, however, it is evident that these panels 
were not the only relief program in Netjerykhet's mortuary complex. See, Hawass, JEA 80 (1994), pp. 
45-56. 
476 These markers resemble, if not identical, the architecture marks found in the south court of the Step 
Pyramid. 
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Several fragments of relief from the valley temple of Sneferu's Bent Pyramid at 

Dahshur were found. 477 These fragments leave no doubt that the king was depicted 

performing the ritual dance. Also, very fragmentary pieces from the area of the mortuary 

temples of the Bent478 and Red Pyramids,479 refer to depictions of the king sitting on a throne 

wearing the Heb-Sed cloak, were found.480 

A large block, attributed to Khufu, was found in the eastern field in Giza.481 The king 

1s depicted wearing the Heb-Sed cloak and sitting in a chapel. This scene confirms the 

existence of Heb-Sed scenes depicted in Khufu's mortuary complex.482 A fragment from the 

mortuary temple of U serkaf might suggest a depiction of a Heb-Sed scene was found. 483 

A reused block from Apa Jeremias' monastery, but originally from Sahure's mortuary 

complex, was found. 484 It depicts the king performing the ritual run of the Heb-Sed. Another 

block from Sahure's mortuary temple, with the king sitting in a chapel, was found. 485 A 

fragment found in the mortuary temple ofNiuserre is a scene of the Heb-Sed.486 

From the mortuary temple of Unas,487 and Teti,488 fragments that depict them 

performing the Heb-Sed run and sitting in chapels are known. Also, several fragments that 

477 Fakhry, Sneferu, II (part I), figs, 43,55, 58, 68. 
478 !bid, figs. 111, 112. The king wearing the Heb-Sed cloak and sitting on a throne in one or two 
chapels is among the oldest iconographical depictions of the kings. For evidence from the Early 
Dynastic Period, see A. A. Kroll, 'The Representation of the<< Sed-Platform>> in the Early Dynastic 
Monuments,' GM184 (2001): 27-36. 
479 R. Stadelmann, MDAIK 39 (1983): 233-234, pl. 73. 
480 The king wearing the Heb-Sed cloak and sitting on a throne in one or two chapels is one of the 
oldest royal iconographical depictions. For evidence from the Early Dynastic Period, see A. A. Kroll, 
GM 184 (2001): 27-36. 
481 Reisner, Smith, Giza II, figs. 6a-b; also fig. 7 (no. 3 7-3-4b) might represent parts of a Heb-Sed 
scene. Cwiek, Relief Decoration, p. 237. 
482 Also, several blocks were found at El Lisht that depict scenes of the Heb-Sed, among them are two 
important joining blocks. Geodicke (Re-used Blocks, pp. 35-41, nos. 16, 17) attributed the two blocks 
to the funerary temple ofKhufu, however Do. Amold (In: Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids, pp. 
196-198, no. 23) attributed them to the mortuary temple of the Red Pyramid of Sneferu at Dahshur 
based on the style ofthe reliefs. The blocks depict the enigmatic goddess Meret calling the king whose 
fifure is missing to "come and bring!" See also, Hawass; Funerary Establishments, p. 518ff. 
48 Labrousse, Leclant, Ouserkafet Neferhetepes, pp. 121-122, fi~s. 265 (doe. 193). 
484 Quibell, Excavations at Saqqara IV, p. 147, pl. 39. See also Cwiek, Relief Decoration, p. 230, note 
976. Also fragments from the mortuary temple of Sahure confirm the existence of a scene that depicts 
the king performing the ritual run of the Heb-Sed. See, Borchardt, Sahure, Il, pl. 46. 
485 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pl. 45. 
486 Borchardt, Niuserre, fig. 62. 
487 Labrousse, Leclant, Lauer, Ounas, pp. 85, 87, figs. 55, 59, 60, pl. XXXI (doe. 29, 34, 35 the ritual 
run); p. 86, fig.57, pl. XXXI (doe. 31 the king sitting in a chapel); also pp. 71-72, fig. 105, pl. XXXVI 
(doe. 79) might refer to a Heb-Sed scene. Another two joining fragments depict the king running 
wearing the red crown were found in the valley temple, see Labrousse, Moussa, Ounas, doe. 10 (p. 71, 
fig. 47, pl. X). Also a fragment built-in the south side of Unas's pyramid, depicting Djedkare 
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depict Pepy II performing the Heb-Sed run were found in both; the mortuary and valley 

temple of his pyramid complex.489 Another fragment from the mortuary temple might refer to 

the scene of the king sitting in a chapel. 490 

The Coronation 

Though very little has survived of scenes that depict the coronation rituals in the Old 

Kingdom royal mortuary complexes, it is likely that coronation scenes were part of the large 

theme which represent the Heb-Sed.491 This statement, however, is based on the similarity 

between the king's form and regalia in both the Heb-Sed and the coronation scenes, especially 

the depiction of the king wearing the Heb-Sed cloak in the coronation scenes. Therefore it is 

possible that the scene of coronation was the last episode of the Heb-Sed scenes.492 It seems 

that both of the Heb-Sed and coronation rituals were essential for the king to legitimize and 

authorize his position, and prepare him to accomplish his divine duties. The coronation 

scenes, however, are not common in the royal relief program of the Old Kingdom; only one 

scene from the mortuary temple of Unas was discovered.493 The scene was reconstructed 

based on two small fragments; the reconstructed scene depicts King Unas being crowned by 

Horus and Seth.494 

Several fragments from the valley temple of Sneferu at Dahshur with depictions of a 

model boat being dragged by the king (?) were published by A. Fakhry.495 Scenes of towing 

models of boats are very rare in the royal reliefs in general, and a precise meaning of this 

performing the ritual run, was found. The fragment came, most likely, from his mortuary temple in 
South Saqqara. See Labrousse, Leclant, Lauer, Ounas, p. 125, fig. 146, pl. XXXVIII (doe. 121). 
488 Lauer, Leclant, Teti, pp. 62-64, figs. 16, 17, 21 pls. XXIII B, C, XXIV C (the king performing the 
ritual run); Quibell, Excavations at Saqqara, Ill, pl. LIV (the king sitting in a chapel). The photograph 
of the block was republished by Lauer, Leclant, Teti, pi. XXXIII. See also Cwiek, Relief Decoration, 
p. 235. 
489 Jequier, Pepi 11, 11, pis. 8, 18, 21 (from the mortuary temple; the king runs and with Mrt ); Ill, pis. 
40, 43 (from the valley temple). 
490 Ibid., pi. 109. A block from Old Cairo gate known as Bab El Nasr was found; it depicts Pepy 11 
sitting in a chapel. The block, most probably, came from a structure from the Twenty-sixth Dynasty. 
See P. Munro, 'Bemerkungen zu einem Sedfest-relief in der Stadtmauer von Kairo,' L-iS 86 (1961): 
61-74. Also a discussion by Cwiek, Relief Decoration, p. 235, note 1001. 
491 Gohary, Akhenaten 's Sed-Festival, p. 1. 
492 J. Larson, JEA 67 (1981): 180; Cwiek, Relief Decoration, p. 234, note 996. 
493 Labrousse, Leclant, Lauer, Ounas, pp. 95-97, figs. 74-75 (doe. 47-49). 
494 Ibid. For the bibliography of these scenes and other scenes on funerary equipment, see Cwiek, 
Relief Decoration, p. 192. 
495 Fakhry, Sneferu, 11 (part I), figs. 79-83. 
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ritual is not yet obvious.496 However, and as noticed by A. Fakhry,497 the scene seemed to be 

connected with either the Heb-Sed or the coronation rituals. This assumption is only 

supported by a fragmentary scene from the sun temple of Niuserre, in which a bark is being 

towed by several men with (most probably) other scenes that depict episodes of the Heb-Sed 

rituals or the coronation of the king.498 

Other scenes 

Several enigmatic scenes were depicted on the walls of the royal mortuary complexes 

of the Old Kingdom whose precise meanings are not yet understood. However, judging by the 

action taken by the king, one can assume that these scenes were emphasizing certain 

mandatory aspects of the king. One of these scenes is the so-called "Running of A pis". As 

understood from the Palermo Stone, this rite seemed to be an event which the king would 

celebrate several times during his lifetime.499 Its origin can be traced as early as the beginning 

of the First Dynasty. 500 Ofthis rite, only fragmentary scenes can be identified from the reliefs 

of the valley temple of Sneferu at Dahshur. 501 The identification of the king with the A pis bull 

might refer to certain aspects of the ruler. 502 Another scene known as "Driving the Four 

Calves" is among the enigmatic scenes attested in royal mortuary complexes. This scene 

depicts the king leading four calves leached with ropes. It was found among the reliefs from 

the mortuary temples of Sahure503 and Unas. 504 According to A. Egberts, 505 "Driving the Four 

Calves" is closely connected with the ritual of consecrating the Meret-chests, and it has many 

496 From Netjerikhet's Step Pyramid, a small wooden fragment, with a depiction of the king dragging 
the boat of the god Soker was found. See, Firth, Quibell, the Step Pyramid, 11, pl. 109, I; A. Gaballa, 
K. Kitchen, 'The Festival of Sokar,' Or 38 (1969): 19, n.l; F. D. Friedman, JARCE 32 (1995), p. 25, 
n. 133. 
497 Fakhry, Sneferu, 11 (part 1), p. 91. 
498 V on Bissing, Kees, Re-Heiligtum Ill, pl. 10. 
499 The preserved Annals of Sneferu on the Palermo Stone mention "the fourth occasion of the running 
of Apis", see Wilkinson, Royal Annals, p. 235. 
500 A record of "the first occasion of the running of A pis" was preserved on a bowl with the name of 
King Aha. See W. K. Simpson, 'A running of Apis in the Reign of Aha and Passages in Manetho and 
Aelian,' Or 26 (1957): 139-142. 
501 Fakhry, Sneferu, 11, p. 98, fig. 96, Details in 97-98. 
502 Kessler, Heiligen Tiere, pp. 57-94. 
503 Only one fragment bearing the remains of two calves and two small fragments depicting the hand 
ofthe king(?) were found. See Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pl. 47 (left). 
504 On three joining fragments, the front of four calves and the goddess Hathor are depicted. See 
Labrousse, Lauer, Leclant, Ounas, pp. 94-95, fig. 72, pl. XXXIII (doc.46. Although, no traces of the 
scene of "Driving the Four Calves" were found in the mortuary temple of Pepy 11, G. Jeqier (Pepi 11, 
11, p. 22) believed that it was depicted on the northern end of the east wall of the transverse corridor. 
505 Egberts, In Quest of Meaning. 
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meanings which connect it with the Osiris myth and the concept of pastoral origins of the 

ancient Egyptian kingship. 

Defeating the Evil Forces of Nature 

Long before the First Dynasty, the god-king was already depicted as a bull,506 lion,507 

and a human warrior devastating human enemies. 508 Yet, the human enemies were only part 

of the chaos that threatened Maat, other forces of disorder were embodied into different forms 

of animals and birds that the king had to destroy. Among the earliest representations of a king 

subduing the forces of nature are the depiction of a griffin and a lion hunting the desert 

animals. 509 The triumph over the forces of the nature in order to maintain Maat was a crucial 

duty of the institution of kingship since the innovation of the office and continued more than 

three millennia.510 In the same ideology one must interpret the depiction from the First 

Dynasty of King Den spearing a hippopotamus,511 a subject to be depicted in the Old 

Kingdom mortuary complexes.512 The king's exclusivity of the triumphant scenes over the 

forces of disorder together with their symbolism explain the nonexistence of these scenes in 

private relief decoration program in the Old Kingdom. An individual, even a queen or a 

pnnce, was not allowed to be depicted in his tomb subduing an enemy, spearing a 

hippopotamus, shooting arrows at desert animals, or closing a clapping net to catch birds in 

the marshes. Yet, they were allowed to be depicted in the later mentioned scenes and activities 

as passive witnesses, an indication of their role in maintaining Maat. 513 

The god-king was the only personality whose deeds were completely divine and every 

single royal deed was a prophecy supported by the deities. In all the scenes that depict the 

506 For example the scenes depicted on the so-called the Bull's palette at Louver. Vandier, Manuel I, 
pp. 592-594, figs. 389-390. See also Malek, Egypt, pp. 25-26. 
507 The so-called Battlefield palette in the British Museum (BM EA 20791) with a fragment from its 
upper part in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. See Malek, Egypt, p. 28. 
508 The best example of course is the depiction of King Narmer on the famous palette in Cairo 
Museum (JE 32169). Quibell, Hierakonpolis I, pl. XXIX; Vandier, Manuel I, pp. 595-599, figs. 391-
392; Malek, Egypt, pp. 30-31. 
509 The so-called Two Dogs palette from the temple at Hierakonopolis (now in the Ashmolean 
Museum, Oxford), see Petrie, Slate Palettes, pl. f; Malek, Egypt, pp. 32-33. 
510 J. Baines, "Origins of Egyptian Kingship", in: Ancient Egyptian Kingship, pp. 111ff.; as a reflection 
of the mythical conflict between Horns and Seth, see Kemp, Ancient Egypt, pp. 46-53. 
511 Vandier, Manuel I, p. 862, fig. 574. 
512 The origin of the scene, however, can be traced back to the Predynastic Period where it appeared on 
a piece of linen cloth from Gebelein. The depiction of the hippopotamus hunt was interpreted as an 
episode of the rituals of the Heb-Sed. SeeK. Cialowicz, 'Le plus ancient temoignage de la tradition du 
heb-sed?,' Folia Orientalia, Krak6w 33 (1997): 39-48. 
513 Scenes of war and destroying enemies were very rare in the Old Kingdom private relief program. 
See Harpur, Decoration, pp. 114-115 
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king destroying his human enemies, the presence of the deities capturing or slaying the king's 

enemies is essential not only as divine support to the king but also as a kind of legitimacy of 

the king's deeds.514 In the Old Kingdom the concept of the king's triumph over the forces of 

nature was expressed by the following scenes: 

The King Destroying Human Enemies 

Evidence that has been found from the Fourth Dynasty mortuary complexes referring 

to the existence of this scene, is most likely from the mortuary complexes of Sneferu (Bent 

and Red Pyramids at Dahshur), and the mortuary complex ofKhufu at Giza. Fragments found 

in the area of the mortuary temple of Userkaf confirmed the existence of a scene that depicts 

the king smiting his enemies.515 Unfortunately, all what is left from this scene is a 

representation the goddess Seshat, most likely recording the booty. The later assumption is 

confirmed by the discovery of a better preserved scene from the mortuary temple of Sahure.516 

On the missing part of Sahure's scene, Sahure was evidently depicted smiting a Libyan 

chieftain, while the preserved part of the scene depicts the goddess Sec hat recording the booty 

and the family of the Libyan chief pleading to the king. 517 Fragments from the mortuary 

temple ofNiuserre depict the king (only his hand survived) holding a group of enemies by the 

hair.518 A better preserved scene of smiting enemies came from the mortuary temple of Unas, 

showing him smiting one foreigner. 519 Also two fragments from his mortuary temple depict a 

god leading a captive,520 and Libyan begging the king for mercy.521 A reconstructed scene that 

depicts Pepy I slaying two foreigners with his macehead, was published by A. Labrousse. 522 

514 The multitude and variety of scenes that depict the king smiting enemies were taken as evidence of 
the aggressive nature of Egyptian kingship since its formative period. See J. Baines, in: Ancient 
Er;ptian Kingship, pp109-121. 
51 Labrousse, Lauer, Ouserkaf et Nejerhetepes, pp. 111-113, figs. 228-232 (doe. 156-160). 
516 Borchardt, Sahure, I, figs. 11, 12; 11 (plates), pl. 1. 
517 The scene was copied several times in the mortuary temples of Sahure's successors (Niuserre and 
Pepy 11) and even in Late Period in the temple ofTaharka at Kawa dedicated to Amon-Re (Macadam, 
Kawa 11, pp. 63ff, pis. IX, XLIX). The reason most likely was the high quality of the workmanship of 
Sahure's scene and its impact. However, some scholars emphasized the possibility that Sahure's scene 
was also a copy of an older example, see Cwiek, Relief Decoration, p. 200. One must take into 
consideration that Sahure's relief program was an inspiration for the artisans and sculptors, for 
example it is now evident that Hatshepsut's relief decoration of her temple at Deir El Bahari was 
inspired by Sahure reliefs. 
518 Borchardt, Niuserre, fig. 64. 
519 Labrousse, Lauer, Leclant, Ounas, figs. 65, pl. XXXII, pp. 88-90 (doe. 39). 
520 Ibid., fig. 66, pl. XXXII, pp. 90-91. (doe. 40). 
521 Ibid., fig. 67, pl. XXXII, p. 92 (doe. 41 ). 
522 Labrousse, Regards sur une pyramide, pp. 60-61; Leclant, in: Vercoutter, Livre du centenaire 
1880-1980. pp. 49-54, pl.2. 
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Fragmentary scenes that depict Pepy 11 smiting enemies were found in different places in the 

area of the mortuary temple. 523 Among the scenes of Pepy 11, a scene similar of that of Sahure 

was found in fragments in the mortuary temple of Pepy Il, and depicts the king smiting the 

Libyan chieftain in front of the famous "Libyan family". 524 

The King Depicted as a Sphinx or a Griffin Slaying Enemies 

There are not any scenes found from the Fourth Dynasty royal reliefs that refer to the 

existence of the king depicted as a sphinx or griffin slaying enemies. 525 However, such scenes 

were highly favored in the Predynastic and Early Dynastic iconographical tradition of 

depicting the ruler. Yet, one should not forget that it was the Fourth Dynasty which witnessed 

the innovation of large scale sphinx statues of the kings including the Sphinx at Giza. 526 

The earliest survived scene that depicts the king as a griffin devastating his enemies is 

from the mortuary complex of Sahure. 527 The second occurrence of these scenes comes from 

the mortuary complex of Niuserre, where Borchardt found on both sides of the lower part of 

the causeway relatively large fragments that depict the king as a sphinx and a griffin 

devastating foreigners. 528 In the lower part of the Unas causeway fragments with depictions of 

the recording of booty and deities leading captives were found. This allowed the excavator to 

reconstruct the scenes depicting the king in an animal form devastating his enemies.529 Better 

preserved fragments from the lower part of Pepy 11 enabled Jequier to reconstruct two parallel 

scenes of the king as a sphinx and a griffin devastating enemies. 530 

523 Jequier, Pepi 11, 11, pls. 12-14, 35-38; !bid, Ill, figs. 2-5. Pis. 5-6 with Sechat (only her arm 
remains) recording the booty, pls. 36-38. 
524 !bid, pls. 8, 9-10. 
525 When taking into consideration, the amount of the survived body of royal reliefs from the Fourth 
Dynasty, the existence of scenes depicting the king as a sphinx or a griffin is possible, especially in the 
mortuary complexes of Sneferu and Khufu. 
526 For the Giza Sphinx, see, M. Lehner, Archaeology of an Image: the Great Sphinx of Giza, Ph.D., 
Yale University, 1991. Ahmed Fakhry (The Pyramids, p. 202) noted that the location of the Sphinx at 
the lower part ofKhafre's causeway brings to mind the depictions of the kings as sphinxes and griffins 
smiting their enemies on the walls of the lower part of the causeways of the Fifth and the Sixth 
Dynasties. 
527 Borchardt, Sahure, I, fig. 4; li (plates), pl. 8. According to Borchardt this scene was found in situ in 
the valley temple. 
528 Borchardt, Niuserre, pis. 8-10; pl. 12 (details); fig. 29, pl. 11 (the Libyan Family). 
529 Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du roi Ounas, pp. 19-20, figs. 14-15 (hypothetical reconstruction). 
530 Jequier, Pepi 11, Ill, pl. 15. According to Jequier (!bid, p. 8) the depictions of the king as a sphinx 
and a griffin was repeated on the side walls of the causeway. 
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Hunting in the Desert 

Scenes of hunting in the desert were depicted on the walls of both royal and non-royal 

tombs in the Old Kingdom.531 Yet, only the king was depicted shooting arrows at desert 

game, while the other tomb owners, despite their social status, were prohibited from this 

act.532 The first attestation of a desert hunt in a royal mortuary complex comes from Userkaf 

mortuary temple, where only small fragments of this scene survived. 533 The second attestation 

of a royal hunt scene is of Sahure. 534 The scene is the best preserved of its kind. It shows 

Sahure hunting desert game with his bow and arrow, behind him are several registers which 

depict his sons and the elite members of his court.535 Finally, few fragments from the 

mortuary temple of Pepy II were reconstructed by Jequier showing the king killing an oryx by 

a mace.536 If Jequier's theoretical reconstruction was taken for granted,537 the scene must be 

interpreted as a clear depiction of the ritual of killing the forces of chaos. As we already 

mentioned before, the tomb owner, in non-royal tombs until the end of the Old Kingdom, is 

never depicted shooting desert animals. This might mean that the scene was not abandoned by 

the king until the end of the Old Kingdom. 

Harpooning the Hippopotamus 

Scenes of hunting hippopotamus with harpoons were exclusive to the kings in their 

mortuary complexes; however, it seems that the symbolic meaning of killing hippopotamus 

was important for all of the deceased persons regardless of their rank. 538 Therefore, the tomb 

531 Harpur, Decoration, p.82. 
532 In the tomb of Nfr-M3rt and Jtt at Meidum, a fragmentary scene with hieroglyphic inscriptions refer 
to a scene of hunting in the desert with a bow and arrow, however, the scene is very destroyed and it is 
not possible to confirm whether the hunt was by the tomb owner himself or by his servants. See Klebs, 
Reliefs des A/ten Reiches, p. 68; Harpur, Decoration, p. 82. 
533 Labrousse, Lauer, Ouserkafet Neferhetepes, pp. 81-82, figs. 116-119 (doe. 47-50). 
534 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pi. 17. 
535 Photographs are in Do. Amold, in: Egyptian Art in the age of the Pyramids, pp. 334-335, no. 112. 
536 Jequier, Pepi 11, 11, pi. 41; pi. 42 (details). 
537 See the discussion by Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, pp. 136-137, n. 347; Cwiek, Relief Decoration, 
pp. 216-217. 
538 For the meaning of harpooning hippopotamus, see Save-Soderbergh, Hippopotamus Hunting; H. 
Altenmiiller, 'Nilpferd und Papyrusdickicht in den Grabem des Alten Reiches,' BSEG 13 (1989): 9-
21. According to Altenmiiller, hippopotamus were an important tool for the resurrection because the 
animal was like a doorstep between the netherworld and the living world and therefore had to be killed 
in order to enable the deceased to resurrect. Behrmann, argued that the scenes of the hippopotamus 
hunt never show the killing of the animal, rather the capture of the animal alive to be used most likely 
in some festivals or royal events (A. Behrmann, 'Uberlegungen zur Darstellung von Nilpferden im 
Papyrusdickicht in den Grabem des Alten Reiches,' GM 147 (1995): 15-18). One can only say that 
killing hippopotamus was a ritual with different symbolic meanings during different periods, from the 
Prehistoric times until the Graeco-Roman times. In the latter it is connected with the mythical conflict 
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owner (non-royal tomb) was permitted to depict the scene on the wail of his tomb with some 

modifications. On the wail depictions, the tomb owner is shown witnessing (never 

participating) the hunters harpooning hippopotamus in the marshes. 539 

Small fragments from the mortuary temple of Userkaf represent the first attestation of 

a hippopotamus hunt scene in a royal mortuary complex. 540 A better example of this motif is 

the reconstructed scene of Pepy 11 harpooning hippopotamus from the entrance hall of the 

mortuary temple. 541 

Spearing Fish 

For unknown reasons the kings and the officials were depicted spearing fish in the 

marshes without any differentiation, except for the royal regalia in the royal scenes. 542 It is 

impossible to know ifthe meaning (function) of the royal examples was the same as the non

royal examples.543 Only fragments of scenes depicting spearing fish were uncovered in 

Userkaf,544 and Sahure's mortuary temples.545 Due to the fragmentary state of the royal 

mortuary complexes from the Old Kingdom, it is impossible to conclude if the frequency of 

this scene in the non-royal tombs was a result of it being abandoned by the royals, after the 

reign of Sahure. 

Fowling with the Throw-stick 

As mentioned above, fowling scenes with a throw-stick were very close in location to 

the scenes of spearing fish, most probably because the two activities were practiced at the 

same time in the marshes or maybe because they had the same meaning and function for the 

between Horus and Seth; it was a daily life need for fisherman in prehistory which evolved into a 
ritual cult either in connection with life and death as supposed by Altenmliller or even the Heb-Sed in 
the royal examples as argued by K. Cialowicz, Foila Orientalia, Krak6w 33 (1997): 39-48. 
539 For the Marsh Scenes in non-royal tombs, see Harpur, Decoration, pp. 139-157. 
540 Labrousse, Leclant, Ouserkaf et Neferhetepes, pp. 110-111, figs. 224 (doe. 152). 
541 Jequier, Pepi 11, Ill, p. 20. pl. 32 (reconstruction), pis. 33-34 (details). 
542 Harpur, Decoration, pp. 139-157, 176-204. 
543 Spearing fish and catching birds with throw-sticks in the marshes used to be studied together and as 
different activities in the marshes. Scholars, however, imposed many different interpretations for these 
scenes; as a symbolic expression of sexual desires (W. Decker, 'Einige Bemerkungen zum Thema 
"Frau und Leibeslibungen im Alten Agypten",' in: Internationales Seminar fur Geschichte I, pp.1-12), 
or as a magical source of food for the deceased in the afterlife or even a sport which the deceased 
wished to practice in the afterlife (E. Feucht, 'Fishing and Fowling with the spear and the throw-stick 
Reconsidered,' in: Studies Kakosy, pp. 157-169). 
544 Labrousse, Leclant, Ouserkaf et Neferhetepes, pp. 77-78, figs. 99 (reconstruction of the scene), 
101-102 (details). 
545 Borchardt, Sahure, 11, pl. 15. 
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deceased. 546 Fragments from the mortuary temple of U serkaf represent the first attestation of 

the scene in a royal context.547 A better preserved example of the scene, was found in the 

mortuary temple of Sahure. Due to the fragmentary state of the scene, some details were 

interpreted wrong; for example the head of a female with a floral band around her head was 

interpreted as a depiction of a princess, however, the newly discovered scene from the 

causeway of Sahure proved that the female is the king's wife Meretnebty who is 

accompanying her husband in the marshes. 548 Also the word Sekhet depicted on one of the 

fragments proved to be the name of goddess Sekhet who also was depicted in the scene. 549 

Catching birds with a throw-stick was also depicted in the valley temples of Niuserre, 550 and 

Pepy II.m 

Fowling with a Clapping Net552 

Fowling using a clapping net was depicted in royal and non-royal tombs parallel to the 

fishing scene with a dragnet. 553 Therefore, it must have been the symbolic meaning of using 

the net to capture birds or fish that determined the symmetrical location of the depictions of 

the two activities, exactly like the two scenes of spearing fish and fowling with a throw-stick 

which were usually depicted very close to each other. After the discovery of the almost 

complete fowling scene from Sahure's causeway,554 it is clear that it was exclusive, only for 

the king, to be depicted as a hauler of the rope which closes the net on the catch, while in the 

non-royal context, the deceased was only depicted watching the act and was never shown as a 

546 For the different compositions of the figure of the tomb owner in marshes scenes, see Harpur, 
Decoration, pp. 140-141, 261. 
547 Labrousse, Leclant, Ouserkafet Nejerhetepes, pp. 81, fig. 114 a-b (doe. 45). 
548 See chapter VI, p. 281. 
549 See here, chapter VI, pp. 282-283. 
550 Borchardt, Niuserre, fig. 16. Only a single fragment depicting a papyrus-thicket was found and 
attributed to a fowling scene, however, other scenes from the marshes are also possible. 
551 Jequier, Pepi 11, Ill, pi. 4. 
552 It is noteworthy to stress the ritual significance of scenes of trapping the birds by clapping nets, 
which also attested in Kamak, Edfu and Esna temples with gods depicting hauling the net. See M. 
Alliot, 'Les rites de la chasse au filet,' Rev. d'Eg. V (1946): 57-118. 
553 Harpur, Decoration, p. 203. She stressed the fact that both scenes (clapping net for fowling and 
dragnet fishing) continued to be depicted close to each other throughout the Old Kingdom in non-royal 
tombs and also in royal mortuary complexes as evidenced by one of the clapping net scene from Pepy 
II's mortuary temple. The scene was reconstructed by Jequier (Pepi 11, 11, pi. 14), however, and as 
noted by Harpur, one of the fragments of the reconstructed scene is in fact part of a fishing scene by a 
dragnet. The newly discovered fowling and fishing scene from Sahure's causeway supports this fact. 
See chapter VI, pp. 276-298. 
554 Chapter VI, pp. 276-294. 
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hauler or even touching the net. 555 Yet, except for Sahure 's example, we cannot conclude that 

it was always the king himself who was depicted hauling and closing the net. This is due to 

the very fragmentary state of other royal examples whose context is almost unknown.556 

Fragments of the scene were found in the mortuary temples of Sneferu, 557 U serkaf, 558 Sahure 

(from both his mortuary temple and causeway),559 Niuserre,560 Pepy 11561 and the causeway of 

Unas. 562 

Consolidating the World of Order 

The king's duties were like a coin that has two faces; we already discussed one of 

these two faces (i.e. the defeating of the evil forces of the nature). In the following pages his 

other duties under the main theme "Consolidating the world of order" will be investigated, 

and thus we can consider this theme the second face of the coin. 

Visiting Sanctuaries 

Scenes of visiting sanctuaries were among the royal relief program since Dynasty 0. 563 

These scenes might have been connected with other scenes like the assembly of the deities 

and giving offering to the gods and goddesses. Although it cannot be confirmed, it is also 

expected that ceremonies of coronations and other rituals might have occurred during these 

visits. The first attestation of this scene in the Old Kingdom came from the mortuary complex 

ofNetjerikhet, where the king is depicted on three of the six panels, under the Step Pyramid 

and in the South Tomb, walking towards shrines. 564 In one of the scenes, the king is depicted 

visiting the shrine of Horus Behdety, while on a second panel he is visiting the shrine of 

555 Only one exception of this rule is in the tomb of Nfr-M3rt and Jtt at Meidum. Four scenes of 
fowling with clapping net were depicted; the scene on the lintel above the niche of Jtt depicted Nfr
M3r't hauling the net while his sons carrying the catch to his wife Jtt. See Harpur, Decoration, p. 178. 
556 As noted by Y. Harpur (Decoration, p. 177.) all published fragments of clapping net scenes from 
Old Kingdom royal mortuary complexes were not found in situ, and a precise reconstruction of their 
contexts is not possible because of their state of preservation. 
557 Fakhry, Snejeru, 11 (part 1 ), p. 110, figs. 117-118. 
558 Labrousse, Leclant, Ouserkaf et Neferhetepes, pp. 105-109, figs. 210-233 (doe. 13 8-151 ). Also 
fragments of a fishing scene with a net were found in the mortuary temple. Ibid., pp. 131-132, figs. 
295-296 (doe. 223-224). 
559 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pl. 15. For the newly discovered scene from the causeway, see 
chapter VI. 
560 Borchardt, Niuserre, fig. 15. 
561 Jequier, Pepi 11, 11, fig. 6. 
562 Smith, Interconnections, fig. 179. 
563 The famous scene on the Narmer palette depicts the king visiting a sanctuary. 
564 The scenes were studied and discussed in detail by F. D. Friedman, JARCE 32 (1995): 1-42. 
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Horus Khem and finally the shrine of Pr-wr. 565 Fragments from the valley temple ofthe Bent 

Pyramid of Sneferu commemorate the king's visits to the shrines of Hours Djbauti, Pr-wr, 

and Pr-nzr, were found. 566 Also an unidentified fragment that depicts the hand of the king in 

an upright position holding a rope and the upper part of the king's walking stick. 567 The 

position of the hand and the rope refer to a similar scene of Sahure in which the king is 

depicted maneuvering the sail of his royal boat on his way back from a visit to the chapels of 

deities. 568 

Fragments found near the mortuary temple of Khufu might refer to a royal visit to the 

shrines of the Nekhbet and Wadjet.569 The fragments depict a Nile trip, and on one of them, 

the name of the shrine Pr-nzr is inscribed. A reused block, found in the pyramid of 

Amenemhat I in El Lisht originally from the pyramid complex ofUserkaf,570 depicts running 

troops accompanying a scene of royal ship's (the depiction of the ships is missing from the 

block), the inscriptions state that it is the return from the temple of Bastet. 571 The discovery of 

the scenes from Sahure's causeway support the assumed visit to the Pr-nzr (perhaps also the 

Pr-wr) shrine. 572 A large scene of a Nile trip to the two shrines, Pr-wr and Pr-nzr, was among 

the newly discovered scenes from the causeway of Sahure. 573 The scene depicts the king 

maneuvering the sail of the royal boat; moreover, one of the king's two boats seems to be 

dedicated to the goddess Wadjet where the royal uraeus is depicted above the deckhouse of 

the boat.574 Fragments from the mortuary temples ofUnas575 and Teti576 might refer to a royal 

visit to the sacred shrines in Buto. 577 

565 !bid pp. 14-18. 
566 Fakhry, Sneferu, 11 (part I), pp. 60-65, fig. 35 (pillar A, side 1- visiting the shrine of Horus 
Djebauti), figs. 36-42 (details); pp. 71-73, fig. 48 (pillar B, Side 1- visiting the Pr-wr and Pr-nzr), figs 
49-54 (details). 
567 !bid, p. 135, fig. 161. 
568 See chapter VI, pp. 170-173. 
569 Reisner, Smith, Giza 11, fig. 7 (nos. 24-12-546 I 24-11-889 I 24-12-14). 
570 The block was found in 1991 and published by A. Oppenheim, in: Egyptian Art in the Age of the 
Pyramids, no. 104, p. 320, fig. 123. 
571 A precise assignment of the block is not possible, it could be from the king's valley temple, 
causeway or even the outer part of the mortuary temple. 
572 See chapter VI, pp. 172-174. Also a decorated block with reliefs was found in the eastern field at 
Giza, its reliefs were interpreted by S. Hassan (Giza X, pp. 21-24, fig. 4, pl. VIA.) as a royal visit to 
Heliopolis. However it has been argued by A. Behrmann (Nilpferd, doe. 62) that the fragmentary 
reliefs of the block depict a scene of the feast of the White Hippopotamus. See also a discussion by 
Cwiek, Relief Decoration, pp. 196-197. 
573 See chapter VI, pp. 169ff. 
574 !bid, p. 174. 
575 Labrousse, Lauer, Leclant, Ounas, p. 87, figs. 61, pl. XXXI (doc.35). Also fragments from the 
causeway that depict ships, running sailors, troops and officials, seem to be similar to the scenes on 
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Assembly of Deities 

As noted before, scenes representing the assembly of deities might have been related 

to the scenes depicting royal visits to the sacred shrines of the deities, together with scenes 

giving offerings to the deities by the king, where in such scenes, gods and goddesses are 

usually depicted standing in front of their shrines with subsidiary scenes of slaughtering oxen 

and giving offerings by priests. A. Cweik578 tried to connect the scene of the assembly of 

deities with the Pyramid Texts(§ 941), in which Geb speaks to the king: "I assemble for you 

the gods who are on earth, that you may be with them and walk arm in arm with them". 

However, the description of the assembly of the deities does not match with the 

iconographical evidence, where, as mentioned above, the gods are always depicted standing 

receiving offerings given by priests on behave of the king.579 A precise meaning of the scene 

is not quite clear. One can only assume with some degree of certainty that the assembly of 

deities was seen as evidence of maintaining Maat on earth, and of the king's legitimacy. The 

nature of the scene together with the survived hieroglyphic inscriptions supports the later 

assumption, whereas, the scene draws the ideal relationship between the king who had to give 

offerings to the deities and the deities, who in return gave the king life, health and prosperity, 

and above all subdued the foreign countries for him. 

The first testimony of the scene comes from the valley temple of Sahure. 580 The two 

joining blocks depict deities standing behind their chapels with lector priests reading from a 

papyrus. In the lower register of the scene, slaughtering oxen is depicted with lector priests 

carrying the forelegs of the slaughtered animals. 581 A fragment from the mortuary temple of 

Niuserre refers to the existence of a scene of assembly of the deities among the relief program 

of the king.582 Another fragment, found in the mortuary temple of Unas, depicts a god 

standing before a depiction of Pr-wr shrine.583 The fragment has been considered as evidence 

of a scene which depicts the assembly of the deities. 

Sahure's causeway. The fragments from Unas's causeway published by Labrousse, Moussa, La 
chaussee du roi Ounas, pp. 24-26, figs. 23-26 (doe. 11-14). 
576 Lauer, Leclant, Teti, pp. 90-91, fig. 87. 
577 Cwiek, Relief Decoration, pp. 197-198. 
578 Ibid., p. 171. 
579 The inscriptions in Sahure's scene from the valley temple mention [btp dj nswt n jt]rt mfzjt "an 
offering which the king gives to the Lower Egyptian chapel(s)", Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pi. 19. 
580 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pi. 19. 
581 Other fragments were found in the valley temple which might depict a similar scene. See lbid, 11, 
~Is. 20-21; Cwiek, Relief Decoration, p. 173. 

82 Borchardt, Niuserre, fig. 71. The fragmentary scene refers to the assembly of Lower Egyptian 
deities. 
583 Labrousse, Leclant, Lauer, Ounas, pp. 105, fig. 92, pi. XXXV (doe. 66). 
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Fragments from the antechamber in the mortuary temple of Pepy II were found and 

theoretically reconstructed by Jequier. 584 The reconstructed scene depicts deities assembled 

before the king. 

Offerings to the Deities 

Unfortunately, the evidence of this scene are scanty and cannot be compared with the 

importance of the subject (the king giving an offering to gods and goddesses), and do not 

reflect the special care taken with the temples and chapels of the deities by the Old Kingdom 

kings. 585 The first attestation of this scene comes from the mortuary temple of Sahure. 586 The 

king is depicted in two different scenes standing, giving offerings to the goddess Bastet. 587 

Another fragmentary scene which depicts the king giving offerings (a loaf of bread) to a 

goddess (?) was found in the mortuary temple. 588 Other fragments from the mortuary temple 

were attributed to scenes of the king giving offering to the deities (among them is the god 

Behdety).589 A similar scene to Sahure's giving offerings to goddess Bastet was uncovered in 

the mortuary temple of Niuserre. 59° Finally, an unidentified fragment from El Lisht was 

attributed to an offering scene from a Fifth Dynasty mortuary complex. 591 

584 Jequier, Pepi II, II, pl. 46, with details in pl. 47; II, pl. 22 bottom. Also a fragment from the valley 
temple, with a depiction of a goddess standing behind Pr-wr shrine, may refer to a scene similar to that 
of Sahure. Jequier, Pepi II, Ill, pl. 6. The scenes were discussed by Cwiek, Relief Decoration, pp. 174-
176. 
585 This can be reflected by the kings' endowments to the chapels of the deities which are recorded on 
the kings' Annals on the Palermo Stone. See as an example, Wilkinson, Royal Annals, pp. 160-161. 
586 Borchardt, Sahure, II (text), pp. 49, 113-114; II (plates), pis. 35-36. 
587 J. Baines, ('On the Destruction of the Pyramid Temple of Sahure,' GM 4 (1973), pp. 9-14) 
suggested that the scene of Sahure giving offering to Bastet was one of the reasons that the cult of the 
so-called Sekhmet Sahure emerged here in the New Kingdom. However, based on the newly 
discovered materials from the excavation of Sahure's causeway (new stelea of Sekhmet, Bastet and 
Sobek dated to the New kingdom) it is evident that Sekhmet and other deities like Bastet and Sobek 
were worshiped during the New Kingdom in Sahure's mortuary temple as patrons of healing. T. El 
A wady, 'Sekhmet Sahure; new evidence,' (in preparation). 
588 Borchardt, Sahure, II (text), p. 114; 11 (plates), pl. 38. Only traces of horns remain from the goddess 
who most probably is the goddess Hathor as suggested by Cwiek, Relief Decoration, p. 166, no. 671. 
589 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), pp. 69-70, 127; 11 (plates), pis. 39-40, 67. See also a discussion by 
Cwiek, Relief Decorations, pp. 166-169. 
590 Borchardt, Niuserre, fig. 72; Cwiek, Relief Decoration, pp. 169-170. 
591 Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, pp. 49-50, no. 24. 
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Raising the sbnt-pole 

The Scene of "Raising the sbnt-pole" is only attested to in the mortuary temple of 

Pepy II. 592 Its occurrence among earlier royal reliefs cannot be confirmed or negated. Among 

the many interpretations of the "Raising the sbnt-pole" is that it was one of the rites connected 

with the agriculture and fertility of the land. 593 Thus, including this example among the scenes 

expressing the king's activities in consolidating the world order is not without reason. 

However, one must take into consideration that the king, like the deities that are depicted in 

the scene, is not shown as an active figure. 

Expeditions and Building Activities 

On the macehead of King 'Scorpion', the king is represented wearing the white crown 

and the royal kilt with an ox's tail attached to it; the king in his full royal form is depicted 

digging into the ground with an axe. This action is not well understood (digging a canal, or 

foundations of a temple!), however, it is one of the earliest iconographical examples of the 

king's activities for the good of his country apart from war scenes. Scenes of building 

activities constituted part of the royal relief program. It was depicted and expressed by 

different subjects; foundation ceremonies, the return of the king's expeditions, and other 

activities of building and inspecting the fortunes of the country. 

A- Expeditions to Foreign Lands 

A fragmentary scene from the valley temple of the Bent Pyramid of Sneferu, refers to 

an expedition to Punt.594 This scene depicts King Sneferu standing and the inscription in front 

of him mentions 'ntjw w~4 "trees of fresh incense".595 On a reused block from El Lisht 

attributed to Khufu, the return of a boat is depicted with the inscriptions (very fragmentary) 

commemorating either the building a ship as suggested by H. Goedicke, 596 or bringing the 

592 The scene was depicted on the southern end of the east wall of the transverse corridor; the king was 
represented with several deities watching men climbing four poles attached to a central pole. See 
Jequier, Pepi II, II, pl. 12, with details on pls. 13-15. 
593 For the origin of the scene, see McFarlane, Min, pp. 137,251. On the meaning of the rite, see Ibid., 
pp. 251-252. 
594 E. Edel, 'Studien zu den Relieffragmenten aus dem Taltempel des Konigs Snofru,' in: Studies 
Simpson, p. 206. 
595 Fakhry, Sneferu, 11 (part 1), p. 80, fig. 63. To this scene might belong the fragment on p. 169 (no. 
275) as reconstructed by E. Edel (in: Studies Simpson, fig. 1 in page 201). 
596 Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, pp. 105-106 (no. 60). 
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precious capstone of the pyramid after being cased with gold and silver. 597 An expedition to 

Byblos is depicted in the mortuary temple of Sahure.598 Also the return of the king's 

expedition to Punt is depicted in detail on the south wall of the causeway. 599 A block from the 

causeway of Unas depicting Asiatic families seems to be part of a larger scene which depicts 

an expedition to Asia, perhaps a copy of Sahure' scene.600 It is noteworthy to mention, that the 

scenes of Sahure's expedition to Punt were accompanied by scenes showing the rewarding of 

the expedition's leaders and the sailors with other scenes which depict the king celebrating the 

success of the expedition.601 Therefore, scenes depicting the rewarding of the officials must be 

studied as subordinate scenes and not independent. It is safe to state that scenes of the 

rewarding of the officials in royal and non-royal monuments are always connected with 

building achievements and successful expeditions.602 The first attestation of scenes of the 

rewarding of the officials came from Sahure's mortuary temple.603 A fragmentary scene 

consisting of three registers and other fragments, from the entrances of the storerooms of the 

597 In comparison with the newly discovered scene of dragging the pyramidion from the causeway of 
Sahure, where the scene refers to an expedition sent especially for this purpose. See chapter VI, pp. 
241ff. Also, the inscribed fragment which was found in El Lisht and assigned to Khufu's mortuary 
temple (Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, p. 22.). The survived text on the fragment begins with the 
traditional introductory reads: '(in front of) all Gods, never happened (alike) since the primeval time'. 
Such narrative texts used to address the king's activities especially the precious exotic products of the 
foreign lands which were brought back with his expeditions. Therefore it is most likely that the 
survived inscriptions were part of a large scene that depicts the arrival of an expedition. See also the 
text of the newly discovered scene of Punt from the causeway of Sahure, chapter VI, pp. 215-216. 
598 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pis. 11-13, photograph in vol. I, fig. 14. A large block, (54 x 74 cm) 
with remains of nine vertical columns of hieroglyphic inscriptions, was recently discovered from the 
south wall of the causeway. The block came from another scene on the causeway commemorating the 
same expedition which is depicted in the mortuary temple. The inscriptions leave no doubt that Sahure 
expedition went to a place called Bat (still unidentified locality), perhaps near the Syrian coast to mine 
a mineral whose name is missing from the inscriptions and to bring with them some Asiatics families 
most probably to be settled and work in the country. See T. El Awady, 'Sahure's expedition to the 
Phoenician Coast,' (in preparation). 
599 Chapter VI, pp. 199-204. 
600 Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du roi Ounas, pp. 27-28, figs. 27, pl. 11 b (doe. 15). The Asiatics 
depicted here cannot be prisoners as suggested by J. Vercoutter (L 'Egypt et la vallee du Nil, p. 310), 
based on the new evidence from Sahure's causeway. Also the suggestion made by A. Labrousse and 
A. Moussa (La chaussee du roi Ounas, p. 27, note 98.) that the causeway scene might be connected 
with the block discovered by S. Hassan (ASAE 38 (1938), pp.520, pl. XCV; id., zA's 80 (1955), p.138.) 
and depicts a war between Egyptian and Asiatics (Bedouins) is not possible because of the nature of 
the scene which might depict a training between different groups of soldiers. 
601 The newly discovered scenes of rewarding the officials are published in Chapter VI, pp. 234-237. 
602 Scenes of rewarding officials constituted part of the private relief program (Harpur, Decoration, p. 
114), in which one can easily notice that rewarding officials was always connected with building 
achievements. A seconded notice is that the king in the Old Kingdom, on contrary with the New 
Kingdom, had never been depicted giving rewards to the officials, where it was always the vizier or 
high officials giving rewards on behalf of the king .. 
603 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pls. 52-54. 
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temple, depict the officials being rewarded by jewelry; titles of these officials leave no doubt 

that they were connected to the king's expeditions to foreign lands.604 The second attestation 

of scenes of the rewarding of the officials is from the mortuary complex of Niuserre, where 

fragments depicting officials holding jewelry were found. 605 Also a block found in El Lisht 

depicts an official holding a necklace. 606 The block might have been part of a larger scene of 

rewarding officials from an Old Kingdom royal mortuary complex. Traces of a boat can be 

noticed with the depiction of the official. This can be seen as evidence illustrating that the 

rewarding was connected with an expedition. 

B- Building Activities 

The scenes of the kings' expeditions are always connected, as in reality, to the scenes 

of building and construction activities which usually refer to the construction of the royal 

funerary complex. The first testimony of building activities in royal relief program is from 

Khufu's reign. It is an inscription on a reused block from El Lisht, the text is fragmentary and 

a large part of it is missing, however it mentions the work in the pyramid complex of Khufu 

Ubt ljwfw).607 A block with remains of a scene that depicts the dragging of a royal statue, was 

found in the mortuary temple ofUserkaf.608 In 1994 a block was discovered from the northern 

wall of the causeway of Sahure. The scenes depicted on the block represent the dragging of 

the pyramidion which is cased with electrum according to the inscriptions.609 Scenes which 

were recovered from Unas's causeway depict cargo ships coming from Elephantine.610 The 

ships are loaded with granite columns and perhaps other construction material. 

It is important to note that several scenes such as preparing and carrying the funerary 

equipment depicted on royal mortuary complexes are an indication of finishing the 

construction of the king's complex. The best example of this is the newly discovered scene 

604 In Ibid. pl. 52, the crews of Sahure's ships who worked in transporting the construction materials 
needed for his mortuary complex, are being rewarded. Also, in pl. 54 the sculptors and artisans who 
worked in the king's mortuary complex are being rewarded. For another depiction of the chiefs of 
sculptors and artisans in a banquet scene, see here chapter VI, pp. 224-226. 
605 Borchardt, Niuserre, fig. 51. 
606 Geodicke, Re-used Blocks, pp. 86-88 (no. 49). H. Geodicke (Ibid., p. 86) made it clear that it is a 
scene of rewarding officials by connecting the cylinder seal which the man on the block wears around 
his neck and a similar cylinder seal in the hand of one of the crew of Sahure in the rewarding scene 
from the mortuary temple of Sahure (Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pl. 53). 
607 Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, pp. 19-20, no. 5. 
608 Labrousse, Lauer, Ouserkafet Nc!ferhetepes, pp. 128-129, fig. 288 (doe. 216). 
609 Chapter VI, pp. 244-245. 
610 Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du roi Ounas, pp. 29-32, figs. 28-34 (doe. 16-20). 
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from the causeway of Sahure. 611 This scene depicts bearers in two registers carrying funerary 

furniture to be stored in the king's pyramid. The scene was accompanied by the above 

discussed scene of dragging the pyramidion as an indication of the last stage in the 

construction of the king's pyramid complex.612 

The first attestation of the scene came from the mortuary temple of Userkaf, where a 

fragmentary scene of carrying linen and other commodities, and making stone vessels were 

found.613 Also, and in addition to the later discussed scene from Sahure's causeway, several 

fragments that bear depictions of packing and carrying cases were found in the mortuary 

temple.614 

C- Foundation Ceremony 

Scenes that depict the foundation ceremonies especially that of Seshat and the king 

stretching the rope, was a favorite subject on the wall of the temples from the New Kingdom 

till the Greco- Roman Period.615 However its existence in the royal funerary complex is 

confirmed by a fragmentary scene from the valley temple of the Bent Pyramid of Sneferu.616 

The scene depicts the well-known ritual of 'stretching the cord' by the king and goddess 

Seshat.617 Other fragmentary scenes from the mortuary temple of Pepy II might depict 

different ceremonies ofthe foundation of the temple as suggested by A. Cweik.618 

D- Inspecting Cattle and Planting Trees 

Scenes depicting the king inspecting cattle and planting trees are rare in the Old 

Kingdom royal relief program.619 It is possible that scenes of inspecting cattle were 

abandoned from the royal relief program by the beginning of the Fifth Dynasty, when they 

611 For the publication of the scene, see here chapter VI. pp. 247-251. 
612 See Cwiek, Relief Decoration, p. 263. 
613 Labrousse, Lauer, Ouserkaf et Neferhetepes, figs. 271-273(doc. 199-201); pp. 129-130, fig. 289 
(doe. 217). 
614 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pls. 59, 60. 
615 A list of bibliographies on the ritual of the foundation of the temple is given in Cwiek, Relief 
Decoration, p. 238, no. 1021. 
616 Fakhry, Sneferu, 11 (part 1), p. 94, fig. 91, details in figs. 92-95. 
617 On this ritual, see, el-Adly, Griindungs und Weiheritual, passim, esp. pp. 284-285; R. Park, 
'Stretching of the Cord,' in: Seventh Congress of Egyptologists, pp. 839-848. 
618 Cwiek, Relief Decoration, p. 239-240 
619 A fragmentary scene from the valley temple of Sneferu's Bent Pyramid at Dahshur is considered to 
be the only attestation of a scene which depicts the king inspecting cattle. See Fakhry, Sneferu, 11 (part 
1) fig. 99, details on figs. 100-104. 
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became very common in the private relief program.620 However, scenes of planting exotic 

trees are of a narrative character and express real events like the scene of Sahure harvesting 

the resin-gum from the trees brought from Punt, after being planted in the garden of his 

palace.621 

Safe Passage to the Netherworld and Transformation into an Immortal God 

Defeating the evil forces of the nature and consolidating the world of order represent, 

as stated before, the divine duties of the king and what he would be rewarded with were 

depicted on the walls of the royal funerary complex in many different scenes. Most of the 

scenes deal with the divine world where the king, as promised by the gods, would go after his 

death. The scenes, draw not only the king's relation with the gods and goddesses, but also his 

relation after death with the world of the living in which he ruled according to the percepts of 

Maat. There is a distinctive diversity between the above mentioned scenes which express the 

king's cosmic duties and the following scenes which express what the king will get in return 

for his acts in life. In most of the previously mentioned scenes, the king is depicted in an 

action such as running, walking, sailing, hunting, giving offering, smiting, etc. However, in 

the following scenes the king is the passive figure on whom the action of the deities, 

personifications, and offering bearers happened. He is always shown in the manner of 

receiving offerings and life, being led, suckled and embraced by the deities. 

Suckling the King 

Among the most important and common iconographical themes in the royal mortuary 

complex were those depicting the king receiving life and protection from the deities. It is 

noteworthy to stress the fact that, unlike most of the above discussed scenes, the king here is 

the passive figure, while the deities represent the active figures who give life to the king. 

Suckling the king by the mother goddess or the king's divine mother was an expression of 

giving life and resurrection as stated in the Pyramid Texts when the king is asking his mother 

goddess" ... 0 my mother, say I 'give me your breast that I may suck .from it,' say/. '0 my 

son,' says she, 'take my breast and suck it,' says she, 'that you may live,' says she, 'and be 

little (again)' says she ..... "622 The first attestation of this scene came from the valley temple of 

620 Inspecting cattle and birds constituted part of the private relief program, most probably since the 
Fourth Dynasty, see Harpur, Decoration, pp. 222. 
621 For the publication of the scene, see Chapter VI, pp. 204-205. 
622 Pyr. §911-912. Scenes of Suckling were discussed by F. Maruejol, 'La nourrice: un theme 
iconographique,' ASAE 69 (1983): 311-319. As appeared in J. Leclant's article ('The Suckling of the 
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Sahure at Abusir.623 The king is depicted in his full royal regalia being suckled by Nekhebet 

in the presence of other deities.624 

A similar scene was found in the valley temple of Niuserre. 625 The king is depicted 

being suckled by a lion-headed goddess.626 Traces of a suckling scene were found on a block 

from the mortuary temple of Unas.627 Another suckling scene has been suggested based on a 

fragmentary scene which depicts Unas between Hathor and another god.628 A fragmentary 

scene depicting King Pepy I being suckled by a goddess was found in his mortuary temple. 

Only remains of the goddess are still visible.629 Scenes of suckling the king were repeated in 

Pepy II's mortuary complex, where, traces of at least four scenes were found in different 

places of his mortuary complex.630 

A- Embracing the King 

Scenes depicting the king facing deities with his arm resting on the god's or goddess's 

arm has been considered as an expression of hugging the king. Other depictions of the king 

with his nose very close to the god's or the goddess's nose can be taken as a variant motif of 

embracing the king. Scholars agree that the two later mentioned motives express one concept, 

Pharaoh as a part of the Coronation Rites in Ancient Egypt. Le role de l'allaitement dans le ceremonial 
pharaonique du couronnement,' in: Proceedings of the LXth International Congress for the History of 
Religions, Tokyo and Kyoto 1958, Tokyo 1960, pp. 135-145.) he put scenes of "suckling the king" 
among the rituals of the coronation. However, and as it was stated before, the nature of scenes of 
suckling refer to the resurrection and rebirth of the king in the afterlife. See also a discussion by A. 
Cwiek, Relief Decoration, pp. 176 -184. 
623 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pi. 18; 11 (text), p. 35. 
624 Borchardt (Ibid., I, pp. 20, 54; 11 (text), p. 35) believed that the block which bears the scene of 
suckling the king was removed from a niched entrance in the mortuary temple to the valley temple. 
However, Do. Arnold (in: Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids, pp. 94 (no. 59), 97.) stressed the 
fact that repetition of the scenes on the walls of the royal mortuary complex was very common in the 
Old Kingdom. Also a parallel scene from the valley temple ofNiuserre might confirm that Sahure's 
scene was depicted in the valley temple. 
625 Borchardt, Niuserre, p. 39-41. 
626 The name of the goddess is unfortunately missing, however the goddesses Bastet or Sekhmet will 
fit with the lioness form of the goddess depicted suckling the king. 
627 Labrousse, Lauer, Leclant, Ounas, pp. p. 84, fig. 54, pi. XXIX (doe. 28). 
628 Ibid., fig. 46 (doe. 25). 
629 Labrousse, Regards sur une pyramide, p. 145; Labrousse, Albouy, Pyramides des reines, p. 88. 
630 The first scene was found in the valley temple, where it can be considered a copy of Sahure's scene 
from his valley temple. Jequier, Pepi 11, Ill, pi. 9, pp. 4-5. The second scene was found in the area of 
the entrance hall to the mortuary temple, see Ibid., pi. 3 8. Fragments of a third scene were found in the 
area of the transverse corridor which leads to the chapel with five niches. Ibid., 11, pi. 30, details on pi. 
31. Finally traces that (possibly) depict a suckling scene were found also in the transverse corridor. 
Ibid., 11, pi. 29 (bottom). 
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giving life to the king; in the first type of scene by transferring the god's Ka to the king.631 

While in the second type of scene the breath oflife is being moved from the god's nose to the 

king's nose. 

The reliefs of Qahedjet' stela in Louvre represent the earliest attestation of a scene of 

embracing the king by a deity. 632 The scene depicts the obscure king, Qahedjet, being 

embraced by the falcon-headed god. Several fragmentary scenes from the valley temple of 

Sneferu's Bent Pyramid show the king being embraced by Seshat,633 and other deities.634 A 

small fragment survived from a larger scene which depicts the king being embraced by a lion

headed goddess with their noses touching. 635 

A fragmentary scene from the mortuary temple of Unas depicts the king being 

embraced by two goddesses, most probably Nekhbet and Wadjet.636 A fragmentary scene 

from the transverse corridor depicts Pepy II being embraced by goddess Hathor, with their 

noses touching.637 On the walls of the entrance hall (pr-wrw), the king is depicted being 

embraced by a falcon-headed god with their noses touching. 638 Also two other representations 

of Pepy II being embraced by Re-horakhty and an unidentified god survived on two faces of a 

quartzite pillar from the open courtyard. 639 In most of the scenes that represent a deity 

embracing the king, the ankh sign is being held by the king and also by the deity. 

B- Receiving the ankh 

Scenes that represent deities giving ankh (life) to the king are usually depicted in the 

inner part of the mortuary temple. The location of this motif has a symbolic meaning, which 

can be traced in the Pyramid Texts. The reliefs on the above mentioned block from Apa 

Jeremias' monastery at Saqqara depict Sahure performing the Heb-Sed, running between 

631 According to the Memphite myth; the creator-god, Ptah, after creating the gods, placed his hands 
over their shoulders, so that his Ka moved to them and brought them alive. (Clark, Myth and Symbol, 
p. 60ff.) the same was expressed by Pyr. §§ 1652-1653. 
632 J. Vandier, CRAIBL 1968: 16-22; Ziegler, Steles, peintures et reliefs, pp. 54-57 (no. 4). 
633 Fakhry, Sneferu, II (part 1 ), pp. 91-94, fig. 84, details on figs. 85-90. 
634 Ibid., fig. 105 (the king being embraced by an unidentified god), figs. 164, 199 as suggested by 
Cwiek (Relief Decoration, p. 185, no. 759), might represent the king being embraced by goddess 
Nekhbet. 
635 Ibid. fig. 141. According to A. Fakhry (Fakhry, Sneferu, 11 (part 1), p. 126 (description of fig. 140) 
the goddess depicted on the fragment is Sekhmet. 
636 Labrousse, Lauer, Leclant, Ounas, pp. 81-84, fig. 52 (reconstruction), figs., 51, 53 (details), pi. 
XXX (doc.26, 27). 
637 Jequier, Pepi II, II, pi. 8, details on pi. I 0. Parallel scenes might have existed on the walls of the 
corridor. Ibid., pl 24 (the legs of the king facing the legs of a goddess), pi. 12 (the king being 
embraced by a goddess), pi. 18 (the lower part ofthe king and a male god). 
638 Ibid., Ill, pl. 38 (top right). 
639 Ibid., pp. 15-16, fig. 9, pl. 45; id., ASAE 27 (1926): pi. Ill. 
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Nekhbet and Wadjet.640 The two goddesses were depicted with their arms stretched, holding 

ankh signs toward the king. This scene is the earliest attestation of giving ankh to the king in 

the Old Kingdom; however, its existence in the mortuary complexes of both Sneferu and 

Khufu is also possible. 

Among the best preserved scenes of giving ankh to the king is that ofNiuserre. 641 The 

king is depicted enthroned, holding three ankh signs in his right hand, and receiving three 

ankh signs from Anubis who also gives another ankh to the king's nose. The scene was found 

in situ on the western fa9ade of the inner temple. Two joining blocks from the mortuary 

temple of Djedkare bear part of a larger scene which depicts a similar scene of giving ankh to 

the above mentioned scene of Niuserre.642 Djedkare is depicted sitting on a throne being 

embraced from behind by the goddess Wadjet, while he is receiving three ankhs from goddess 

Hathor, and another ankh to his nose. Traces of another three ankhs can still be seen in the 

king's right hand. Therefore, the seven ankhs must have a symbolic meaning.643 Fragments 

from the mortuary temple of Pepy 11 prove that the king was depicted several times receiving 

the ankh from deities.644 

The King at the Offering Table 

The relationship between the deceased, any deceased in ancient Egypt, and the living 

world is thought to be a never ending bond, where, the deceased depends on the living world 

to supply his Ka with food, drink, magic, and other commodities needed for his existence in 

the afterlife. In fact, every architectural element attached to the royal burial was essentially 

built for a specific reason and function within the whole complex. This led to multilayered 

meanings for a royal funerary complex. Yet, the main aim of the whole complex is to be a 

suitable and comfortable place in which the mortal king would be transformed into an 

immortal divinity who rules in the afterlife. 645 Scenes which depict the king sitting by the 

offering table were among the most important or crucial scenes of the royal relief program. 

The emergence and development of this scene seems to be connected with some architectural 

640 See above pp. 81-84. 
641 Borkhardt, Niuserre, fig. 6, pl. 16. 
642 G. Goyon, 'La Chaussee Monumentale et le Temple de la Vallee de la Pyramid de Kheops,' BIFAO 
67 (1969), pis. 40, 156 (n. 2). See also Cwiek, Relief Decoration, p. 189, note 773, fig. 29. 
643 According to Cwiek (Relief Decoration, pp. 188-189) the number seven refers to seven lives for the 
king, or maybe there was a parallel scene with another seven ankhs which might symbolize the 
fourteen royal Kas. However, it is also possible that the three ankhs in the hand of both the king and 
the god or the goddess are symbolizing multiplicity or many. 
644 Jeqier, Pepy 11, 11, pl. 23 (the two bottom fragments), pl. 36 (hypothetical reconstruction). 
645 See D. Amold, MDAIK 33 (1977): 1-3; Id., in: Temples of Ancient Egypt, pp. 31-32. 
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elements in the royal mortuary complex especially the so-called north chapel and the offering 

chapels. 

The first attestation of an offering table scene comes from the mortuary temple of 

Userkaf. 646 The fragmentary scene was depicted on the north part of the eastern wall of the 

court; the fragments represent the king sitting by the offering table with personifications in 

front of him carrying offerings.647 Other hypothetical reconstructions of offering table scenes 

in the king's mortuary complex were made based on fragments bearing traces of slaughtering 

scenes,648 personifications carrying offerings,649 and even offerings.65° From the mortuary 

temple of Sahure, no offering table scene was discovered. However, the existence of this 

theme is likely, given the fact that many elaborate scenes of funerary domains carrying 

offering, offering bearers, and personifications carrying offerings were depicted on the walls 

of the valley temple, causeway and the mortuary temple, also, and more importantly, the 

discovery of fragments of an offering list.651 The same might also be the case with the 

mortuary temple of Neferirkare, where no offering table scene was found in the inner 

decorated part of the mortuary temple.652 Also, from the mortuary temple of Niuserre, only 

fragments with offerings bearers and an offering list were discovered. 653 These fragments 

could be from an offering table scene or other scenes. Fragmentary scenes, from the area of 

the false door, depict offering bearers and offering tables heaped with food and drinks were 

646 Labrousse, Lauer, Ouserkaf et Neferhetepes, fig. 120. 
647 Similar representations might have existed on the south part of the same wall and on the opposite 
wall (the western wall), see Cwiek, Relief Decoration, pp. 154-155. However, any attempts to 
reconstruct offering table scenes based only on the existence of slaughter scenes, offering bearers, 
personifications, of funerary domains carrying offering must be taken with some degree of doubt. 
648 Labrousse, Lauer, Ouserkaf et Neferhetepes, p. 114, fig. 235 (doe. 163). 
649 Ibid., fig. 235, pi. 114 (doe. 163); Cwiek, Relief Decoration, p. 155. 
650 Labrousse, Lauer, Ouserkaf et Neferhetepes, pp. 90-96, figs. 141, 145-163 (doe. 69, 73-91). One 
must take into consideration that scenes of tables piled with food, fruits and drinks were found 
depicted on the causeway as a part of scenes which do not include the king sitting by the offering 
table. 
651 Borchardt, Sahure, II (plates), pi. 63 (above), fragments with scenes of offering tables piled with 
food can be found in: pis. 61-63, offering bearers in: pi. 58, personifications giving offering, funerary 
domains carrying offering and slaughtering scenes in: pis. 24-31. 
652 Only offering bearers and personifications giving offerings were found. See, Borchardt, 
Neferirkare, figs. 39, 29-30. Cwiek (Relief Decoration, p. 156) refers to a fragment from the mortuary 
temple of the king that bears the text (dj qbl:zw .. 'Borchardt, Neferirkare, fig. 27') as part of an offering 
list; however it is also possible that it was part of the offering formula that used to be depicted in front 
of figures of domains or funerary states, or even in front of the personifications. 
653 Borchardt, Niuserre, figs. 57-59. 
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found. 654 These scenes might confirm the existence of a scene which depicts the king sitting 

by the offering table. 655 

A large scene depicting the king sitting at the offering table facing offering bearers 

carrying offering was once depicted on the walls of the sanctuary of the mortuary temple of 

Pepy 1.656 However, only fragments with traces of offering bearers and a pile of offerings 

were discovered. 657 Also, the survived fragments from the northern chapel show depictions of 

offerings. 658 Fragments from the offering table scene of Pepy II were uncovered from the area 

of the sanctuary of his mortuary temple. 659 The reconstructed scene represents the king sitting 

at the offering table, facing rows of offering bearers. 

King Enthroned, Facing Processions 

Scenes showing the king sitting on his throne facing rows of offering bearers, 

personifications, and funerary domains carrying offering seems to have constituted part of the 

royal relief program. This theme was depicted on the upper ends of the causeway, or in the 

entrance hall. Its location must have a symbolic meaning for the king (in life and death) 

showing his desire to furnish his mortuary temple with all the offerings he wished to get in the 

afterlife. A reused block from El Lisht which bears the remains of personifications of nomes 

carrying offering tables was attributed by H. Geodicke to the valley temple of Khufu. 660 Also 

the reliefs of the block show a chapel, in which the king was certainly sitting. A. Cweik, 

however, suggests that the block represents part of a larger scene with the king sitting on his 

throne, facing processions.661 Also, he assigned the block to the upper part of the northern 

wall of the causeway.662 Yet, it must be noted that the king was obviously facing right, and 

behind him were the personifications. Therefore, if Cweik is right in his assignment, it would 

mean that the chapel with the king was part of another scene and there was another depiction 

of the king enthroned and facing the personifications of the nomes. In the upper part of the 

northern wall of the causeway of Sahure, a large scene (about 18 m. long) depicted on several 

654 Lauer, Leclant, Teti, pp. 77-83, figs. 52-64, pis. 280, 29A-D. 
655 Ibid., p. 50. 
656 Labrousse, Regards sur une Pyramide, p.94, reconstruction on p. 95. 
657 Ibid., p. 92, photographs of some fragments in p. 93. 
658 Ibid., p. 118. 
659 Jequier, Pepi II, II, pis. 61-62, details in pis. 63- 76; see also pis. 78-80, 81, 85-100 (fragments of 
offerings, offering bearers and also the king). 
660 Geodicke, Re-used Blocks, pp. 13-16 (no. 2). 
661 Cwiek, Relief Decoration, pp. 160-161. 
662 Ibid., p. 161. 
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blocks was discovered. 663 The scene depicts personifications of Lower Egyptian names and 

personifications of Lower Egyptian funerary domains in four registers facing left (west) and 

carrying different offerings. This scene was certainly Gudging by the scenes of Unas and Pepy 

II) ended by a depiction of the king sitting on his throne and facing right (east).664 It is, 

therefore, possible that the scenes of Unas enthroned, facing processions of personifications 

of the funerary domains, on the upper ends of the causeway, were inspired by those of Sahure, 

or maybe an even earlier example.665 Only fragments of a large scene which depicts the king 

enthroned, facing processions of personifications of the funerary domains, were found at the 

upper end of the south wall of Pepy II's causeway.666 A symmetrical scene on the opposite 

wall is possible. 

663 The unpublished blocks were among the results of the excavation season 2003-2004. See Chapter 
IV, p. 151, note no. 960. 
664 There is a possibility that the block with the king enthroned will be discovered in the future because 
the excavation at the upper part of the northern wall of the causeway has not been completed. 
665 For the fragmentary scenes ofUnas, see Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du roi Ounas, pp. 87-107, 
figs. 120-160, pis. XVII-XXI (doe. 96-121). 
666 Jequier, Pepi 11, Ill, pp. 14-16, pls. 19-20. 
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111.3 Relief Program and Architecture; Relation and Function of the Program 

Do. Arnold's statement 'Any speculation about the function and significance of 

pyramid temple reliefs is, of course, closely linked to general questions concerning the 

function of the temples and their various rooms', 667 reflects the long established fact known 

among scholars that the reliefs and statuary program are both expressing the function of the 

architecture. Yet, this long established fact often leads to a misunderstanding of the function 

of the wall reliefs and the architecture and it is important to stress the separation between the 

function of the wall relief program and that of the architecture. Though it is true that the scene 

of the king sitting by the offering table in the sanctuary room reflects the function of this 

architectural element in the king's temple, it is also true that the rows of offering bearers 

carrying offering in front of the king do not mean that all these offering bearers existed in this 

room. Also it is true, as stated by D. Amold, that 'the king, for example, is represented in the 

per-weru hall as fowling or hunting hippopotamus. The reliefs do not mean that such actions 

took place in the per-weru hall or that ritual killings of animals or enemies of the king were 

symbolically reenacted in the hall' 668 The same statement can also apply to the whole relief 

program and the architecture of the mortuary complex. In this respect, doubts are raised 

concerning the relation between the function of the valley temple and depictions of scenes 

from the marshes as Do. Amold tried to emphasize. 

This leads us to the long standing question, how can we read wall reliefs in the royal 

mortuary complex in relation to the architecture? The architecture is the place used to display 

both the royal wall relief and the royal statuary program. However, there was a distinct system 

and certain rules for displaying the royal relief program. This system reached its ideal zenith 

as early as the Fifth Dynasty using a prototype program (most likely Khufu's relief program). 

The three main architectural elements for displaying the relief program were the valley 

temple, the causeway and the mortuary temple. All three elements were treated as separate 

elements with separate and self-standing relief programs. 669 The entrances of the valley 

temple, causeway and mortuary temple displayed scenes of the king's triumph over the 

powers of chaos by different scenes as explained before. The inner parts of the three 

components of the mortuary complex display the king in relation with the deities. Even the 

inner part of the causeway as it is evident by the newly discovered scenes from Sahure's 

667 Do. Arnold, in: Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids, p. 94. 
668 D. Arnold, in: Temples of Ancient Egypt, p. 73. 
669 This is against Cwiek's assumption (Relief Decoration, p. 303) that the valley temple and the 
causeway were treated as one element when displaying the wall relief program. 
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causeway that show the king's activities being supported by deities. The two later themes 

represent an ideal kingship and the results of this are displayed in the rear parts of the valley 

temple, causeway and mortuary temple by depictions of nomes and estates providing the king 

with the needs of maintaining his cult. Only the mortuary temple has a sanctuary and statue 

niches because it was the king's residence and the crucial element for his resurrection and 

eternal life while the nonexistence of the other two elements did not obstruct this goal. 670 

Therefore, the repetition of the scenes in valley temple, causeway, and mortuary temple seem 

to have resulted from the long established belief that a royal funerary complex had only one 

wall relief program, while it is argued here and in the next chapter that three programs with 

only one function were used for the royal mortuary complex. 671 

Among the most recent and valuable studies of the royal relief program is, as 

repeatedly stressed in the previous text, a study done by A. Cwiek. 672 After a detailed 

discussion of the program, Cwiek concluded his study with the assumption: 'It seems that the 

relief decoration in the royal mortuary complexes reflects the ways and directions the king 

was supposed to move after he had revived in the burial chamber' .673 Cwiek followed this 

assumption with a description of the ways the king was believed to follow from his burial 

chamber to the outside of the mortuary complex through the funerary temple, the causeway 

and the valley temple. 674 The reverse way that Cwiek's read the relief program, cannot be 

accepted for the following reasons: 

• The distribution of the scenes is different from one royal complex to another, and 

never shows evidence that it was a consistent map used by the king to get out of his 

mortuary complex; this is if we believe that he needs a map for this. 

• Using the relief as a map in the king's resurrection would raise many questions about 

the funerary complexes which have never been decorated and also about the first relief 

program in the Old Kingdom that of Sneferu, which occurred not in the cult place of 

the king but in the so-called valley temple, midway between the agricultural land and 

the king's complex. Did the king need to leave the causeway and enter the valley 

temple and walk around to get out of it and continue walking on the causeway? The 

answer is most likely negative. 

670 This would explain the nonexistence of valley and causeways for kings like Neferirkare and 
Reneferef. 
671 See chapter IV for the argument that causeways had a self-standing program. 
672 Cwiek, Relief Decoration. 
673 Ibid., p. 333. 
674 Ibid., pp. 333-343. 
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• The so-called funerary boats represent an element of the royal mortuary complex and 

despite the long discussions about their function, the boats were essential for the 

king's mythical travels after death. 

In fact, putting the architecture, wall relief program, statuary program, Pyramid Texts, and 

funerary equipment on one page trying to reach a general concept about the king's afterlife 

realm would certainly lead to misunderstandings and misinterpretations of the self-mechanism 

of each element because they had a single goal but their function was different. 
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111.4 Narrative in Royal Relief Program 

As it might appear in the definition of the royal relief program proposed in this 

research, subjects and themes of the royal reliefs were employed within the decoration 

program for a certain function and meaning which are far from narrating actual events. 

Therefore, talking about two distinguished types of scenes namely program scenes and 

narrative scenes seems impossible and does not reflect the real nature of the program. All the 

scenes can be considered program scenes, however, real actions and events could also take 

part in this program to support and enrich its meaning and function.675 For example, the newly 

discovered scenes of Sahure's expedition to Punt and the bringing of the Frankincense trees 

from Punt surly express a real event during the king's reign, as confirmed by other historical 

records.676 The event (an expedition to Punt), however, was not unique for it happened 

before. 677 It was intended to stress certain episodes or scenes from the event to make it unique 

in comparison to other similar depictions of expeditions to Punt.678 Also to emphasize the 

king's super-nature; it was for him the wonders of the foreign countries were brought. The 

selected episodes of the event were the king incising the branches of the Frankincense trees to 

help the aromatic resin-gum to exude from the branches and the king giving the resin-gum to 

the royal mother during the celebration of his success in bringing the precious trees. 679 (pis. 5, 

6) The explanatory text which accompanied the later scene stressed that "it never happened 

before since the beginning of the time". The formula is well attested in royal documents and it 

needs more studies done to understand its importance in explaining the absolute divine power 

of the Egyptian king. Referring to Sahure's Punt scene, the arrival ofthe expedition fleet with 

families from Punt was depicted in two lower registers in a manner which confirms that the 

arrival of such expeditions with Puntite people was a common event for the Egyptians but it 

was the arrival of live Frankincense trees which makes this scene unique. In other words, 

Sahure's Punt scene does not narrate the event of bringing the Frankincense trees but using 

episodes of the event to stress the absolute mighty of god-king whose figure is dwarfing all 

675 The problem of narrative in Egyptian art is a subject of many studies, among these studies, H. 
Kantor, 'Narration in Egyptian Art,' AJA 61 (1957); Gaballa, Narrative. The later is still the most 
valuable and detailed study on the subject. 
676 Sahure's expedition to Punt is mentioned in the king's annals on the Palermo Stone (Wilkinson, 
Royal Annals, pp. 168-1 71 ). The scenes are published in chapter VI, pp. 198-212. 
677 For example; the scene of Sneferu, from the valley temple of the Bent Pyramid, with the 'ntjw 
"Myrrh" trees, might refer to an expedition to Punt. See above, p. 96, note no. 594. 
678 These episodes of the event according to Gaballah's classifications (Narrative, p. 6. no. 44) are 
'selected successive episodes', also called 'multiple-scene narration'. 
679 Chapter VI, pp. 204-205, pp. 215-216 
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other figures around him including his mother and wife, also the ability of this god-king in 

bringing the wonders of nature. 

In all scenarios of the royal reliefs, the meaning behind the depiction was the target of 

the depiction. Indeed, scholars need new methods and above all a precise definition of the use 

of the term narrative in Egyptian Art, 680 which is completely different in its ideology from 

contemporary Near Eastern Arts (Babylonian Art, for instance). Still, scholars depend on the 

style of relief and the uniqueness of the scene in tracing narrative. The question about the 

effect of the style of art in distinguishing between what is narrative can be answered by a 

comparison between the desert hunt scene of Sahure with its elaborate details of the 

environment and the injured or hunted animals,681 and the hunt scene of Pepy II in which the 

large emotional scene of Sahure was reduced to a scene depicting Pepy II standing raising his 

macehead ready to hit an antelope standing in front of him.682 Both the king and the animal 

are presented without any impression. The comparison between the two scenes were already 

made by Do. Arnold, who saw in Sahure's scene a depiction of a hero acting to maintain the 

order of the universe, while that ofPepy II represents a king performing a traditional ritual.683 

However, neither Sahure's nor Pepy II's scene can be considered narrative scenes even if they 

happened in reality; the same can also be said about Sahure's scene from the causeway that 

depicts the king catching birds with clapping nets.684 Although the explanatory text of the 

later scene bears the characteristics of a story with the king calling the overseers of the 

hunters and other personnel and giving them orders to make ten clapping nets tied with only 

one rope for trapping birds in the marshes. Then, the story narrates the reaction of the king's 

men when listening to his request or order, even their arguments with the king in 

unprecedented dialogue. 685 The scene was meant not to narrate the event which might have 

actually happened, but to stress the absolute supernatural power of the god-king. Also, the 

scene of Sahure trapping birds is unique among similar scenes of his ancestors. This creative 

spirit in the beginning of the Fifth Dynasty which built elaborate sun-temples and elegant 

680 As explained by Gaballah (Narrative, p. 5), a tale consists of a specific event, characters, place, and 
time. This definition did not include the recipient or the attendant either those who depicted attending 
the event or those who would see the depiction of the (tale?). It is argued here that both recipients were 
supposed to see one thing (or one meaning) away from the story depicted on the wall. This meaning 
must be seen in all the different (tales) depicted on the wall. Therefore, the tale itself is a tool to 
emphasize this sole meaning and not a narration of its events. This means that we are talking about 
something completely different than a narrative. 
681 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pl. 17. 
682 Jequier, Pepi 11, 11, pis. 41-43. 
683 Do. Amold, in: Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids, p. 97. 
684 See chapter VI. pp. 276-294. 
685 Ibid., pp. 279-280. 
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mortuary complexes for their kings was, in fact, an important tool, if not the only tool, to 

prove that kings of this Dynasty are the legitimate successors of those who are buried in 

Dahshur and Giza under their gigantic monuments, which were a real threat of their status 

among their people. This spirit no longer existed in the Sixth Dynasty in which the royal relief 

program turned into a group of traditional scenes kings had to obtain in their mortuary 

complexes. The same can be said also about the architecture of their tombs.686 

In analyzing the uniqueness of the scenes, and the question of whether an unparallel 

scene can be considered narrative scene, we can refer to Unas' s famous famine scene. 687 The 

scene was considered for long time as a narrative scene which expressed a real event,688 

however, after the discovery of a similar scene from the causeway of Sahure,689 the scene has 

been reclassified as a program scene. The same might also be the case with the famous scene 

of transporting granite columns from Elephantine to the mortuary complex of Unas by cargo 

ships.690 It is well known that more elaborate and huge granite columns were used in Sahure's 

mortuary temple, about one hundred years before Unas, and therefore, an event like this 

cannot be considered unique and worthy of being depicted to narrate the event. It seems that 

classification the whole corpus of wall relief as a program in which narrative was employed is 

a characteristic of the royal reliefs in the Fifth Dynasty, bearing in mind that the survived 

corpus of royal reliefs makes it possible for conclusions on this subject to be changed as more 

evidence becomes available. 

686 D. Arnold (in: Temples of Ancient Egypt, p. 63) stated that "All Pyramid temples from Sahure to 
Pepy I! are, with only minor variations, based on the same ground plan". 
687 S. Hassan, ui."S 80 (1955): 139; Et. Drioton, 'Une representation de la famine sur un has-relief 
egyptien de la Ve Dynastie,' BIE 25 (1943): 45-54. 
688 Gaballah, Narrative, p. 25. 
689 Chapter VI, pp. 258-259, pp. 261-262. 
690 .. 

S. Hassan, ZAS 80 (1955): 138, fig. 1; id., ASAE 38 (1938): 519f. Gaballah, Narrative, p. 24. 
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IV. Causeways of Old Kingdom Royal Mortuary Complexes 

IV.l Origins of the Pyramid Causeway 

While working on this research, an interesting article written by C. Reader was 

published.691 The article, so far, represents the first attempt to investigate the origin and the 

evolution of the pyramid causeway. In his article, and before arguing that the so-called Abusir 

Wadi692 was the natural forerunner of the pyramid causeway,693 Reader supported the 

assumption that the Abusir Wadi was the principal approach to both the Early Dynastic 

cemetery of the officials at North Saqqara and the royal tombs of the Second and the Third 

Dynasties.694 According to Reader this strip of black land (the Wadi) was, for the ancient 

Egyptian, a symbolic separation between the world of disorder represented by the red land or 

the desert and the world of order represented by this black strip of the Wadi.695 Reader's 

theory of the origin and symbolic meaning of the pyramid causeway, however, can not be 

fully accepted for the following reasons: 

• It is true that the Abusir Wadi was the principal approach to the ancient cemeteries at 

Saqqara as explained before; however, Reader did not consider the existence of other 

(now arid) wadis used to approach the cemeteries in the desert. It is evident that the 

Wadi known as the Great Wadi was the principal, if not the only, approach to the royal 

necropolis of Umm El Qa'ab at Abydos.696 This Great Wadi did not only control the 

development of the necropolis (from north to south) at Umm El Qa'ab, but also the 

location of the so-called Funerary Enclosures near the Nile Valley.697 

• The use of the wadis not only had symbolic reasons as explained by C. Reader, but 

also practical reasons which might come first. The wadis, especially in ancient times, 

691 C. Reader, 'On Pyramid Causeways,' JEA 90 (2004): 63-72. 
692 A strip, rain water course, starts from the ancient Abusir Lake in the north and runs south-westward 
until it ends in the area behind the Step Pyramid of Netjerikhet and the unfinished step pyramid 
complex ofSekhemkhet. See Ibid., p. 63, fig. 2. 
693 Ibide, pp. 68-71. 
694 This assumption was raised first by M. Barta ('The Title "Priest of Heket" in the Egyptian Old 
Kingdom,' JNES 58,2 (1999): 113-115, plan in p. 114). According to Barta, the existence of the so 
called Abusir Lake with a bay (now the dried Wadi) extended to the west of the North Saqqara plateau 
were the maine factors that controlled the construction and the development of both the Archaic 
cemetery at Nourth Saqqara and also the Old kingdom tombs in South Abusir and North Saqqara. 
695 C. Reader, JEA 90 (2004): 68, 71. 
696 G. Dryer, MDAIK 46 (1990): 78. 
697 The length ofthe Great Wadi is about 1.5 km. See id., in: Treasures of the Pyramids, p. 64. 
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represented a continuation of the black land on which walking and movmg the 

construction material was much easier and safer than on the sandy desert. 698 

In fact, an explanation for the existence of the pyramid causeway needs a detailed 

investigation of some important aspects concerning the development and the nature of the 

early royal cemeteries in connection with the ideology of the kingship. To do so, it is 

important to stress these facts: 

• The cemetery ofUmm El Qa'ab began as cemetery for the native people who lived in 

the nearby settlements during Naqada I, however, by Naqada Ill (Dynasty 0), the 

cemetery was no longer used by private individuals, but was exclusively for the rulers 

and continued as a royal cemetery during the First and Second Dynasties. 699 

• The royal cemetery, of the Second and the Third Dynasties at Saqqara, is completely 

separated from the non-royal cemetery of the First and the Second Dynasties. 700 

• From the time of the first existence of a pyramid causeway in Sneferu's mortuary 

complex at Meidum, private tombs began to be constructed near the king's mortuary 

complex.701 The question is: did the invention of the causeway contribute to the 

change of the necropolis's design? The answer seems to be affirmative! To explain 

this one can state with some degree of certainty that the separation between the royal 

and private cemeteries during the first three dynasties was intended (and needed) to 

keep the sacredness of the route on which the king's funeral procession walked, and 

the divine body was carried to its last resting place. One cannot imagine that another 

funeral procession of a non royal being could walk on this route. However, the fact 

that the ancient Egyptians paid a great deal of attention to the footprints and their 

effect, especially inside tombs and cemeteries which led to a special ritual to remove 

footprints from the tombs (jnt rd), 702 can give us a clue about the preparations made 

698 Using mudbrick retaining walls with fill of Nile alluvial mud and bricks was very common in 
making the ramps on which the stones were moved and placed in their places in the construction 
during the Middle Kingdom with evidence that mud was also used in the Old Kingdom ramps. M. 
Lehner, in: Treasures of the Pyramids, p. 40. 
699 Spencer, Early Egypt, p. 76, fig. 53. 
700 A. Roth, JARCE 30 (1993): 48, fig. 7b. In addition to the natural isolation of the cemetery by 
geographical features, are the plans made by Netjerikhet's architect to add another manmade isolation 
of the royal complex which was represented by the great trench around the royal complex (the so
called Dry Moat). See N. Swelim, 'The Dry Moat ofNetjerikhet complex,' in: Pyramid Studies, pp. 
13-22. 
701 Ibid., pp. 47ff. 
702 H. Altentiller, 'Eine Neue Deutung der Zeremonie des init rd,' JEA 57 (1971): 146-153. Still in 
Egypt, especially in the small villages, people make sure to remove the dust of cemeteries from their 
shoes before entering their houses not to bring this dust to the house. Also the tradition of locating 
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for the road of the royal funeral. Therefore, the causeway was a solution to create a 

special road for the royal funeral procession. 703 

In regards to the first royal cemetery at Umm El Qa'ab, it is hypothesized that the 

Great Wadi was only used for the royal funeral and a sort of low mudbrick walls marked the 

Wadi from the enclosures to the royal cemeteries. Although this is not impossible to imagine, 

only excavation can prove or disprove this assumption.704 In the royal cemeteries of the 

Second and Third Dynasties, the situation is very dark and not easy to explain, if we believed 

that the rulers also used the same Abusir Wadi as an access to their tombs! The Satellite map 

of the royal cemetery refers to the existence of a huge sloping depression that divided the 

plateau in front of the royal cemetery into two parts.705 On this natural depression the 

causeway of Unas was built.706 The depression was most likely a rain water course. It is 

important to keep in mind that the only real gate to Netjerikhet's mortuary complex was in the 

south-eastern corner of the enclosure wall; also the only interruption in the Dry Moat is to the 

south east of the complex. In fact the evidence referring to the use of this depression as 

natural access to the royal cemetery are much more reasonable than those suggesting a 

northern access (the Wadi Abusir).707 

The existence of subsidiary mudbrick causeways, that run parallel to the mam 

causeway, is evident and confirms the divinity of the pyramid causeway as a symbolic royal 

road for the king to his palace/temple.708 After all, it is well accepted that natural wadis were 

used to approach the royal and non-royal cemeteries. Thus, the separation between both 

cemeteries on the south of the houses not to allow the northern wind to carry the dust of the cemeteries 
to the houses still exists. 
703 Archeological evidences (see below) refer to the blocking of the causeway after the royal funeral, 
which might support this assumption. 
704 Needless to say that the victims of the human sacrifice during the First Dynasty were either carried 
during the royal funeral as part of the funerary equipment of the royal tomb or maybe they were, 
themselves, the bearers of the funerary equipment and were sacrificed in front of their graves! 
705 Czech Institute of Egyptology, Satellite Image Abusir- Saqqara- Dahshur. 
706 M. A. M. Raslan, ASAE 61 (1973): 153. 
707 See Barta, JNES 58, 2 (1999): 115. It is also needless to stress the fact that if Wadi Abusir was 
really the approach to the royal complex, the visitor to the complex had to go all the way around the 
western and southern enclosure wall and then to the north to get in through the only entrance to the 
complex. 
708 The evidence refers to the blocking of the causeway especially the entrance from the valley temple 
by a crossing mudbrick wall. See here in the text below the causeway of Sneferu's Bent Pyramid, 
Menkaure's causeway and Sahure's causeway. Also the function of the causeway as a road for the 
king's funeral to the mortuary temple is not completely accepted. For instance, D. Arnold and others 
doubt that the causeway and the mortuary temple were used during the king's funeral. The reasons for 
these doubts mostly are the narrow corridor of the causeway (usually 2.5 m) and the closed plan of 
most of the mortuary temples in which only a corridor with a very narrow door from the transverse 
corridor led to the surrounding court of the pyramid. This means that the king's funeral had to go all 
the way around the surrounding court of the pyramid to the northern entrance to hurry the king. 
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cemeteries (private and royal) was obligatory. With the changing of the orientation of the 

pyramid complex from north-south to east-west, causeways were constructed to approach the 

royal tombs. When the privacy and holiness of the royal mortuary complex was achieved in 

the new design with a causeway, non-royal cemeteries began to be grouped around the royal 

tomb without intruding on the privacy and holiness of the royal site. Yet, this statement does 

not mean that the causeway was a manmade developed phase of the natural wadis as 

explained by C. Reader. 

The new design of the royal mortuary complex which appeared in the beginning of the 

Fourth Dynasty seems to be closely connected with the design of the royal residence from 

which the living king ruled the country until his death. In fact, almost nothing remains from 

royal residences of the Old Kingdom to make the later assumption stand on a solid ground. 

Yet, archeological remains of royal palaces or big houses from later periods confirm the 

similarity between the living palace or residence of a king and his eternal resting place.709 

Also textual and iconographical evidence can be used to support the later assumption. Among 

the terms which refer to the king's palace is the term Stp-s~.710 In his conclusion about the 

definition of the Stp-s~, Goelet stated that the use of Stp-s~ in the Pyramid Texts can be 

understood in the sense of a service (protection, assisting, and shielding) offered to a king or a 

god in his travels through the sky. 711 Also in biographical texts the use of Stp-s~ is closely 

connected with the decision-making process and among other meanings, close to the Pyramid 

Texts.712 Goelet's conclusion, however, confirms that a precise meaning of the term Stp-s~ is 

still missing. 

The term Stp-s~ occurred in a text depicted on one large fragment discovered in 2003 

during the excavation work of the Supreme Council of Antiquities (SCA) on the upper part of 

Sahure's causeway.713 In this text the sentence sb~t.n m stp-s~ [Jpr.n mj ~d is translated by the 

present author as "we steered from the port and we returned the same way". Therefore, stp-s~ 

referred to Nile ports used by boats. In fact, and in a country like Egypt, where the main 

transportation route was the Nile, one must expect the existence of a royal port attached to the 

king's palace that housed the royal fleet of boats used for the king's travels. The term stp-s~ is 

709 Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, p. 27. 
71° For a detailed study on this subject, see Goelet, Royal Palace. For different meanings of the Stp-s3, 
see, Hannig, Handworterbuch, pp. 780-781. 
711 Goelet, Two Aspects, p. 469. 
712 Ibid., pp. 467-470. 
713 T. El A wady, 'Sahure's Expedition to the Phoenician Coast,' in preparartion. 
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mentioned twice in the autobiography of the leader Weni.714 The first occurrence is in the part 

that mentions: ir.k(wJ) /:zst /:zmf m irt stp-s3 m irt w3t njsw m irt r/:z3w.715 Lichtheim translation 

is "I acted for his majesty's praise in guarding, escorting the king, and attending"/ 16 

however, the translation presented by Goelete for m irt stp-s3 is "in performing stp-s3".717 

Neither translation, however, give any meaning to the post of Weni as a r N!Jn (n) z3b. Also, 

the later translations do not add any value to Weni's statement, which preceded the sentence 

under discussion and in which Weni stated: "I replaced four !Jntjw-s". 718 In light of the later 

mentioned evidence from Sahure causeway, Weni's text can be translated and understood like 

this: "I acted in accordance with what his majesty favoured by making a port, by making a 

royal road and by appointing guards". This translation, in fact, supports both Weni's post in 

Nekhen and as an Overseer of the "!Jntjw-S'', whom we know that part of their multitasks was 

closely connected with ports, harbors and other activities.719 

The second and last occurrence of Stp-s3 in Weni's biographical inscriptions can also 

be translated as a port, where the texts mentions /:zs.wj /:zmf l:zr rsjw l:zr stp-s3, and the proposed 

translation is "his majesty praised me for the watch on the port". Therefore, the existence of a 

royal port with a small building as a quayside reception place, from which the king would 

walk on a well defined road, leads to the royal palace or to a shrine or a temple, seems to be a 

reasonable plan which matches the geography of the country. 720 This plan (if it is supported 

by archeological evidence) can explain the origin of the ground plan of royal mortuary 

complexes from the beginning of the Fourth Dynasty, in which the valley temple 

corresponded with Stp-s3, while the causeway was the defining way from the Stp-s3 to the 

royal residence and finally the mortuary temple as the royal residence. 721 In fact, the idea that 

the king's mortuary complex was his eternal residence is among the most acceptable concepts 

714 Lichtheim, AEL I, pp. 18-23. 
715 Urk. I, p. 100 (9-1 0). 
716 Lechtheim, AEL I, p. 19, no. 2. 
717 Goelet, Royal Palace, p. 458. 
718 Urk. I, p. 100 (9-1 0). 
719 In fact the true nature of their office has not yet been defined; however, it seems that they were in 
charge of many works related to both daily life and the royal mortuary complex. See Qanawati, 
Conspiracies, pp. 14-24. 
720 Interesting enough is that, this design of palaces on the Nile and even on the Mediterranean Sea in 
Alexandria was well known in Egypt especially before building the High Dam in 1960. Examples of 
this design, however still can be seen today in many palaces on the Nile and in Alexandria, for 
example the Ras el-Teen palace, even the Egyptian Museum in Cairo had a similar design where it had 
its private harbor with a quayside reception and a road which led from the harbor to the Museum 
building. Do. Arnold (in: Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramid, p. 94.) described the valley temple 
as 'a quayside reception place' of the king. This description of the valley temple seems very likely. 
721 Later archeological evidence leaves no doubt that there was a royal road which ended at the king's 
palace. See Kemp, Ancient Egypt, pp. 276-281, fig. 91. 
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of the royal mortuary complex.722 Both the earthly royal residence and the eternal residence 

were used by the king to display himself and his divine status among his subjects, therefore 

architectural similarities between the two residences are most likely. 723 

722 See, D. Arnold, MDAIK 33 (1977), p. 1-14. 
723 

Kemp. Ancient Egypt, pp. 53-63. 
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IV.2 Typology of Old Kingdom Causeways 

Our understanding of the Third Dynasty pyramid complexes is based mostly on the 

Step Pyramid of Netjerikht, the most complete and preserved royal complex in the Third 

Dynasty. Generally, archeological investigation of the Third Dynasty mortuary complexes did 

not bring any evidence of the existence of causeways and valley temples. 724 The first 

existence of a causeway is, as mentioned before, credited to the Meidum mortuary complex of 

Sneferu.725 From Sneferu's reign until the end of the Middle Kingdom, the causeway is a 

standard element in the royal mortuary complex. The architecture of causeways, however, can 

be typologically classified into two main types; the Meidum-type and the Khufu-type. The 

Meidum-type was represented by only Sneferu's causeways in Meidum and Dahshur as open 

causeways with only low side walls and no decoration. The second type of causeway can be 

identified as the Khufu-type, where it is almost unquestionable that Khufu's causeway 

introduced the first pyramid causeway with a covered passage and wall reliefs on the side 

walls of its passage. Khufu-type, however, represents a developed phase ofthe first, Meidum

type. The movement from the open and undecorated causeway to the covered and decorated 

causeway seems to have occurred without any transitive phase. Though, Khufu's causeway 

was evidently decorated with reliefs, not all Khufu-type causeways were decorated or even 

built of stone, as is the case with Menk:aure's and Shepseskafs causeways. Therefore, the 

term Khufu-type is used here to address causeways with covered passages, either decorated or 

not. 

In the following pages a survey of all causeways is given with the basic information 

about both; the construction methods of Old Kingdom pyramid causeways and their survived 

relief decoration. 

724 It is important to stress on the fact that archaeological work in the Third Dynasty royal mortuary 
complexes is incomplete, therefore, one cannot state with certainty that royal mortuary complexes in 
the Third Dynasty did not have valley temples and causeways. 
725 Still, in the light of the available archaeological evidence, it is true that the existence of the 
causeway is connected with the change of the pyramid complex's orientation, not the change of the 
shape of the pyramid from a step pyramid to a true pyramid. 
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The Causeway of Sneferu's Meidum Pyramid 

As previously mentioned, Sneferu's mortuary complex at Meidum marks the first 

appearance of a pyramid causeway.726 It was excavated by A. Rowe in 1928. 727 The 

causeway runs slightly southeastward from the valley and ends before reaching the peribolus 

wall around the pyramid, leaving a space about 4.45 m. This was explained by V. Maragiglio 

and C. Rinaldi, for the intention of making the cult place accessible for persons coming from 

the north or the south not only for those coming from the valley. 728 According to Rowe, the 

causeway was lined by two low side walls of limestone, the remains of the side walls (no 

longer exist) leave no doubt that the causeway passage was open to the sky. The floor of the 

passage is at a lower level than the surrounding ground. The floor was paved with mud. At the 

lower end of the causeway, Rowe uncovered remains of stone portal with a double door. 729 

Another parallel causeway called 'The Approach' was found by Petrie's team to the 

south of the original causeway.730 It is described by G. Wainwright: 'In excavating to the east 

of the pyramid we came across a strange piece of work, consisting of a well-made causeway 

or approach, leading up from the cultivation to the level surface of the desert on the eastern 

side of the pyramid'. 731 The function of this approach is not well defined; Borchardt assumed 

that it was a working ramp abandoned after finishing the construction of the pyramid.732 

Borchardt's assumption, however was rejected by Maragioglio and Rinaldi who refer to the 

material (called rubbish by Wainwright), which covered this approach, and consisted of red 

sand with flint taped by stone rubble, as material that came from the preparation of the site for 

the construction of the pyramid. In other words, this approach must have been prior to the 

construction of the pyramid not used for the construction as assumed by Borchardt. 733 In fact, 

serious doubts about the accuracy of the archeological report and especially the paragraphs 

concerning the unfinished state of the upper part of this approach must be born in mind, as 

well as the notes made by Maragioglio and Rinaldi about the approach being prior the 

726 The fact that the master plan of the Meidum Pyramid was motivated in the last fifteen years of 
Sneferu's reign (according to Stadelmann) does not mean that the causeway of the Bent Pyramid was 
already built before that of the Meidum pyramid, where it is evident that the orientation of the Meidum 
complex was from the beginning east-west and the modification of the Meidum Pyramid was meant to 
change the pyramid form from a step pyramid to a true pyramid. 
727 A. Rowe, 'The Eckley B. Coxe Expedition Excavations at Meydum 1929-1930,' Expedition 22, 1 
(1931): 5 ff. 
728 Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menfite Ill, p. 28. 
729 Rowe, Expedition 22, 1 (1931): 5 ff.. 
730 Petrie, Mackay, Wainwright, Meydum and Memphis, pp. 6-9, pi. 11 (Plan), pl.III. (Section). 
731 Ibid., p. 6. 
732 Borchardt, Meydum, pp. 20ff. 
733 Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menfite III, p. 30 
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construction of the pyramid. 734 It is clear that the builders of this approach oriented it towards 

the entrance of the peribolus wall, which means that the wall was already constructed or at 

least under construction. 735 In fact the existence of parallel causeways is well documented. 736 

These subsidiary causeways must have functioned as true access roads to the mortuary 

complex for persons who were in charge of the deceased king's cult and the service in these 

mortuary complexes.737 

The Causeway of the Bent Pyramid of Sneferu - Dahshur 

Unlike most pyramid causeways, the causeway of the Bent Pyramid at Dahshur leads 

to the northeast corner of the north (Bent) Pyramid enclosure wall. It was partially excavated 

by A. Fakhry.738 The causeway consisted of two parts according to Fakhry; a lower causeway 

and an upper causeway. The lower causeway begins from the cultivation land to the southeast 

of the so-called valley temple.739 This part of the causeway has never been excavated and its 

remains most likely are still buried under the sand. The second part of the causeway, or the 

upper causeway, begins from the southwest corner of the valley temple, crossing the 

mud brick enclosure wall and ascends till it joins the northeast corner of the northern enclosure 

wall. The total length of the upper causeway is more than 700 m. At a distance of 7 5 m. from 

the upper end of the causeway, it bends slightly eastwards toward the enclosure wall of the 

pyramid.740 The causeway was lined by two round-topped side walls of fine limestone. The 

passage between the two walls was not covered by a ceiling; it was almost 3 m. wide, with the 

floor paved with limestone chips covered with mud. 

A unique feature of this causeway is the existence of two adjacent small rooms, one at 

each side of its upper end. Each room opens to the most upper part of the causeway by a one-

734 Ibid., Observation no. 29. It might be noteworthy to add that the two Italian architects were mostly 
right suggesting that the so-called approach was actually a road to reach the plateau. 
735 See Petrie, Mackay, Wainwright, Meydum and Memphis III, pi. II. 
736 Most recently the SCA expedition revealed two mudbrick causeways that run parallel to the north 
and the south ofMenkaure's causeway. 
737 Other walls (or roads?) were investigated by Wainwright to the south of the Meidum Pyramid, 
however their function is still among the many unsolved problems of this pyramid. Surprisingly, 
neither Borchardt nor Maragioglio and Rinaldi succeeded to find these roads which were recorded by 
Wainwright. See discussion in Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menfite Ill, p. 30, observation no. 30. It 
seems that re-excavating the site of Meidum's side approach would answer many questions 
concerning the function of this complex. 
738 Only the upper end and the site where the causeway opens to the so-called valley had been 
excavated by Fakhry (Sneferu, I, pp. 36-39, fig. 1). 
739 According to Fakhry (Ibid., p. 36) this part of the causeway begins at an entrance building and 
leads to what he believed to be a valley temple. 
740 Maragioglio and Rinaldi (Piramidi Menjite Ill, p. 84), noted that the causeway changes its angle at 
a distance more than 120 m. as appeared from the plan published by Fakhry (Sneferu, fig. 5). 
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leafed door that opens to the inside of the room. The south room had no other entrances while 

the north room had two successive doors in the northern wall that give access from the desert 

to the inside of the enclosure wall. Interesting is also the way that the two doors functioned; 

the inner door had to be opened in order to allow the outer door (from the desert) to be 

opened.
741 

The existence of this unique side access to the inside ofthe pyramid enclosure wall 

shows, without doubt, the holiness of the causeway and the elements which are connected to 

it. Also it is not impossible that the decision of the irregular plan of the causeway was 

intended for keeping the cult place to the east of the pyramid, or to allow an easy connection 

between the king's two mortuary complexes, the Bent and the Red mortuary complex through 

the double door of the northern room adjacent to the upper end of the causeway and the 

enclosure wall. 

The investigations of Sneferu's north (Red) Pyramid, made first by A. Fakhry742 and 

later by R. Stadelmann, 743 failed to find any traces of a causeway connecting between the 

valley temple and the mortuary temple. The non-existence of a causeway has been seen as 

evidence of the king's death before finishing his northern mortuary complex at Dahshur.744 

The Causeway of Khufu 

Herodotus's description of the causeway of Khufu represents the earliest account we 

have. 745 In his description, Herodotus states: 

.... It took ten years ' oppression of the people to make the 

causeway for the conveyance of the stones, a work not much 

inferior, in my judgment, to the pyramid itself This causeway 

is jive furlongs in length, ten fathomas wide, and in height, at 

the highest part, eight fathomas. It is built of polished stone, 

d . d . h . if . I 746 an zs covere wzt carvmgs o amma s. 

741 Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menjite Ill, p. 84. 
742 Fakhry, Sneferu, I, p. 33. 
743 

R. Stadelmann, 'Die Pyramiden des Snofru in Dahschur,' MDAIK 39 (1983): 226. 
744 Ibid.; Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, p. 105. 
745 Herodotus, The Histories, p. 184 (Paragraph 124). 
746 Ibid. 
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According to Herodotus, the causeway of Khufu was about 1000 m. long and 

decorated with wall reliefs. 747 Other important accounts are the descriptions, the maps, and 

the pictures made by the travelers of the 18th and 19th centuries. 748 Whereas those made by the 

16th and 1 ih centuries travelers cannot provide any accurate account. 749 

According to the map made by Perring in 1837,750 Khufu's causeway runs at an angle 

from the eastern fa<;ade of the mortuary temple down to a place which lies under the fields of 

Nazlet El Samrnan (now a village). Also, the upper part of the causeway and a great part of 

the mortuary temple of Khufu were covered with sand, while the middle of the causeway 

from the slopping edge of the plateau down to the cultivation land was still visible to Perring 

who documented in his site plan a slight change in the angle of the causeway where it bends 

to the north. According to Perring, only 500 m. of the causeway could be easily traced, while, 

the rest of the causeway was under the fields. 751 The site map drawn by the Lepsius 

expedition in 1843 presents a clearer image of the causeway.752 Lepsius' map shows the first 

150 m. of the upper part of the causeway covered with sand as documented by Perring's 

drawings. Also, the changing of the angle ofthe causeway, where it bends to the north, was at 

a distance of about 500 m. from the upper temple. With the new angle, the causeway 

continues eastward for another 135 m. Today a great part of the causeway and the valley 

temple ofKhufu lie unexcavated under the modem village ofNazlet El Samman. 

The first attempt to investigate the area around the causeway was made by Selim 

Hassan in 1938-1939.753 Hassan emphasized the fact that the causeway of Khufu was in a 

better state of preservation when the Lepsius expedition visited the monument in 1843 and 

drew maps and pictures of the pyramids and their vicinities. However, according to Hassan, 

the rapid growth of the nearby village of Nazlet El Samman (as a result of the increasing 

interest of tourists and travelers visiting the pyramids) led to the devastation of the existing 

part of the causeway in favor of quarrying its stones and using them in constructing the 

houses.754 Hassan also believed that the causeway of Khufu terminates directly under the 

house built by Geritley Basha after the mid of the 19th century, and thus it does not extend to 

747 One fathom is almost equal to 41.9 cm. 
748 For example, F. L. Norden, Travels in Egypt and Nubia (1738), I. London, 1757, pl. XLIII. 
749 For example the mythical picture of the pyramids of Giza drawn by Jan Sommer in 1591 (Voyages 
en Egypte des annees 1589, 1590 & 1591. !FAO (1971), p. 291. 
750 Perring, The Pyramids ofGizeh 11, (Plan 1, part 1). 
751 Ibid., part I. P. 1. 
752 LD I, pl. 14. In this plate, the end of the causeway appears to be in the fields. 
753 Hassan, Giza X, pp. 17-20. 
754 Ibid., p. 18. 
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the cultivated land further to the east. 755 He also suggested that the scattered blocks in the 

cultivated land which appeared in ancient pictures of the pyramids and also described by the 

old men of Nazelet El Samman, are remains of Khufu's causeway which had (according to 

Hassan) a continuation after the valley temple as in the case of the Bent Pyramid at 

Dahshur. 756 

During his investigation, Hassan was able to locate two tunnels running under the 

causeway of Khufu. The first tunnel is situated near to the edge of the plateau, where it was 

cut in the rock and runs north-south. The second tunnel is situated near the upper end of the 

causeway and the east-west boat pit which was discovered by Reisner. This tunnel was never 

completed and Hassan believed that the unfinished tunnel belongs to one of the early phases 

of the pyramid construction. 757 He also emphasized the fact that these tunnels were used to 

allow easy access from the north to the eastern cemetery without having to go all the way 

around the enclosure wall of the pyramid.758 

According to Hassan, the width of the causeway foundation is 9 m. increasing to 10.5 

m. in the spots where the tunnels were cut. 759 The most important results of Hassan' s work 

around the causeway will remain the discovery of decorated fragments which might have 

come from the causeway.760 

Maragioglio and Rinaldi examined only the visible parts of the causeway in the 60s of 

the last century and attempted to trace its remains and produced a plan which indicates that it 

begins from the eastern fa9ade ofthe king's funerary temple with an angle of 14° to the north, 

running for a distance of 80 m. and disappears at a distance of about 40 m. and then reappears 

755 The reason Selim Hassan believed that the causeway of Khufu ends under this house is because of 
what he had been told by the old men of the village that the garden of this house is covering an area 
paved with stones and even the house was built above ancient rooms with huge walls. Of this paved 
area and the rooms Hassan believed it represent the valley temple of Khufu. See !bid, pp. 17-18. 
756 !bid, p. 18, note no. 1. It might be worthy to note that when Selim Hassan began his investigation 
of the site, the demographic features ofNazlet El Samann were completely different and the scattered 
limestone blocks in the fields no longer existed. 
757 !bid, 19. Evidence from the eastern field ofthe Great Pyramid proves that more than one change in 
the plan of the construction occurred. See M. Lehner, 'The Development of the Giza Necropolis: The 
Khufu project,' MDAIK 41 (1985): 117-140. 
758 Hassan, Giza X, p. 19. Maragioglio and Rinaldi (Piramidi Menfite IV, p. 68.) noted that the tunnel 
under the causeway had been used to connect the two parts of the necropolis divided by the causeway. 
This note, however, cannot be accurate because so far there is no indication of graves or burials on the 
northern side of the causeway. The suggestion that the tunnels were used by persons working or 
connected with the necropolis to cross from the north and enter to the eastern cemetery is most 
acceptable among the scholars. See Edwards, The Pyramids, p. 134; Fakhry, The Pyramids, 104, 
Badawy, Egyptian Architecture I, p. 97; Hawass, Funerary Establishments, p. 124. 
759 Hassan, Giza X, p. 19. 
760 !bid, figs. 2-4. 
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at a distance of 130 m. from the mortuary temple, continuing in the same direction as the first 

part until it reaches its foundation at the cliff of the plateau (Sen El Aguz), which is composed 

of roughly hewn local limestone.761 Also from their description of the causeway it appears 

that the causeway had been largely devastated since it was mapped by Perring and Lepsius, 

therefore the two Italian architects were obliged to accept the plans done by Perring and 

Lepsius which show the causeway changing its angle and bending to the north after a distance 

of 500 m. from its beginning at the mortuary temple.762 According to Maragioglio's and 

Rinaldi, Hassans's measurements are hypothetical and cannot be accepted, they also believed 

that the width of the causeway at the base of the floor could be 16 cubits (8 m.), but the width 

of each side wall was 6 cubits (3 m.), while the width of the corridor was only 4 cubits (2 

m.).763 

In 1964 the French Egyptologist G. Goyon was able to carry out some trial 

excavations in the site known as Sen El Aguz (the cliff which boarders (limiting) the northeast 

side of the Giza plateau) and continued his work down the plateau, between the houses of 

Nazlet El Sarnman, where he opened the sewage lines in the street of Sedi Harnmad El 

Westani in Nazelet El Samman.764 Goyon first stated that the construction of Khufu's 

causeway can be compared in general to the construction of Old Kingdom causeways such as 

those of Khafre and Unas. However it had some unique architectural features such as its size 

and the quality of the stones and workmanship. 765 Also, like the Great Pyramid none of 

Khufu's successors tried to imitate his causeway. The importance of Goyon's work is the 

discovery of some parts of the original foundation of the causeway which confirmed that the 

causeway was constructed with a high quality of workmanship and reflects the careful efforts 

spent on the construction. The foundations consisted of undressed limestone blocks of 

different sizes in addition to some well dressed blocks of Turah limestone.766 Judging by the 

placement of three blocks discovered in situ, Goyon calculated the inclination angle of the 

causeway as 14-15° north-east, the width of the causeway at the top is 14.80 m. and 18.35 m. 

at the base of the foundation, and the length of the causeway from its upper end at the 

mortuary temple to its lower end at the valley temple was 658.60 m.767 Unlike the general 

761 Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Men.fite, IV, p. 68. 
762 !bid 
763 !bid, observation no. 52. 
764 G. Goyon, BIFAO 67 (1969): 49-68 with general plan ofthe excavated area after p. 69. 
765 !bid, pp. 50-51. 
766 !bid, pp. 55, 63, pis VI-VII. 
767 !bid, pp. 56-58, 60, 62-63, 67. Though Goyon's measurements are close to those mentioned by 
Herodotus, Lehner disagreed with most of Goyons' measurements, for instance he believes that the 
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accepted assumption of more than one angle for Khufu's causeway, Goyon believed that the 

causeway was running in one direction with the same angle (15° north-east) from its 

beginning to its end without bending. 

It is obvious that the severe destruction of the causeway and the almost disappearance 

of the valley temple prevent any attempt to reconstruct the causeway with certainty, and it 

should always be kept in mind that any attempts to reconstruct the causeway with its sidewalls 

and ceiling will remain a hypothetical reconstruction. 

According to Herodotus the causeway of Khufu was decorated with figures of 

animals.768 This was partly confirmed by Selim Hassan who discovered some decorated 

fragments in the area around the upper part of the causeway.769 However these fragments, as 

we shall see, are small and it is possible that they belonged to the mortuary temple of Khufu 

or even to the chapels of the queens' pyramids. Hassan believed that they came from the 

causeway and they bear the same artistic features and the same high quality of the 

workmanship of the relief decoration seen in the valley temple of Sneferu at Dahshur, which 

made Hassan raise the assumption that both of Sneferu's relief decoration and Khufu's 

decoration were achieved by the same sculptor and they both belong to the same school of 

art. no 

The wall relief program of Khufu' s mortuary complex was reconstructed 

hypothetically by Z. Hawass,771 based on the fragments discovered by Hassan and those by 

Reisner and Smith/72 in addition to the decorated blocks from El Lisht. 773 In fact, it is very 

likely that the causeway of Khufu was decorated with scenes and thus represents the first 

decorated causeway with reliefs in the Old Kingdom. 

width of the causeway was 14 m., while the total length of the causeway based on Goyon's trenches 
and drawings is 610 (390 m. from the mortuary temple to the site of Sen El Aguz and 220 m. from Sen 
El Aguz to the valley temple). See M. Lehner, MDAIK 41 (1985): 7, fig. 3B. Hawass (Funerary 
Establishments, p. 130.) noted that since the exact location of the valley temple cannot be certain the 
total length of the causeway will remain hypothetical. 
768 See here p. 122. 
769 Hassan, Giza X, p. 18 
770 Ibid., p. 21. 
771 Hawass, Funerary Establishments, pp. 514-523, plan 35. 
772 Reisner, Smith, Giza Il, p. 5, fig. 7, note 6. 
773 See here p. 40, no. 242. 
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The Fragments Found by Selim Hassan: 

Three fragments were published by Selim Hassan as part of the decoration of the 

causeway of Khufu. 774 The fragments were uncovered around the upper part of the causeway 

as previously mentioned. The scenes were achieved in a low relief. 

• The first fragment depicts the legs and the lower part of the left wing of either a hawk 

or a vulture, holding an Ankh in his claws. The fragment measures 0.16 x 0.11 m. 

Hassan assigned the fragment to the northern wall of the causeway based on the fact 

that the depiction of a hawk or a vulture hovering is always depicted over the king 

who, according to Hassan, must be facing the east! Hassan stated that: 

" Its position on the walls of the causeway can be ascertained 

by the fact that it should be facing east, that is away from the 

Pyramid; it being the general rule that the figure of the 

deceased is represented as though coming forth from his tomb, 

while offirings are always shown being brought into the 

tomb."775 

Although Hassan's statement that the depiction of a hovering hawk or a vulture refers to the 

existence of the king is acceptable, his theory that the king must always be facing the east 

cannot be accepted. Scenes from Sahure's causeway depict the king, on both the northern and 

the southern wall of the causeway, facing east and sometimes west.776 

• The second fragment depicts the lower part of the right wing of a hovering hawk or a 

vulture. Immediately, Hassan assigned the fragment to the southern wall of the 

causeway.777 Under the wing of the bird a head of a hawk is depicted. According to 

Hassan the head of the hawk is part of the Horus-name of the king, with the hawk -

representing Horus - perched on the top of a serekh. 

• The third fragment is quite large 1.10 X 1.12 m. It depicts the upper part of a large 

figure of King Khufu wearing the Red Crown, and a linen tunic with a single brace 

over the shoulder. Also the king is wearing a scarf over his right shoulder. Hassan 

774 Hassan, Giza X, figs. 2-4. 
775 !bid, p. 20, fig. 2, pi. Va. 
776 For example: in (PI. 1) the king is depicted facing west. 
777 Also because of the direction the wing and the head of the hawk under the wing. Hassan, Giza X, p. 
21. 
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believed it is the scarf that the king had to wear when visiting the temple of Re at 

Heliopolis during the ceremonies of the Heb-Sed. 778 Above the king remains of a 

hovering bird with an ankh can still be seen. Behind the king remains of four men, 

represented on a small scale and in two subsidiary registers, still can be identified. 

Again Hassan assigned the scene to the southern wall of the causeway based on the 

orientation of the king's face. 

• The fourth fragment measures 1.75 X 0.27 m. This fragment gives more details about 

the scene it depicts. The block was assigned by Hassan to the southern wall of the 

causeway. It depicts King Khufu twice, being engaged in the ceremonies of the Heb

Sed. The first depiction of Khufu, represents him sitting in a kiosk, wearing the 

ceremonial cloak and holding the flail with his right hand while his left hand is resting 

on his thigh, in front of the king are traces of an inscription which is very difficult to 

interpret. 779 The second depiction shows traces of a large head of Khufu, wearing a 

special type ofheaddress. 780 Judging by the subject of the scene, it most likely belongs 

to the mortuary temple of Khufu and not to the causeway, where the Heb-Sed scenes 

are not attested to. However Hassan noted that the style of modeling and the quality of 

the relief made it possible to assume that this fragment is not from the time of Khufu 

and most likely from the Saite Period as a result of the reconstruction and restoration 

work in the funerary complex of Khufu. 781 

• Another fragment, in two pieces, represents the king's torso, it measures 0.35 X 0.30 

m. Hassan assigned the fragment to the northern wall of the causeway, as the king, 

according to Hassan, must be depicted looking east. Also he reconstructed the remains 

of the scene as the king performing a ritual dance.782 If Hassan's assumption is true it 

would be more appropriate to assign this fragment to the mortuary temple where ritual 

dances took place. 

• A small fragment, from the filling of the boat pit to the north of the mortuary temple, 

depicts an inscription which Hassan read and reconstructed as the name of the pyramid 

778 Ibid. 
779 Ibid., p. 23. 
780 Hassan only published a black and white photograph of the scene without a line drawing, therefore 
not very much can be seen from the photograph. Ibid., pl. VI (B). 
781 Ibid., pp. 23-24. 
782 Ibid., p.54. 
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complex of Khufu (Akhet Khufu) and was not assigned to any component of the 

king's complex. The fragment measures 0.27 X 0.25 m.783 

• A small fragment that depicts a part of a bird, which Hassan believed, represents a 

hoopoe with an erected crest. Although, Hassan did not assign the fragment to a 

location or even refer to the location where he found it, it is possible that it was found 

in the same place as the previous fragment. 784 

It might also be worthy to refer to the fragments which Reisner uncovered near the causeway 

and the pyramid G 1 b, 785 which were assigned to a chapel of one of the queen' s pyramids. 

Khufu's Scenes and Inscriptions from El Lisht: 

• The titular of Khufu, assigned by Goedicke to the lower temple. 786 Hawass assigned it 

to the lower part of the causeway based on the existence of a human head thought to 

be a Libyan prisoner behind the king's cartouche. 787 

• Royal estate bringing offerings, assigned by Goedicke to the lower temple. 788 

• A procession of oxen with Khufu's cartouche inscribed above the animals. Although, 

the scene was assigned by Goedicke to the lower temple/89 Hawass assigned it to the 

causeway, and also stated that the scene represents the offerings which the king 

brought from the foreign countries and he himself led the offerings to his temple.790 

• Fragment of an inscription, translated by Goedicke as " ... .in the [horizon oj] Khufu ..... . 

building the sanctuaries of the god[s]. .... of dw3 ...... ".791 The fragment was assigned by 

Goedicke and Hawass to the lower temple.792 

• A fragment with hieroglyphic inscription and a part of a papyrus boat. Goedicke 

believed that the papyrus boat was used by the king while fowling in the marshes. He 

783 Ibid., p. 35, pl. VII B, Fig. 7. 
784 Ibid., pl. VIII B, fig. 8. 
785 Reisner, Smith, Giza II, figs. 2-4. 
786 Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, pp. 11-13 
787 Hawass, Funerary Establishments, pp. 515-516. 
788 Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, pp. 13-17. 
789 Ibid., pp. 18-19, no. 4. 
790 Hawass, Funerary Establishments, p. 517. Hawass's assumption that the king is leading the oxen 
by himself cannot be accepted, at this time, because no parallel scene of a king leading oxen has ever 
been found. 
791 Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, p. 19. 
792 Hawass, Funerary Establishments p. 517. 
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also translated the hieroglyphic text as: "Never (happened) the like to (a king?) before 

since primeval time." And finally assigned the fragment to the lower temple. 793 

• The Sed Festival scenes: Many fragments were found at El Lisht and identified by 

Goedicke as representations of the different ceremonies of Khufu's Sed Festival. He 

assigned them to the upper temple. 794 

The fragments, in the absence of the king's name, will remain problematic and 

uncertified materials for the scholars in both dating and interpreting the events. Following the 

sequence of Goedicke, the scenes represent: 

1. Wep-Wawet, the opener ofthe roads participating in the ceremonies. 795 

2. The king wearing the short coat, only his torso can be seen while the rest of his 

body has been lost. 796 

3. The king wearing his royal short kilt adorned with the ox tai1.797 

4. Part of the king's leg! Showing him standing.798 

5. The king standing followed by some officials.799 

6. The goddess Meret, labeled as Meret of Upper Egyptian lands, standing and 

participating in the ceremonies of the Sed Festival.800 

7. Officials attending the ceremonies.801 

8. A sem-priest at the Sed Festival.802 

9. The lower part of the king being accompanied by a goddess. 803 

10. A fragment was found in Bab el Futtuh in Cairo depicting the Sed Festival 

with a white hippopotamus. 804 The fragment was assigned by Goedicke to the 

upper temple where the scenes of the Sed Festival took place. 805 

793 Goedicke commented on the text that the action which never happened to a king before Khufu is 
still unknown; Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, p. 22. 
794 !bid, pp. 29-4 7, Hawass, Funerary establishments. pp. 518-520. 
795 Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, pp. 29-30, no. I 0. 
796 !bid, p. 31. 
797 !bid, p. 32, no. 12. 
798 !bid, pp. 32-33, no. 13. 
799 !bid, pp. 33-34, no. 14. 
800 !bid, pp. 35-38, no. 16. 
801 !bid, pp. 38-40, no. 17. 
802 !bid, p. 41, no. 18. 
803 !bid, pp. 42-43, no. 19. 
804 M. S. Drower, Antiquity IX (1935): 350f. 
805 Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, p. 9. 
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11. A fragment showing an attendant with a sunshade. 806 The fragment was 

among the others found in the pyramid complex of Amenemhat I at El Lisht, 

Assigned to Khufu because of the style of art. Therefore these fragments will 

remain uncertified material in the course of studying the wall relief program of 

Khufu. Goedicke placed this fragment in the upper temple based on parallel 

scenes in the upper temples of Niusere and Pepy II.807 However, Hawass 

disagreed with Goedicke in placing the attendants with the sunshades in the 

upper temple, and assigned the scene to the lower temple, based on parallels 

with other temples, in which the scenes are always repeated and the less wall 

space in Khufu's upper temple. 808 

Ilia A stem of a boat being paddled: Goedicke placed this scene in the upper 

temple.809 However, Hawass placed it in the upper end of the causeway.810 Our 

recent excavation around the causeway of Sahure support Hawass's 

suggestion. 811 

13. Three fragments depicting ships under sail and one depicting two men 

carrying ropes as a part of a nautical scene, placed by Goedicke in the lower 

temple of Khufu.812 However I suggest that they should be placed in the upper 

end of the causeway based on our recent discoveries around Sahure's 

causeway.813 

According to Hawass, the lower end of the causeway of Khufu depicted the king's 

titles and representations of Libyan captives, while the middle of the causeway had the 

procession of oxen, and finally the scene of the boat being paddled was in the upper part of 

the causeway.814 

806 Ibid., p. 56. 
807 Ibid., pp. 56-57, no. 54. 
808 Hawass, Funerary Establishments, p. 520. 
809 Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, p. 95-96, no. 53. 
810 Hawass, Funerary establishments, p. 520. 
811 See pp. 158-159. 
812 Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, p. 100-104, nos. 56-59. 
813 See pp. 158-159. 
814 Hawass, Funerary Establishments, pp. 514-523. 
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The Causeway of Djedefre 

Judging by the state of the pyramid complex and the short reign of Djedefre (about 8 

years),815 the pyramid complex was left mostly unfinished. 

The causeway of Djedefre is still unexcavated; therefore precise information about 

whether it was decorated is not possible. However, one can state with some degree of 

certainty that a rich relief program is not expected because of the large number of statues 

(fragments) that were discovered from Djedefre's mortuary complex with a complete absence 

of any decorated fragment from wall relief. Also similar cases are well known from 

Djedefre's direct successors (especially Khafre and Menkaure). However, the assumption that 

Djedefre's causeway was intended, according to the construction master plan, to be roofed is 

also possible since we know that undecorated causeways also had covered passages.816 

According to Grinsell,817 the causeway of Djedefre was the finest of all pyramid 

causeways. Its length was about 1500 m. and its width at the top was about 14 m.818 The 

causeway uniquely runs northeast to southwest penetrating the northern wall of the outer 

enclosure wall of the pyramid.819 This unique orientation is due to topographical features of 

the site, as explained by Rinaldi and Maragioglio, 820 where the mountain to the east of the 

pyramid is very steep. After penetrating the outer enclosure wall of the pyramid, the causeway 

continued running eastwards and after a short distance it bends more in an eastward direction 

till it ends at the entrance to the mortuary temple at the northern wall. According to the 

ground plan published by M. Valloggia,821 the causeway reached the length of 120 m., from 

the point of the outer enclosure wall to the entrance of the mortuary temple. It is likely that the 

causeway was intended to reach directly to the mortuary temple as was the case of regular 

causeways, and even more it was designed particularly where it crosses the surrounding 

northern area of the pyramid, not to give access to the surroundings of the pyramid. Therefore 

815 On the problem concerning the reigning time of Djedefre, see M. Vemer, ArOr 69 (2001): No. 3. 
~P· 374-377. 

16 See the causeways ofMenkaure and Shepsseskaf. 
817 Grinsell, Egyptian Pyramids, p. 97. However, and judging by the present state of the complex, it is 
hard to understand Grinsell's statement that Djedefre's causeway was the finest of all pyramid 
causeways. 
818 Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menjite V, p. 24. 
819 Ibid., p. 55 (plan). 
820 Ibid., p. 24. 
821 Valloggia, Au Coeur d'une pyramide, plan in p. 55. 
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it was most likely roofed. Concerning the rest of the causeway or the 1500 m., one must doubt 

that this huge causeway was decorated or was ever intended to be decorated. 822 

The causeway of Khafre 

The causeway of Khafre was destroyed partly in antiquity down to its foundations. 823 

However, its foundations can be traced for most of its length from the valley temple to the 

mortuary temple and allow for a ground plan to be determined with satisfaction.824 The 

causeway runs southeast to northwest, the reason for this oblique angle can be explained by 

the oblique rocky ridge, on which the causeway was constructed and had to follow. However, 

works of leveling this rocky ridge was necessary as well as building embankments in the areas 

where the rock was lacking. In some places of the causeway, the paving stone slabs were put 

directly on the natural rock of the causeway, while in other areas it was put on the building 

embankments or the filling stones.825 Therefore, the construction methods used in Khafre's 

causeway show the intention of the architect to use practical solutions to save effort and time. 

The filling stones are local yellowish stones with casing stones made of fine Turah limestone. 

The causeway reaches the length of 494.60 m. and parts of the lower sidewalls of the 

causeway still stand to a height of four courses. The sidewalls were constructed of large 

limestone blocks from Turah, about three meters thick. 826 

According to Holscher, the causeway was roofed with limestone slabs with slots 

running along its middle to allow the sunrays to enter and illuminate the causeway.827 Trying 

to find evidence to support his hypothetical reconstruction of the causeway, Holcher referred 

to the drain channel in the lower part of the causeway, which he believed was used to collect 

and move the waters of the rains which would get into the causeway through the horizontal 

slots of the ceiling slabs. 828 Edwards believed that if the causeway of Khafre was roofed, that 

it must have been decorated and that the ceiling was meant to protect the decorations. 829 

822 Still the notes made by V. Maragioglio, C. Rinaldi (Piramidi Menfite V, p. 24.) represent the most 
detailed information about the constructions of the causeway of Djedefre, however we must be aware 
that their measurements and comments on the construction and survey of the site were based only on 
observations and not on (true) digging. 
823Holscher, Chephren, p. 24. 
824 Edwards, The Pyramids, p. 155. 
825 Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menfite V, p. 74. 
826 Ibid., 74; Grinsell, Egyptian Pyramids, pp. 108-109. 
827 Holscher, Chephren, pp. 24, 49. 
828 Ibid.; Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Men.fite V, p. 74. 
829 According to Edwards (The Pyramids, pp. 146-147) covered causeways only appeared when it was 
planned to decorate the inner walls with reliefs. However, one must consider also that some of covered 
causeways were left without decoration, like the causeway of Menkaure and Shepseskaf. 
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However, it seems that the wall relief program of Khafre was reduced and limited in favor of 

the sculpture program.830 

The Causeway of Menkaure 

Due to Menkaure's sudden death a great part of his pyramid complex, including the 

causeway, was hastily completed with mudbrick by his successor Shepseskaf.831 

At the time when G. Reisner started his excavation of the valley temple of Menkaure 

in June 1908, only the surface of the floor of the upper part of the causeway was visible to a 

distance about 250 m. from the mortuary temple down to the valley. 832 Also it was noticeable 

that the causeway had been cut across by the course of a water channel that carries the rain 

water from the plateau behind Khafre's pyramid complex. The rest of the causeway beyond 

this water channel was completely buried under the sand.833 Leaving the visible part of the 

causeway, Reisner had to follow the course of the causeway in search of the location of the 

valley temple. Five alternating trenches (designated from west to east A, B, C, D, E) were 

opened 1 00 m. beyond the washout or the water channel. In the trenches A, B and C Reisner 

reached the floor-packing which once lay under the mudbrick corridor of the causeway. 

Though the side walls of the corridor of the causeway were completely destroyed, traces of 

the mudbrick walls of the causeway were discovered, and in trench D better preserved 

mud brick walls were found. 834 

Based on the trial diggings of Reisner, the causeway of Menkaure runs east-west with 

a length of 608 meters. 835 The foundation of the causeway was made of huge blocks of the 

local limestone, similar to the foundation platform of the mortuary temple.836 The north wall 

of the causeway ends against the western wall of the valley temple, while the south wall of the 

causeway turned southward and runs parallel to the western and southern walls of the valley 

830 Only an architrave was found at El Lisht, depicting the cartouche of Khafre, and a falcon wearing 
the double crown, also a fragment with the Horus-name found at Bubastis, and another one found in 
Giza, inscribed with the title njswt-bjtj. See Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, pp. 41-42; Hawass, Funerary 
establishments, p. 522. 
831 

The unexpected death of the king had been taken as a reason for the non-existence of a wall relief 
program. See Ibid., p. 23. However, the rich statuary program of Djedefre, Khafre, and Menkaure 
should also be taken into consideration, where it seems that after Khufu (rich wall relief program with 
almost no statuary program) a huge leap of the concept of the decoration of the mortuary complexes 
occurred (namely, rich statuary program with almost no relief decoration program). 
832 R . M . 34 etsner, ycermus, p. . 
833 !bid 
834 !bid 
835 !bid, p. 35. 
l3

6 Reisner noted that the construction of Menkaure's causeway was structurally a continuation of the 
~oundation platform of the mortuary temple. Reisner, Mycerinus, p. 34. 
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temple. 837 The corridor of the causeway was flanked by two thick mud brick walls of which 

only traces were found in the most lower part of the causeway. The outer face of the mudbrick 

walls slopes, while the inner face is vertical and both faces were plastered and 

whitewashed. 838 Reisner stated that the causeway was roofed with wooden beams, based on 

the discovery of remains of these beams in the lower part of the causeway.839 However, 

Maragioglio and Rinaldi argued that only the lower part of the causeway could have been 

roofed with wooden beams while the rest of the causeway must have been roofed with a 

vaulted ceiling. 840 

Also a very important note was made by Reisner about the passage of the causeway. 

According to Reisner it was interrupted and blocked by a north-south mudbrick wall slightly 

before the causeway reaches the back wall of the valley temple. 841 In October 2003 the 

Egyptian expedition of the SCA examined the upper part of the causeway which had never 

been examined by Reisner. The excavation revealed traces of two subsidiary mudbrick walls 

(or roads) one on each side of the causeway. The two subsidiary walls were most likely 

processional ways to the mortuary temple after the entrance to the causeway was blocked by a 

mudbrick wall. 842 Remains of this blocking wall were discovered by Reisner. 843 Though the 

entrance to the causeway from the valley temple was blocked, the entrance to the causeway 

from the mortuary temple through the entrance hall was always accessible. Reisner stated that 

there were two doorways cut in the two side walls of the causeway that give exits to the north 

and south slightly before the entrance hall.844 The function of these two exits can be clarified 

by the discovery of two rubbish heaps, one on each side of the causeway around the outside of 

837 /bid P. 35. plan IX. 
838 /bid, pp. 25, 34-35; Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Men.fiie VI, p. 64, pl. 4. 
839 Reisner, Mycerinus, p. 25; Fakhry, The Pyramids, p. 140. 
840 Their argument is based on the high costs of using wooden beams to cover a 608 m. causeway. 
Also they argue that Shepseskaf who certainly constructed the superstructure of Menkaure's causeway, 
covered his own causeway in South Saqqara with a mudbrick vault, therefore it is more likely that he 
applied the same method in his predecessor's pyramid complex and did not use a more precious 
material than he used in his own pyramid complex. Finally, Maragioglio and Rinaldi (Piramidi 
Menfite VI, p. 64, observation no. 31) stated that the thickness of the side walls of Menkaure's 
causeway is 1.6 m. and this huge thickness is not necessary in the case of wooden beams covering, but 
it is, on the other hand, essential in the case of a vault ceiling. 
841 Reisner, Mycerinus, p. 35, plans VIII, IX. 
842 Personal communication with Z. Hawass. In fact, the precise meaning and function of these walls 
resemble the mudbrick construction entitled as 'protective walls'. They were found at Deir El Bahari 
leading to the temple of Mentuhotep 11, Hatshepsut and Thutmosis Ill. See Arnold, Egyptian 
Architecture, p. 46. 
843 See above note no. 841. 
844 Reisner, Mycerinus, p. 25, plan. I. See Also Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menfite VI, p. 120, 
observation no. 32. 
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the two side exits, consisting ofthousands of small pottery vessels used in the daily cult inside 

the temple with other litters. Thus the two side exits were evidently used by the priests or the 

servants of the temple to throw away the litter of the temple. 845 Such rubbish heaps near the 

mortuary temples or the upper sides of causeway are well known but poorly documented. 846 

The Causeway of Shepseskaf 

Neither the total length nor the outer shape of Shepseskaf causeway is known. The 

poor documentation of the causeway is due to the incomplete excavation carried out mainly 

by Gustave Jequier in 1924-1925.847 Jequier only excavated the underground apartments of 

Shepseskafs monument, the so-called Mastabat Faraoun, with its mortuary temple and carried 

out some trial diggings along the visible course of the causeway.848 The lower part of the 

causeway together with the valley temple are still buried under the agriculture land, however 

the course of the causeway can be traced from the beginning of the desert moving westward 

towards the mortuary complex for some 760 m.849 The causeway follows the same slope of 

the ground, with some necessary embankments or low trenches. At a distance of about 50 m. 

from the outer enclosure wall of the mortuary temple, the causeway changes its angle and 

bends slightly to the north.850 The side walls of the causeway were made of mudbrick with 

their thickness of about 1.20 m. The base and the passage between the side walls was 1. 70 m. 

in width, covered with a vault.851 The side walls were plastered and whitewashed on the inside 

and the outside with no traces of decorations. 852 

According to Jequier, the causeway was surrounded by two low mudbrick walls that run 

parallel to the causeway. 853 Also Maragioglio and Rinaldi documented the remains of a 

845 R. M . 25 etsner, ycermus, p. . 
846 See pp. 157-158. 
847 Jequier, Mastabat Faraoun, pp. 19ff. 
848 !bid, pl. X, 1 &2. 
849 !bid, p. 19. 
850 !bid, general plan in front of page I. 
851 Only part of the side walls, covered with a vaulted ceiling, were found intact. See Jequier, Mastabat 
Faraoun, pl. X- 2. 
852 The better preserved areas of the causeway, made it possible to gain information about the building 
methods during the last stage of the construction of the king's royal mortuary complex. It is evident 
that the side walls were constructed in sections leaving spaces in between for the movement of the 
workers and the construction materials, these spaces were later blocked and filled during the finishing 
of the vault covering. The remains of the causeway, however show evidence of hasty work and poor 
workmanship, especially in the joints between the sections of the side walls. See !bid, p. 20; 
Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Meifzte VI, p. 150. 
853 Jequier, Mastabat Faraoun, p. 20. 
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parallel mudbrick wall during their survey. 854 In my opinion, these structures were not walls 

but subsidiary roads which represent the functional accesses to the pyramid complex after 

blocking the entrance of the causeway from the valley temple. Unfortunately the destruction 

and the poor preservation of the monument made it difficult to determine precisely how the 

causeway ended at its upper part, only the south side wall appeared to continue straight till it 

joined the inner enclosure wall of the mortuary temple, while the north wall seems to have 

ended some 20 m. before the south wall. 855 

The Causeway of Userkaf 

There has never been a systematic excavation carried out to investigate the site of the 

causeway or the access to the mortuary temple. 856 Though only the most upper part of the 

causeway can be traced where it joined the mortuary temple, the course of the causeway 

appeared on the map published by Perring. 857 The causeway appeared to run straight from the 

valley uphill to the mortuary temple with a northern direction from its starting point. Perring 

erroneously described the causeway as "inclined road to pyramids no. 2 and 3 (Userkaf and 

Djoser)" and not as the causeway of Userkaf. 858 Maragioglio and Rinaldi were the first 

scholars who identified what Perring called "inclined road" as the causeway of Userkaf.859 

Now the course of the causeway is not visible and the causeway itself is almost destroyed 

completely to its foundations. 860 As we already mentioned, only a small part of it had been 

excavated at the point where it joined the upper temple and the part which is located inside the 

Dry Moat. It was paved with Basalt and decorated with very fine bas-reliefs.861 Interesting 

enough is the discussion of the means by which the causeway crossed over the channel of the 

Dry Moat with its width reaching almost 40 m. According to N. Swelim,862 the causeway 

must have crossed the Dry Moat by means of a bridge creating a tunnel under it and keeping 

the depression of the Dry Moat open. Using bridges and making tunnels under giant 

constructions like causeways was well known and long practiced by the ancient Egyptians, 

854 Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menfite VI, p. 150. 
855 See Jequier, Mastabat Faraoun, general plan in front of p. 1.; Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi 
Menfite VI, p. 148, pi. 15. 
856 Labrousse, Lauer, Ouserkaf et Neferhetepes, p. 40. 
857 Perring, The Pyramids ofGizeh Ill, PI. VII. 
858 Ibid. 
859 Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menfite, VII, p. 40-42 (ohs. No. 27), pi. 2, fig. 9; Labrousse, Lauer, 
Ouserkaf et Neferhetepes, p. 40 (note no. 81 ). 
860 A great part of the causeway is under the asphalt road which is the only accessible road now to the 
monuments of Saqqara. 
861 Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menfite VII, p. 24. 
862 N. Swelim, In: Pyramid Studies, p. 22. 
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especially in Giza as explained by Swelim (for example the tunnels under Khufu's causeway 

and the giant gate of Heit El Ghourab ). 863 In fact, it must be noted that Userkaf is the first king 

who entered the site enclosed by the Dry Moat which was completely intact since the 

construction of the Step Pyramid and during the Fourth Dynasty. The Dry Moat was one of 

the reasons for the privacy and isolation of this site. This was obviously known by Userkaf 

who naturally wanted to secure the same privacy, protection and above all legitimacy for his 

rule. Another problem with this causeway is the verification of its original decoration because 

not even a single fragment was found in situ! Some of the inscribed blocks from El Lisht were 

attributed to either the causeway or the valley temple of Userkaf. The scenes depicted on 

these blocks represent the arrival of the royal boat from the temple of Bastet and units of 
. 864 runnmg troops. 

The Causeway of Neferirkare 

It was partly taken over and completed by his son, King Niuserre, after modifying its 

upper part to reach and join his own mortuary complex.865 

The Causeway of Reneferef 

The mortuary complex of Reneferef, as explained before, was hastily finished and a 

causeway had never been built.866 It is important, however to stress the fact that without a 

causeway and a valley temple, both of the two royal complexes ofNeferirkare and Reneferef 

functioned for long time. M. Vemer suggested that Neferirkare's and Reneferefs mortuary 

temple could have been accessible for people coming from the Nile valley either by a detour 

through Niuserre's mortuary temple or directly from the east.867 In fact archeological 

investigations of the site between the causeway of Sahure and that of Niuserre are much 

needed because there is evidence of a mudbrick road which runs east- west and parallel to the 

above mentioned causeways. 868 Only traces of this road were documented during the 

installation of the cement slabs which lead up to the plateau from the modem entrance of the 

863 !bid, Cweik, Relief Decoration, p. 109, note no. 437. 
864 A. Oppenheim, In: Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids, pp. 318-321. 
865 It would not be fair to state that Niuserre usurped the causeway of his father without giving an 
explanation for this act. See pp. 54-55. 
866 Verner, The Pyramids, pp 309-310. 
867 !bid 
868 According to M. Vemer, a similar mudbrick road must have existed to the south ofNiuserre's 
causeway in order to serve the funerary complexes ofReneferef and Khentkaus. Personal 
communication with M. Verner. 
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site, also during the SCA excavation on the southern side of Sahure's causeway. It is most 

likely that mudbrick roads were constructed to give access to the necropolis of Abusir. Finally 

we must emphasize that Abusir royal necropolis was not an exception and the two royal 

causeways of Sahure and Niuserre were not in use after the burial of their owners and other 

mudbrick roads were installed to give easy access for the movement of the priests, the 

officials, and the servants who were in charge of these mortuary complexes. 869 

The Causeway of Niuserre 

Only three trial soundings had been made by Borchardt on the upper and lower ends of 

the causeway and in the area where the causeway bends and changes its angle. 870 It was 

originally planned for Neferirkare's pyramid complex.871 However, and due to, the sudden 

death of Neferirkare and the very short reign of his immediate successor - Reneferef, the 

causeway had been left unfinished till it was completed and finished by Neuserre, who not 

only completed the causeway but also changed the angle and diverted the direction of its last 

third to the north to reach and serve his mortuary temple as a part of his complex. 872 The 

causeway started from northern part of the western wall of the valley temple. Borchardt 

believed that it was originally used as a supply ramp for the construction materials before it 

was completed and roofed. 873 

The Base 

The base was formed by an embankment that carried the upper part of the covered 

corridor. The embankment had been made by constructing two parallel walls of local 

limestone, leaving a space of about 3.80 m. in between; this was filled in with a filling of 

869 See Borchardt's note (Sahure, I, p. 39.) concerning the existence of a mudbrick wall blocking the 
lower entrance to Sahure's causeway from the valley. 
870 Borchardt, Niuserre, p. 12ff. 
871 According to Maragioglio and Rinaldi (Piramidi Men.fite VII, p. 142), and based on the unfinished 
state of Neferirkare's pyramid, the construction of the causeway was interrupted in its first stages by 
the king's death and the causeway was not more than an inclined and uncovered road. 
872Maragioglio and Rinaldi, Piramidi Men.fite VIII, p. 50, obs. no. 22. King Niuserre reused the blocks 
from the last one third of the causeway where it joined the mortuary temple of Neferirkare when he 
changed the direction of the causeway to reach his own mortuary temple. The two Italian architects 
believed that the filling, or the rubble, was left over from the demolition of this part of the causeway, 
however, it could have been easily found if Borchardt intended to make trial excavations of this site. It 
must be taken into consideration that the non-existence of this rubble does not stand as evidence that 
the causeway does not belong to Neferirkare. 
873 Borchardt, Niuserre, p. 12. 
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loose stones and sand. 874 The inner sides of the two walls are vertical; the outer sides are 

stepped and inclined at an angle of 75 o 30'. The inclination made by the step form of the 

courses of the limestone, where each course was laid back slightly from the one below it. 

Then the step form of the outer sides of the walls was covered by a casing of white limestone 

with smoothed faces inclined at an angle of about 54 o 30'. 875 The outer casing consisted of 

irregular, relatively small blocks arranged in irregular courses with a trapezoidal position to 

suit the natural slope of the ground. The mortar which was used outside was made of lime 

while the inside mortar was made of mud and sand. The height of the base varied according to 

the contours of the ground. In the places where the base is relatively high special care was 

given to the stability of the two walls of the embankments by increasing the thickness of their 

bases and forming them in a stepped structure. 

The Corridor 

The total length of the causeway is 365 m. The passage between the side walls was 

2.60 m. wide with its floor cased with white fine limestone. Borchardt believed that marks he 

found on the floor were due to the hauling of the sledges that carried the royal burial with its 

equipments. 876 The fine white limestone side walls were supported on a dado of basalt stone 

at a height of about 1.04 m. The total thickness of the side wall, at the base, is 1.08 m. The 

inside faces of the side walls were vertical while the outer sides were slightly sloping. The 

roof was made of large slabs of limestone with their inner faces decorated with has-reliefs that 

represented yellow stars on a blue background. In Borchardt's reconstruction of the causeway 

we can see that the side walls ended above the roofing slabs with the Egyptian Cornice, while 

the illumination of the passage was made through slits in the ceiling.877 The inner faces of the 

side walls were decorated just above the basalt dado with delicate has-reliefs. From the 

excavated areas of the causeway, Borchardt discovered scenes which depicted the king as a 

lion (only the paws survived) devastating his enemies of the south (Negroes), the east 

874 Ibid., p. 43, pl. 7. 
875 The differences between the measurements taken by the excavator, L. Borchardt, and those taken 
by Maragioglio and Rinaldi are very small and it has been proved that Borchardt's measurements were 
in most cases correct, however, the measurements and inclination angles adapted here are those of 
Maragioglio and Rinaldi (Piramidi Men.fite VIII, p. 34.). 
876 Borchardt, Niuserre, p. 12. However, Maragioglio and Rinaldi (Ibid., p. 50, ohs. No. 24) argued 
that these marks could have happened by the use of the causeway after the royal burial or by the 
sledges that had been used in moving the stones from the upper part of the king's complex. 
877 Borchardt, Niuserre, p. 25, pis. 6, 7. See also, Maragioglio and Rinaldi (Piramidi Men.fite VIII, p. 
52, ohs. n. 25). 
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(Asiatic), the west (Libyans) and an enemy from Punt878 and, long processions of captives 

marching with their arms bound.879 

The Causeway of Djedkare 

Only the last upper 30 m. of the causeway of Djedkare, and the point where it joined 

the entrance to the mortuary temple had been excavated by Abdel Salam Hussein in 1945-

1946,880 who also dug additional trial trenches at about halfway along the course of the 

causeway. However and unfortunately, the results of his work have never been published 

because of his death and the loss of any documentation of his activities. According to the 

survey made by Maragioglio and Rinaldi,881 the causeway's length is about 220 m.,882 running 

east-west with a slight inclination to the south. The body of the causeway was constructed by 

means of low trenches in the natural bedrock for the placement of the foundation blocks. Also 

low embankments were necessary in some places along the course of the causeway. It was 

paved with fine limestone and the side walls had vertical faces from inside and sloping faces 

from outside. The width of the side walls was about 2.5 m. The passage between the two side 

walls was covered with limestone slabs with slits in the middle of the slabs for the 

illumination and ventilation. 883 Also the roofing slabs had their under sides decorated with 

has-relief which represent five pointed stars; only a small block of the covering slabs was 

discovered decorated with the above mentioned stars. This discovery makes it most likely that 

the inner sides of the side walls of the causeway were also decorated. An additional structure 

was added to the complex, and more precisely to the southern part of the eastern fayade of the 

mortuary temple. This addition - most likely open courts - was reachable through an entrance 

cut in the last part of the south wall of the causeway.884 However, it must be stressed that, the 

so-called side entrance of the causeway was part of the original plan of the causeway and 

preceded the construction of the additional building. Several side entrances at the same 

878 Borchardt (Niuserre, p. 12) marked the Puntite enemy as an Egyptian. See also Maragioglio, 
Rinaldi, Piramidi Merifite VIII, p. 36. 
879 Borchardt, Ne-user-rea, pp. 46-49, fig. 29, 31, pis. 8-12. 
880 Also unpublished excavations were carried out by Ahmed Fakhry between 1952-1953 but mostly in 
the queen's complex, see: Fakhry, The Pyramids, pp. 180-181; Z. Hawass, M. Vemer, MDAIK 52 
(1996): 179. 
881 Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menfite, VIII, p. 86. 
882 In comparison with only 67 m. givien by Grinsell (Egyptian Pyramids, p. 143); see also 
Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menfite VIII, p. 86, obs. no. 17. 
883 Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Merifite VIII, obs. no. 18. 
884 According to Maragioglio and Rinaldi (Ibid., p. 86, 88.) this modivation was added to the temple in 
the time of Djedkare himself because of the discovery of the name of Djedkare/lsesi's pyramid and a 
list of the individuals who served in his complex. 
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location and nature are well attested to in the causeways of the pyramid complexes of Pepy II 

and most likely also the causeway of the Meidum Pyramid and that of the Mastabat 

Faraoun. 885 

The Causeway of Unas 

In 1937- 1938 Selim Hassan with his deputy field director, Zakaria Ghoneim, were 

able to excavate the last upper 250 m. of the causeway.886 Hassan's excavations unearthed 

hundreds of inscribed blocks and fragments. 887 Between 1941 - 1943 Abd el-Salam Hussein 

carried out three trial soundings along the course of the causeway. 888 Also it was largely 

investigated between 1971 - 1990 by Ahmad Moussa and Audran Labrousse whose 

publication together is considered to be the most complete if not the only complete 

publication concerning a causeway from the Old Kingdom.889 Recently (2005), the Egyptian 

Expedition of the SCA directed by Zahi Hawass discovered a late period shaft tomb in the 

middle of the causeway, very close to the tomb of the Two Brothers. What is important for 

this research is the discovery of some inscribed blocks from the causeway in the filling of the 

shaft. 890 (Figs. 1, 2) The relief depicts men leading animals.891 

The causeway is 720 m. long.892 No doubt that the construction of Unas's causeway 

was not an easy task, where the construction project had to overcome two major problems. 

The first is the considerably long distance between the valley temple and the mortuary temple. 

It was not possible to plan a straight causeway to link the two temples because of the very 

high hills of the plateau south of the existed causeway. Therefore the architect was forced to 

change the direction of the causeway twice and follow an inclined course. The second 

problem is the need to construct huge embankments in some places, especially the lower part 

885 Also the causeways of Senwosert I at El Lisht and Amenemhat Ill at Dahshur, see Arnold, 
Senwosert I, I, p. 20, footnote No. 39. (The function of these side walls Arnold, p. 20). 
886 Part of the results of Hassan's work on the causeway were published in articles; S. Hassan; ASAE 
38 (1938): 519-521, pls. XCIV-XCVII; id., zAS 80 (1955): 136-139, pls. XII-XIII. 
887 According to Drioton (BIE 25 (1943): 45-54), S. Hassan discovered 400 blocks. However of what 
Hassan uncovered only eight scenes were briefly published by Selim Hassan in the above mentioned 
articles. 
888 A. M. Hussein, ASAE 43 (1943): 439-442, pls. XXVIII-XXX with a general plan of the course of 
the causeway. It might be noteworthy to add here that this Article published by Abd el-Salam M. 
Hussein was erroneously attributed by Z. Hawass and M. Verner (MDAIK 52 (1996): 43, note no. 30) 
to Selim Hassan! The same mistake was also made by A. Cwiek (Relief Decoration, p. 128, note no. 
515). 
889 Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du Ounas. 
890 Personal communication with Z. Hawass. 
891 I am very grateful to Dr. Zahi Hawass who kindly gave me permission to publish a photograph of 
the inscribed blocks. 
892 Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du Ounas, p. 5, footnote no. 18. 
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of the causeway and when it passes the fosse of the Dry Moat. 893 The causeway starts from 

the valley temple, very close to the northwestern corner of the temple and runs east-west 

inclined to the north; at about 280 m. the causeway changes direction sharply to the west and 

runs for about 300 m. before it again changes the inclined angle to run east-west in an almost 

straight course for another 150 m. before it joins the mortuary temple. The construction of the 

foundation of the causeway led to the covering of the tombs which were located on the route 

of the new planned causeway of Unas. 894 The foundation consisted of two parallel walls of 

local limestone with their outer sides in a step form covered with fine limestone. The space 

between the two walls was filled in with rubble, irregular stones and mortar. The causeway 

had a covered passage with the two side walls made of fine limestone, each wall consisted of 

seven courses of limestone blocks with a width about 2 m. from the base. The inside face is 

vertical and the outside face is slightly sloping. The passage between the two side walls was 

paved with irregular white limestone slabs and covered with white limestone slabs with its 

undersides decorated with yellow stars against a blue background. The width of the passage is 

2.60 m.895 The illumination and ventilation were through small slits in the middle of the 

covering slabs. 896 

As mentioned before, the side walls of the causeway consisted of 7 courses of fine 

white limestone. 897 The first two courses and a small part of the third course were painted 

black and left undecorated; this was topped by a dado of wide strips of red and yellow paint. 

Above the colored strips the side walls were covered with scenes and inscriptions in low 

polychrome relief. The seventh, or the last upper course, was decorated with the kheker 

motive decoration. 898 According to Audran Labrousse and Ahmed Moussa, 899 the discovered 

scenes from the causeway were divided into three main groups of themes. 

The first main group of themes represents the triumph of Egypt over its enemies. This was 

expressed by a series of scenes which represent: 

Bringing the prisoners by the gods to the king. 

893 According to S. Hassan (ZiS 80 (1955): 136) the embankment reached a height of over 55 m. from 
ground level. See also Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du Ounas, pp. 5ff., fig. 1. 
894 Among the tombs which were covered by the construction of the causeway, the tomb of the Two 
Brothers (Niankhkhnum and Khnumhotep), see Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du Ounas, p. 7, fig. 
1. 
895 Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du Ounas, pp. 7-10, figs. 2-6. 
896 M. A. M. Raslan, 'The causeway of Ounas Pyramid,' ASAE 61 (1973): 157-158. Labrousse, 
Moussa, La chaussee du Ounas, pp. 9-10. 
897 However S. Hassan (ASAE 38 (1938): 519; id., ZiS 80 (1955): 137) mentioned that the side walls 
consist of only six courses. 
898 Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du Ounas, p. 13, note no. 61, fig. 10. 
899 lbid.,p.14. 
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Goddess Seshat counting the spoils. 

The king as a sphinx or a griffin devastating his enemies. 

These themes were entitled by Labrousse and Moussa as 'Tableaux du triomphe de 

l'Egypte' .900 

Battle scene between the Egyptians and the Asiatics.901 

The second main group represents the secondary themes: 

The royal boat.902 

Arrival of the Asiatics on boats.903 

Cargo ships loaded with constructional materials.904 

Market scene.905 

Scenes of making jewelry and the so-called scenes of the seasons of the 

year.9o6 

The third main group represents the official scenes which include: 

Enthroned king. 907 

Procession of the desert animals.908 

Procession of the domesticated animals.909 

Scene of the royal court.910 

P . f f'C. . 911 rocesswn o o 1ermgs. 

900 Ibid., pp. 19-20, figs. 14, 15. 
901 Ibid., pp. 21-23, figs. 16-21. Selim Hassan addressed the scene as a battle between the Egyptians 
and the Bedouins. However he connected the scene with another one that shows ships loaded with 
what he assumed were Asiatic prisoners. See S. Hassan; ASAE 38 (1938): 520, pl. XCV. Also as 
"foreign, Asiatic, enemy" in: id., ZA'S 80 (1955): 138. 
902 Only remains of a prow with the name of the crew, working on the boat, inscribed above the prow 
and food containers still can be seen. Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du Ounas, fig. 23. In the light 
of the newly discovered scenes of the royal boats of Sahure, the above mentioned remains of the boat 
cannot be the royal boat because of the existence of the food containers and the relatively small size of 
the prow which can only be of one of the escort boats which used to accompany the royal boat. 
903 S. Hassan, ASAE 38 (1938): 520 (as Asiatic prisoners); id., ZA'S 80 (1955): p. 139, fig. 2; 
Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du Ounas, pp.27-28, fig. 27. 
904 .. 

S. Hassan, ASAE 38 (1938): 519-520; id., ZAS 80 (1955): 137-138, fig. 1; Labrousse, Moussa, La 
chaussee du Ounas, pp. 27-28, figs. 28-34. 
905 .. 

S. Hassan, ASAE 38 (1938): 520; id., ZAS 80 (1955): 139, Tafel XIII (Abb. 2); Labrousse, Moussa, 
La chaussee du Ounas, pp. 33-34, figs. 36-40. 
906 .. 

S. Hassan, ASAE 38 (1938): 520; id., ZAS 80 (1955): 138, Tafel XII (Abb. 2); Labrousse, Moussa, 
La chaussee du Ounas, pp. 35-47, figs. 41-59. 
907 Ibid., pp. 48-50, figs. 60-63. 
908 Ibid., pp. 50-52, figs. 64-67. 
909 Ibid., pp. 52-53, figs. 68-72. 
910 Ibid., pp. 54-74, figs. 73-105. 
911 Ibid., pp. 7 4-80, figs. 106-111. 
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Procession ofthe funerary domains.912 

Hypothetical scene ofthe feast. 913 

One must stress here the fact that this definition of the wall relief program of the Unas' s 

causeway shows the misunderstanding of the concepts of the relief decoration program. 

Therefore this definition cannot be accepted for the following reasons: 

Until recently, scholars did not have a precise idea concerning the scheme of 

wall relief program of an Old Kingdom causeway, therefore classifying the 

scenes as secondary scenes and others as main scene does not stand on a solid 

ground and eventually cannot be accepted. 

The above mentioned definition separates between scenes which actually 

were connected together. For instance scenes ofthe king sitting on the throne 

which, as proved by the newly discovered scenes from Sahure's causeway,914 

represent the king as a witness and pivot of all scenes like: the arrival of the 

Asiatics on boats, the arrival of the cargo ships loaded with constructional 

materials, the procession of the desert and domesticated animals, scenes of the 

royal courtiers and the high officials,915 procession of offerings and the 

procession of the funerary domains. The separation between the scenes, made 

by Labrousse and Moussa's definition, is also clear in the case of the famous 

scene known as the 'famine scene', which depicts some miserable Bedouin 

families suffering from hunger.916 This scene must be studied in light of other 

scenes that related to the king's activities in the foreign countries. Therefore, 

the famine scene can be connected with the scene of the king's expedition to 

the eastern desert, if not to Asia, or the battle scene between the Egyptians 

and the Asiatics. 

Also, Labrousse and Moussa definition of the scenes makes it difficult to 

explore and examine the relation between different scenes, for instance the 

relation between the arrival of the "Asiatic prisoners" and the arrival of the 

912 !bid, pp. 87-107, figs. 120-160. 
913 !bid, pp. 81-86, figs. 112-119. 
914 See for example the scenes of Punt Expedition, (pi. 5) 
915 Scenes depict high officials and royal courtiers are always part of large scenes either showing the 
king receiving expeditions; celebrating special occasions; hunting, or even receiving reports from his 
courtiers. In summation, scenes of the courtiers and officials cannot be studied separately and away 
from their context. See chapter VI. 
916 .. 

S. Hassan, ZAS 80 (1955): 139; E. Drioton, BIE 25 (1943): 7-13; J. Vercoutter, In: Melanges 
Mokhtar, BdE 9712 (1985): 327-337; Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du Ounas, pp. 85-86, figs. 117-
118. 
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cargo ships with the constructional materials. Both scenes were part of a 

larger theme that represent the success of the king sending expeditions to 

bring everything that his pyramid project needed. Here the bringing of the 

Asiatics can be considered as evidence that their land was controlled by the 

king's men and can be compared with the newly discovered scenes from 

Sahure's causeway which represents the arrival of the king's expedition from 

Punt with some Puntite families.917 

Most of the scenes from Unas's causeway were hypothetically allocated on the two side walls 

based on the location where they were discovered, and so was the direction of the scenes. 

Thus the distribution of the scenes on the causeway walls cannot be accurate and will remain 

a hypothesis.918 In addition to the inscribed blocks which were uncovered around the 

causeway of Unas, other inscribed blocks from his complex were discovered in the pyramid 

complex of Amenemhat I in El Lisht.919 These inscribed blocks most probably came from the 

valley temple and the causeway ofUnas. 920 

The Causeway of Teti: 

Our information about the causeways from the Sixth Dynasty are scarce. The 

causeways of Teti, Pepy I and Merenre have not yet been fully examined.921 Neither the map 

of North Saqqara published by Perring,922 nor the one published by Lepsius923 shows the 

course of Teti's causeway. However on Perring's map one can see the course of what Perring 

described as a mudbrick causeway of Teti's Pyramid (or pyramid no. 1 as he labeled it).924 

Only the last part of the causeway where it joins the mortuary temple was excavated.925 It is 

clear that the causeway ended at the southeastern corner of the mortuary temple and not at the 

middle of the temple like most of the funerary complexes, because of the existence of an old 

structure. That is, the so-called, Headless Pyramid (Lepsius No. XXIX).926 Therefore a north

south hall was added to the plan of the temple to connect between the causeway and the 

917 See chapter VI. 
918 For the distribution of the scenes on the side walls see: Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du Ounas, 
fig. 9. 
919 Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, pp. 24-26, pp. 59-74. 
920 Ibid., pp. 24-26. 
921 z. Hawass, M. Verner, MDAIK 52 (1996): 180. 
922 Perring, the Pyramids ofGizeh Ill. pl.VII (on the map, the pyramid ofTeti was given no. 1). 
923 LD I, pl. 33 (pyramid XXX). 
924 Perring, The Pyramids of Gizeh Ill, p. 9. pl.VII. The same causeway was mentioned also by 
Lepsius after Perring (LD I, Text, p. 189). 
925 Lauer, Leclant, Teti, pp.9-11. PI. XXXV. 
926 Verner, The Pyramids, 344. 
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entrance hall. It was covered with a vault decorated with stars.927 According to M. Lehner, 

and due to the location of the pyramid on a very high plateau with a sharp inclination to the 

valley, an enormous embankment would have been essential for the construction of the 

causeway to link between the mortuary and valley temples. 928 However the length of this 

hypothetical causeway would not be more than 300 m.929 From the most upper part of the 

causeway it appears that the thickness of the side walls is 2 m., and the passage between the 

two side walls was about 2.30 m. wide.930 

The Causeway of Pepy I. 

Only the last upper part of the causeway was excavated. According to A. Labrousse, 

the causeway was about 150 m. long. The side walls were decorated with has-relief scenes 

and the roofing slabs were resting on the side walls without joining each other in the middle 

of the causeway, leaving a narrow space for illumination and ventilation. The slabs were 

decorated from underneath with white stars on a blue background. 931 

The Causeway of Merenre 

The causeway of Merenre has never been excavated and the only notes on it were left 

by Perring.932 According to Perring, the causeway runs obliquely into the valley to the 

southward ofDjedkare's pyramid.933 The causeway was about 250 m. long.934 

The Causeway of Pepy 11 

Among the causeways of the Sixth Dynasty, only the causeway of Pepy II was 

satisfactorily excavated by Gustave Jequier.935 The causeway is more than 500 m. long. It 

changed its direction and angle twice, before reaching the mortuary temple, following the 

natural slope of the plateau. The foundations were made of the local limestone with an outer 

casing of fine limestone. The outer casing was covering the stepped form of the foundations. 

The side walls were about 2 m. wide, made of fine white limestone with its inner sides 

927 Lauer, Leclant, Teti, p.9, fig. 3, PI. XXXV. 
928 Lehner, The Complete Pyramids, p. 156. 
929 Verner, The Pyramids, 344 
930 Lauer, Leclant, Teti, PI. XXXV. 
931 Labrousse, Regards sur une Pyramide, p. 58. 
932 Perring, The Pyramids of Gizeh Ill, p.13. (plates, Ill) pl. VII. 
933 Ibid. 
934 Verner, The Pyramids, p. 361. 
935 Jequier, Pepi I!, II, pp. 8-16. However, we know that Jequier only made trial diggings along the 
course of the causeway. 
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decorated with polychrome has-relief decorations. The covering of the passage followed the 

traditional style of causeways. 

The program of the decoration is very similar to that of Sahure, Niuserre and Unas.936 

The scattered fragments found along the causeway allowed Jequier to reconstruct some of the 

scenes which appear to originate from the lower part of the causeway, both on the northern 

and southern side walls; representations of the king as a griffin and a lion with a human head 

devastating with his paws Asiatics and Libyans enemies.937 Also representations of gods and 

goddesses bringing captives and booty are present.938 On the upper part of the southern wall 

of the causeway is a representation of the king seated on the throne, wearing the double crown 

and in front of him is a procession of gods and goddesses, and the personified funerary 

domains carrying offerings.939 Also representations of the funerary domains, carrying 

offerings, are shown on the upper part of the northern causeway.940 

936 Jequier, Pepi II, 11, pp. 8-14, fig. 5, p1s. 1, 29. 
937 Ibid., p1s. 15-18.; Hawass, Funerary Establishments. p. 510. 
938 Jequier, Pepi II, Ill, pls. 12-14. 
939 Ibid., pls19-23; Z. Hawass, Funerary Establishments 510; Id, M. Verner, MDAIK 52 (1996): 180. 
940 Jequier, Pepi II, Ill, pls. 24-29. 
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IV.3 Relief Decoration Program 

The later survey of the available information on the Old Kingdom causeways 

emphasizes the following facts: early causeways were undecorated and opened to the sky. 

Khufu's causeway represents the first example of a covered and decorated causeway. During 

the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties, causeways followed a specific wall relief program which is in 

fact a minimized version of the principal wall relief program of the mortuary temple. It is 

argued here that both the valley temple and causeway displayed on their walls a minimized 

version of the wall relief program of the mortuary temple. This minimized program consists 

of three main episodes: the king's success in defeating the forces of the disorder, the king's 

success in supporting the world of Maat, and finally as a result of the king's activities, a group 

of scenes which represent the sustenance for the king in his final resting place. The definition 

of the causeway wall relief program proposed in this research is based mostly on the newly 

discovered reliefs from Sahure's causeway which are published in the following chapters. 

IV.3.1 Defeating the Forces of the Disorder 

The concept of defeating the forces of disorder is clearly emphasized on the inner 

walls of the causeway by different scenes that include scenes of the king as a sphinx or a 

griffin slaying his enemies.941 These scenes (the king as a sphinx and a griffin) seem to be 

exclusive on the entrances of the causeways during the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties. Though the 

first example of this motif appeared in the mortuary complex of Sahure at Abusir and 

particularly in the valley temple of the king according to Borchart's publication,942 similar 

scenes depicting the king as a griffin or a sphinx were most likely depicted on the first part of 

the causeway from the valley temple.943 This is supported by the following: the first evidence 

is the discovery of a small single fragment which depicts part of the head and the chest of an 

Asiatic being smashed under the paw of a sphinx or a griffin. The fragment was found in 2004 

during our cleaning work, to take some measurements and investigate the causeway's 

foundation, on the southern side of the lower part of the causeway. In fact we did not expect 

to find anything because the site was excavated by Borchardt. (Fig. 3) The fragment can be 

compared with a similar fragment from the causeway of Niuserre.944 A second piece of 

evidence which indicates the existence of a depiction of the king smiting enemies is the 

941 See chapter Ill. pp. 86-87. 
942 Borchardt, Sahure, I, p. 8; II (text) pp. 21-22, 83-84; 11 (plates), pl. 8. 
943 One must also put into consideration the location of Giza Sphinx first to the causeway of Khafre 
and secondly to his valley temple. See p. 88, note no. 526. 
944 Borchardt, Niuserre, pl. 12 (no. 2). 
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discovery of a large scene on the northern wall of the lower end of the causeway.945 Such 

scenes are usually accompanying scenes of the king smiting his enemies. After Sahure, scenes 

that depict the king as a sphinx and a griffin were discovered from the causeways of 

Niuserre,946 Unas,947 and Pepy 11.948 It is noteworthy that the depiction of these motifs reflect 

how the ancient Egyptians regarded the causeway as a sacred road which should be flanked 

with these metaphoric forms of the king. Therefore a correlation between causeways and 

roads flanked by sphinxes or ram headed sphinxes in front of the temples from the New 

Kingdom on should be kept in mind. In fact this relation supports the argument that 

causeways evolved from the royal roads that connected between the royal palaces and their 

ports on the Nile or the water canals which led to the Nile.949 

In addition to the metaphoric depictions of the king smiting the enemies, other 

depictions of the king catching birds in the marshes with clapping nets were also discovered. 

The best preserved example is the newly discovered scene from the northern wall of Sahure's 

causeway.950 Scenes that expressed the defeating or controlling the forces of the disorder were 

dogmatized by the existence of deities who are not helping the king, as was previously 

expressed, but legitimizing the king's deeds by giving him the authority over these forces. In 

this concept one should interpret the scenes of the gods leading captives with the inscriptions 

promising the king everything in the foreign lands and all foreign lands.951 

IV.3.2 Supporting the World ofMaat 

After the king stressed his competency in defeating the evil forces of the disorder, 

scenes depicting the ideal world of the king were displayed along the causeway. What 

survived from such scenes depicts: the king receiving his successful expeditions,952 visiting 

sanctuaries,953 or watching the training of his crews,954 activities of building and furnishing 

945 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), pp. 18-21, 79-83; 11 (plate), pl. 5-7. 
946 Borchardt, Niuserre, pls. 8-10; pi. 12 (details); fig. 29, pi. 11. 
947 Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du roi Ounas, pp. 19-20, figs. 14-15 (hypothetical reconstruction). 
948 See p. 88. 
949 See pp. 113 ff. 
950 See pp. 276-294. 
951 This is clear in the above mentioned scene from Sahure's causeway. See Borchardt, Sahure, 11 
(Text), pp. 79-83. 
952 For Sahure's scenes, see pp. 199ff. For the arrival ofUnas' s expedition from the granite quarries in 
Elephantine see, S. Hassan, ZAS 80 (1955): 137-138, fig. 1; Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du roi 
Ounas, pp. 29-32, figs. 28-34 (doe. 16-20). 
953 See pp. 169ff. Also see excurse 1. 
954 See pp. 264ff. 
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the king's complex with funerary equipments955 in elaborate celebrations with dancers, 

singers and slaughtering oxen.956 Other scenes of life in the fields,957 workshops and markets 

are also depicted.958 D. Arnold referred to such scenes as 'scenes from life' .959 Yet, a close 

investigation of the meaning of the scenes will confirm that we are confronting an ideal life of 

an active society ruled by a god-king for whom the wonders of the universe were brought and 

under his divine authority the universe acts. 

IV.3.3 Eternal Life after Death 

The last section on the upper part of the causeway depicts the king on a throne, facing 

unceasing rows of personifications of funerary domains, estates and nomes carrying offerings 

and marching into the mortuary temple. Recent excavation by the SCA revealed (so far) the 

best preserved and most complete scene that depicts rows of the female figures as 

personifications of Sahure's funerary domains, estates and male figures as personifications of 

the PJ;w of Lower Egypt. (fig. 4) The scene was depicted on the upper part of the northern 

wall on huge limestone blocks (average size is 2 x 2 m.); each scene is divided into four 

registers occupied by female figures, personifications of the king's funerary domains, 

followed by the male figures, personifications of the Pl;w.960 Similar scenes had been attested 

to from the upper part ofUnas's causeway,961 and in the upper part ofPepy II's causeway.962 

We can assume with certainty that the scene was exclusive on the most upper part of the 

causeway and stretches to the walls of the pr-wrw.963 Scholars used to interpret scenes of 

personifications based on their location (entrance to the mortuary temple) as an indication that 

the whole country was supporting the maintaining of the king's eternal residence by satisfying 

955 See pp. 247-253. 
956 See pp. 254-258. 
957 S. Hassan, ZAS 80 (1955): 138, pl. 2; Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du roi Ounas, pp. 39-40, fig. 
43, pl. VIb (doe. 29 a-b). 
958 S. Hassan, ASAE 38 (1938): pl. XCVI; Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du roi Ounas, pp. 33-36, 
figs. 36-41, pls. III-V (doe. 22-27). 
959 Arnold. Egyptian Architecture, p. 46. 
960 Until now we uncovered six blocks with total length of 12 m. The rest of the scene is depicted on 
other stones that are still buried under the sand to be discovered in the future. The newly discovered 
scenes are a subject of a Ph.D. dissertation by M. Ismail (Charles University, Prague) 
961 Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du roi Ounas, pp. 87-107, figs. 120-160, pis. XVII-XXI (doe. 96-
121). 
962 Jequier, Pepi 11, 11, pls. pp. 14-16, 21-28. 
963 The first attestation of the scene was on the entrance wall and in the court (on the lower part of the 
eastern and western walls under the portico) of the statue temple of Sneferu at South Dahshure. See 
Fakhry, Sneferu, 11, pp. 17-58. For the artistic differences between Sneferu's scenes and later similar 
scenes, see Do. Arnold, in: Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids, p. 84. 
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the needs of his cult.964 However, it is argued here that the scenes depicted on the walls of the 

causeway from the first scene on the lower part showing the king trampling his enemies until 

the last scene before the depiction of the funerary domains, represent in fact the reasons why 

the temple of this king should be sustained forever by the whole country. It is because (as the 

relief program of the causeway should be read) the king upheld Maat during his life on earth 

and therefore the maintaining of his cult is a continuation of supporting the World of Order. In 

other words, scenes that depict the king destroying the forces of the disorder and supporting 

the world of Maat were important to legitimize the scenes of the personifications who were 

important for the continuation of the cult of the king. In fact, not only the wall reliefs of the 

causeway can be read in this way but also the wall relief program of the valley and the 

mortuary temple. Each started with depictions of the king destroying the forces of disorder 

followed by scenes of the king supporting the world of Maat. Therefore it was natural and 

expected for the king to be sitting by the offering table in the sanctuary (the false door room) 

facing rows of the offering bearers. 

Literary evidence might support the assumption that the king had to be depicted 

fulfilling his office to ensure and deserve eternal life. On the walls of side entrance of 

Sahure's mortuary temple and under the portico scenes of estates, personifications and 

fecundity figures were depicted.965 The inscriptions that accompanied the scene (depicted on 

the south wall of the doorway) stated: '[we give you all life, stability, and dominion], all joy, 

all offerings, all perfect things that are in Upper Egypt, since you have appeared as king of 

Upper and Lower Egypt alive forever' .966 The parallel scene on the north side of the doorway 

had the same inscriptions with 'Lower Egypt' instead of 'Upper Egypt'. The inscriptions 

leave no doubt that the king's legitimate right to eternal life was supported by the whole 

country.967 

964 A Roth (JARCE 30 (1993): 52 ff.) stated that a change in the kingship ideology and religious 
beliefs occurred at the beginning of the Fourth Dynasty. This change was in the relation between the 
king and the world of living after his death; this world provides the king's mortuary complex either 
commodities or the cult services by the priests became essential for the king's afterlife unlike the early 
king's of the first three dynasties who were more connected to their ancestors in gaining eternal 
afterlife. See also, Do. Amold, in: Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids, p. 84. 
965 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), pp. 24-25, 62-65. 11 (plates), pl. I. 
966 D. Amold, in: Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids, p. 338. 
967 See here p. 81. 
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Chapter V: Sahure's Causeway 

V.l History of Archaeological Explorations 

Vl.l Early Exploration Work 

In 1837 Perring carried out the first scientific exploration of Sahure's pyramid 

complex.968 Although, Perring's excavations at Sahure's complex were limited only to the 

northern side of the pyramid, where he cleaned the entrance and the passage to the royal 

burial chamber, he was able to introduce the first archaeological map of the Abusir pyramid 

field. 969 Perring identified Sahure' s causeway on his map as 'the northern causeway'. 970 It is 

obvious that in 1837 the route ofthe causeway was visible on the ground surface. 

During the winter of 1843 the Prussian expedition led by K. Richard Lepsius surveyed 

the pyramids of Abusir and registered the pyramid of Sahure as Pyramid No. 28.971 On the 

plan made by the expedition the route of the causeway is clear between the valley and 

mortuary temple and parts of the passage floor were visible above the desert surface. 

However, the first and last 40 meters of the causeway were buried under the windblown 

sand.972 Overall Lepsius's observations of the causeway and the results of his survey were 

generally accurate however, he made some minor mistakes in the measurements and the 

orientation angle of the causeway.973 

After Lepsius's expedition, De Morgan began excavations at the Abusir pyramids. His 

work primarily concentrated on opening the pyramids and reaching the burial chambers of the 

kings. Unfortunately, he did not publish anything about the substructure of Sahure's 

pyramid.974 

The major systematic investigation of Sahure's pyramid complex together with its 

astonishing results are in fact the results of the activities of the German Egyptologist, Ludwig 

Borchardt, who worked at Sahure's pyramid complex between 1907-1908 as the director of 

968 An account of Perring's work is published by H. Vyse, Appendix to Operations Carried on at the 
Pyramids ofGizeh in 1937, p. 12ff. 
969 Ibid., plan in p. 13; Perring, The Pyramids ofGizeh Ill, p. 6. 
970 The existence of only two causeways at Abusir (Sahure's causeway and that of Niuserre) led 
Perring (the Pyramids ofGizeh, Ill, p. 6.) to identify them as the Northern and Southern Causeway. 
971 LD I, pp. 131-134. 
972 Ibid., I (plates), pl. 32. 
973 According to the above mentioned plan made by R. Lepsius (LD I (plates), pl. 32) the causeway 
together with the entrance hall of the mortuary temple measured 240 m., However, and according to L. 
Borchardt's measurements (Sahure, I, p. 12) only the causeway measures 235 m. 
974 See Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menjite VII, p. 44. According to M. Verner (The Pyramids, p. 
281) the outer shape of Sahure's pyramid which resembles a low mound of sand was one of the main 
reasons that the earliest Egyptologists did not value or explore it. 
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the Deutsche Orient Gesellschaft. The results of Borchradt's fundamental work were 

published in his two-volume research, Das Grabdenkmal des Konigs S'a3/:lu-rec, I-ll, Leipzig 

1910, 1913. Borchardt' s publications, recognized as first class accounts of an archaeological 

work, became a standard of later archaeological publications of pyramid complexes. In 

Borchardt' s publications, an almost complete account was given of the architecture in the 

complex especially the pyramid (superstructure and substructure), the mortuary temple, the 

valley temple and the causeway. Yet, Borchardt's detailed reconstruction of Sahure's 

causeway was only based on a trial digging in the area between the causeway and the valley 

temple.975 Therefore many details and measurements in his reconstructions are without 

archaeological evidence. 976 The photographs published by Borchardt show that only the 

beginning of the causeway (from the valley temple) was excavated. Most probably scenes 

depicting Sahure as a sphinx and a griffin trampling his enemies, once decorated the 

lowermost part of the causeway.977 However, only a scene that depicts deities leading foreign 

enemies was found and assigned to the north wall of the causeway.978 

About 50 years after Borchardt's excavation ofSahure's pyramid complex, two Italian 

architects, Rinaldi and Maragioglio, visited the site and made important notes on the 

causeway's architecture and relief program.979 In 1994, the first systematic archaeological 

research, since Borchardt, was conducted at Sahure's pyramid complex. 

975 It is well known among scholars that Borchardt excavated the upper and lower areas of the 
causeway where it joins the valley and the mortuary temple yet, the SCA excavation of the upper part 
of the causeway uncovered enough evidence to prove that Borchardt never excavated the two adjacent 
areas of the upper part of the causeway and his work on the upper part of the causeway was limited 
only to the cleaning of the passage of the causeway and the entrance hall of the mortuary temple. 
976 For example the Egyptian Cornice which Borchardt (Sahure, I, p. 39, figs, 36,37) reconstructed on 
the upper ends of the side walls of the causeway. Traces of this motif were not found during the SCA's 
work although most of the slabs of the covering ceiling together with the Kheqer motifs of the upper 
side walls were discovered. It is, however, noticeable that both of the causeways and enclosure walls 
of the royal pyramid complexes used to be considered as architectural components of a second 
importance and therefore, were only partially excavated to take measurements to achieve a complete 
architectural map of the complex. Excuses for this traditional attitude towards some parts of the 
pyramid complex were very often attributed to a shortage of money and the wish to save effort and 
time. The survey given in chapter IV on the archeological accounts available on Old Kingdom 
pyramid causeways is evidence of this attitude. 
977 Only a fragmentary scene of the king as a griffin trampling his enemies was found by Borchardt 
which, based on its location, was assigned to the northern wall of the portico of the valley temple. 
!bid, 11, pi. 8. It might also be worthy to note that most of the inscribed blocks found in our recent 
excavation around the causeway bear quarrying marks made by stone robbers in later times, also 
attempts to drag away the blocks from their original locations down to the valley. Therefore, it is 
sometimes impossible especially with small fragments to assign them to a certain location of the 
pyramid complex with complete certainty. 
978 !bid, 11, pi. 9. 
979 Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menfite VII, pp. 44-110. 
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V.1.2 SCA Excavation from 1994-2004 

During the spring of 1994, the Supreme Council of Antiquities (SCA) planned to 

prepare the site of Abusir to be opened for tourists.980 The plan for opening Abusir included 

the restoration of Sahure's mortuary temple and the removal of the mounds of excavation 

debris around the king's temple and on the northern side of the pyramid. The latter were left 

by Perring from when he opened the pyramid of Sahure,981 while the former were left by 

Borchardt after his fundamental excavation of the mortuary temple.982 To do so, the SCA 

front-loader was sent to clear the area to the north of the upper part of the causeway. In fact, it 

was beyond suspicion that anything would be discovered in this area after Borchardt. Yet, a 

huge limestone block with relief decoration was found. This proved that Borchardt had left a 

lot to be discovered. The work of the loader was stopped immediately, and a small salvage 

expedition from the SCA was sent to investigate. 

-Season 1994 

The work carried out in 1994 concentrated on the adjacent area to the north of the 

upper part of the causeway at distance of about 45 m. from the entrance hall to the temple.983 

The work started where the first block was discovered and anteceded to the west. The SCA 

ceased the excavation in September 1994 after they unearthed four blocks including the first 

discovered block by the front-loader and a large number of fragments of scenes from the 

causeway. The discovery of Sahure's inscribed blocks and fragments from the causeway, 

were only part of the results of the SCA expedition. In fact many other fragments and 

ceramics from different periods were discovered. Together with the excavation work, some 

restoration was carried out in attempt to reconstruct part of the embankment of the causeway. 

This work was possible after the discovery of the original casing stones in situ in the lower 

part of the foundation or the embankment. The reconstruction was done by using small slabs 

of fine limestone from Turah joined together by a layer of lime mortar mixed with sand and 

water. 

980 Z. Hawass, M. Verner, in: Treasures of the Pyramids, p. 260. 
981 Vyse, Appendix, p. 12. Part of this debris was also left by De Morgan who reopened the pyramid 
after Perring. 
982 Borchardt, Sahure, I, figs. 2, 23. 
983 The excavation was under the leadership of Z. Hawass who was at that time the Director General 
of the Giza Monuments. 
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Only a preliminary report giving the results of this season (1994) was published by Z. 

Hawass and M. V ern er. 984 In their report the blocks were marked as Se 1 :4 (Sahure' s 

causeway 1 :4).985 

General Description 

On the following pages a brief description of the scenes depicted on the discovered 

blocks is given including the measurements of the blocks. Detailed description of the scenes 

and interpretations of their meanings are presented in chapter VI. 

- The blocks (SC/north/1994/01-03) adjoin each other and the scenes have to be read from 

west (SC/north/1994/03) to east (SC/north/1994/01) and not from east to west as attempted by 

Hawass and V ern er. 986 

-The block (SC/north/1994/03) measures 2.3 x 1.98 x 0.81 m.987 The reliefs on the block are 

arranged in five registers. The first register (from top) depicts different types of food (meat, 

fish, bread fruits and vegetable) together with different vessels for wine, beer and perhaps 

water. The second register depicts officials and workers walking in front of female dancers. 

The third register depicts members of the king's workmen crews, followed by male dancers. 

In the fourth register, other crews are depicted followed by officials carrying food. Finally the 

fifth register (lower register) depicts emaciated Bedouins sitting in two subsidiary registers. 

Behind the emaciated Bedouins high ranking personnel are depicted. 

- (SC/north/1994/02) measures 1.34 x 1.95 x 0.66 m.988 Its relief decorations are in fact the 

continuation of the ones depicted on (SC/north/1994/03). The first register depicts food and 

drinks. Female singers and women clapping are depicted on the second register followed by 

men holding the first part of the rope that is attached to the sledge which carries the 

pyramidion. The third register depicts men singing and clapping followed by bearers of the 

984 Z. Hawass, M. Verner, MDAIK 52 (1996): 177-186. 
985 As indicated by Hawass and Verner (!bid, p. 181) the labeling describes in sequence the location of 
the blocks to each other from east (Se- 1) to west (Se- 4). The same sequence ofthe numbers of the 
blocks is followed here in the publication of the scenes in chapter VI, however, the labeling is 
enriched to indicate both; the orientation of the blocks (north or south of the causeway) and the 
archaeological season in which the block was discovered. Therefore the block labeled by Hawass and 
V em er as (Sc-1) is the same block labeled here as (SC/north/1994/0 1) etc. 
986 According to Hawass and Verner (MDAIK 52 (1996): 181) the blocks do not adjoin and only one 
block is missing between Sc-1 and Sc-2; Sc-2 and Sc-3; Sc-3 and Sc-4. Yet a detailed study of the 
blocks shows that the blocks described above are in fact adjoined. For more details and a discussion, 
see pp. 238-239. A brief description of the blocks is also given by Z. Hawass, M. Verner, MDAIK 52 
(1996): 181-184. 
987 Measurements represent the height, the width and the depth ofthe block in this order. 
988 The block is broken on many sides especially its lower left side. 
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royal funerary furniture. The fourth register depicts officials carrymg food and butchers 

slaughtering oxen. On the fifth register officials are walking in a row. 

- (SC/north/1994/01) measures 2.02 x 1.98 x 0.76 m. The first register depicts various types of 

food and drinks. The second register depicts men dragging the pyramidion. Unfortunately, the 

scene showing the sledge that carries the pyramidion was depicted on an adjoining block on 

the east side. This block has never been found. The third register depicts furniture bearers. 

The fourth register depicts a slaughtering scene. Finally the fifth register depicts officials 

walking in a row. 

- (SC/north/1994/04) measures 2.05 x 1.86 x 0.78 m. The relief decorations of this block 

represents a completely different subject than the scenes depicted on the above described 

blocks. The scenes are arranged in five registers and depict different sporting scenes in the 

first four registers from top: archers shooting at a target with instructors, men fighting with 

staffs, wrestlers fighting, and finally rowers rowing a boat. The fifth register, however, is 

saved for different officials walking with batons. 

- Season 2002-2003 

On October 1, 2002, the Egyptian Expedition of the SCA, under the direction of the 

author, resumed the work on Sahure's causeway. The primary aim of the work was to 

investigate the adjacent area to the south of the causeway, directly opposite the excavated area 

from the first season of 1994. The chosen spot was a distance of 40 m. from the entrance hall 

to the mortuary temple. 989 The first challenge was the removal of a huge mound of debris left 

by Borchardt. In our first working day it was evident that Borchardt's workmen left many 

inscribed fragments and other artifacts in the debris.990 Reaching the level of the intact 

windblown sand under the debris of Borchardt, the work was carried out in squares of 10 x 10 

m. Glass and ceramic from the Islamic and Coptic periods were discovered and also shards of 

Roman amphorae were found. At a lower level amulets from later periods and mudbrick 

sealings of pottery vessels and amphorae were also found. The only dated artifact was a 

fragment of an unfinished limestone gate inscribed with the cartouche of King Sethi I. On the 

western end of our first excavating square (SC/s1) was found the end of a huge pottery dump 

of the miniature vessels used in the daily mortuary cult in the temple. In fact, the dump was 

989 Two reasons were behind our decision not to begin our excavation from the most upper point of the 
causeway where it joins the mortuary temple. The first reason was our belief that this area had been 
investigated by the German Egyptologist L. Borchardt, and the second reason was that the masses of 
the excavation debris left over this area by Borchardt make it difficult to excavate this area. 
990 T. El A wady, 'More Fragments from Sahure's Mortuary Temple,' (in preparation). 
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found intact with thousands of small vessels (maximum height is 7 cm). Few interesting notes 

were recorded at the site, such as: 

The dump originated at the area outside the southern part of the eastern wall of the 

temple or of the enclosure passage, and spread to the east. 

Investigation work on the northern side of the causeway m the following 

archaeological season 2003-2004 did not show any evidence of another dump on this 

side of the causeway. Therefore, the only reason for the presence of this dump in this 

place was the existence of the side gate of the temple, to the south of the temple.991 

The stone robbers had to dig a ditch between the outer casing stones of the causeway, 

the entrance hall and the dump in order to free enough space to dismantle the casing 

stones. However, the existence of this dump protected the lower courses of the casing 

stones, and more importantly it provides scholars with an unexpected idea concerning 

the development and continuation ofthe mortuary cult of Sahure.992 

From October 1 until January 25 the expedition was able to excavate four squares 

(SC/sl :4) of a total square area 40m2
• However none of these squares have been excavated 

completely. Several meters of wind blown sand still have to be removed in order to reach the 

bedrock of the plateau. The reason which made it impossible to clear the site from sand and 

reach the foundations of the embankment of the causeway was the discovery of huge 

inscribed blocks of the causeway. Thus, without lifting these blocks from the site it will not be 

possible to excavate what is underneath the level on which the blocks were discovered. 993 The 

blocks were found on one slopping level from west to east according to the slope of the 

plateau. Therefore, each block was found on a slightly lower level than its western neighbor. 

However, it is also evident that the blocks collapsed from their original places on the 

causeway as a result of human activities.994 By the end of the working season, six huge blocks 

and 212 fragments were discovered. The blocks are labeled (SC/south/2002/01) -

991 Similar dumps of the cultic materials used in Old Kingdom mortuary temples have been found at 
Djedefre's pyramid complex from the Fourth Dynasty, Djedkare's pyramid complex from the Sixth 
Dynasty and others. See here chapter IV. 
992 The discovery of this dump is also of great importance, where it is evident that what is under the 
pottery dump should be intact. Therefore, it is planned to excavate this dump in the future after 
finishing our work on the causeway and cleaning both sides of the causeway completely. 
993 It might be worthy to stress that any attempts to reconstruct the causeway using the discovered 
blocks will lead to the deterioration of the reliefs due to their condition of preservation. Therefore, the 
only and perhaps the safest way to preserve the discovered blocks is to exhibit them at a site museum 
in Abusir, or even move them to the Egyptian Museum. 
994 See discussion below. 
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. (SC/south/2002/05), and (SC/south/2003/06).995 This labeling describes a west to east 

sequence of the blocks and it also indicates the order of the blocks according to the order that 

they were found, where the work of the expedition was proceeding from west to east. (Plan 25) 

General Description 

(SC/south/2002/01) measures 1.85 x 1.97 x 0.68 m.996 The reliefs are arranged in two 

horizontal registers. The first register, from top, depicts the king maneuvering the sail 

of one of his two royal boats, while traces of the other boat are still visible. Two 

subsidiary registers depict running officials. The second main register depicts units of 

running officials. 

(SC/south/2002/02) and (SC/south/2002/03) adjoin each other. The block 

(SC/south/2002/02) measures 1.50 x 1.63 x 0.98 m. Only the lower part of the block 

(SC/south/2002/03) survived. It measures 0.87 x 1.70 x 0.60 m. The reliefs on the two 

blocks depict the remains of six boats of the royal fleet with running sailors depicted 

on subsidiary registers. 

(SC/south/2002/04) measures 1.92 x 1.87 x 0.67 m. It depicts remains of another four 

boats from the royal fleet and running sailors in subsidiary registers. 

(SC/south/2003/05) is a small portion of a large block. It measures 0.66 x 0.80 x 0.60 

m. Remains of scenes depict members of the king's expedition being rewarded by 

high officials. 

(SC/south/2003/06) measures 2.05 x 1.89 x 0.93 m. The scenes on this block are 

arranged in three registers. The first (top) register is the biggest. It is dominated by 

King Sahure on the throne celebrating the arrival of the Frankincense trees from Punt 

with the royal family, the high courtiers. The royal sculptors and artisans are also 

participating in the event. The other two main registers depict musicians, singers and 

officials attending the celebration. 

995 The block (SC/south/2003/06) was discovered on January 51
h, 2003, two days before we finished 

the second archaeological season. The discovery, however, made us extend the working season until 
the end of January in order to finish the restoration and the epigraphic work of this block. 
996 The depth or the thickness of all the blocks varied from 0.60 m. to 1 m. 
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- Season 2003-2004 

On September 1, 2003, the Egyptian Expedition from the SCA started the third 

archaeological season around the causeway of Sahure. From the very beginning the workmen 

were divided into two groups and worked on both sides of the causeway simultaneously: 

The first group was working on the south side of the causeway at the spot where the 

work was stopped at the end of the previous season. A new square (SC/s5) 10 x 10 m. 

was marked to be excavated. 

The second group of workmen were set to work on the northern side of the causeway, 

to the east of the excavated area in season 1994. 

This season, it was obvious that the slope of the plateau was very sharp in the working 

area and an immense amount of windblown sand had to be removed. After two months of 

work, another three huge blocks were uncovered and left no doubt that several seasons are 

still needed to finish the excavation around the causeway. The first block (SC/south/2003/07) 

was found as indicated by its label on the south side of the causeway while the other two 

blocks (SC/north/ 2003/05) and (SC/north/ 2003/06) were found on the north side of the 

causeway. On November 5, 2003, it was decided to stop the work on the south side of the 

causeway and move to the west of the area excavated in 1994. The reason for this decision 

was based on an observation that the distance between the discovered blocks increased as we 

proceed to the east. In fact this is logical because, as one must expect, it was much easier for 

the stone robbers to loot the blocks that are closer to the valley. Therefore, and according to 

this logic, one should have expected some finds by Borchardt in the uppermost part of the 

causeway if he truly excavated this area as it is understood from his publication. However, 

Borchardt did not refer to any discoveries in this part of the causeway which he used as a 

dump for the excavation debris coming from the mortuary temple. Thus, the main reason of 

starting the work on the upper part of the northern area adjacent to the causeway was to 

clarify if Borchardt actually excavated this area. In less than three months, six huge blocks 

were uncovered in an area of 20 m2
• proving that our notices and doubts were expedient. The 

blocks were on a level very close to that of the floor of the causeway. Some of these blocks 

were only covered by the excavation debris left by Borchardt's workmen. The blocks were 

marked as (SC/north/2003/07), (SC/north/2003/08), (SC/north/2004/09a), 

(SC/north/2004/09b )997
, (SC/north/2004/08) and (SC/north/2004/09). The labeling of the 

997 The block (SC/north/2003/09 a+b) was found broken into two almost equal pieces. 
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blocks describes an east to west direction and the order of the blocks which adjoin each 

other.998 The relief decoration of the blocks is arranged in four registers and depict rows of 

walking personifications of Lower Egyptian nomes and the king's funerary domains who are 

shown carrying offerings. 

General Description 

(SC/south/2003/07) measures 2.07 x 1.96 x 0.87 m.999 The scenes are arranged in three 

registers with traces of another scene separated from the survived scenes by a vertical 

line. The first (upper register) is dominated by the king followed by the royal mother 

hand in hand with the royal wife of Sahure. The king is depicted incising the branches 

of the Frankincense trees coming from Punt in order to help the resin-gum exit. The 

lower two registers depict seagoing ships returning from Punt with Puntite families. 

(SC/north/2003/05) measures 2.04 x 1.96 x 0.86 m. The reliefs on the block depict the 

king with the royal queen in the marshes fowling using clapping nets. The king's high 

ranking officials are depicted attending the event. Other scenes of men carrying the 

catch are also included. 

(SC/north/2003/06) measures 2.02 x 2.40 x 0.81 m. The reliefs on the block are 

arranged into two sections. The first one depicts one of the clapping nets which the 

king is using to catch the birds. Also men carrying the catch and transporting it in 

cages are depicted. In the second section of the reliefs, a scene of fishing with a net is 

depicted. 1000 

998 The blocks will be published by Mr. M. lsmail in his PhD study on the funerary domains. 
999 The measurement of the width of this block was taken from the middle part of the block due to 
serious erosion on the lower and upper parts of the block. 
1000 They are dense weighing up to six tons and were discovered with their inscriptions facing down, 
buried in the sand. Therefore, it was not an easy task to turn the heavy blocks over without damaging 
the reliefs. Some of the blocks have quarry marks from a later period when they started quarrying 
stones from the site. 
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V.2 Archaeological Context 

All inscribed blocks, from both sides of the causeway, were found fallen with the 

inscribed faces down on the sand. This is the main reason that the relief decoration of the 

blocks survived. The plan No. 25 indicates the exact position of the blocks from the 

causeway, however, and in general, the level on which the blocks were found varies by 1 m. 

below the level of the floor of the causeway to 6 m. This is, of course, due to the slope of the 

plateau. All the discovered blocks were originally located on the lower part of the side walls 

of the causeway. This is evident by the existence of a geometrical frieze at the bottom of each 

block that represents the earth. Only in one instance a large part of a block was found under 

the block (SC/south/2003/07); this part is most likely from an upper block. Also many 

fragments of the kheker frieze were found together with blocks from the roof. 

In fact a precise date of the time when the causeway of Sahure collapsed, and the 

inscribed blocks fell on each side of the causeway, is not yet available and it is important not 

to jump to any precise conclusion before the excavation of the causeway is finished. 

Nevertheless, some notes might be of special importance for dating the destruction of the 

causeway: 

Graffiti, written in black and red ink, were found on some of the inscribed blocks. 

Also others were scratched into the blocks with a sharp tool. The graffiti date to the 

Eighteenth Dynasty based on the style of writing. 1001 The graffiti leaves no doubt that 

the blocks were still in their original places during the Eighteenth Dynasty. 

Not far from the block (SC/south/2002/01) the fragment of an unfinished limestone 

lintel of a stone gate was found on the same level. The face of this lintel is inscribed 

with the cartouche of King Seti I (Menmaatre ), who is mentioned as mrj s!Jmt 

"Beloved of Skhmet". 1002 It is obvious that the material of this unfinished stone gate is 

a reused limestone block from the causeway. Yet, no traces of any original reliefs 

were found on it. Therefore, it is possible that this reused stone was originally one of 

the casing stones from the causeway. 

On the northern side of the causeway, three round top stelae were found. The stelae 

were made of reused limestone from the causeway. (fig. 5) This is evident by the 

1001 Old and New Kingdom graffiti from Sahure's causeway is a subject of a separate study by the 
present author. 
1002 The inscriptions of this unfinished stone gate together with other Nineteenth Dynasty stelea leave 
no doubt that the causeway of Sahure became a source of limestone (a quarry) during the Nineteenth 
Dynasty in order to enlarge and furnish the shrine of Sekhmet Sahure which was in the southern-east 
part of the open courtyard. 
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discovery of the block (SC/north/2003/05). On the inscribed surface of the block many 

cuts were made carefully in order to get small stones for making stelae, which date to 

the Nineteenth Dynasty. 

Attempts to cut the huge inscribed blocks, each into four equal pieces, can be easily 

seen on the back of the blocks, where two crossed sunk lines were dug. These quarry 

marks, however, do not refer to professional quarrymen. Although, it is still uncertain 

when exactly the quarrying and the looting of the inscribed blocks happened, it is 

evident that these blocks were not in their original places in the side walls of the 

causeway. 

To sum up these notes and results, one can say that the causeway of Sahure was in a relatively 

good sate of preservation during the Eighteenth Dynasty. However, and since the beginning of 

the Nineteenth Dynasty, it was used as a quarry for getting limestone either by royal 

quarrymen or by individuals who wished to make a small votive stelae to the goddess 

Sekhmet and other deities who were worshiped inside the temple of Sahure as patrons of 

healing. 1003 The demolishing of the causeway was not a result of organized work and did not 

happen at one time (during the Nineteenth Dynasty). Finally, looting the outer casing stones 

and the ceiling led to the collapse of the side walls of the causeway whose reliefs were already 

deformed after the inscribed blocks were used for getting small pieces of stone to make votive 

stelae. 

Concerning the relief decoration of the causeway, it is important to stress the following notes: 

The side walls were not entirely built of huge blocks. There were also small blocks of 

different sizes between the huge blocks which most likely were built in sections 

leaving space in between during the processes of the construction. Then these spaces 

would have been closed during the finishing of the outer casing of the causeway. 

Finally, the surface that is facing the passage of the causeway was polished and 

inscribed with the reliefs. 

During the process of achieving the reliefs, some faults appeared in the blocks which 

were treated either by filling it with mortar or even by using a separate piece of 

limestone to patch the fault in the block. (fig. 6) 

1003 Only a single stela, which depicts the god Sobek, was found on the northern side of the causeway. 
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V.3 Architecture of the Causeway 

Borchardt's reconstruction of Sahure's causeway was based on trial diggings, which 

he carried out around the lower part of the causeway where the causeway joined the valley 

temple. 1004 Yet, his reconstruction remains purely hypothetical in some aspects especially the 

height of the causeway corridor and the Egyptian cornice with torus which Borchardt 

suggested was the decoration of the top of the outer walls. 1005 The notes made by V. 

Maragioglio and C. Rinaldi, based on their observations of the monument, supported 

Borchardt's reconstructions with some minor corrections. 1006 The work of the Egyptian 

Expedition from the SCA, however, has provided detailed information about both the 

construction of the causeway and its decoration. It is noteworthy to stress the fact that 

Sahure's architect chose the best location in Abusir for the construction of the king's 

mortuary complex even though they were not the first royal architects to choose the site for 

the construction of a royal establishment. 1007 The site of Sahure's mortuary complex led to the 

1004 According to Borchardt (Sahure, I, p. 39), the uppermost part of the causeway was also 
investigated. However, the work of the SCA expedition proved that the upper part of the causeway 
was never excavated and Borchardt' s activities were limited to the cleaning of the passage of the 
causeway. Moreover the areas to the north and south of the upper part of the causeway were used to 
dump the debris coming from the mortuary temple as the b&w photographs in Borchardt's 
publications show (Borchardt, Sahure, I, fig. 2). Evidence that Borchardt did not excavate the adjacent 
areas of the upper part of the causeway are: 

The discovery of the temple dump place to the south of the upper part of the causeway. This 
dump was used to get rid off the cultic objects used in the daily cult of the mortuary temple. 
Most of the objects found in this dump are small pottery vessels which were roughly 
manufactured. The dump resembles a huge mound of pottery objects stretches from (west to 
east) the outer fa9ade of the south-eastern wall of the enclosure corridor to the upper part of 
the causeway. Its height varies according to the slope of the ground, however, and in general, 
it is slightly higher than the floor of the causeway especially on its western part where the 
slope of the ground is not as sharp. This dump was never excavated or documented by 
Borchardt, which means that he never excavated this part of the causeway. 
The discovery of many pieces of the basalt dado of the causeway. Borchardt did not find any 
in his excavation of the lower part of the causeway and this made him believe that the 
causeway had no basalt dado like that ofNiuserre. See Ibid., p. 39. 
Finally, the discovery of the huge inscribed blocks to the north of the upper part of the 
causeway. The blocks, as indicated by the relief decoration (the funerary domains of lower 
Egypt), were among the most upper part of the causeway. Also, and because ofthe low slope 
of the ground in this part of the plateau, some of the blocks were found on the same level as 
the passage of the causeway. Again, this discovery leaves no doubt that Borchardt never 
investigated this part of the causeway. 

1005 Ibid. p. 39, figs. 36, 37. 
1006 Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menfite VII, p. 78. 
1007 It is true that Sahure is the founder of the Abusir royal necropolis as stressed by V. Maragioglio 
and C. Rinaldi (Ibid.), however one should always put in mind the following facts: Sahure's 
predecessor and his father, King Userkaf, preceded Sahure to Abusir where he built his sun temple. 
Also Borchardt's excavation (Sahure, I, p. 11 0) revealed evidence of Early Dynastic tombs in the site 
of Sahure's mortuary temple. Finally the SCA work around the causeway revealed Early Dynastic 
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construction of an ideal complex, with the mortuary temple, causeway and valley temple on 

one axis from east to west and without inclinations. Also the site was very close to the Abusir 

Lake, which led to the construction of a relatively short causeway with a length of 23 5 m. 

V.3.1 The Embankment 

The work of the SCA expedition in 1994 on the northern adjacent side of the 

causeway revealed an area of 24 m2
• (east-west) of the northern face of the embankment of 

the causeway which once carried the covered corridor. 1008 By the end of the archeological 

season (2003-2004), a total area of about 65 m. (east-west) was cleaned on both sides of the 

upper causeway. 1009 The results of the three seasons allowed us to add detailed information to 

the reconstruction of the causeway made by Borchardt. 1010 The foundation stones of the 

embankment consisted of relatively large blocks of local yellow limestone which were laid 

directly on the natural bedrock of the plateau. However, traces of some diggings and 

modifications in the natural rock were made to form and keep a uniform slope of the plateau. 

The masonry of the embankment had been built in stepped terraces as indicated by 

Borchardt. 1011 The stepped outer faces ofthe embankment inclined at an angle of about 75°30 

'. The inclination made by the step form of the local limestone courses, where on both sides of 

the embankment, each course was sharply laid back from the one below it. (Section 1) Thus the 

width of the foundation course is much greater than the upper courses, but the size of the local 

limestone blocks did not vary between the lower and upper courses of embankment. The 

blocks are generally laid horizontally in courses with some interruptions by vertical blocks. 

Yellow lime mortar was used to fill in between the huge blocks. This construction method of 

the embankment together with the relatively short length of the causeway helped in the 

consistency of the causeway. The use of huge blocks in both the masonry and in the outer 

casing made it difficult for the stone robbers to dismantle the monument. The step form of the 

mudbrick tombs on the south side of the causeway. The facades of the tombs are facing the true east. 
The workers of Sahure, however, were obliged to remove a large portion of these tombs during the 
construction of the embankment of the causeway some 40 m. from the mortuary temple. Therefore, it 
seems that the site of Sahure's mortuary complex was not empty as the two Italian architects, V. 
Maragioglio and C. Rinaldi, thought. 
1008 Notes and observations on the construction methods and the architecture of the causeway were not 
included in the preliminary report published by Z. Hawass and M. Verner MDAIK 52 (1996): 177-186. 
1009 The work of the Egyptian Expedition stopped at a distance of 12 m. from the entrance to the 
entrance hall of the mortuary temple. 
1010 Borchardt, Sahure, I, figs. 36, 37. 
lOll Ibid., p. 39. 
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outer faces of the embankment was cased with fine limestone blocks with smoothed faces 

inclined at an angle 54°30'. 

The height of the embankment varied according to the contours of the ground. In the 

places where the slope of the plateau is uniform, a low embankment (3-5 m. high) was 

constructed. This was the case found in the first 10 m. of the cleaned area from west to east. 

However, a sharp slope after the edge of the plateau at a distance of about 30 m. to the east of 

the mortuary temple required a huge embankment of a height of 9 m. to render the lake of the 

rocks and keep the uniformly slope of the causeway. In this case special care was given to the 

stability of the two walls of the embankment by increasing the thickness of their bases. 

Traces of passages under the causeway were not found as expected, given the fact that 

the special geographical features of Abusir and its location with the existence of a lake the 

considerable size made no difficulties to reach cemeteries and pyramid complexes from the 

east. 

V.3.2 The Passage 

The total length of the causeway is 235 m. (452 cubits), the passage between the side 

walls was 2.60 m. (5 cubits) wide. 1012 The floor was paved with white fine limestone, which 

has now completely disappeared. 

Exactly in the middle of the passage runs a drain water channel. 1013 The drain channel 

is composed of series of fine Turah limestone blocks with small traces showing that there was 

a fired clay channel that covered the inside of the limestone channel. The drain channel was 

certainly covered by the slabs of the floor. It is not easy, however, to determined whether the 

drain channel ended in a basin placed on the outer side of the lower part of the causeway, or if 

it continued through to the valley temple. 1014 Its traces disappear from the lower part of the 

causeway, and thus, it will stay unknown exactly how the drain channel ends. Yet, it is 

possible that this drain channel did not cross to the valley temple but that it ends in a large pit 

or a shaft cased with black basalt or granite and was placed on the side (north or south) of the 

causeway. 

1012 This narrow passage was a necessity in order to enable the architect to cover the passage of the 
causeway using large slabs (or beams) of limestone. See Arnold, Senwosret Ill, p. 96. 
1013 Borchardt, Sahure, I, p. 39. 
1014 This drain channel cannot be traced in the lower part of the causeway before it joins the valley 
temple. The reason is of course the almost complete damage to the passage of the causeway. 
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The fine white limestone side walls were supported by a basalt dado at a height of 

about 1.04 m. (2 cubits). 1015 The side walls above the dado constructed of huge blocks of fine 

white limestone. The blocks varied in width (from 1.56 to 3 m.), with small differences in 

their height of about 2 m. The thickness of the blocks also varied between 0.65- 0.96 m. Only 

the inner faces of the blocks, which face the passage, are well polished and inscribed with 

polychrome scenes. The discovered scenes leave no doubt that the decoration of the causeway 

reached a state of completion. The back faces of the blocks are roughly dresses because they 

were hidden behind the outer casing stones. The sidewalls of the decorated blocks still bear 

traces of thin layers of lime mortar. Above the huge blocks, which represent the first course 

of the inner side walls, there was another upper course. Of this upper course only fragments 

were found and it shows that the height of this upper course was much smaller than the lower 

course, perhaps only 1.20 m. It was also decorated with scenes and a strip of the kheker motifs 

at its top. The roof was made of large beams of limestone with their inner faces decorated 

with has-relief that represent yellow stars on a dark blue background. In Borchardt's 

reconstruction of the causeway, he drew the side walls ending above the covering slabs with 

the Egyptian cornice. However, no evidence of the Egyptian cornice was found and thus 

Borchardt reconstruction of this motif is completely rejected here. 1016 The passage was 

illuminated through slits in the center of the ceiling. 1017 

V.3.3 The Casing 

Although, the entire causeway was cased by large blocks of fine Turah limestone, only 

parts the lower courses of which have remained in position. On the first 130 m. of the 

causeway, from east to west, the casing stones have been completely looted. This statement is 

only based on one trial dig on the south side of the causeway at a distance of about 40 m. We 

opened a trial square 10 x 10 m2
. to investigate the lower part of the causeway and its state of 

preservation. The results proved that the casing is completely gone, also the fine Turah 

1015 Large fragments of the basalt dado were found along the area under excavation (fig. ?). The fact 
that the basalt blocks leave no doubt that it came from the dado of the side walls, makes it difficult to 
understand the reasons which made Borchardt (Sahure, I, p. 39, figs., 36, 37) reconstruct the causeway 
with a limestone dado. It is also noteworthy to stress that Borchardt himself found similar basalt 
fragments during his trial diggings around Niuserre's causeway which made him reconstruct the 
causeway with a basalt dado with almost the same dimensions and measurements of Sahure. See 
Borchardt, Niuserre, p. 25, pls. 6, 7. 
1016 See also the comments made by Maragioglio and Rinaldi (Piramidi Menjite, VII, p. 78, no. 28) on 
this point. 
1017 The discovery of some blocks of the ceiling confirmed the existence of a raised edge on the 
outside of the covering stones which prevented the rainwater from pouring into the passage below. See 
Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Menjite, VII, p. 78. 
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limestone of the side walls, the ceiling, and the outer casing were completely looted. Only 

small fragments of fine Turah limestone were found and documented from what has been left 

from the quarrying ofthe fine white limestone from Sahure's causeway. On both sides ofthe 

upper part of the causeway several layers, varied between one to five layers, of the casing 

stones still remain in position and in a good state of preservation. However, it is clear that the 

casing is preserved to a considerable height on the northern side of the embankment, where, 

the blocks from the sixth course are still in their original positions. Also large pieces of fine 

Turah limestone were found scattered in the area around the upper part of the causeway. The 

average measurements of the casing blocks are 1.82 m. in height, 2.50 m. in width, and 0.59 

m. in thickness. The thickness of the casing blocks, however, varies from the lower courses to 

the upper courses; in general it gradually increases upward. This was a necessity in order to 

cover the sharp step form of the embankment and keep the outer angle of the causeway. The 

remaining casing blocks are arranged in irregular courses with a trapezoidal position to suit 

the natural slope of the ground. The narrow spaces between the casing blocks were filled with 

lime mortar. In the areas where the casing stones no longer exist, many of the graffiti and 

workers' marks are exposed and could be studied. 1018 In general, all graffiti were written in 

red ink except for one graffito, that shows the cartouche of King Sahure, on the southern side 

of the causeway, which is written in black ink. 

1018 The subject of a future study which will also include the graffiti of Sahure's workers, the graffiti 
on the causeway and the decorated blocks left by visitors of the New Kingdom. 
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VI. Typology of the Newly Discovered Scenes 

VI.l Sahure's Royal Navigation Fleet (Pls. 1-4) 

The scene of the royal fleet of Sahure was originally depicted on approximately seven 

blocks. 1019 Of the original number, only four blocks (SC/south/2002/01-04) were discovered. 

The decoration is executed in very fine polychrome has-relief. Two of the discovered blocks, 

(SC/south/2002/02) and (SC/south/2002/03), were originally adjoined. At least three other 

inscribed blocks, are expected to complete the scene of the royal fleet. One of the missing 

blocks would have been at the beginning of the scene. Another missing block would have 

between (SC/south/2002/01) and (SC/south/2002/02). Also, it is clear that other blocks (one 

or two) would have been between (SC/south/2002/03) and (SC/south/2002/04). 

Unfortunately, these blocks were never found and they are lost forever. 

In the light of the absence of comparable iconographical material, the newly 

discovered scene of Sahure's navigation convoy is considered to be extremely important. The 

new iconographical material should help scholars paint a more precise picture of the royal 

fleet in the Old Kingdom. It will also contribute to the still open discussions and debates on 

the problem of the boat burials in the Old Kingdom royal funerary complexes. 

- General Description 

The original scene depicts King Sahure maneuvering the sail of his royal sail boat. 

Evidence suggests that he was depicted on his second royal sailboat performing this same 

task. The two royal sailboats are accompanied by numerous other sailboats, however only 

remains of nine sail boats still can be identified. The accompanying sail boats are depicted 

on a smaller scale than the two royal boats of Sahure and are shown in two registers on 

each block. The sail boats are depicted at the moment of reaching their destination. This is 

confirmed by the depiction of rows of running men carrying ropes and short sticks, most 

likely to help in mooring the sailboats. (pl. l) 

Judging by the location of the blocks, which bear the signs that distinguish the earth 

below the scene, it is evident that the scene was depicted on the lower part of the southern 

1019 This number is hypothetical where the original number and the measurements of the scene cannot 
be sited with certainty. 
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wall of the causeway. The direction ofthe convoy is east-west with the prows ofthe 

sailboats facing west. 

-King Sahure Maneuvering the Sail (SC/south/2002/01) (pi. 1) 

It consists of two main registers separated by vertical zigzag lines representing the 

water. The first register is also occupied by two subsidiary registers. 

1st Main Register (SC/south/2002/0 1) (p1.1) 
Height: 1.18 m. 

. 1020 
Width: 1.55 m. 

Two royal sailboats are depicted on the top first main register. They are papyri-form 

sailboats with massive hulls. Unfortunately, the prow of the first sailboat was completely 

destroyed along with its bipod mast and the inscribed name of the sailboat. 1021 However, the 

name of the crew working on the sail boat still exists. The name is inscribed in one horizontal 

line that reads from right to left: 

rpr smr(w) S~/:lw-Rr. 

Crew ofthe companions ofSahure. 1022 

Between the backstays, 1023 traces of five Oarsmen can be seen sitting, facing right 

(west); their bodies and faces are badly damaged. 1024 In front of them, two other crewmen can 

be seen, facing left (east). The first man (from right to left) is standing in a bowing position 

with his hands resting on his thighs. His legs and lower torso have been completely destroyed. 

The second man is in the same position, probably supervising the crew. The roof of the 

deckhouse is adorned with a cobra which is perched on the front of the deckhouse, most 

1020 This is the width of the middle of the register, where, large part from the two lower sides of the 
register is broken. (pi. 1) 
1021 In all the navigation scenes we uncovered, the name of the sailboat is depicted above the prow. 
1022 The name of this sailboat's crew was not found by Borchardt in his excavation in Sahure's 
pyramid complex, however, Borchardt found it in the mortuary temple of Niuserre, see Borchardt, 
Niuserre, p. 73 (42, 2) (die Freunde des Ne-user-rC). See also M. Vemer, 'The Abusir Pyramid 
Builders' Crews,' in: Fs Altenmiiller, p. 447 (Smrw (nyw) fm:rw-W, Sahure's companions). 
1023 Ropes run from various points on the upper third of the mast to various fastenings on each side of 
the deckhouse, see Landstrom, Ships, p. 41. 
1024 The Oarsmen in all the boats are depicted not rowing indicating that the boats are sailing 
exclusively by the power of the wind. 
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probably above the door of the deckhouse. Above the roof, the Transmitter of the Orders1025 

is laying on his side, leaning on his left arm, bent and extended behind his head, his right arm 

is extended in front of his body. His hand has been damaged. The inscription above him is 

depicted in one vertical line facing east; it reads: 

'nb /:l~.k w/:lmjr /:lr. 

Life is repeatedly behind (around) you, one who belongs to the rope. 1026 

Across the deckhouse, traces of another Transmitter of the Orders can be seen, he has 

been badly damaged, and only traces of his legs are still visible. Behind the deckhouse on the 

front part of the stem, are thirteen Helmsmen facing right (west). They are standing in a 

striding position, their left feet in front, holding rudders. Their right arms are bent across their 

bodies holding the rudder. They are wearing short kilts; their heads and several of their kilts 

have been damaged. The rudders are long with simple butts. The looms1027 are triangular in 

shape with rounded edges and tied with ropes that run up the butt to the deck of the sail boat 

where they are secured in a knot. 

The king is depicted as a dominant figure standing on the stem in an aftercastle. 1028 A 

sunshade stands vertically behind the king. Also there is another sunshade, which is relatively 

small and it is lying on the deck, behind the king's feet. The king is facing right (west) 

holding onto the braces, 1029 his left arm stretched up at head level, gripping the braces and his 

right hand is extended across his body gripping the braces, at waist level. He is shown in a 

striding position, his left foot in front. He is clad in a triangular shaped, short, belted kilt, a 

broad collar with several levels of beads. Traces of the royal false beard can be seen; his head 

1025 On every ship there are two Transmitters of Orders always shown sitting back to back above the 
deckhouse; they are relaying the orders from the Lookout who stands on the prow to the Helmsmen 
and the crewman who is maneuvering the sail. 
1026 The meaning is not completely clear; perhaps 'rnb' refers here to the good wind. Also, and by 
comparing this inscription with that discovered by Borchardt (Sahure, 11 (text), p. 84; 11 (plates) pl. 9) 
on the block which depicts Sahure's royal sailboat, we can easily confirm that both of the two 
inscriptions are almost identical and it was the epigraphic mistakes that made K. Sethe (Borchardt, 
Sahure, II (text), p. 84.) unable to read the inscription. For the meaning of' /:l3.k w/:lm', see Wb 3, 9[7]; 
Montet, Scenes de la vie priw!e, pp. 332-333. See also Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar,§ 172. 
1027 The loom is the part of a rudder or oar that extends from its point to pivot to the butt. 
1028 For the nautical terms used in this text, see Landstrom, Ships, pp. 146-47. 
1029 Ropes attached to the upper yards used to sail at a suitable angle to the wind. See Jones, Nautical 
Titles, p. 263. 
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has been damaged. Behind the king's head, above the stern, a graffito is carved. It represents 

the falcon Horns standing, facing right (west). This was added in later times. 1030 

The inscription (right to left) above the king is in a bad state of preservation. It 

represents the king's titulary together with the regular royal epithets and praises. The 

inscription reads: 

~ ~1f!~~~~~~c8~}_J==rn~~~ 

~ -r n 1 r J tu:~~ : ~ 
Ill Nb t~wj dj rnb nb ~wt-jb nb ljr Nb-brw nswt-bjtj Nbtj Nb-brw ntrwJ-nbw S~/:zw-Rr mrj 

nfrw dj rnb l)d w~s snb ~wt-jb nb gt 

... Lord of the Two lands, given (granted) all life and all joyfulness, Horus Nb-brw, king of 

Upper and Lower Egypt, (the affiliated one to) the Two ladies Nb-brw, the Two Lords of gold, 

Sahure, beloved of the gods, given (granted) all life, endurance, wealth, health and joyfulness 

forever. 1031 

In front of the king's titulary, the goddess Wadjet in her usual form as a cobra is 

depicted, rising on a clump of papyrus, symbol of Lower Egypt (the Delta). The combination 

can be read as "Wacijet, mistress of the marshland'. 1032 Wadjet is offering a w~s scepter with 

the ~n, symbols of dominion and eternity, to the king who is embodied in the falcon-god 

Horns, above the Horns-name of the king. 1033 The hieroglyphic inscription above Wadjet 

(from left to right) is badly damaged, however, it is still possible to restore it and reconstruct 

the goddess titular based on what is left from the inscription and her titular depicted in the 

mortuary temple of Sahure. 1034 The inscription reads: 

~~ ~ 'C7 £2 h=ri ~ ~ ~ ;~ o ~~LW,~/, ,//~c,; 
[W~gt Dp] nbt pr-nzr [ nbt pr-nw] 

1030 306 Seep. . 
1031 For the king's titles, see LA Ill, 540-542, 640ff.;Wb 11,308, 1ff.; Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, 
71ff.; Hannig, Handworterbuch, p. 4 '3wt-jb', p. 401 'nb t3wj', p. 402 'nbtj', p. 432 'nsw-bjtj, nsw-bjt, 
nswt-bjt, njswt-bjt, njswt-bjtj', p. 544 'lfr-nbw' (Gold-Horns). For Sahure's names, see LA Ill, 544. 
1032 The name ofthe goddess 'W34t' is derived from the Egyptian name ofthe papyrus 'w3f['. 
1033 The first appearance of Wadjet offering the scepter w3s and the Sn to the king's name was in the 
Fourth Dynasty, on the wooden box of Queen Hetep-Heres I. See Johnson, The Cobra Goddess, p. 79, 
p. 118. 
1034 For example, Borchardt, Sahure, I, pi. 10, 11 (plates), pi. 21, 11 (text), pp. 100-101. 
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[Wac(jt ofButo], mistress of the nsr shrine, 1035 [Mistress of the nw shrine.] 1036 

Above the king's titular is the vulture-goddess Nekhbet. She is shown hovering above 

the king's titulary with her wings spreading protection; her left wing extending horizontally 

while her right wing is stretching downward. She is facing right (west), above her is one line 

of hieroglyphic inscription that has been badly damaged. However, the remains of the 

inscription enable us to reconstruct the names and the epithets of the goddess Nekhbet. The 

inscription reads: 

[Nbbt] 3wtJ [Nbt] B-sm3rw 

[Nekhbet], the Long arm, [Mistress] of Upper Egypt. 1037 

The second royal sail boat has been badly damaged, only the prow and a portion of the 

decorated sail remain. The prow is adorned with traces of a papyrus bundle. Of the royal boats 

depicted on the discovered blocks this is the only one that has been attested to before, when 

Borchardt found a fragmentary scene that depicts the same sailboat with its name among the 

reliefs from the valley temple. 1038 The sail is decorated with small equal squares and two 

types of flowers. 1039 Above the prow is the hieroglyphic inscription that gives the name of the 

sailboat; it reads: 

Ntrj b3. 

The Divine Soul. 1040 

Although only the prow and remains of the sail of this sail boat remain, the whole scene can be 

restored and reconstructed in light of the following notes: 

1035 Pr-nsr is the divine shrine of goddess Wadjet in Buto or Pe, sometimes the name 'pr-nsr' is 
translated as (house on the north), see Amold, LA. IV, 932-33; Borchardt, Sahure, I, p. 52; 11 (text), p. 
101. For a discussion on the two cult centers of Upper and Lower Egypt, see A. Gardiner, 'Horus the 
Bebdetite,' JEA 30 (1944): 23ff. 
1036 See Borchardt, Sahure, I, p. 52, pls. 10-11. 
1037 Ibid., p. 45; Hannig, Handworterbuch, p. 4 Uwt-r"). 
1038 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), p. 84; 11 (plates), pi. 9. 
1039 ' Boreaux, Etudes Nautique, p. 375, footnote 3. 
1040 K. Sethe (Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), p. 84) read the name of the boat as, "Gottlich ist die seele 
(des) Sahure". For the reading "N!r} b3", see also Jones, Nautical Titles, p. 236, No. 25 "divine is the 
soul (of Sahure)". However, Sethe's reading of the name of the king's boat seems hard to accept, 
especially after the discovery of most ofthe royal fleet and the names ofthe boats in which the king's 
name is not included. 
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1. The two sailboats are depicted as leading boats of the navigation convoy. They are 

depicted on the same scale, dominating the scene. 

2. The deckhouse of the first boat is adorned with a cobra while the cobra goddess 

Wadjet with her name and titles are depicted facing the king's titular, spreading her 

protection and giving the w5s scepter to the king. Therefore, a dedication of the 

sailboat to the goddess Wadjet. Also a religious visit to her chapel is not unlikely. 

According to the ancient Egyptian traditions (in both art and religion) the second 

sailboat must be dedicated to the goddess Nekhbet, the Upper Egyptian counterpart of 

Wadj et. Therefore, an analogous reconstruction of the second boat using the first boat 

as a model is likely; with the king maneuvering the sail and the deckhouse adorned 

with the head of Nekhbet who was depicted facing the king's titulary with her name 

and titles exactly like the goddess Wadjet and the inscription above the first sailboat. 

This reconstruction can be confirmed by the hieroglyphic inscription which 

accompanied the scene of the sail boat that was uncovered by Borchardt in the valley 

temple. 1041 It is similar to the inscription we found with the first sailboat and 

represents the orders from the Lookout to the Helmsmen "rnb /:13.k w/:lm ir /:lr, Life is 

repeatedly behind 'around' you, the one belongs to the rope." 

The Subsidiary Registers (SC/south/2002/01) (pl. 1) 

1st (top) subsidiary register 
. 1042 

Hetght: 0.23 m. 
Width: 0.38 m. 

2"d subsidiary register 
Height: 0.28 m. 
Width: 0.38 m. 

On the upper part of the scene between the two sail boats; above the stem and the prow 

of the first and the second sailboat, two subsidiary registers are depicted. In the upper 

· subsidiary register four men are depicted running right (west), with their left foot in front, 

their arms are bent at the elbows, their left hand in a fist, and their right hand clutching a 

baton. They are clad in short belted kilts and short tight wigs. Traces remain of the head from 

the first man (from right to left). The other three men's heads and upper torsos have been 

1041 Borchardt, Sahure, II (text), p. 84; II (plates), pl. 9. 
1042 The upper part of the register is broken, however, it is likely that the original height of the register 
was 0.28 m. 
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destroyed. In front of them, is a hieroglyphic inscription, in one vertical column facing right 

(west): 

Smsw prJ~ 

Retainers of the Great House. 1043 

In the lower subsidiary register four men are depicted running right (west) in the same 

form and clad in the same attire as the men in the upper register. In front of them is a 

hieroglyphic inscription in one column facing right (west): 

Smsw 4b~t pr-nswt 

R . ifth d' , . 1044 dth l l 1045 etamers o e 1vme manszon, an e roya pa ace. 

1043 Jones, Index 11, p. 992, No. 3669. The title ofthis group of men has never been found by Borchardt 
in the pyramid complex of Sahure however, he found it in the mortuary temple of Niuserre, see 
Borchardt, Niuserre, p. 73 (39.1) (die Gefolgsleute des Pharao), pl. 16. 

LJ j!,O 
1044 An exact meaning of gMt is still not possible; According to H. Kees ('*und k"l.n' Rec. Trav. 36 
(1914): 16) gb?t is a building which is always associated with the gods and their cult and therefore, 
gb~t can be translated as "dwelling place of gods, palace, or chapel". Faulkner (Coffin Texts, I, Pp. 31-
32), however, translated gb~t as "robing room". P. Posener-Krieger (Les Archives Neferirkare, p. 179) 
stressed the fact that the Abusir Papyri associate the gMt-building with the royal k~ rather than with 
any god. The later notion in translating gMt as the mansion of k~ is supported by R. Hussein ('A New 
Coffin Texts Spell from Naga ed-Der', FS. Lesko, in preparation) who translated gb?t nt w~"bw as 'the 
dwelling place of the k~w of the Pure Ones'. Yet, gb~t appeared twice on (SC/south/2002/0 1 ), in the 
title of officials who are described as 'Smsw gMt pr-nswt , Retainers of the divine mansion and the 
royal palace' and 'Smsw gb~t, Retainers of the divine mansion'. While, and on (SC/south/2002/04), 
gb~t appeared three times in the names of three sail boats of the royal fleet; the names are 'gb?t ~"~t fzb 
t3wj, the great divine mansion, feast of the two lands', 'gb~t ~"~t ntrw bnm(w), the great divine mansion 
of the united gods', and finally 'gb~t wrt ntrw s/:ltpt, the great divine mansion of the satisfied gods'. 
Therefore, the association between gMt and the gods is very clear, also calling a boat as a gb?t stresses 
the notion of gb~t as divine mansion of the gods or the divine B of the king himself. It might be also 
worthy to stress the fact that official titles with 'gb~t' are very often connected with other priestly 
titles. See El-Khouli, Kanawati, Pepy-ankh and Khewen-wekh, p. 34. 
1045 The title smsw gb~t pr-nswt' is not attested before, however, it seems that it comprises two 
distinctive titles in it: 'Smsw gb?t' and 'Smsw pr-nswt', with administrative responsabilities of their 
holders. The title 'smsw gb3t' is attested several times in the mortuary temple of Niuserre, see 
Borchardt, Niuserre, p. 73 (39,2), p. 74 (48,1-2) (Gefolgsleute des Hauses). See also, Jones, Index 11, 
p. 993, No. 3678. Also a conjunction between gMt and pr-nswt seems not likely. 
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2"d Main Register (SC/south/2002/01) (pi. 1) 
Height: 0.32 m. 
Width: 0.79 m.

1046 

It is considerably smaller than the first register. It depicts traces of fourteen running 

men, facing right (west) with their left foot in front; their arms are bent at the elbows, their 

left hand is in a fist, and their right hand is clutching a baton. They are wearing short belted 

kilts and short tight wigs. Although the stone in this register has been badly damaged, it is 

clear that the entire register would have consisted of running men. The first four of the 

fourteen men (from right to left) have considerable damage to their faces, torsos and legs. The 

last four have damage to their faces, the last two have damage to their legs and the last man 

has damage to his back and torso. Above the figures of the running men there are three 

separate inscriptions that represent their titles. The first inscription identifies the first four men 

from right to left. The inscription reads: 

Sms(w) gb5t 

Retainers of the divine mansion. 1047 

The second identifies the men from number seven to number ten; it reads: 

Sms(w) pr-nswt 

Retainers of the royal palace. 1048 

The last inscription above the last two men has been partly damaged, however it is still 

possible to restore it as: 

LJ -~/,'// 
~ / 

~ ///// 

.ifntjw-[~] pr-'5. 

Land tenants of the Great House. 1049 

1046 The two sides ofthe register are broken and the width of the register from the bottom is about 0.42 
m. 
1047 For the bibliography of the title and different meanings, see Jones, Index 11, p. 993, No. 3678 
(retainer(s) of the robbing-room). Men with the same title appeared also in the mortuary temple of 
Niuserre, see Borchart, Niuserre, pp. 73[39,2], 74[48,1-2] (Gefolgsleute des ... Hauses), fig. 52b, pl. 
16. According to Sethe (Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), p. 85), the title represents a gang of soldiers 
(Gefolgsletute [d.i. So/daten] der 4b5t ). 
1048 This is the first appearance of the title 'Jmsw with pr-nswt', however, it was attested before with 
'prJ5' and 'nswt', see Jones, Index II, p. 992, Nos. 3669,3671. 
1049 A precise meaning and translation of the title bnty-J is not yet available. This is due to the fact that 
their holders involved in different duties and tasks either during the life of the king or in his funerary 
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It is obvious that the running men, either depicted in the two subsidiary registers or in 

the above mentioned second main register, represent the same idea as the 'running sailors' 

that are depicted on (SC/south/2002/02-04), in subsidiary registers among the scenes of the 

accompanying boats. Also they are similar in the attitude to the 'running sailors' in many Old 

Kingdom non-royal tombs. 1050 However, the difference from the running men in this register 

and the other 'running sailors' is that they are wearing kilts and hold batons while in other 

scenes they are wearing loincloths and carrying coiled ropes around their necks. Also, and 

most important, the titles of our running men on (SC/south/2002/0 1) do not include the sign 

cB r-pr) for the workmen's crews, which (as proved from the newly discovered scene) refers 

only to the boats' crews. Therefore, the running men on (SC/south/2002/01) are, in fact, 

troops of soldiers of the royal escort who are running to receive and assist the royal sailboat 

that is carrying the king. 1051 Depictions of those running men are well attested in Old 

Kingdom mortuary complexes. 1052 

The function of the running sailors is to assist in mooring the boats. In fact the 

depiction of the running sailors who assist the boats in mooring could be traced back to 

h. . . h . d . h k d . I 053 pre tstonc time, w ere It was expresse m t e roe rawmgs. 

The sculptor was successful in showing the movement of the men by depicting them 

on their toes giving them the appearance of springing forward while running. The contracting 

leg muscles can be seen as the men exert themselves. 

complex after his death. For the bibliography and the different meanings of the title "bntjw-J prJ3'', 
see Jones, Index II, pp. 692-693, No. 2532, especially the interpretation of bntj-J, as a class of the 
temple functionaries (Posener- Krieger, Archives Neferirkare, pp. 577-581), and as 'guards' 
(Kanawati, Conspiracies, pp. 14-24). 
105° For example: Petrie, Deshasheh, pl. 6; Duell, Mereruka 11, pi. 144; Junker, Giza 11, fig. 22; 
Moussa, Altenmtiller, Nefer and Ka-hay, pi. 16; Vemer, Ptahshepses, pls. 6,7; Kanawati, Kaiemankh 
and Seshemnefer, pls. 19, 41, 44; id., McFarlane, Inti, Shedu and Others, pis. 7, 32 (two subsidiary 
registers depict running sailors carrying ropes and an oar); Ziegler, Akhethetep, fig. in pp. 66-67, plate 
in p. 144. It also might be worthy to mention the scene in the tomb of Ihy which was reused by Idut 
(Kanawati, Abder-Raziq, Iynefert and lhy, pis. 56, 57), the scene shows a group of more than five men 
wearing loincloths and dragging a boat by a rope. 
1051 This would explain the reason that those running troops are only shown on (SC/south/2002/0 1 ), 
where the king is depicted. 
1052 See Smith, Art and Architecture, fig. 32; Borchardt, Niuserre, p. 70, pl. 48; Goedicke, Re-used 
Blocks, No. 55. 
1053 G. W. Murray, 0. H. Myers, 'Some Pre-Dynastic Rock-Drawings,' JEA 19 (1933): 129 (four men 
are depicted, dragging a boat by a rope attached to the boat's prow); Landstrom, Ships, p. 16, fig. 44. 
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- The Escort Sailboats (SC/south/2002/02-04) (pis. 2-4) 

The two large royal sailboats with king Sahure maneuvering the sail are being 

followed by a number of sailboats that are also royal in form. Unfortunately the block that 

joins block (SCS/south/2002/01) has never been found. Therefore the description of the escort 

sailboats will begin with the sailboats depicted on the block (SCS/south/2002/02) which was 

found next to (SCS/south/2002/01) with the scene of the two large sailboats of Sahure, 

followed by the scene of the third block (SCS/south/2002/03) that joins the second block 

(SCS/south/2002/02) and finally the sailboats depicted on the last block (SCS/south/2002/04) 

which does not join the third block. 

The reliefs of (SC/south/2002/02) are arranged in two registers, and depict four 

royal sailboats. 

1st Register (SC/south/2002/02) (PI. 2) 
Height: 0.42 m. (with the strip of water) 

Width: about 1.14 m. 
1054 

The first register (from the top) depicts two sailboats. The upper part of the register 

has been completely destroyed. Of the first sail boat (from right to left), only traces of the five 

rudders and the stem can be seen. A second royal sailboat follows this sailboat. It is a wooden 

sail boat with a massive hull. The prow of the sail boat is adorned with a falcon head, crowned 

by two horns and a cobra rising between them. The bulwark1055 is decorated with a zigzag 

line; only traces can still be seen on the prow and the stem. The prow is also decorated with 

the falcon Horus perched on a standard. The name of the sail boat is inscribed above the prow. 

The inscription is in a bad state of preservation, however, it is still possible to restore it. The 

name of the sailboat reads: 

r~:z S5/:lw-Rr. 

Sahure 's palace. 1056 

The double forestay that supports the mast is tied on the prow. The Lookout, is 

standing in a bowing position, facing right (west). His face, lower torso and right leg have 

1054 The measurements represent the existing part of the relief. Therefore due to the state of 
~reservation, most of the measurements do not express the actual size of the original scene. 
055 The bulwark is the uppermost part of the hull, framing the deck. See Ibid., p. 14 7. 

1056 This is, however, the only sailboat that the king's name is included in the name of the sailboat. 
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been damaged. The inscription above him is partly damaged, however it is still readable. The 

inscription reads: 

tp nfr pw 

It is the right (good) direction. 1057 

Behind him are traces of a man sitting on the deck. The bipod mast is formed like a tower and 

tapered. The support ropes and the shrouds can be seen, 1058 as well as the outer right line of 

the sail. To the left of the mast, one of the crewmen is depicted standing and holding on to a 

baton adjusting the ropes attached to the mast. His face and legs have been destroyed. Traces 

of his loincloth can be seen. Above him, the inscription represents the name of the crew 

working on the sailboat; it reads: 

rpr smsw S?/:zw-Rr sf:ztp t?wj 

Crew of the retainers ofSahure, Pacificator of the two lands. 1059 

In front of the deckhouse the director of the crew is depicted. He is standing, wearing a 

loincloth. His right arm hanging by his side and his left arm is extended in front of his body 

giving orders to the crew. The inscription above him gives his titles and name; it reads: 

ijrp rpr Jttj. 

Director of the crew, 1060 Itti. 1061 

On the deckhouse roof, the transmitter of the orders, facing right (west), is kneeling 

with his legs tucked under him on the front (right) portion of the roof. His left arm is in front 

1057 Boreux, Etudes Nautique 11, pp. 454-456. For different translations of the phrase 'tp nfr pw', see 
Junker, Giza 11, p. 69; III, p. 184 (etwas Schones ist es); Montet, Scenes de la vie privee, p. 352; 
Weeks, Giza Mastabas, p. 31. N. Kanawati's (Heti, Nesutnefer and Seshemnefer, p. 41) translation of 
'tp nfr pw' as 'it is something good', is following Junker's (Giza 11, p. 69; III, p. 184) translation, 
however, it is likely that 'tp' with its sign as a human head from profile must be translated as 
'direction'. 
1058 Jones, Nautical Titles, p. 264. 
1059 In reference to this title; there is no evidence of turbulent times during the reign of Sahure, 
therefore, we must consider it as a 'programmed' title. For s/:ztp t?wj, see Wb V, 221. 
1060 Jones, Index II, p. 705, No. 2574; idem, Nautical Titles, pp. 188-189. For a discussion on the title, 
see H. Goedicke, 'Four Hieratic Ostraca of the Old Kingdom,' JEA 54 (1968): 24-25. 
1061 16 PN I, p. 52, No. . 
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of his body, his hand has been destroyed, and his right arm is stretched behind him with a 

horseshoe shaped tool in his hand. He is wearing a loincloth with a sheath, it has been tucked 

between his legs and it can be seen from behind. His face has been damaged. However the 

inscription above him still exists; it reads: 

tp nfr pw. 

It is the right direction. 

The same order is relayed to a second transmitter of the orders and inscribed also above his 

head; it reads: 

tp nfr pw 

It is the right direction. 

He is kneeling on the back of the roof of the deckhouse, in the same position as the other man. 

His left hand is in front of him clutching one of the ropes. His head is destroyed but from the 

direction of hieroglyphic inscriptions it is evident that he was looking left (east). By the 

deckhouse, traces of eleven sailors can be seen sitting facing right (west). Their bodies are 

badly damaged. On the stem five helmsmen are depicted standing holding the rudders. Each 

one is in control of one rudder. They are clad in loincloths with sheaths and they are standing 

holding long rudders. The men are all depicted standing in a striding position, their left foot in 

front of their bodies. Their right arm is bent across their bodies holding the rudder. The 

rudders are long with simple butts. The looms are oval in shape with rounded edges. The 

looms are tied with ropes that run up the butt to the deck where they are secured in a knot. 

Behind them is a sailor standing holding the two braces, his left arm stretched up at head 

level, gripping the braces and his right hand is extended across his body gripping the braces at 

waist level. He is shown leaning back as he pulls on the ropes. His right leg is bent to give 

leverage and his left foot is in front. He is wearing a loincloth with a sheath; his face has been 

damaged. Although the back of the stem is partly destroyed, part of the feathers of a wing still 

remams. 

2"d Register (SC/south/2002/02) (PI. 2) 
Height: 0.79 m. 
Width: 1.12 m. 

The second register depicts two royal sailboats sailing. Of the first sailboat (from right 

to left), only the deckhouse and the stem remain. The prow is completely destroyed. Traces of 
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the transmitter of the orders, can be seen kneeling with his legs tucked under him on the front 

of the roof of the deckhouse. He is supporting himself with his left hand on the roof. His right 

hand is extended back and he is clutching a horseshoe shaped tool. the inscription above him 

is in a bad state of preservation, however, it is still possible to be restored; It reads: 

[tp nfr pw] 

[It is the right direction}. 

In front of the transmitter of orders, is one vertical column of inscription that would have been 

over the director of the crew, however, his figure has been completely destroyed. The 

inscription reads: 

lzrp <"pr ljw.jj 

Director ofthe Crew, Khuy. 1062 

On the back of the deckhouse roof is another transmitter of the orders he is kneeling 

with his legs tucked under him. His left arm is in front of his body and his right arm is 

extended behind him, he is clutching the same horseshoe shaped tool in his hand. His head 

has been destroyed, however it is evident from the direction of the hieroglyphic inscription 

above him that he is facing left (east). The inscription above him has been partly damaged; it 

reads: 

tp nfr pw 

It is the right direction. 

By the deckhouse, traces of six sailors can be seen sitting facing right (west). Their 

bodies are badly damaged. Behind the deckhouse, one of the sailors is standing, his arms are 

by his sides and he is in a striding position with his left foot in front of his body. His body and 

face have been damaged. On the stem, traces of four Helmsmen are depicted standing holding 

rudders. Each one is in control of one rudder. The men are all depicted standing in a striding 

position, their left foot in front and their right arm is bent across their body holding the rudder. 

The rudders are long with simple butts, the bottom of the looms have been damaged. Behind 

1062 PN I, p. 267, No. 13. 
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them are traces of a sailor standing holding the two braces, he is shown leaning back as he 

pulls on the ropes. His right leg is bent to give leverage and his left foot is in front. The end of 

the stern is ordained with three falcon heads facing right (west) with wings depicted on the 

side of the stern. 

The second sailboat is similar to the other sailboats in shape and construction. The 

stern of this sail boat is found on a separate block (SC/south/2002/03), 1063 which originally 

joined (SC/south/2002/02). The prow of the sailboat is ordained with a lioness head, most 

likely representing the head of the lioness-goddess Sekhmet, or also likely a eat's head. The 

front portion of the side of the prow is decorated with a fish scale design. The stern (on a 

separate block) is also adorned with a lion head that is turned backward. The front side of the 

stern is decorated with horizontal lines and fish scale design. 

The name of the boat is inscribed above the prow. The inscription reads: 

srn!J r!Jyt 

[The one] who revives the rekhyt-people. 1064 

It is noteworthy that on a block from Lisht, 1065 which is easily attributed to Userkaf 

based on the existence of his name, the text inscribed on the block is commemorating the 

arrival of the king's boat from the temple of goddess Bastet. 1066 Surprisingly enough is the 

name of the boat which is inscribed on the block; it was named "He who controls the 

subjects". Therefore we can assume that Userkafs boat is the same sailboat in our scene after 

being moved to his son, king Sahure who altered its name. 

The double forestay that supports the mast is tied on the prow. The Transmitter of the 

Orders is standing in a bowing position, facing right (west); his face, arms and part of his 

torso have been damaged. The inscription above him is his instruction to the Helmsmen, and 

the sailor who is maneuvering the sail. The inscription reads: 

1063 Only the lower portion of this block (SC/south/2002/03) is preserved. It depicts the lower register 
while the upper register has been destroyed. 

' 
1064 Wb Il, 447; IV, 46. For the meaning of 'srn[z', see also in Hannig, Handw6rterbuch, p. 669. It 
might be worthy to comment on the shape of this boat and its name where the head of the lion might 

' refer to the lioness-goddess Sekhmet who played an essential role in the Myth known as the 
destruction of the human beings. In contrast, Sekhmet here is described as [The one] who revives the 
rekhyt-people. See, Armour, Gods and Myths, pp. 41ff. 
1065 The block is still in situ, in the substructure of Amenemhat I' s pyramid. A. Oppenheim, In: 
~Fflptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids, p. 318, no. 103. 
10 6 Ibid., footnote No. 6. 
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jr /:lr t~-wr 

Make for port! 1067 

The mast is tapered with support ropes going up the mast. The outer right line of the 

sail can be seen. The brace ropes can be seen attached to the beam, running perpendicular to 

the mast, and the shrouds are still visible. To the left of the mast are traces of a sailor, 

standing facing right (west), holding a baton and fixing one the ropes connected to the mast. 

Inscribed above him is the name ofthe sail boat's crew; it reads: 

~pr rbw ntrwj-nbw. 

Crew ofthose who are known to the two lords of gold 1068 

Behind the previous sailor is another sailor, inspecting his work, he is standing in a 

bowing position, facing right (west) with his hands resting on his knees. His face and part of 

his torso is damaged. His title is inscribed above him; it reads: 

S/:l4 

/nspector. 1069 

In front of the deckhouse, the Director of the Crew is standing, facing right (west), his 

face, arms and torso have been damaged. Above him is one vertical line of inscription that 

represents his title and name; it reads: 

ijrp ~pr lfr-mrw 

Director of the Crew, Hormeru. 1070 

1067 Roth, Egyptian Phyles, p. 50. See also Montet, Scenes de la vie privee, pp. 354-55; Junker, Giza 
IV, p. 60; Boreux, Etudes Nautique, pp. 438-41; Jones, Nautical Titles, p. 209 [6] iri /:lr t~-wr "to 
larboard". 
1068 This is the first appearance of the title rb with ntrwy-nbw, however, we can assume safely that it is 
parallel to the title 'rb nswt', see Jones, Index I, pp. 327-28, No. 1206. 
1069 Jones, Index II, p. 910, No. 3336. 
1070 PN I, p. 255, No. 4. 
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On the front (right) of the deckhouse roof, the Transmitter of the Orders is kneeling 

with his feet tucked under his body. He is facing right (west) with his left arm in front of his 

body and his hand on the roof supporting him. His right hand is extended behind him. His 

face and right hand have been destroyed, however the inscription above him still exists and it 

reads: 

jr l}r t?-wr 

Make for port! 

Behind him, another transmitter of the orders is kneeling with his feet tucked under his body, 

hi~ left arm in front of his body and his hand on the roof supporting him. His right hand is 

extended behind him and he is clutching the horseshoe shaped tool. His face has been badly 

damaged however; it is evident due to the direction of the inscription above him that he was 

facing left (east). The inscription above him reads: 

ir l}r t3-wr 

Make for port! 

By the deckhouse are traces of eleven sailors sitting, their bodies and faces are badly 

damaged. Traces of four standing men, four rudders and the decorative stem of this boat can 

be seen on the joined block. The men are damaged; only traces of their legs can be seen. The 

rudders are long with simple butts and only the tops of the looms remain. 

The Subsidiary Register (SC/south/2002/02) (pi. 2) 
Height: 0.31 m. 
Width: 0.40 m. 

Between the two boats there is a subsidiary register depicting five running sailors, 

facing right (west). Their left legs are in front and they are clad in loincloths with sheaths and 

short hair. Their arms are bent at the elbows, with their left hands in a fisted position. The 

second and the fourth man (from right to left) are carrying ropes coiled several times around 

their necks. The last running sailor is holding a baton in his right hand; his face is partly 

damaged. The inscription above them depicts the name of the crew to which they belong. It 

reads: 
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("pr jst /jr Nb-!J("w 

Crew of the gang of Horus, Neb-kha 'u. 1071 

The depiction of these running sailors together with the name of their crew are, in fact, 

very important, because it provided us with the name of the crew of the boat in front of them 

(with its stem ordained with three falcon heads)! In fact, the sculptor was following a rule in 

depicting the running sailors of each sailboat just in the space above its stem. This is also 

confirmed by the depiction of the running sailors in the second register of 

(SC/south/2002/04), where the running sailors are, obviously part of the crew working on the 

sailboat in front ofthem. 1072 

In front of the running sailors, there was one vertical line of inscription that addresses 

their task. The inscription has been partly damaged but it is still possible to reconstruct it; it 

reads: 

<=>~ID~ 
Rw(j) nw/:l 

Removing the ropes. 1073 

Behind the mast of the second sailboat, there are traces of a second subsidiary register 

depicting running sailors however, it has been destroyed. This is evident by the well preserved 

one vertical line of inscription, facing right (west). The inscription reads: 

~ ~---~~ <=> Jfol~ 
rw(j) nw/:l 

Removing the ropes. 

1071 For the reading' ist', see Wb I, 127 [12]. For reading the sign as is, see Fischer, Egyptian Studies I, 
p. 29. 
1072 See pp. 193-194. Also a relation between the name of the crew including the Horus-name of the 
king and the shape of the stern with falcon heads (also the prow was most likely ordained with a 
falcon head) must be stressed. 
1073 Boreux, Etudes Nautique, p. 450; Hannig, Handworterbuch, p. 399 (nwb), p. 461(rwJ). 
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Second register (SC/south/2002/03) (pi. 3) 
Height: 0.79 m. 
Width: I. 70m. 

On the joined block (SC/south/2002/03), 1074 and behind the stem of the sailboat named 

S'nb rbyt "[The one] who revives the rekhyt-people" another sailboat is depicted. It is identical 

in size and construction as the other sailboats that are following the two sailboats with the 

king depicted on them. The prow of the sail boat is ordained with a falcon head crowned by 

two horns and a cobra rising between them. The front portion of the side of the prow is 

decorated with wing feathers. The double forestay that supports the mast is tied to the prow. 

The lookout is standing in a bowing position, facing right (west), his face, arms and part of his 

torso have been damaged. The inscription above him is depicted in one vertical line; it reads: 

tp nfrpw. 

It is the right direction. 

The bipod mast is shaped like a tapered tower. The name of the crew is depicted in one 

vertical line; it reads: 

(G~~j~~~~ 
'pr mrjw S5/:lw-R' wr 
Crew of the beloved ones of the great Sahure (?)1075 

The support backstays can be seen going up the mast. The outer right line of the sail 

and the shrouds ropes are visible. To the left of the mast, traces of one of the crewmen is 

depicted standing, facing right (west) and holding what appears to be a rope that is connected 

to the mast. He is possibly hoisting or lowering the sail. Behind him, is a sailor inspecting his 

work, he is standing in a bowing position, facing right (west), clad in loincloth with a sheath 

that can be seen between his legs (from the back). His hands resting on his knees. His face 

and part of his torso have been damaged. Above him his title is inscribed; it reads: 

1074 See note no. 1063. 
1075 The meaning of wr is not precisely clear; it can be translated as adj. Pred. of the noun (Sahure) and 
the translation in this case would be "Sahure is great'. Also it can be taken aswr or even as the name 
of the phyle called 'wr' (west/starboard). For a discussion on the phyle wr, see Roth, Egyptian Phyles, 
p. 9ff. For the crew's name mrjw S5/:zu-W, see Borchardt, Sahure 11 (text), p. 86 (Die Bemannung Wie 
beliebt ist Sahure). 
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The inspector. 

In front of the deckhouse, the director of the crew is standing, facing right (west), his 

left foot in front, his right arm is hanging by his side and his left arm is bent across his chest. 

His face, hands and torso are damaged. Above him, the inscription gives his title and his 

name. However, only two letters from his name are still visible. The inscription reads: 

ljrp r-pr 11/slbll/ 

Director of the crew //s/kh/11. 

On the front of the deckhouse' s roof, the transmitter of the orders is kneeling with his 

feet tucked under his body. He is facing right (west) with his left arm in front of his body and 

his hand on the roof supporting him. His right hand is extended behind him; traces of a 

horseshoe shaped tool can be seen in his hand. His face and right hand have been destroyed, 

however, the inscription above him still exists; it reads: 

tp nfr pw. 

It is the right direction. 

Behind him, another transmitter of the orders is kneeling with his feet tucked under his body, 

his left arm in front of his body and his hand on the roof supporting him. His right hand is 

extended behind him, traces of a horseshoe shaped tool can be seen in his hand. His face has 

been badly damaged. However, it is evident due to the direction of the inscriptions above him, 

that he is facing left (east). The inscription reads: 

tp nfr pw 

It is the right direction. 

By the deckhouse, traces of eight sailors are sitting; their bodies and faces have been 

damaged. Behind the deckhouse, traces of one sailor is standing, his right arm hanging by his 

side, his left arm has been destroyed, he is in a striding position with his left foot in front. His 

body and face are damaged. On the stern, four helmsmen are depicted standing, holding the 

rudders. Each one is in control of one rudder. The men are all depicted standing in a striding 

position; their left feet in front, with their right arms bent across their bodies and holding the 
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rudder. Their left arms are bent upward holding the rudder. The rudders are long with simple 

butts. The bottom of the looms have been destroyed. Behind them are traces of a sailor 

standing and holding the two braces. He is shown leaning back as he pulls on the ropes. His 

right leg is bent to give leverage and his left foot is in front. His face and hands have been 

destroyed. Although, the back of the stem has been destroyed, the feathers of a wing on the 

side of the stem and traces of a decorative zigzag border can be seen. 

Above the stem of the sail boat, traces of a subsidiary register exist. Two front legs of 

two running sailors are visible and part ofthe inscriptions written in front of them, only the 

determinative of word nw/:l "ropes" remains. However, we are still able to reconstruct the 

inscription: 

(rwj nw/:l) 

(Removing the ropes) 

Unfortunately, the scene depicted on the following block (SCS/2002/4) does not join 

the previously described scene on (SCSI 2002/3). The scene on (SCS/2002/4) consists of two 

main registers and three subsidiary registers, two in the first register and one in the second 

register. The two main registers depict four sail boats, two sailboats in each register. 

1st Register (SC/south/2002/04) (pi. 4) 
Height: 1.05 m. 
Width: 1.92 m. 

The first main register (from the top) depicts two sailboats. In the space above the 

stem and the prow of the first and the second sail boat, are two subsidiary registers depicting 

running sailors. The first sailboat's (from right to left), prow has been destroyed. Traces of the 

name of the sailboat still remain, and it is possible to reconstruct the name of this sailboat 

with certainty as: 

~~ '?:F 
~~Z(W~ 
4b5t r5t (nt) /:lb t5wy 

The great mansion ofthe feast of the Two Lands. 1076 

1076 For /:zb see, Wb Ill, 57[7]; Hannig, Handworterbuch, p. 520. 
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It is clear that the prow would have been ordained with a falcon head because the stem 

is ordained with a falcon head looking backward (west), clad with a crown with two horns and 

the uraeus rising in between. The wing is depicted on the side of the stern. A zigzag 

decoration appears on the edge of the prow. Standing on the prow is the Lookout, he is in a 

striding position facing right (west) with his left foot forward, his left arm is resting on his left 

knee and his right arm is extended behind his body and his head is looking towards the stem 

of the boat. Above him is one vertical line of inscription; it reads: 

jr /:lr jmj-wrt 

Make for starboard! 1077 

The upper part of the mast has been destroyed. Standing behind the mast is a crewman 

facing right (west), with his left foot forward. He has a long baton in his hand that he is using 

to adjust the ropes attached to the mast. In front of him traces of crewmen can be seen. Above 

him is one horizontal line of inscription that represents the title ofthe crew; it reads: 

rpr smsw S~/:lw-Rr lfr Nb nfrt 

Crew of the retainers ofSahure "Horus -Lord ofbeauty".1078 

Behind him the Director of the Crew is standing, facing right (west) in a bowing position with 

his hands on his knee. Above him his name and title are inscribed in one vertical line; it reads: 

ljrp rpr Jzzjj 

Director ofthe crew, Jzzi. 1079 

On top of the roof of the deckhouse the first transmitter of the orders (from right to 

left) is kneeling with his left arm resting on the roof and his right arm extended behind his 

body, his head has been destroyed. However, it is apparent from the direction of the 

inscriptions above him that he is looking towards the stem. Above him is one vertical line of 

inscription; it reads: 

1077 Roth, Egyptian Phyles, p. 50; Jones, Nautical Titles, p. 209[6] iri l:zr imy-wrt "to starboard". 
1078 See 'Smsw lfr' in Jones, Index II, 993, No. 3657. 
1079 PN I, p. 45, No. 20. 
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jr l:zr jmj-wrt 

Make for starboard! 

On the back of the deckhouse roof, the second Transmitter of the Orders is depicted in 

the same position as the first with the same inscription above him; it reads: 

jr l:zr jmj-wrt 

Make for starboard! 

Beside the deckhouse, twelve oarsmen are resting facing right (west); the first one 

(from right to left) is standing in a bowing position with his hands on his knees, behind him 

the rest of the oarsmen are sitting. On the stern five helmsmen are standing, facing right 

(east), holding five rudders. Behind them, a sailor is holding three braces, his left foot is in 

front, and his right leg is bent giving him the leverage to control the braces. His upper torso 

and face have been damaged. 

Of the second sailboat, only the prow and part of the hull remains. The prow is 

ordained with a jackal head and a wing depicted on the side. Above the prow, the name ofthe 

boat is written: 

rjb3t '3t (nt) ntrw bnm(w) 

The great mansion of the united gods. 1080 

On the prow is a sacred falcon perched on a stand, facing right (west). Traces of the 

lookout can be seen in the same position as the first boat; above him the inscription reads: 

tp nfr pw 

It is the right direction 

Behind him a crewman can be seen standing, facing right (east) holding a long baton 

adjusting the ropes of the mast, above him the name of the crew appears in two horizontal 

lines: 

1080 See discussion in p. 17 5, note no. 1044. 
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'pr Smrw nbtj Nb b'w 
Crew ofthe companions of(the affiliated one to) the two ladies -Nb b'w. 1081 

Behind him, the director of the crew, is standing, facing right (west), holding a scepter in his 

right hand and his left hand is stretched in front of his body. He is giving orders to the 

crewman adjusting the sail. Above him is one vertical line of inscription that represents his 

title and name; it reads: 

ijrp 'pr Nfr-/:tr-n-Pt/:t 

Director of the crew, Neferherenptah. 1082 

The front part of the deckhouse is still visible and part of the first Transmitter of the 

Orders can be seen on the roof, facing right (west). The inscription above him reads: 

tp nfr pw 

It is the right direction. 

Beside the deckhouse, traces of an Oarsman, facing right (west) remain. 

1st (top) subsidiary register (SC/south/2002/04) (pi. 4) 
Height: 0.27 m. (not preserved) 
Width: 0.61 m. 

The first subsidiary register is badly damaged and the upper parts of the five running 

sailors are destroyed. They are running right (west), clad in loincloths with sheaths. 

1081 The gang's name 'smrw' appeared with King Niuserre, see Borchardt, Niuserre, p. 73(42.2) (die 
.freunde des Ne-user-re'). 
1082 The name is not recorded neither in PN nor in PM. For a discussion on this pattern of names, see 
Fischer, Egyptian Studies Ill, pp. 55-61. It might be worthy to mention that our, NeferherenPtah is 
depicted also in the third register on (SC/north/1994/03 ), however, the title depicted in front of his 
name in the later depiction is not '/jrp rpr, director of the boat', but 's1;4 wj~, inspector of the boat'. 
Seep. 248. 
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2"d subsidiary register (SC/south/2002/04) (pi. 4) 
Height: 0.31 m. 
Width: 0.44 m. 

The second subsidiary register depicts three runnmg sailors in the same position 

carrying coils of ropes around their necks. In front of the running sailors, one vertical line of 

inscription is written; it reads: 

rw(J) nw/:l 

Moving the ropes. 

It is, however, evident from the other depictions of running sailors that the name of 

these running sailors must have been inscribed above the sailors depicted in the 1st register. 

Moreover, one can state with certainty that the crew's name of these running sailors is Smsw 

S5/:lw-Rr /fr Nb nfrt "Retainers ofS5/:lw-R~ Horus -Lord of beauty". 

2"d Register (SC/south/2002/04) (pi. 4) 
Height: o. 79 m. 
Width: 1.92 m. 

The second main register depicts two sailboats and five running sailors are in a 

subsidiary register. The first sailboat (from right to left) is the most complete sailboat that was 

discovered. It depicts the prow, stem, hull, mast, sail, and the six positions of the crewmen. 

The prow and stem are ordained with a jackal head and a wing is depicted on the side of the 

prow and stem. Traces of a jackal head on the prow still remain. The inscription above the 

prow gives the name of the sail boat; it reads: 

gb5t wrt (nt) ntrw S/:ltpt 

The great mansion that gods satisfied. 

Standing on the prow is the lookout, he is in a striding position facing right (west) with 

his left foot forward, his left arm is resting on his left knee, his right arm is extended behind 

his body and his head is looking towards the stem of the sail boat. The inscription above him 

is written in one vertical line, it is his orders to the helmsmen. The inscription reads: 
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jr /:zr t3-wr 
Make for port! 

In front of the mast, traces of a sailor sitting, facing right (west) exist. The upper part of the 

mast has been destroyed. Standing behind the mast is a crewman facing right (west), with his 

left foot forward. He has a long baton in his hand that he is using to adjust the ropes attached 

to the mast. The name of the crew is inscribed above him; it reads: 

rpr mrjw lfr Nb brw 

Crew of the beloved ones of Horus -Nb brw. 1083 

In front of him, traces of sailors can be seen. Behind him, the director of the crew, is 

standing, facing right (west), holding a scepter in his right hand and his left hand is stretched 

in front of his body, giving orders to the crewman adjusting the sail. Above him the 

inscription represents his name and title; it reads: 

ljrp rpr [Nj]-K3w-Rr 

D . if h AT"k 1084 zrector o t e crew 1vl aure. 

On top ofthe roof of the deckhouse, the first transmitter ofthe orders (from right to 

left) is kneeling with his left arm resting on the roof and his right arm extended behind his 

body, his head has been destroyed. However, it is apparent from the direction of the 

inscriptions above him that he is looking towards the stem. The inscription above him reads: 

jr /:zr t3-wr 

Make for port. 

On the back of the deckhouse roof, the second transmitter of the orders is depicted in 

the same position as the first and the same inscription is written above him; it reads: 

jr /:zr t3-wr 

1083 See Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), p. 86, 11 (plates), pls. 17, 52 'mrw S~f:zw-W' (die Bemannung Wie 
beliebt ist Sahure); id., Niuserre, p. 73 ( 42.1) (die Geliebten des Ne-user-re1. 
1084 PN I, p. 180, No. 23. 
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Make for port! 

Beside the deckhouse, fourteen oarsmen are sitting (resting), facing right (west). On 

the stem, four helmsmen are standing, facing right (east), holding four rudders. Behind them a 

sailor is holding three braces, his left foot is in front, his right leg is bent giving him the 

leverage to control the braces. His upper torso and face have been damaged. 

Of the second sail boat, only the prow and part of the hull remain. The prow is shaped 

like a lotus bud. A zigzag decoration is depicted on the upper edge of the prow. Above the 

prow, the name of the sailboat is inscribed; it reads: 

~::~~ 
ljkn m /:lpt 

D I . h . . . 1085 e tg t m navtgatwn. 

Standing on the prow is the lookout. He is in a striding position facing right (west) 

with his left foot forward, his left arm is resting on his left knee and his right arm is extended 

behind his body. His head is turned toward the stem of the sailboat. The inscription above him 

is written in one vertical column; it reads: 

4b-~M 
jr /:lr t~-wr 

Make for port! 

The upper part of the mast has been destroyed. Standing behind the mast is a crewman 

with his left foot forward, facing right (west), a long baton in his hand that he is using to 

adjust the ropes attached to the mast. The name of the crew working on the sailboat is 

inscribed above him; it reads: 

rpr sb~t(yw) /jr Nb !/w 

Crew of the steersmen of Horus- Nb brw. 1086 

In front of him, traces of sailors can be seen. 

1085 For /:lkn followed by the preposition m, see Wb. III, 178[13-18]; Hannig, Handworterbuch, p. 565. 
1086 Hannig, Handworterbuch, p. 685 sb~ lfr nb r/:1 "Zogling des Horus, Herrn des Palastes". 
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The Subsidiary Register (SC/south/2002/04) (pi. 4) 
Height: 0.38 m. 
Width: 0.55 m. 

In the middle of the second register, above the stem and the prow of the first two 

boats, is a subsidiary register. It depicts five running sailors in the same position and form as 

the previous running sailors. They are running facing right (west), clad in loincloths with 

sheaths. The last sailor appears with his loincloth tucked in his belt. Two of them (the second 

and fourth) are carrying coils of ropes around their necks; the first sailor (from the right) is 

holding a rope in his hand. Above them is one line of horizontal inscription; it reads: 

'pr mrjw lfr Nb b'w 

Crew ofthe beloved ones ofHorus -Nb !J'w.1087 

In front ofthem is one vertical line of inscription; it reads: 

Rw(j) tzw 

R . h d . 1088 emovmg t e raggmg ropes. 

-Notes on Sahure's Royal Fleet 

The scene of Sahure' s royal fleet is composed of twelve royal sail boats. They are 

similar in their form, construction and the distribution of the crew. 

- The Sailboats 

All of the sail boats are made of wood, although, the first two sail boats depicted on the 

block (SC/south/2002/01) are papyri-form with the prow and the stem shaped as papyrus 

bundles. The prows and stems on the other sailboats depict different sacred birds and animal 

heads. 1089 The massive hull is shown from the profile, with a broad cross-section, shallow 

1087 The crew name of these running men is one of the pieces of evidence that indicates that above the 
stern of each sail boat running sailors are depicted helping in mooring the sailboat. 
1088 For translating rwj as a transitive verb, see Wb 11, 406 [17]; Hannig; Handw6rterbuch, p. 461. The 
noun from the verb !z did not appear before. However, it seems that the construction rwj tzw is equal to 
rwj nwh. It seems also that the tz is a special type of rope which is used in dragging the boats to the 
shore, and thus it is equal to st3t [drag rope], see Jones, Nautical Titles, p. 188 [156]. 
1089 Similar boats with these shapes of animals and birds have never been found from the Old 
Kingdom. Only boat prows have appeared with the shape of a hedgehog head on both royal and 
private monuments, see Vandier, ManuelV, p. 697; Landstrom, Ships, p. 35; 
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body and narrow tapered ends. The sailboats have a large bipod mast (i.e. a double mast) with 

a double forestay, 1090 and a trapezoidal sail tied to a top and bottom yard-arm. 1091 The 

backstays (ropes) run from various points on the upper third of the mast to various fastenings 

on each side of the deckhouse. 1092 A crewman standing behind the Helmsmen at the stem 

maneuvers the sail by holding two or three braces attached to the ends of the upper yard-arm 

while the third brace attached to the middle of the yard with the mast. Steering is by means of 

rudders placed at the stem, being secured to the stem-post by ropes. 1093 The looms are tied 

with ropes that run up the butt1094 to the deck of the boat where they are secured in a knot. The 

number of the rudders varies from one boat to another. Each boat has a deckhouse with a flat 

ceiling strong enough to carry two crewmen. All the boats are depicted facing right (west). 

The water is illustrated with a strip of vertical zigzag lines. 

-The Crew 

The crews working on the sailboats are organized according to the system of phyles. 

They are shown giving, receiving and carrying out orders. Each sailboat depicts the same 

positions of crewmen and orders with some variations. 

The crew is shown in seven positions: 

1- The Lookout is always shown standing at the prow. This position is essential to the 

success of the voyage, he is not only giving the orders concerning the right direction but is 

also responsible for watching out for any obstacles the boats might encounter on the 

journey (i.e. hippopotamus, sand-banks, other vessels ... ). 1095 

2- Crewmen are shown sitting behind the sail, they are adjusting the lower yard-arm. 

3- The Director of the Crew is shown standing in front of the deckhouse watching the crew, 

with his title and name inscribed above him. 

4- The Oarsmen are shown sitting on the deck beside the deckhouse. They are resting 

without oars, since the boats are sailing (moving by wind). 

1090 Rope running from masthead and secured to the prow to support the mast, see Ibid., p. 147 [30]; 
Jones, Nautical Titles, p. 264. 
1091 For using the bipod and single masts, see Landstrom, Ships, pp. 19, 41f., 47f.; Partridge, 
Transport, p. 21. 
1092 see Landstrom, Ships, p. 41. 
1093 The rudder support usually appears to be a pin stuck through the stem-post, see Landstrom, Ships, 
p. 57. 
1094 The butt is the upper or handle end of the rudder or oar. 
1095 Partridge, Transport, 38. 
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5- The two Transmitters of Orders are sitting back to back above the deckhouse; they are 

relaying the orders from the Lookout to the Helmsmen and the crewman who is 

maneuvering the sail. 1096 

6- The Helmsmen are shown at the stem, holding long rudders. 

7- A Sailor is maneuvering the sail, standing behind the Helmsmen 1097 

1096 Junker, Giza IV, pp. 60-61. For the title, see Jones, Nautical Titles, p. 75. N. Kanawati 
(Kaiemankh and Seshemnefer, p. 42) identified the sailors on the deckhouse as lookouts, using their 
high places in watching. However in our case, the deckhouse man is obviously a transmitter of orders 
affirmed by the accompanied hieroglyphic inscriptions. 
1097 For boat scenes, see Junker, Giza IV, p. 51ff.; Vandier, Manuel V, p. 796ff.; Montet, Scenes de la 
vie priw!e, pp. 346-356; Landstrom, Ships, pp. 56-9; McFarlane, Unis cemetery I, p. 48ff. On the block 
(SC/south/2002/0 1 ), the king himself is maneuvering the boat. 
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VI.2 The Arrival of Sahure's Expedition from Punt1098 (SC/south/2003/07) (pl. 5) 

The arrival of Sahure's expedition from Punt was depicted originally on at least three 

blocks; of these blocks, only the middle one was found (SC/south/2003/07) while the other 

two blocks have never been found. 1099 We should note here that the surviving block depicts 

the dominant and the core features of the original complete scene because it is the middle 

block.lloo 

- General Description 

A vertical line divides the reliefs of (SC/south/2003/07) into two sections; right and 

left to the viewer. Only very few details of the left (east) section survived but fortunately the 

left section only comprises 20% of the whole scene depicted on (SC/south/2003/07). 

The scene of the arrival of Sahure's expedition from Punt includes the following 

themes: 

1. Seagoing ships loaded with families and beasts from Punt. This is depicted in the two 

lower registers under the main register that depicts the king. 

2. King Sahure holding an adze, in front of him a row of trees from Punt are standing. 

The scene dominates the first (top) register. 

3. The queen mother and the royal wife are depicted hand in hand, witnessing the event. 

The depiction of the queen mother and Sahure' s royal wife is directly behind the king 

in the first register. 

4. The courtiers and the high officials attending and witnessing the event. They are 

depicted in two subsidiary registers under the subsidiary register with the trees, and in 

three other registers behind the depiction of the royal mother and Sahure's royal wife. 

1098 T. El A wady, 'King Sahura with the Precious Trees from Punt in a Unique Scene!' in: Old Kingdom 
Art and Archaeology, in print. 
1099 The area to the west and east of the block (SC/south/2003/07) was carefully excavated, however, 
and unfortunately, nothing was found from the adjoined blocks which presumably had been re
quarried and looted completely. It is also noteworthy that quarry marks appeared on the back of the 
block (SC/south/2003/07) however the existence of the block until now might refer that the adjoined 
blocks were of relatively small size. 
1100 The block (SC/south/2003/07) was found at a distance about 4 m. to the east of the block 
(SC/south/2003/06). Therefore, it is possible that two blocks were between the two discovered blocks 
(SC/south/2003/06 - 07). 
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- The Arrival of the Expedition (pl. 5) 

In the two bottom registers, four seagoing ships with remains of a fifth one are 

depicted. 

1st (middle) Register1101 (SC/south/2003/07) (pl. 5) 
Height: 0.32 m. 
Width: 2.32 m. 

It depicts the arrival of two seagoing ships bringing goods from Punt. The ships are 

cargo ships with massive hulls and tripod masts. The prows and stems are in the shape of a 

knife blade in the upright position facing each other (facing outward as to fight off enemies 

and protect the contents of the ship). The stem of the ship has a ladder plank used to 

disembark from the ship to the land. The prow of the front ship has been completely 

destroyed. The ships are part of a scene depicting the arrival of the king's expedition from 

Punt. This is evident from the cargo being transported on the ships, including the Puntite 

people with their distinguished iconographic features. Also the animals (dogs and monkeys) 

and above all the existence of the trees in the first register, identified as Frankincense trees 

from Punt. The ships are shown at the moment of their arrival, therefore, the ships' tripod 

masts are lowered and resting on wooden stands and the oars are resting on the side of the 

hull. 

The first ship, from right to left (west to east), depicts five baboons m vanous 

movements (walking, jumping, or sitting) on the lowered tripod mast. 1102 

Twenty-four people (men, women and children) are shown being transported on the ship. The 

first man's (from right to left) body has been destroyed however, it is clear that he is standing, 

bowing, and raising his two arms above his shoulders supplicating the king. Above him his 

title and name are inscribed in one horizontal line facing east; it reads: 

!Jrp rpr(w) Wsr .. 

Director of the crew, Weser . .. 

In front of him, one of the crew is standing, bending one of the oars; he is clad in a 

loincloth and short tight wig. In front of him is a man sitting raising his arms above his 

shoulders in worship and greeting the king. His body has been badly damaged. In the same 

1101 The scenes depicted on (SC/south/2003/07) are being described according to the order of the event 
not according to the order of the registers. 
1102 The figure of the fifth baboon from right to left is completely destroyed except for a small part of 
his back. 
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form and position is another figure in front of him. After this figure follows one of the crew 

standing, bending with his hands resting on his knees. He is clad in a loincloth tucked 

between his legs. In front of him another member of the crew is standing, bending facing left 

(east). His left hand is resting on his knee and his right hand is on the head of the woman 

sitting in front of him. The woman is depicted wearing long dress. She is raising her arms in 

front of her child who is facing left (east). The child's arm is hanging by his side and his right 

arm is stretched in front of him touching a seated man who is raising his arms. In front of the 

seated man, is a member of the crew, in the same position and attire as the previous members 

of the crew; his body has been partly destroyed. In front of him is another Puntite man, sitting 

with his arms raised up in worship and greeting, a dog with a slim body, short curled tail and 

pointed ears. A piece of material (cloth?) is tied around his neck. Above the dog is another 

dog sitting on the folded sail of the ship, which is placed on the deck. Two seated men from 

Punt facing right (west) are wearing short tight wigs with a piece of cloth securing the wig to 

the head. They are raising their arms in the same form and position as the previous Puntites 

and they are being guarded by a member of the crew who is standing behind them, raising his 

left arm greeting the king, while his right hand is placed on the head of the Puntite man sitting 

in front of him. He is followed by three seated Puntite people facing right (west) with their 

arms raised in the same form and position as the previous people from Punt. Another Puntite 

man clad in the same wig and kilt follows them; he is also facing right (west) with his arms 

raised. Four Puntites, two sitting and two standing follow him and they all have their arms 

raised in the same form and position as the previous people from Punt (greeting the king) and 

they are all facing right (west). On the side of the stem three rudders are tied and raised from 

the water as an indication of the arrival to the quay. 

It is interesting that this is the only ship on which the people (Egyptians and Puntites) 

are depicted facing different positions. The first half of them (from right to left) is facing left 

(east), while the second half is facing right (west). The reason of course is the position of the 

king. It was the aim of the artists to indicate and confirm that those people are raising their 

hands only to greet the king. Therefore he was obliged to orientate some of the people in 

deferent direction in consideration to the king's position. 1103 This is important for any 

1103 An exception of this rule is the depiction of the children on board; where they are all depicted in 
freestyle. One of them is depicted playing with the rudder of the second ship and looking left (east) 
when he should be looking right (west). Another one on the same ship is depicted sitting on the folded 
sail touching the head of the man in front of him while the man behind this child was trying to urge the 
child to behave in front of the King. 
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attempts to reconstruct the missing ships on the right side of the discovered block, where, 

there is no doubt that all people depicted on it must have been facing left (east). 

The second ship is in the same form and position as the first ship. On the deck are 

twenty-four people (men, women and children), some of them are members of the crew and 

the others are families from Punt. The Puntite men are clad in short tight kilts and short tight 

wigs with a cloth securing the wigs to their heads while the women are shown with long-hair 

and a cloth tied around the head. With the people on board there are three baboons depicted 

in freestyle and leashed to the mast by ropes as the baboons in the first ship. Also two dogs 

are depicted, one on the front of the ship, leashed from the neck to the long staff with forked 

end/ 104 while the second dog is depicted in the middle of the ship, standing on the lowered 

sail of the ship. The dog is leashed by the neck to lowered sail. 

Above the first man, from right to left (west to east), his name and title are inscribed. 

The inscription reads: 

.1\~~8~ 
(j)m(j)-r3 mr K3.(j)fpr(w) 

The overseer ofthe quarry-work,uos Kaaper. 1106 

This is the only appearance of Kaaper in the relief decoration of Sahure's mortuary 

complex. It seems, however, that we are dealing with a young official who served in the 

king's expedition to Punt which as documented on the Palermo Stone was in the last year or 

the year before the king's death.u07 Therefore, the possibility that our Kaaper continued his 

career during the reign of Sahure's successor, king Neferirkare, is most likely. Based on this 

hypothetical suggestion our Kaaper can be identified with Kaaper who is buried in Giza in the 

rock cut tomb excavated by S. Hassan.uos In fact, this hypothetical identification is supported 

by the similarity of the name of the two men (the one in our scene and the other buried in 

Giza), and the association of both with the royal expeditions, where, Kaaper of Giza bore the 

1104 This staff is used by the sailors to fix and control the ropes of the sail when the later is in function 
as in pl. 4. 
1105 For the bibliography and different meaning of the title "jmj-d mr", see Jones, Index I, p. 139, No. 
541, pp. 243-244, No. 889. 
1106 PN I, p. 338, No. 24. For the bibliography of the name Kaaper, see Barta, Abusir South I, pp. 183-
184. 
1107 Wilkinson, Royal Annals, p. 171. See excurse 11. 
1108 Hassan, Giza 11, pp. 155-158. fig. 184. 
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title 'jmj-r msr, Overseer of the expedition' .1109 Moreover, Ka-aper, owner of the Giza tomb, 

was hypothetically identified as the son of Ka-aper the elder whose tomb is in Abusir and 

dated to the early beginning of the Fifth Dynasty. 1110 In summation, it is most likely that Ka

aper of Abusir is the father of Ka-aper of Giza who might be also the same person depicted in 

the Punt scene. 1111 

The second man's title and name are inscribed in two horizontal lines. The inscription 

reads: 

(j)m(J)-r3 smntjw Mnj~ 

Overseer of the prospectors, 1112 Menia. 1113 

The two titles (The overseer of the quarry-work and the overseer of the prospectors) 

confirm that Sahure's expedition to Punt explored the land of Punt and had some mining 

activities there. The Egyptian expedition, therefore, can not be considered a pure commercial 

expedition. Although, and despite the fact that the newly discovered scenes of this Old 

Kingdom expedition to Punt shed light on the relationship between Egypt and the mysterious 

country, Punt, we still need more evidence on the nature ofthis relationship. 1114 It seems that 

Sahure's expedition succeeded in getting electrum and malachite; the minerals, which are 

mentioned on the Palermo Stone among the commodities brought by the expedition from 

Punt. 1115 This is the first and the only evidence that refers to ancient Egyptian activities and 

1109 Hassan, Giza 11, pp. 155, 157. This title allowed H. Fischer ('A Scribe of the army in a Saqqara 
Mastaba of the early Fifth Dynasty,' JNES 18/4 (1959): 254-255) to identify Kaaper of Giza with 
Kaaper who left an inscription in Wadi Hamammat mentioned his name and title as "Overseer of the 
exredition". The inscription is published by G. Goyon (Nouvelles Inscriptions, pp. 66-67). 
111 See detailed discussion by Barta, Abusir South I, p. 184. it is important here to stress the fact that 
Kaaper, who is depicted in Sahure's Punt scene can not be identified with Kaaper who is buried in 
South Abusir where, and on one hand, the offices which the later hold refer to a high ranking man. On 
the other hand, these offices could not have been held by the former in Sahure's life. Therefore, if we 
identified Kaaper of Sahure with Kaaper who is buried in South Abusir, it means that the dating of the 
Abusir tomb must have been mid Fifth Dynasty; an opinion that is rejected by the scholars. See H. 
Fischer, JNES 18/4 (1959), pp. 254-255); Barta, Abusir South I, p. 184. 
1111 For the genealogical tree of Kaaper's (of South Abusir) family see H. Fischer (JNES 18/4 (1959), 
~P· 254-255. This reconstruction was elaborated and supported by Barta, Abusir South I, p. 184. 
ll2 For the bibliography and different meaning of the title "jmj-rJ smntijw", see Jones, Index I, pp. 

228-229, No. 846. 
tm This is the only attestation of this graphic form of the name 'Mnj'. See PN I, p. 151, No. 2, also 
'Mn3', No, 1 (from the New Kingdom); PM II11

• p. 107. 
1114 For a general overview and most recent studies on the problem of Punt, see D. Meeks, 'Locating 
Punt,' in: Mysterious Lands, pp. 53-80; S. P. Harvey, 'Interpreting Punt: Geographic, Cultural and 
Artistic Landscapes,' in: Mysterious Lands, pp.81-91. 
1115 Wilkinson, Royal Annals, pp. 168-171. 
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exploration in the land of Punt. These activities, however, may explain the reason why the 

ancient Egyptian scribe used the infinitive (jnt- means bringing) referring to the materials 

brought from Punt in the inscriptions of the Palermo Stone. I I I6 The same infinitive was also 

used to refer to the copper from Sinai. I I I? 

Above man number nine, his title is inscribed; it reads: 

~ 

(\J\ 

r~w 

The interpreter.lll 8 

Both of the oars and the three rudders of the ship are not in the position of function, where the 

oars are resting on the massive hull and rudders are raised from the water. 

2"d (bottom) Register (SC/south/2003/07) (pl. 5) 
Height: 0.32 m. 
Width: 2.32 m. 

It depicts three cargo ships smaller in size than the ships in the above register. The 

ships have shallow hulls with two rudders tied to the stem by ropes. Only a part of the rudders 

and stem of the first ship from right to left (west to east) still can be seen while the whole 

depiction of the ship and the crew is lost. 

The second ship depicts thirteen men standing, facing right (west), bowing with their 

arms raised greeting the king. They are clad in short tight kilts and short tight wigs. I I I9 The 

mast is lowered and resting on wooden stands. Three monkeys are on the mast in various 

positions. On the prow and the stem of the ship are two standing dogs with curled tails and 

pointed ears. 

The third ship is in the same position and form with fourteen men in the same form 

and position as the men on the second ship. However, only one dog is depicted standing on 

the stem of this ship, tied with a rope around the neck. Three monkeys are depicted in free 

style, being leashed to the lowered mast. 

1116 Ibid., p. 168, fig. 3. 
1111 Ibid. 
1118 See also the title "(j)m(J)-d <"~w" in Jones, Index I, pp. 73-74, No. 327. 
1119 There is no doubt that they are all Egyptians and that they are in fact the crew of the ship (two on 
the rudders, nine rowers, one on the outlook and one is the overseer of the ship). 
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The ships are depicted resting on water represented by vertical zigzag lines. From the 

upper register only part of the water represented by vertical zigzag lines remains. 

- King Sahure and the rnd trees from Punt 

1st register (SC/south/2003/07) (pi. 5) 
Height: I. 70 m. 
Width: 2.33 m. 

The first top register of (SC/south/2003/07) is dominated by king Sahure standing in 

front of a row of trees coming from Punt with an adze in his hand. The king's mother, wife 

and courtiers are witnessing this auspicious event. 

-The Trees 

It is clear that there were more than two trees however the block is broken and only 

two trees can be seen on a subsidiary register in front of the king on the level of his thigh up 

to his face. These are depicted as small leafless trees with spreading branches. Above the 

branches only few globular beads can be seen. 

-The King 

The king wears short hair with the uraeus on his forehead, an ornate collar that 

consists of several layers of beads, a triangular kilt and sandals. 1120 The king is standing 

facing right (west) before the two trees. In his left hand he is holding a staff in front of his 

body. In his right hand he is holding an adze. 1121 The king is incising the bark to extract the 

resin gum. 1122 

- The Inscription 

Above the trees on the extreme right side of the top of the block (SC/south/2003/07) 

are the remains of a large explanatory text that was intended to comment on the scene. 

Unfortunately, only the lower ends of the last three vertical columns remain. 

The inscription reads: 

1120 Among the depictions of Sahure on the causeway, this is the only scene that shows him wearing 
sandals. 
1121 This is the only example that shows a king holding an adze after the famous scene depicted on the 
mace head of King Scorpion of Dynasty 0. The scene depicts King Scorpion working with an axe in 
his hands. Vandier, Manuel I, pp. 600-602, fig. 393. 
1122 For further discussion on the identification of the trees and the function of the scene see excurse 
Ill. 
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{1) ...... (b)r /:zmf (2) .... .. [rmt]? (3) ...... m~~ jnw 

(1) ........ to his majesty (2) ........ (all men?) (3) ...... overseeing the tributes. 1123 

Needless to say, we can only conclude, from the text, that the king called his officials and the 

elite people of the court to see the wonders he succeeded in bringing from the mysterious land 

of Punt. 

Above the king's head are traces of his titles and epithets. The inscription was written 

in vertical lines facing right (west). It reads: 

{1) ......... dj 'nb nb (2) ...... ... ljr nb b'w (3) ...... S~/:zu-R' (4) ....... ntr nfr s~ 'nb Mfnb 

(1) ..... . given all life. (2) ....... Horus, Lord of appearance. (3) ......... Sahure. (4) ........ . the 

good god, all protection and life are behind him. 

- The Queen Mother and the King's Wife Witnessing the Event 

The king is being followed by the royal mother together with his wife, they are 

standing, holding hands, facing west (right). They are shown on a smaller scale than the king 

(the height of the royal mother to the king is 60%, where the royal wife is almost 50% of his 

height). Above each of the two queens are two vertical columns of inscription that depict their 

full titles and names. 

- The Royal Mother 

She is clad in a long tight dress with two straps, revealing her left breast. She is 

wearing a broad collar that consists of several beaded layers and numerous pendants hanging 

off the last layer, a second tight choker-collar around her neck, bracelets and anklets. The 

1123 Since the scenes showing the Punt people represented them as if they belong to a subject land to 
the Egyptian power, I prefer to translate (jnw) as tributes not products, where the first is most probably 
the meaning, that the ancient Egyptians intended. For a discussion on the noun jnw see: Hasel, 
Domination and Resistance, pp. 69-71. 
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royal mother is wearing the vulture crown, an element that was exclusively for the royal 

mothers. Her left arm is crossed over her body with her hand resting on her chest. Her right 

arm is hanging by her side and she is holding the royal wife's left hand. 

Above the royal mother her titles are inscribed in two vertical columns separated by 

lines, while her name is inscribed under her titles in one horizontal line; it reads: 

(1) mwt nswt bjtj s3t ntr [lrpt ssmt sngt (2) f:zm(t) ntr P5pf l:zm(t) ntr T5-zp 

Nfr-f:ztp.s 

(1) Mother of the king of Upper and Lower Egypt, daughter of the god, 1124 directress of the 

butchers of the Acacia house. 1125 (2) Priestess of the god Pepe/,1126 and priestess of the god 

Thaseo. 1127 

Neferhetepes. 1128 

- The Royal Wife 

She is clad in the same attire as the royal mother except that she has short hair and her 

right arm is hanging by her side. The titles of the royal wife are inscribed in two vertical 

columns separated by lines, while her name together with her epithet are inscribed under her 

titles in two horizontal lines. Although the upper portion of the queen's titles are partly 

damaged, the inscriptions can be reconstructed; it reads: 

1124 The definition of the title "s3t ntr" is not clear; Helck (W. Helck, 'Der Name des letzten Konigs 
der 3. Dynastie und die Stadt Ehnas,' SAK 4 (1976): 130) doubts about the royal origins of any queen 
with this title, while V. Callender ('A Contribution to Discussion on the Title of s3t ntr,' SAK 18 
(1991 ): 89-11 0) suggests that the title was born by the queens when the legitimacy of their sons were 
in doubt or when for some reason the normal progression of the patrilinear inheritance was blocked 
and it was the queen (the spiritual daughter of the god) who continued her husband's line by moving 
the throne to her son. However, Callender's interpretation of the title cannot address Sahure's reign 
because all the archaeological material shows no troubles at all in moving the throne from Userkafto 
Sahure. 
1125 Jones, Index 11, pp. 747-748, No. 2728. 
1126 Ibid., I, p. 512, No. 1916. 
1127 Ibid., 11, pp. 584-85, No. 2141. 
1128 The queen mother Nefer-hetep-es is depicted also on (SC/south/2003/06). 
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(1) Mnt [lfr Stb] wrt (lts wrt f:tst /:lmt njswt mrtf (2) Zm~wt mrjj Nbtj (3) Smrt lfr (4) Mrt Nbtj 

(1) She who sees [Horus and Seth], 1129 great one of the Hts- scepter,1130 great ofpraises,1131 

King's wife, 1132 his beloved. (2) She who joins him (i.e. the king) who is beloved of the two 

ladies. 1133 (3) The companion of Horus. 1134 
( 4) Meretnebty. 1135 

- Sahure's Courtiers and High Ranked Officials 

In front of the king and under the two trees are the remains of three bowing officials. 

They are depicted on a smaller scale. They are all standing, facing the king (east) and wearing 

short wigs and short kilts. It is confirmed that these three officials were followed by a row of 

other officials. Unfortunately the block is broken and only the shoulder of the third man still 

remams. 

The first man (from left to right) is holding a flywhisk and a handkerchief in his left 

hand. While his right arm is stretched out in front of his body with his hand (palm) opened 

upward. The reason for this depiction of the hand is well understood: the official was trying to 

catch some of the fallen resinous drops from the tree which the king had incised its branches 

with the adze. The inscription above him gives only his title; it reads: 

smr wrtj 

Sole companion. 1136 

1129 Jones, Index I, pp. 421-422, No. 1562. In her definition of the meaning of the title, V. Call ender 
(Wives of the Egyptian Kings, Vol. I, p. 27ff.,) suggests the meaning "She who oversees Horns and 
Seth". See also, Sabbahy, Egyptian Queens. p. 23. 
1130 Jones, Index I, pp. 402-403, No. 1481. 
1131 b'd l 1 ., p. 401, No. 1478. 
1132 /bid, 11, pp. 596-597, No. 2188. 
1133 /bid, pp. 831-832, No. 3033. 
1134 /bid, p. 897, No. 3293. 
1135 The royal wife, Meretnebty, is also depicted on (SC/north/2003/05), and possibly on 
(SC/south/2003/06) too. See here pp. 217, 281. For the identity of the royal wife see Excurses 11. 
1136 Jones, Index 11, p. 892, No. 3268. The title was among the most important titles especially during 
the Fourth and the first half of the Fifth Dynasty. During the Sixth Dynasty it became only a ranking 
title. See Helck, Untersuchungen, pp. 25, Ill; Strudwick, the Administration of Egypt, pp. 224-225. 
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The second official's arms are hanging in front of his body, with his hands resting on 

his thighs. The inscription above and in front of his face were written in horizontal lines and 

give his titles, while his name is inscribed in front of his legs in one vertical line. The 

inscription reads: 

smr w('tj brj-/:lbt Nj-swt-wsrt 

S l . d l t . 1137 liT" 1138 o e compamon an ec or przest, 1v1swtwseret. 

It is clear that the original inscription was chiseled out and the above mentioned 

inscription was added. However the quality of the above inscriptions does not resemble that of 

the original inscription. Also an error was made by the artist who achieved the new inscription 

in the writing of the adjective "w('tj" where he put the stroke before the letter "t". 

Above the remains of the third man, his name is written; it reads: 

smr R('-wr 

Companion, Rewer. 1139 

Following the royal mother and royal wife are three subsidiary registers depicting the 

officials who are attending the celebration of the arrival of the expedition. Unfortunately, the 

scenes are in a bad state of preservation after long suffering by the hands of time. 1140 

1st Subsidiary (Upper) Register (SC/south/2003/07) (pi. 5) 
Height: not preserved 
Width: not preserved 

From the first (top) register, only the sign (~ ,nfr) can be seen. 1141 

1137 Jones, Index II, p. 781, No. 2848. 
1138 PN I, p. 174, No. 13; PM 111 1

, pp. 259, 272. Our Njswt-wseret appeared also with almost the same 
titles in the reliefs and inscriptions of the mortuary temple, see Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), p. 120 (der 
Freund und Vorlesepriester N-sw-wsrt), 11 (plates), pis. 50, 51. Also, he is depicted on 
(SC/2003/south/06) and (SC/north/2003/05), see below, pp. 220, 291. 
1139 PNI,p.217,No. 12. 
1140 The block was completely covered with black silt and it also suffers from the accumulation of very 
thick layer of salt. 
1141 Most probably the sign (nfr) represents the last part in the name of the official Seshemnefer who is 
depicted on (SC/south/2003/06) and (SC/north/2003/05) and his full titles are [3yty z3b t3tj Ssm-nfr 
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2"d Subsidiary (Middle) Register (SC/south/2003/07) (pi. 5) 
Height: 31 m. 
Width: 116.5 m. 

Remains of three officials are depicted. The sculptors made an error when they were 

adding the names and the titles to the figures. They missed the right figure of Kemy who is 

always shown in the scenes carrying the flywhisk and the handkerchief in front of the 

king. 1142 Therefore, when they realized their mistake they left the figure with the flywhisk and 

the handkerchief without any name only the title "Sole companion". 1143 

As mentioned above the figure of the second and the third officials are damaged. 

However, the name of the second official remains: 

t~~ 
® <=> <=> 

Nfr lfr 

Neferher. 1144 

Also part of the name of the third official still can be seen: 

Ill nb 

3rd Subsidiary (Lower) Register (SC/south/2003/07) (pi. 5) 
Height: 0.31 m. 
Width: 116.5 m. (part of the first main register) 

Seven officials are depicted in the same form as their above-mentioned companions. 

They are facing west, standing and bowing with their hands resting on their knees. The seven 

officials are clad in short tight belted kilts and short tight wigs. Their names and titles have 

been inscribed in front of them. Unfortunately the upper portion of the last three men (from 

right to left) has been completely destroyed. The first man's (from right to left) title and name 

is inscribed in one vertical line facing right (east); it reads: 

smrNfr 

The companion Nefer. 1145 

"Chief of justice, the vizier, Seshemnfr. His figure is to be reconstructed in the same form like the other 
officials who are depicted in the second and third resister. 
1142 See his depiction on (SCisouth/2003106), (SCinorth/2003105). 
1143 See above p.38. 
1144 PN I, p. 198, No. 6; Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), pp. 79, 96. 
1145 PN I, p. 194, No. I. Most likely he is the same 'Nfr', who is depicted on (SC1southl2003106), 
among the courtiers. However, the later bore the title brp r/:t "director of the palace", together with the 
title 'smr'. See here pp. 221, 291-292. 
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The second man's titles are inscribed in front of his head in one horizontal line facing right 

(east). His name is inscribed in front of his legs in a vertical line with the inscription facing 

right. The man's name and titles read: 

Smr br} tp nswt Tp-m-'n!J 

The companion, the chamberlain, TepemAnkh. 1146 

The third man's title is inscribed in front of his head in one vertical line and his name is 

inscribed in front of his legs in one vertical line. Both of his title and name read: 

btm(w) bjtj Nj-M?rt-Rr 

Sealer of the king of Lower Egypt, 1147 Njmaatre. 1148 

The fourth man's title and name: 

(j)m(j)-d pr Wsr-kf-'n!J 

Overseer ofthe House, 1149 Userkafankh. 1150 

Only the name of the fifth man survived in front of his legs; it reads: 

K?-swcj? 

Kaswedja. 1151 

1146 PN I, p. 380, No. 2. 
1147 Jones, Index 11, pp. 763-764, No. 2775. See also the discussion by H. Fischer, Egyptian Studies Ill, 

~4~~N I, p. 172, No. 16. For a discussion on this pattern of names with (nj), see Fischer, Egyptian 
Studies Ill, pp. 55-61. Another Njmaatre is depicted on (SC/south/2003/06), however, the later bore 
the titles smr brp r~:z "companion and director of the palace". Seep. 222, note no. 1195. 
1149 Jones, Index I, p. 114, No. 461. 
1150 It is likely that 'Userkafankh' is the same official whose Mastaba-tomb is located to the east of 
Niuserre's pyramid complex. (Borchardt, Niuserre, pp. 109-116). This does not, however, imply that 
his tomb has to be dated to the reign of Sahure. Based on Userkafankh's title and depiction on the 
causeway, it seems that he was in the beginning of his career when King Sahure was in his last 
reigning year. M. Barta ('The Mastaba ofPtahshepses Junior at Abusir,' A&L 10 (2000): 63.) dates the 
tomb to the middle Fifth Dynasty based on the architecture of the tomb. However, it is likely that 
Userkafankh's tomb is dated to the reign of Neferirkare. See also J. Krejci, 'The Origins and 
Development of the Royal Necropolis at Abusir During the Old Kingdom,' Abusir and Saqqara 2000 
(ArOr IX), p. 475. 
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The sixth and seventh men's titles and names have been destroyed. 

- The Reliefs of the Left Side of the Scene (SC/south/2003/07) (pi. 5) 

Unfortunately only very few traces of the left section scenes remain in the last bottom 

register. Traces of the water represented by vertical zigzag lines still exists. Most probably the 

water was part of a large scene depicting the royal boat. This is evident by the existence of the 

running men in the lower and last register. 1152 (pi. 5) 

Height: 0.37 m. 
Width: 0.61 m 

Eight running men facing west are depicted. Four of them are clad in short tight 

belted kilts shown ajar from their movement and the other four men are clad in loincloths. The 

first man, from right to left, is shown running with his two arms bent at the elbow and his 

hand fisted. Above his head, his title and name is inscribed; it reads: 

~ru::lill::3 
smsw h3jt ljrj-nj-Rr 

Elder of (Judicial) court, 1153 Kherenre. 1154 

The second man is holding a cylinder of arrows. The cylinder is resting on his right 

shoulder with his right arm gripping it at chest height. His left hand is gripping the bottom of 

the cylinder. Above his head his title is inscribed: 

s3 pr 

guard. 1155 

Another man who is running with his two arms bent at his elbows follows him. Four 

of the last five men are holding batons in their right hands while the other man (the one in the 

middle) is carrying a rope. Above them their title is inscribed unfortunately only part of the 

title can still be read, it is the name of the king in a cartouche: 

1151 Luckily, the man's title, name, and also a much better preserved depiction have survived on the 
bottom register of(SC/south/2003/06). See below, p. 232, note no. 1234. 
1152 The running men were only depicted in the scenes where the royal boat was depicted. 
1153 For the bibliography and different meaning of the title "smsw h~jt", see Jones, Index II, pp. 902-
903, No. 3313. 
1154 The reading of this name is still in doubt. The name is not recorded in PN. 
1155 Jones, Index II, p. 798 No. 2908. 
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VI.3 Sahure Celebrating the Bringing of the rnd trees (SC/south/2003/06) (pi. 6) 

The scene 1s depicted on (SC/south/2003/06), and it dominates three horizontal 

registers. 

The upper register is the largest for it depicts the king sitting on his elaborate throne, 

gathering the fresh globular beads of the Frankincense from one of the trees which is placed 

in front of him. According to the explanatory text; the king is giving the fresh resin gum to the 

royal mother. 

In front of the king's throne the royal family and the elite courtiers are depicted in five 

subsidiary registers, attending the celebration. Behind the king are another four subsidiary 

registers showing other officials, craftsmen and artisans at a banquet. The second main 

register shows troops of musicians and singers. The third (last) main register depicts, on the 

two sides, royal officials joining the celebration, and the middle has an additional two 

subsidiary registers of singers. 

1st Register (SC/south/2003/06) (pi. 6) 
Height: 115 m. 
Width: 184 m. 

The king's figure dominates the center of the register. He is shown sitting on the 

throne facing left (east) and gathering the fresh resin gum from a tree placed in front of him. 

The King 

The king is clad in a pleated kilt with triangular panel, displayed as a profile in order 

to show it in its entirety. 1156 He is wearing a short tight wig and the royal false beard with his 

forehead ordained with the uraeus. A broad collar is around his neck that consists of several 

layers of linked beads. 1157 His face has been damaged. It appears to have been deliberately 

carved out possibly to remove the inlayed eye. 1158 The king's left hand is resting on his side 

1156 The first example of this royal garment, appeared on Sahure, and consequently was preserved for 
the kings. For a discussion on this type of kilt, seeS. Rzepka, 'Reconstruction ofthe Kilt Represented 
on a Statue ofNeferefre,' JEA 86 (2002): 151-152. 
1157 The King only appeared in this form (kilt, wig, false beard and collar) in one of the scenes in the 
mortuary temple, see Borchardt, Sahure, II (plates), pl. 17. 
1158 In all the newly discovered scenes of king Sahure, the royal mother and his wife, the inlayed eyes 
were stolen. 
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holding a handkerchief, 1159 and his right hand is reaching for the dried beads of Frankincense 

on the branches of the tree. 

The Tree 

The tree is placed in a low pot in front of the king and on the level of the third 

subsidiary register. It is a small tree with spreading branches, leafless with a short trunk. The 

branches of tree are very rich with the dried beads-like plumbs (the resin gum) which exuded 

from the branches after the king incised them with the adze in the above mentioned scene 

depicted on (SC/south/2003/07). 1160 

The Throne 

The throne of the king proves to be the best preserved example of a royal throne from 

the Old Kingdom. Simultaneously, it is the most complete scene of an Old Kingdom king 

sitting on a throne. From the type of the scene and the decorative motifs we can assume that it 

is a wooden throne that consists of four lions carrying it. However, we can see only two of the 

lions from one side. The lions are depicted back to back. 1161 The decorative harness can be 

seen on the bodies of the lions. The faces of the lions are partly damaged as well as the legs of 

the front lion. Between the two lions is an inscription; it reads: 

rr~~'C:7 
®o~ Q 

tJ3swt nb(w)t 

All the foreign lands. 1162 

The existence of the inscription tJ3swt nbt, 'All the foreign lands' under the throne of 

the king reminds us of the nine bows which are usually depicted under the king's feet on the 

royal statues, or on the footrest and sandals. 1163 The lions are standing on a low decorated 

base. It is depicted in profile as to give the full detail of the base floor. The throne chair above 

1159 For a discussion on this type ofhandkerchiefand others, see Fischer, in: AEMMJI-11 (1968-1976), 
p. 148ff. 
1160 See excurse Ill. 
1161 Only fragments of this type of throne with the lions have been found in the mortuary temple of the 
Sahure, see Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pl. 43. 
1162 Wb Ill, 234 (1 0) "b~s.t nb.t"; Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), p. 87 b~s.t nb.(t) "a/le gebirgslande", pl. 
12; Ibid, 96 b~swt nbt "a/le gebirgslande", pl. 19; Hannig, Handworterbuch, p. 584. 
1163 E. Uphill, 'The Nine Bows,' JEOL VI, no. 19 (1965-1966), 1967: 393-420. 
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the lions is a typical Old Kingdom bwt-throne. 1164 A ladder between the two front lions is 

leading up to the throne chair. The ladder is at 45°-inverted angle, supported by two side 

stands that are shaped as ladders. On the side of the throne the sm5-t5wj is depicted. 1165 The 

base of the throne ends with a pillar that has a lotus flower base. On the throne, the king's 

legs, and the tree are traces of a red net of equal squares that had been added in later times. 1166 

Above the king, the vulture goddess Nekhbet was depicted facing left (east), the right 

wing stretched over the king's title and the left wing is down. She is giving an ankh with her 

claws. Unfortunately, only the ankh and part of the right wing can still be seen. The 

inscriptions above the king represent the nswt-bjtj name of Sahure, followed by the regular 

eternity formula. The inscription is in vertical columns that read from left to right and top to 

bottom: 

nswt-bjtj S5bw-Rr, dj rn!J J)d w5s snb gt 

King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Sahure, given (granted) life, endurance, wealth and health 

forever. 

The Explanatory Text 

In front of the king's name and title, the explanatory text is inscribed in seven vertical 

columns that read from left to right and top to bottom: 

1-r.~~~~n~ 
2-~~~~;®~A 

3-~~-n~~~~ 
-~-+0~~~ 

4-

5-~•1-+~l~nJ 
6-~Ao!oc=:>~~~go!o 

1164 This type of throne, used by both gods and kings, represents the term 'l:zwt-ntr' (the god's house I 
temple), see Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, p. 493 (06); Kuhlman, "Thron" in: LA 6, 524-25. 
1165 Wilkinson, Reading Egyptian Art, p. 81. 
1166 Examples of a red net used for copying scenes have been found on other monuments such as, the 
tomb of Ptahshepses at Abusir, see Verner, Ptahshepses, p. 29, note no. 2. See another interpretation 
here not no. 455, also p. 282. 
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(1) Ill Ill ntrw nb(w) m-b~/:z 4r p~t t3 (2) Ill Ill n zp !Jpr (3) Ill Ill n smrw (4) Ill Ill n bkrwt nswt 

(5) Ill Ill l:zmfn mwt nswt Nfr-/:ztp.s (6) Ill IWnd r nht nt 'nd (7) Ill Ill Wts-nfrw S~l:zw-R' 

(1) Ill Ill in front of all the gods since the primeval times of earth 1167 (2) Ill Ill never 

happenei 168 (3) Ill Ill to the companions (4) Ill Ill to all king's ornaments1169 (5) Ill Ill his 

majesty to the king's mother Neferhetepes (6) Ill Ill the Frankincense from the tree of 

Frankincense. 1170 (7) Ill Ill the palace ofSahure 'Wts-nfrw S~l:zw-R''. 

Although, Punt was well known and Egypt's relation with this exotic land goes back 

to the beginning of the Egyptian history, it is important, to emphasize that the scene showing 

king Sahure celebrating his success in bringing the precious trees from Punt is an event that 

was unique and must therefore be considered a narrative. 1171 The scene is not completely a 

'programmed' scene; it has the unique narrative features depicting king Sahure sitting on a 

throne in front of fresh 'nd tree that brought by his successful expedition to Punt. Despite the 

fragmentary state of the text, it refers to a special and precious gift from the king to the royal 

mother and perhaps to all the attendants who are depicted in front of him. This royal gift is 

(according to the inscriptions) 'nd r nht nt 'nd or "the Frankincense from the tree of 

Frankincense". The scene shows the king gathering this precious beads of Frankincense from 

the tree but it does not show whether he is giving this aromatic gum directly to the royal 

mother or if it was made into the unguent called 'nd. 

The Royal Family with the Elite Courtiers of Sahure (SC/south/2003/06) (pi. 6) 

In front of the king are five subsidiary registers, depicting members of the king's 

family and his suite. They are sitting on the ground, facing the king (west). The registers must 

1167 Wb I, 496 [6]; Hannig, Handworterbuch, p. 271. 
1168 For the negation form n zp, see Edel, A/tag Grammatik 11, p. 652 §I 081. 
1169 Plural form of the title bkrt nswt. See, Jones, Index 11, p. 794f; Verner, Callender, Djedkare 's 
Family Cemetery, p. 14, note 5. 
1170 This is the first example from the Old Kingdom of using nht with the general meaning "tree", only 
one example from the Middle Kingdom and all other examples are from the New Kingdom, see 0. 
Goldwasswe, 'Prophets, Lovers and Giraffes,' GOF 38.3: 41, footnote 6. For the translation of rnd as 
rntjw "myrrh", see Hannig, Handworterbuch, p. 148. For the use of nht nt rnd as equal in meaning to 
nht nt rntjw, see Wb 11, 283 [1]. For an argument against this translation, see excurse Ill. 
1171 The news of Sahure's Punt expedition on the Palermo Stone leave no doubt that we are dealing 
with a true event. 
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be organized from top to bottom according to the social prestige of the personnel who are 

depicted in the registers. 

1st subsidiary register (SC/south/2003/06) (pl. 6) 
Height: 0.37 m. 
Width: 030 m. 

It depicts the king's mother kneeling with her legs tucked under her. The queen 

mother is clad in a tight dress with two straps revealing her right breast. She is wearing the 

vulture crown over her long wig. Unfortunately, the face of the queen has been badly 

damaged. She is wearing a broad collar with several layers of beads and on the bottom layer 

hang several pendants, bracelets and anklets. Above the queen mother is a hieroglyphic 

inscription that represents her title and name. The inscription reads: 

mwt nswt-bjtj Nfr-/:ltp.s 

Mother ofthe king of Upper and Lower Egypt,ll72 Neferhetepes. 

Although, the upper part of the inscription was destroyed, it is still readable. 

Behind the queen mother there is another female figure (the royal wife as evident from 

the scene on (SC/south/2003/07). She is kneeling also with her legs tucked under her. 

Unfortunately the stone is broken therefore, only the front side of her body can be seen. She is 

wearing a tight long dress that reveals her right breast. Her right arm is resting on her knee 

and her left arm is crossed on her chest. 

2"d Subsidiary Register (SC/south/2003/06) (pl. 6) 
Height: 0.37 m. 
Width: 0.53 m. 

It depicts three men kneeling on a mat facing west. The first man's (from right to left) 

right arm is crossed against his chest and his hand holding his left shoulder. His left arm is 

resting on his right knee. Unfortunately, his face has been damaged. The inscription in front 

of him is written in two vertical columns; it reads: 

jrj-p't z~ nswt smsw brj-/:lbt /:lrj-tp R'-nfr 

hereditary prince, 1173 King's eldest son, 1174 and the chief lector priest/ 175 Renefer. 1176 

1172 Jones, Index I, p. 429, No. 1582; for a study and discussion on the title, see Troy, Patterns of 
Queenship, p. 155 (6.2). 
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The second man's (middle) right arm is resting on his right thigh and his left arm is 

crossed and resting on his chest. The inscription in front of him represent his title and name 

and is written in one vertical column; it reads: 

z1 nswt smsw Ntrj-rn-Rr 

King's eldest son, Netjerirenre.U 77 

The third man's right arm is crossed against his chest and his hand is holding his left 

shoulder. His left arm is resting on his right knee. The inscription in front of him is one 

column that represents his title and name; it reads: 

z1 nswt I:r-k~-Rr 

King's son, 1178 Khakare. 1179 

3rd Subsidiary Register (SC/south/2003/06) (pl. 6) 
Height: 0.3 7 m. 
Width: 0.53 m. 

Four men are depicted kneeling on a mat facing west. They are all clad in short tight 

kilts. The first man's (from the right) right arm is crossed against his chest and his hand 

holding his left shoulder. His left arm bent and he is holding an adze in his hand. 1180 An 

1173 Jones, Index I, p. 315, No. 1157' iry-prt'. See also M. Barta, 'The Title "Property Custodian of the 
King" during the Old Kingdom,' zAS 126 (1999): 79-89. 
1174 Jones, Index 11, p. 799, No. 2913 'z? nzwt smsw, king's eldest son'. For a discussion on the title, 
see Schmitz, Konigssohn, pp. 45 (3), 9lff. 
1175 Jones, Index 11, p. 784, No. 2860 'bry-f:zbt f:zry-tp, chief lector priest I lector priest in charge'. 
1176 The family of Sahure is discussed in excursus 11, however, it is noteworthy to stress the importance 
of this scene with the king's sons. The name 'Renefer' is the birth name of king Neferirkare who 
succeeded his father on the throne and then named his first son with the same name 'Renefer', and 
finally the later changed it to 'Reneferef' when he came to the throne. (See Excurse 11) In fact, the 
scene of Renefer (I) allows the scholars to see for the first time both, an iconography of the king's 
hereditary prince with his full titles and position among the rest of the royal family before he becomes 
a king. 
1177 For the appearance ofNetjerirenre, in the mortuary temple of his father, see Borchardt, Sahure, 11 
(text), pp. 112, 118, 119,11 (plates), pls. 33, 49. 
1178 Schmitz, Konigssohn, pp. 1 ff, 43( 1 ), 159ff. 
1179 For the appearance of the King's son 1jr-k?-W in the mortuary temple of Sahure, see Borchardt, 
Sahure, 11 (text), 112, 11 (plates), pls. 33, 34. 
1180 It is most likely the same adze which the king used incising the bark of the rnd trees in the scene 
depicted on (SC/south/2003/07). 
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inscription is in front of his face in one horizontal line (from right to left), and it only gives 

the title of the man without his name; it reads: 

smr wrtj 

Sole companion. 1181 

This mysterious official who is depicted before two of the king's sons is most likely 

the same one depicted on (SC/south/2003/07), under the tree that the king is incising its 

branches. In this scene he was also depicted without a name however, he was shown holding 

the king's handkerchief and the flywhisk on (SC/south/2003/07), he is now depicted holding 

the adze which the king was holding in his scene on (SC/south/2003/07). 

The second man's right arm is crossed against his chest and his hand is holding his left 

shoulder. His left arm is resting on his right knee. The inscription in front of him is written in 

one vertical column that represents his title and name; it reads: 

+ -:t_ <=> ~~ 
0 ~.-=0~ 

z? nswt Rr-m-s3f 

King's son Reemsaf1182 

The third man's right arm is resting on his right thigh and his left arm is crossed and 

resting on his chest. The hand on his chest is partly damaged. The inscription in front of him 

represents his title and name; it reads: 

z3 nswt /frj- m-s3f 

King's son Horemsafll 83 

The stone is broken and therefore, we can only see that the fourth man has one hand 

resting on his right knee. The inscription in front of him is badly damaged. We can only see 

the sign s and the sign s from his title and the another three signs from his name; they are: 

1181 This man can most likely to be identified with the man who is depicted on (SC/south/2003/07), 
standing in front of the king and holding the royal handkerchief and a flywhisk. The later also bore 
only the title smr wrtj without any names preserved. In fact, it is not possible to explain the reason that 
the name of this man is not depicted! 
1182 This is (so far) the first attestation of the king's son Reemsaf. 
1183 Concerning the appearance of the king's son Horemsaf in the mortuary temple, see Borchardt, 
Sahure, 11 (text), pp. 118-19, 11 (plates), pis. 48, 49. 
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Fortunately, what is left from his name and title allow us to restore and reconstruct the man's 

identity as the following: 

smltj-sn 
'T''h . 1 • 1184 
_~_, e sem-pnest, _~_tzsen. 

In fact he is the same priest, Itisen, who is depicted in scenes in Sahure's mortuary i 
complex. 1185 

4th Subsidiary Register (SC/south/2003/06) (pl. 6) 
Height: 0.37 m. 
Width: 0.53 m. 

Three men are depicted, kneeling and facing west. They are all in the same form and 

attire as the other personnel depicted in this scene. The first man's (from right to left) right 

arm is resting on his right thigh and his left arm is crossed and resting on his chest. One 

vertical column of hieroglyphic inscription is depicted in front of him; it reads: 

t~jtj z~b t~tj Ssm-nfr 

u if h · h·,r· . d h .. 1186s h ,r, 1187 ne o t e curtam, c ze1 JUstzce an t e vzzzer, es emne1 er. 

The second man's right arm is crossed against his chest, he is holding his left shoulder 

and his left arm is resting on his right knee. His face has been partly damaged. The inscription 

in front of him gives his titles and name; it reads: 

smr br}-/:lbtt Nj-swt-wsrt 

C · l · u· 1188 ompanwn ector pnest, 1vzswtweseret. 

1184 PN I, p. 49, No. 26. 
1185 See Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pls, 19, 39, 47, 50,11 (text), pp. 96, 114, 116, 120. 
1186 Jones, Index 11, pp. 1000-1001, No. 3706. 
1187 PN I, p. 320, No. 17. It is important to stress that in the scenes ofthe mortuary temple, the king's 
vizier was "Wr-Mw-b3". See Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), p. 89. However, in the newly discovered 
scenes from the causeway, Seshemnefer is depicted with his titles as the vizier, while, Wr-b3w-b3 does 
not exist at all. In fact, the only explanation of this case is that vizier Wr-b3w-M died before the 
finishing of the Sahure's mortuary complex or at least before finishing the wall relief of the complex. 
Therefore the new vizier Seshemnefer is depicted on the causeway and perhaps also in other places of 
the complex. Vizier Seshemnefer is also depicted on (SC/north/2003/05). Seep. 291. 
1188 See pp. 208, 291. 
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Unfortunately the stone is broken therefore we can only see that the third man's left 

arm is resting on his right knee. The inscription is well preserved, it is his title and name; it 

reads: 

smr brp r~:z Nfr 

Companion, director of the r/:l-palace, 1189 Ne fer. 1190 

5th Subsidiary Register (SC/south/2003/06) (pl. 6) 
Height: 0.37 m. 
Width: 0.53 m. 

Three men are depicted, kneeling and facing west. 

The first man's right arm (from right to left) is bent and he is holding a flywhisk. His left arm 

is partly damaged, however it is clear that he is holding a handkerchief. 1191 The inscription in 

front of him represent his title and name; it reads: 

smrKmj 

Companion, Kemy. 1192 

The second man's right arm is resting on his right thigh and his left arm is crossed and 

resting on his chest. The inscription in front of him represent his title and name; it reads: 

/:l?tjJ brj-/:lbtt Htj 

Count, 1193 lector priest, Hetj. 1194 

1189 Jones, Index II, p. 707, No. 2579. As noted by M. Barta ('The Title Inspector of the Palace during 
the Egyptian Old Kingdom,' ArOr 67 (1999): 1-20), the title !Jrp r/:1 was held by officials from outside 
the royal family after the Fourth Dynasty. 
1190 He is likely the same Nefer who is depicted on (SC/south/2003/07). However, only the title smr is 
depicted on (SC/south/2003/03). Seep. 209. 
119 See his depiction on (SC/north/2003/05) (pl. 13) 
1192 Kemy has never been mentioned in Borchadt's publications of Sahure's pyramid complex. 
However we can trace him in plate 50 "the second person in the lower register from left to right", his 
name is partly damaged and mistaken by Kurt Sethe who read the name as 'Km', see Borchardt, 
Sahure, 11 (text), p. 92, 11 (plates), pl.50. 
1193 Jones, Index I, pp. 496-497, No. 1858. 
1194 For the depiction ofHety in the mortuary temple of the king, see Borchardt, Sahure, II (text), p. 91 
/:l?tjJ brj-/:lbt Htj "Fursten und vorlesepriester Htj", and in pp. 111, 116, 120, 11 (plates), pis. 17, 33, 
34, 47, 50. N Kanawati (Heti, Nesutnefer and Seshemnefer, pp. 17-18.) identified (with some doubts) 
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Unfortunately the stone is broken, therefore, we can only see that the third man's right 

arm is resting on his right thigh. The inscription in front of him depicts his name and title, the 

uppermost part of the hieroglyphic signs are partly damaged. The inscription reads: 

smr brp rb Nj-m5rt-Rr 

Companion, director ofthe rb-palace, Nimaatre. 1195 

The Banquet Scene (SC/south/2003/06) (pl. 6) 

Behind the throne of the king are four subsidiary registers depicting a banquet. The 

personnel attending the banquet are facing left (east). The first two registers depict high 

officials that are coming to join the banquet and the bottom two registers depict the food and 

people dining at the banquet. 

1st Subsidiary Register (SC/south/2003/06) (pi. 6) 
Height: 0.37 m. 
Width: 0.70 m. 

The first (top) subsidiary register depicts four men facing east, walking, bowing. They 

are all wearing short kilts. The upper part of the register is broken, destroying the heads of the 

figures. In front of the men is a throne seat, the top of the throne legs are shaped as lion heads 

the owner of the tomb G 5150 whose name is Seshethetep and his short name is Hety with our Hety 
who is, as we already mentioned, depicted several times in the king's mortuary complex as one of the 
elite officials in Sahure's court. This identification is in fact possible and is supported by the dating of 
G5150 (see, Baer, Rank and Title, pp. 130-131, No. 473; Strudwick, the Administration of Egypt, pp. 
136-137, No. 126; Harpour, Decoration, p. 270, No. 230). The problem of this identification is that 
Hety of G 5150 bore the titles: 'king's son of his body' and only on a statue from his tomb, he bore the 
titles 'he of the curtain, judg and vizier' and 'hereditary prince'. Kanawati 's (Heti, Nesutnefer and 
Seshemnefer, p. 17) explanation of the existence of these titles only on a statue and not among the 
titles in his tomb that these titles represent a late promotion for Hety who had finished the decoration 
of his tomb and therefore, he was not able to change his statues and add the new titles. This 
explanation is, in fact, not possible for the following reasons. If we believed that Hety Sahure is the 
owner of G5150 he should have lived for long time as a son of Shepseskaf or even an earlier king, it is 
impossible for him to be a son of Userkaf and a brother for Sahure, because Hety bore the title 
Heredity prince which must have been only born by Sahure in the life of his father, king Userkaf(see 
Excursus II). Also, at least from the time of Sahure (as the newly discovered scenes of the royal family 
proved), the kings' sons no longer take the high offices of the country like the office of the vizier. 
Therefore, the only explanation of the different titles of Hety in the decoration of his tomb and on his 
statue is that he was the son of one of the last kings of the Fourth Dynasty, where it was still possible 
for members of the royal family to hold high offices (Vizier) in the country. It is also possible that he 
outlived king Sahure, where he was among the high courtiers. However, he was not allowed to include 
his previous titles on the walls of his tombs as a vizier and a hereditary prince. 
1195 He appeared among the inscriptions of the mortuary temple with the title 'smr', see Borchardt, 
Sahure, II (text), p. 91(7), 11 (plates), pl. 54. It is hardly likely that he is the same official "Nimaatre" 
who is depicted on (SC/south/2003/07) with the title !Jtm(w) bjtj. 
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and the bottom of the throne legs are shaped as lion feet. Resting against the throne is a long 

sunshade. Unfortunately, the upper part of the seat and the sunshade have been completely 

destroyed. 

The first man (from the left to right) is shown clapping to get the attention for entrance 

to banquet. 1196 The second man is resting his hands on slightly bent knees. The last two men 

are each holding a walking baton in their left hand, while their right hand is resting on their 

left thigh. Also there is a third baton shown of a man that has been completely destroyed. 

2"d Subsidiary Register (SC/south/2003/06) (pl. 6) 
Height: 0.37 m. 
Width: 0.70 m. 

Four men are depicted, facing left (east). In front of the men is a baton's trestle that is 

filled with walking batons. The men are all walking and clad in short kilts and short tight 

wigs. The first man (from the left to right) is shown clapping to get the attention for entrance 

to banquet. 

The second man is resting his hands on slightly bent knees. The man's name is 

inscribed in front of his legs; it reads: 

lpi 

L JJ97 
'PY· 

The title of the first two men is inscribed above their head; it reads: 

LJl6 
<>= t-= ® 

Jrj(w) bt nswt (njw) prJ5 

Property custodian of the king and of the Great House. 1198 

The third and fourth men are holding walking batons in their left hands, while their 

right hands are resting on their left thighs. The stone is broken, destroying the backside of the 

fourth man and his left leg. Above the third and the fourth men is an inscription that 

represents their title; it reads: 

1196 A traditional custom still exists among the villagers in upper and Lower Egypt, especially when 
the gate of the building or the place to enter is open, or even if there is no gate at all to knock on. 
1197 PN I, p. 22, No. 15. 
1198 Jones, Index I, p. 329, No. 1211; M. Barta, ZlS 126 (1999): 79-89. 
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Smsw pr-q 

Attendant of the Great House .1199 

Also there is a third baton shown of a man that has been completely destroyed. 

3rd Subsidiary Register (SC/south/2003/06) (pl. 6) 
Height: 0.18 m. 
Width: 0.66 m. 

The third subsidiary register depicts two men eating fruit (figs?) at the banquet. They 

are kneeling, with their left legs tucked under their bodies and their right legs bent. They are 

clad in short belted kilts and short tight wigs. The two men are facing east. The first part of 

the register (from left to right) has been badly damaged. Only a part of the hieroglyphic 

inscriptions exist; it reads: 

[wnm t /:tn~t jn (j)m(j)(w)-r /:tmwt] 

[ eating1200 bread and beer by the overseers of the craftsmen] .1201 

The first man is kneeling in front of a table heaped with food such as vegetables, fruit 

and meat. His right hand is raised to his mouth and he is eating. The man's face has been 

damaged as well as his left arm and legs. The inscription in front of the man, represents his 

title and name, is inscribed by two different ways: the titles are in one horizontal line facing 

left (east), however, the man's name is inscribed in front of the man in one vertical line facing 

left. The inscription reads: 

Md/:t ~stjw m prwj Nb-[m-K~] 

Overseer of the Sculptors in the Two Houses, 1202 Neb[emka]. 1203 

The second man is kneeling; in front of him are two minor registers. In the upper 

register is a table piled with food such as vegetables, fruit and meat. In the lower register is 

1199 9 66 Jones, 11, p. 92, No. 3 9. 
1200 Edel, Altiig. Grammatik I, p. 55 § 124. 
1201 Although, the beginning of the text is badly damaged, the determinative of infinitive "wnm" 
(eating) that represents a person kneeling and eating is still visible. 
1202 Jones, Index I, 469, No. 1745 'm41.z gnwtywlk-Styw m prwy'. 
1203 Enough traces of the ka sign still exist, however the head of the bird is completely destroyed and 
most likely it represents the owl. If the reading of the name is correct, this name is not recorded in PN. 
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another minor register that depicts several vessels of beer, wine, or water, also vegetables are 

depicted scattered on a mat. His right arm is raised to his mouth eating a fig. His left arm is in 

front of him holding a plate filled with figs. The upper part of his left arm has been damaged 

as well as his back. His title and name are inscribed in front of his figure. The inscription 

reads: 

-;t__ ~ =---- 0 s it =:b 
~"'=- i io~®o 0 

s~ mrj f nujl:z ~stjw Nfr-/:ztp-Ptl:z 

Son, his beloved one, 1204 Overseer of the Sculptors Neferhetepptah. 1205 

4th Subsidiary Register (SC/south/2003/06) (pl. 6) 
Height: 0.18 m. 
Width: 0.66 m. 

Two men are depicted, kneeling in the same position and form as the above register. 

The first man (from left to right) is drinking beer from a beer jar.1206 His right hand is holding 

the top of the vessel and his left hand is supporting it on the bottom. Two subsidiary registers 

are in front of him. The upper register is badly damaged. The lower register depicts several 

vessels and a tray of food, as well as some scattered vegetables. The inscription in front of 

him represents his title and name; it reads: 

wr brp l:zmwt S ~bw 

Master director of craftsmen, Sabu. 1207 

The beginning and the end ofthe inscriptions are badly damaged, however, traces of the wr

bird can be seen. 

The second man's left arm is raised to his mouth eating; two minor registers are in 

front of him. The upper register is a table piled with food (trays of bread, birds, vegetables 

1204 For other translations of the title, see, Fischer, Egyptian Studies Ill, p. 157 z~ mryf "the loving 
son". For the bibliography and different meanings of the title, see Jones, Index II, 798, No. 2909 'z~ 
mr f, devoted son /son who loves'. 
1205 The name is not recorded in PN or in PM. 
12o6 See pp. 
1207 From the type of the banquet scene depicted on the stone, and the representations of the persons 
attending it. It is apparent that the title 'wr brp l_zmwt' is a functional title of Sabu who was not the high 
priest of Memphis as Kurt Sethe identified him and translated his title "Hoherpriester von Memphis", 
see Borchardt, Sahure, II (text), pp. 98, 122, II (plates), pls. 17, 54. For the bibliography and different 
interpretations of the title 'wr brp l_zmwt', see Jones, Index I, pp. 391-392, No. 1450 'wr brp(w)l_zmwt, 
greatest of the directors of craftsmen I great director of craftsmen'. As an honored title, held by the 
high priests of Memphis, see Fischer, Egyptian Studies I, p. 62 (greatest of the directors of craftsmen). 
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and fruit). The lower register depicts two vessels in stands, bowls and vegetables (onions). His 

face, his left hand and the top of his right arm and shoulder have been destroyed while his 

right arm is reaching for food. The inscription in front of him represent his title and name; it 

reads: 

~cJ~D8~ 
~ ~C7~ox 
Mg/:l gnwtjw ... 7 Pt/:l-wr 

if l 1208 h 1209 Overseer of sculptors, maker o stone vesse s? Pta -wer. 

2"d Main Register (SC/south/2003/06) (pl. 6) 
Height: 0.40 m. 
Width: 1.82 m. 

On both sides of the second main register, singers are depicted. In the center of the 

register are musicians playing the harp and flute. They are all wearing short belted kilts and 

short tight wigs. 

The Flutists 

Four men playing long slender pipes, which they hold obliquely across their 

bodies. 1210 The four flutists are squatting upon the ground, facing east. The third man (from 

left to right) has some damage on his face and the fourth man's face and neck have been badly 

damaged. Above the first two flutists, an inscription is inscribed in one horizontal line that 

reads from left to right: 

zM(w) pr-' 

Flutist(s) ofthe Great House. 1211 

Also and under the above mentioned inscription, the names of the two players are inscribed 

above their heads in vertical columns, facing left (east) and read from top to bottom. The 

name of the first flutist is: 

1208 The reading ofthe title is indecisive, see Jones, Index I, p. 469, No. 1744 'm4/:l gnwtyw!kftyw ... ?' 
(overseer of sculptors, sculptor/maker(?) of stone vessels). See also Drenkhahn, Handwerker, p. 62ff, 
(Vorsteher der Bildhauer "Knochenschnitzer" und der Mater). 
1209 PN I, p. 139, No. 6. 
1210 Hassan, Giza IV, p. 172, fig. 119; Junker, Giza IV, p. 87, pl. XV; Montet, Scenes de la vie priwfe, 
pp. 362-364. This instrument was identified by N. Kanawati (Kaiemankh and Seshemnefer, pp. 34, 37, 
pls. 32, 35) as the Oboe. But it seems that the Oboe or the clarinet is a different instrument. See 
Hickmann, Musikgechichte, pp. 118-119. 
1211 The plural form of zM pr8. See Jones, Index 11, pp. 829-830, No. 3029 (zb pr-'3). 
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I 
Ptl:zJ'nbw 

Ptahankhu. 1212 

The name of the second flutist is: 

~~ 
3bt-/:ttp 

Akhethotep. 1213 

The last two flute players have an inscription of their title written above their names 

parallel to the first two flutists. The inscription reads: 

=JLi 
zb?(w) 

The jlutists. 1214 

The third flutist name is: 

Db/:zn 

Debhen. 1215 

The fourth flutist name has been partly destroyed, however it is still possible to restore it; it 

reads: 

NbtJ 

Nakhty.l216 

The Harpists 

In front of the flutists and facing them (west) are two men playing two different styles 

of harps; the harp on the right is an eight-string arched harp with a simple base, while the 

1212 PN I, p. 138, No. 20. 
1213 Ibid., p. 275, No. 26. 
1214 Jones, Index II, p. 829, No. 3028. 
1215 PN I, p. 399, No. 14. 
1216 The name is attested in the Old Kingdom Memphite necropolis, see PM 111 1

, p. 345 (as a name of a 
woman). 
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second harp on the left is a seven-string arched harp with a larger base. 1217 Most likely the 

harp on the right is depicted in profile, while the base of the second harp on the left en 

face. 1218 The two harpists are shown in a typical pose, kneeling with their right leg tucked 

under their body and their left leg is bent, with their hands on either side of the harp and their 

fingers stroking the strings, the right hand held higher than the left. The harp is resting on the 

left shoulder. 

Above the first harpist (from right to left) are three horizontal lines of inscriptions that 

represent his title and name; it reads: 

bs(w) pr-'3 !Jnty-s Jzj 

Singer of the Great House, 1219 the land tenantt, Jzi. 1220 

The inscription above the second harpists (in front of the upper end of the harp) represents the 

caption of the scene. It is inscribed in one vertical line, facing right (west). The inscription 

reads: 

sf!,r (m) bnt 

Playing the harp. 1221 

Unfortunately, his name was not depicted. Unfinished traces of a red net can be seen covering 

h h . d f1 . 1222 t e arptsts an utlsts. 

The First Group of Flute Singers 

Behind the flutists are three singers facing left (east). The first singer (from left to 

right) is kneeling, his left leg is tucked under his body and his right leg is bent. His right arm 

is bent upward in front of his face and his left hand is at his ear. He is wearing a short belted 

1217 Vandier, Manuel N, I, p. 365; Hickmann, Harpes; Arroyo, Musica, pp. 194-216. 
1218 An example ofthis position is to be found in: Weeks, Giza Mastabas, p. 45, fig. 37. 
1219 Jones, Index 11, pp. 661-662, No. 2421. 
1220 PN I, p. 45, No. 15. It is noteworthy to refer to the depiction of the mouth of this flutist which is 
depicted open as if he is singing. 
1221 Junker, Giza IV, p. 87; VI, p. 58; VII, p. 17lf; Montet, Scenes de la vie privee, p. 361; Wb I, p. 
457 [6] 'skr (m)bn.t, die harfe spielen'; Weeks, Giza Mastabas, p. 45 {2.88}; Hannig, 
handworterbuch, p. 252 'sqr (m) bnt'. 
1222 For an interpretation of this net, seep. 282, note no. 1349. 
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kilt and a short tight wig. The back of his head has been damaged. His name is inscribed 

above his head in one vertical line; it reads: 

Rdwk 

Reduk. 1223 

The second signer is kneeling, his left leg is tucked under his body and his right leg is 

bent. His right arm is bent upward in front of his face and his left arm is resting on his left 

thigh. His back has been damaged. Above the singer's head, his name is inscribed; it reads: 

Jtj 

/ty.1224 

The third man has been badly damaged however, his left hand can be seen snapping 

and the top ofhis head still exists. His name is inscribed above his head; it reads: 

~f\* 
Dw~-R' 

Dware.1225 

i Above the three singers is a horizontal line of inscription that describes the action that is 

:1 taking place; it reads: 

I ~n~ ~o! 
/:lst m~t 

Singing the flute. 1226 

The Second Group of Flute Singers 

Behind the two harpists are another three signers facing right (west). They are all 

shown kneeling with their right legs tucked under their body and their left legs bent. They are 

wearing short belted kilts and short tight wigs. 

1223 This name is not recorded either in PN, or in PM III1
. 

1224 PN I, p. 50, No. 2. 
1225 b"d 8 N l l ., p. 39 ' 0. 19. 
1226 Wb Ill, p. 165 [2]; Junker, Giza IV, p. 38 "f:zst", p. 39 "m~t"; Montet, Scenes, p. 363; Kanawati, 
Kaiemankh and Seshemnefer, pp. 34, 37, pis. 32, 35. See also' f:zst n m~t'; Junker, Saqqara Ill, p. 64. 
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The first signer's (from right to left) right arm is resting on his right thigh, his left arm 

is bent with his elbow is resting on his left knee and his hand is in front of his face. His mouth 

is open indicating that he is signing. 

His name is inscribed above his head; it reads: 

Smr-k? 

Semerka. 1227 

The second signer' s right arm is bent across his chest and his left arm is resting on his 

right knee. His mouth is open indicating that he is singing. His name is inscribed above his 

head; it reads: 

1j 'nbf 

lyankhef 1228 

The third singer has been badly damaged. Only his knees and hand are visible. 

Unfortunately the name of the third singer is completely lost like most of his figure, however 

above the figures and the names of the second group of singers, the same inscription that titled 

the first group of singers on the other side of the register is depicted. Despite the fact that the 

inscription is badly damaged, it can be restored with certainty; it reads: 

bst (m?t) 

Singing the flute. 

3rd Register (SC/south/2003/06) (pl. 6) 
Height: 0.40 m. 
Width: 1.82 m. 

The third (bottom) register depicts two groups of officials bowing while walking on 

both sides of the register. Between the officials are two subsidiary registers that depict singers 

clapping. 

1227 PN I, p. 307, No. 18. He is also depicted singing while accompanying the dragging of the 
pyramidion. See below, p. 245. 
1228 The name is not recorded in PN. 
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The First Group of Officials 

On the right side of the register, four officials are depicted facing left (east). They are 

all wearing short belted kilts and short tight wigs 

The first official's (from left to right) right foot is in front and his hands are resting on 

his knees. A papyrus roll is under his right armpit. The inscription above him represent only 

his title while his name was never depicted. 1229 The inscription reads: 

*fil e:,!E:, 

brj-tp nswt 

Royal chamberlain. 1230 

The second official is in the same position as the first one, however his left arm is 

bent, supporting the papyrus roll that is under his left armpit. His back and left elbow have 

been damaged. The inscription above him gives his title and name; it reads: 

brj-tp nswt ljnm-nfr 

Royal chamberlain, Khnumnefer. 1231 

The figure of the third official has been damaged, only the upper part of his figure still 

exists. However it is obvious that he was rendered in the same attitude as his fellows with a 

papyrus roll under his right armpit. The inscription above him represents his title and name; it 

reads: 

brj-tp nswt 1jj 

Royal chamberlain, Iy. 1232 

The fourth official's figure has been badly damaged. Only his head and the top of his 

right arm and shoulder still can be seen confirming that he was depicted in the same form and 

position like his fellows. The inscription above him has been completely destroyed. 

1229 It is difficult to explain the reason why the names of some of the officials are not inscribed. 
1230 Jones, Index 11, p. 788, No. 2874. 
1231 PN I, p. 275, No. 19. 
1232 PN I, p. 8, No. 8. The name was born by both women and men. See PM 1111

, pp. 178, 285. 
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The Second Group of Officials 

On the left end of the register, there was a similar depiction of a second group of 

officials, however, and unfortunately, only one official's figure partially survived. It has been 

damaged, only his head and the top of his right arm and shoulder can be seen. From the 

surviving part of his figure it is safe to reconstruct his figure in the same form and position 

like the first group of officials on the right side of the register. The inscriptions above him 

represent his title and name; it reads: 

(j)m(J)-r? wp(w)t K?-sw4? 

0 if · • 1233 V d" 1234 verseer o commTssTons, 1\..aswe ga. 

The Groups of Singers 

The middle of the register is divided into two registers (top and bottom) with a 

combined height of 0.20 m and width of 1.10 m. Each register depicts eight men kneeling 

with one leg tucked under their body and clapping. The eight singers in each register are 

divided into two equal groups of four singers and the two groups on each register are facing 

each other with one vertical column of hieroglyphic inscription separating them. All the 

singers are clad in loincloths with sheaths in front and a short tight wigs. The faces of the 

second man (from right to left) in the upper and lower registers are badly damaged. The 

inscription in the upper register represents the title of the singers. It is written in one vertical 

line; it reads: 

bs(w) wB 

Singers of the Boat. 

The inscription in the bottom register represents the title of the singers who are depicted in the 

register; it reads: 

1233 Jones, Index I, pp. 88-89, No. 375. 
1234 He is probably the owner of the Mastaba (G 5340). PM Ill\ p. 159. The attribution of the tomb to 
our Kaswedja is based not only on the identification of the names but also the titles and style of 
decoration. However, the tomb was dated by Junker (Giza VII, pp. 158-184.) to the middle of the Fifth 
Dynasty, Kaswedja's depictions on Sahure's causeway would suggest an earlier date (most probably 
to the reign ofNeferirkare). See also his depiction on (SC/south/2003/07), p. 211. 
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!~wJwB 

Boat's Sailors. 1235 

The above mentioned groups of singers and sailors who are connected with boats are most 

likely some of the expedition men who were sent to Punt. 

1235 Hannig, Handworterbuch, p. 948, 
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VI.4 Rewarding the Members of Sahure's Expedition to Punt (pis. 7, 8) 

On a badly damaged block (SC/south/2002/05) and one large fragment 

(SC/south/2002/05/Al), that joins the block (SC/south/2002/05) from the east, is a scene 

showing members of Sahure's expedition to Punt. They are being rewarded by being given 

gold jewelry by high courtiers. 

1st (Upper) Register (SC/south/2002/05) (pl. 7) 
Height: 0.17 m. (not preserved) 
Width: about 0.89 m. 

Only traces of an upper register still exist on (SC/south/2002/05), where three men are 

depicted. The first two men (from right to left) are facing left (east), while the third man is 

facing them (west). Unfortunately only their lower torsos and legs remain. They are clad in 

loincloths.1236 From the movement of the men (the movement of the legs and hands) it is 

evident that the scene originally was depicting the sailors of the expedition while performing 

an acrobatic dance. The scene can be reconstructed with groups of sailors doing different 

acrobatic movements. A similar scene can be seen depicted on the second register of 

(SC/north/1994/02). 1237 Therefore the scene depicted on the upper register must be interpreted 

as a continuation of the scenes depicted on (SC/south/2003/06), which represent king 

Sahure' s celebration of his successful expedition to Punt. Also, the scene in the lower register 

with members of the expedition being rewarded are part of the celebration and 

commemoration of the event. 

2"d Register (SC/south/2002/05) (pl. 7) 
Height: 0.38 m. 
Width: 0.89 m. 

As already mentioned above, the scene depicted in this register is showing members of 

Sahure's expedition to Punt being rewarded with gold. 1238 Three groups of men are depicted. 

From what is left on (SC/south/2002/05) and the fragment (SC/south/2002/05/Al), the scene 

of rewarding the expedition men can be reconstructed as groups of men; each group consists 

of one high official standing and giving different jewelry to one or more persons who are 

standing facing him. 

1236 Only portions of a man's legs on the left side remain. 
1237 See pp. 243-244. 
1238 Scenes of rewarding the officials and craftsmen appeared in the mortuary temple of Sahure where 
only fragments discovered in the area of the storerooms, see Borchardt, Sahure, li (text), pp. 60-64; 11 
(plates), pis. 52-54. 
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Of the first group of men from right to left, only the feet and the legs of three men 

facing right (west) still can be seen. On the far right side of the register, traces of a necklace is 

visible. 1239 The depiction of this necklace in this position is, in fact, very important, where it 

can be used in restoring and reconstructing the missing part of the scene by using also similar 

scene from the king's mortuary temple. 1240 The scene is to be restore as two groups of men 

facing each other. Of the group facing east, there is nothing left, however, it can be stated with 

certainty that second group which is facing west, consisted originally of four men. The men 

are standing in a line (behind or beside each other). In front of the legs of each man his name 

is written, however, and unfortunately, only traces of the last two letters still exist. The 

inscription reads: 

~w;:;Cfi 
~%~ 

...... k. 1241 

There was also an inscription inscribed above this group of men. From what is left from the 

inscription one can state with certainty that these men are members of the king's expedition. 

The inscription reads: 

~~~~d!i ~%~~~ 
... [m].S~r 

h d . . 1242 
... t e expe ztwn. 

The figure of the first man in this group is completely destroyed and only the feet of 

the second man exist. The second group or the left side of (SC/south/2002/05) is in fact the 

most preserved part of the block. Two men are depicted, facing each other. The man facing 

east is giving jewelry to the other one. He is standing, leaning over with his right leg in front. 

He is wearing a tight short belted kilt and a short tight wig. In his right hand, he is presenting 

a broad collar that consists of three layers of cylindrical beads to the man in front of him. 1243 

1239 This type of necklaces are known as chokers, see Aldred, Jewels, p. 146. 
1240 Borchardt, Sahure, II (plates), pl. 52. 
1241 Unfortunately the name of this man can not be reconstructed because a name ends with '3 or m' 
followed by 'k' and this did not appear either in the materials discovered by Borchardt or in our newly 
discovered scenes from the causeway. 
1242 It is also possible that the inscription was not only a title of this group of men but also of the whole 
scene. 
1243 Examples ofthis collar can be found in: Aldred, Jewels, p. 145. 
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In his left hand, a cylindrical seal is hanging from a cord. 1244 In front of the man's legs, is one 

vertical line of inscription depicting his name; it reads: 

Mrj-ntr-nswt 

Merynetjernswt. 1245 

The second man who is receiving the collar from Mery-netjer-niswt is depicted facing 

him (west). He is standing, bowing with his left leg in front. He is clad in a short belted kilt 

and a short tight wig of several horizontal layers. He is receiving the collar in his left hand, 

and in his right hand he is holding a decorative fillet, which appeared wreathed on the heads 

of the sculptors and the workers who are depicted in the rewarding scene found in the 

mortuary temple of the king. 1246 Above the two men, one line of horizontal inscription is 

titling the scene: 

rdj nbw //1//// 

Giving gold ///1/1/. 1247 

Second Register (SC/south/2002/05/Al) (pi. 8) 
Height: about 0.52 m. 
Width: about 0.41 m. 

Most of the depiction of a third group of men being rewarded survived on the large 

fragment (SC/south/2002/05/Al), only the left leg of a man facing left (east) still can be seen 

on (SC/south/2002/05) behind the second man who is receiving the collar and the rest of his 

figure is depicted on the fragment (SC/south/2002/05/Al). The figure of the first man (from 

right to left) is badly destroyed; only his two arms and part of his right leg can still be seen, 

together with his left leg on (SC/south/2002/05). From what is left of his depiction, it is 

evident that he was standing looking east. He is giving with his right hand an elaborate broad 

collar to the man in front of him. The collar consists of three layers of cylindrical beads. 

Another collar is also in his left hand. Fortunately, the name of this official is preserved in 

front ofhis leg and it is written in one vertical line with the signs facing east; it reads: 

1244 See, Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pl. 53. 
1245 Merynetjernswt appeared also in the mortuary temple of Sahure, however only part of his name 
and image remain, see Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), p. 79, 11 (plates), pl. 4. 
1246 lbid, pls. 53-4. 
1247 Very few examples of rewarding scenes are known in non-royal tombs, see Harpur, Decoration, p. 
114. 
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~ 
OoD 

ljnm /:ltp 

Khnumhotep. 1248 

The man who is receiving the broad collar from Khnumhotep is standing bowing in front of 

him. The man's two arms are stretched in front of him with his two hands open under the 

collar as he is receiving it. The man wears a short tied wig with several layers of curled hair. 

Around his wig is a headband. He is wearing also a short tight kilt. Behind the man is another 

one in loincloth. He is standing, bowing with his two hands resting on his knees. He is 

wearing the same short wig like the man in front of him, but without the headband. Traces of 

a third man still can be seen on the far east of the fragment. Unfortunately, only traces of his 

legs are still preserved. There was an inscription above this group of men, however, and 

unfortunately only traces of the inscription survived. 

~~~ ~%~ 

1248 PN I, p. 276, No. 6. It is also possible that this official was depicted in the king's mortuary temple. 
See Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), p. 119, 11 (plates), pl. 49. Concerning the depiction of his name in the 
above described scene from the causeway, it might be worthy to refer to the sign which represent a 
vessel and gives the value 'ljnm'; the sign is facing the wrong direction. (pl. 8). 
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VI.5 Processions of the pyramidion and the funerary furniture (pis. 9, 10, 11) 

Among the most important and unique scenes depicted on Sahure's causeway are the 

scenes of the processions of the pyramidion and the royal funerary furniture. The scenes are 

depicted on (SC/north/ 11994/03), (SC/north/1994/02) and (SC/north/1994/0 1 ). 

The three blocks were discovered during the first archaeological season of the 

Egyptian expedition in 1994. By the time of the discovery, the blocks were given labeling as 

(SC 1, SC2, etc.) according to their arrangements from east to west instead of numbers 

according to the beginning and the orientation of the scenes depicted on them. 1249 Therefore, 

the block (SC/north/11994/03) was the third block (from east to west) depicting the beginning 

of the scene of the elaborate processions of the pyramidion and the funerary furniture of the 

king. The scenes continued on (SC/north/1994/02) and (SC/north/1994/01). Unfortunately, 

the end of the scenes was never found; they were depicted on the lost blocks that joined 

(SC/north/1994/01) on its eastern side. The preliminary report, published by Z. Hawass and 

M. Verner, it is mentioned that the blocks do not adjoin each other, 1250 however careful 

examination of the scenes proved that the blocks were indeed adjoined and attached directly 

to each other. (pis. 9, 10, 11) Hawass's and Verner's assumption that the blocks do not join 

was most likely a result of the bad state of preservation of the middle block 

(SC/north/1994/02) especially its two sides where the scenes can hardly be seen. 

General Description 

In the beginning, it is noteworthy of this description to stress the importance of the 

scene. It represents the last stage in finishing Sahure's mortuary complex, and the last 

activities carried out in the royal complex. These activities were accompanied by celebratory 

ceremonies and processions. The survived part of the general theme comprises: the bringing 

of the pyramidion to be placed on the top of the pyramid, together with, the king's funerary 

furniture, and also the bringing of the Bedouins who attacked the king's expedition sent to 

find the precious stone of the pyramidion or the precious minerals for making the electrum 

casing of the pyramidion to be judged! The celebratory ceremonies expressed by dance, 

singing, preparing the food, slaughtering animals. All activities are being witnessed by the 

royal courtiers and officials of different ranking classes. 

1249 See here pp. 156-157. 
1250 Z. Hawass, M. Verner, 'Newly Discovered Blocks from the Causeway of Sahure,' MDAIK 52 
(1996): 181. 
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The scenes are arranged in five registers on each block. Again, the three blocks are in 

fact expressing one subject and therefore each register on each block must be read together 

with its rest or continuation on the next block. The first (top) register was saved on all the 

three blocks (SC/north/1994/03-01) for depicting rich tables piled with food and drinks, the 

other registers depict different scenes. The scenes of (SC/north/1994/03) are divided into two 

sections by one vertical line separating between two completely different themes. Only the 

right section is part of our general present topic 'Processions of the pyramidion and the 

funerary furniture', while the left section belongs to another theme. 

-The Depiction of Food 

1st (top) register (SC/north/1994/03) (pl. 9) 
Height: about 0.31 m. 
Width: 1.22 m. 

It depicts (from top to bottom) two subsidiary registers of offerings including food 

tables topped with various shapes of baskets piled with fruit, vegetables and bread. The 

offerings also include different types of vessels (large vessels on stands and short covered 

vessel). To the left of the offerings are the legs of three bending men, 1251 walking, facing left 

(west). The remains of the first man (from left to right) shows that he was carrying a case for 

bows in his left hand that has been completely destroyed while the right hand is resting on his 

knee. Only the legs and right hand are still visible of the second man. The third man is 

holding a cord in his left hand that has been destroyed. 1252 

1st Register (SC/north/1994/02) (pl. 10) 
Height: about 0.17 m. 
Width: 1.50 m. 

The depiction of the rich tables piled with food and the numerous food containers and 

drinks is continued on (SC/north/1994/02) however the reliefs are in a very bad state of 

preservation and only traces of the tables piled with (from left to right) bread, vegetables and 

meat can be seen. On the ground are baskets piled with fruit, vegetables, bread and a variety 

of vessels on stands. 

1251 The walking, bending men were identified as offering bearers in the first report. Z. Hawass, M. 
Vemer, MDIAK 52 (1996): 182. However, after reviewing all the discovered blocks and the positions 
of the groups of men and women depicted on the reliefs, it appears that they are bending men in the 
same form and position as the men in following four registers of this block. 
1252 The cord has been identified based on the ninth man in the third register of this block. 
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1st register (SC/north/1994/01) (pl. 11) 
Height: 0.31 m. 

Width: 1.81 m. 

Here the register is in a much better state of preservation and the depiction of the food 

consists of four sections, separated by decorative lotus columns. This might refer to the 

rooms, the chapels or even the storerooms where the food was prepared for the ceremonies for 

the completion of the royal mortuary complex. The register depicts different kinds of food 

such as meat, birds, fish, vegetables, fruits, breads and drinks. 

The first section (from left to right) consists of two levels. Although the top level has 

been badly damaged the bottom half of the level still remains, depicting the bottom portion of 

vessels. The lower level depicts a food table, carrying a mat-basket piled with fruits and 

vegetables. Under the food table on each side, different types of food are depicted. 

The second section of the register shows a scene framed with papyrus thickets on a 

stand that is decorated with fruits and vegetables. Hanging from the papyrus, are four birds 

tied by their legs as well as legs and other various parts of beef. Under the hanging meat is a 

cage that contains living geese. There are also two large vessels standing to the right of the 

birdcage. 

The third section depicts vanous meats, birds and fish hanging within papyrus 

thickets. Below them are two food tables; the first one (from left to right), is piled with 

various kinds of bread. Below it, are two vessels, one on each side of the table. One is covered 

and the other one is open and filled with fruit. The second food table is piled with food such 

as, sweet onions (scallions), figs and parts of beef. Below it, to the left, is a low table topped 

with a cooked goose (without the head). Between the two food-tables are three large vessels 

on stands. 

The fourth section of the scene has been broken, only the first part still remains. It 

depicts more hanging meat above three tall vessels on stands. The middle vessel has a spout. 

Judging by the general mood of the scene depicted on the three blocks, it is most likely 

that what is depicted in the first register of the three blocks represent the storages which were 

prepared in a special building near the royal complex to contain stocks of food needed for the 

banquets. In fact, the remains of the three men depicted in the first register of 

(SC/north/1994/03), show one with a cord and another one carrying case for bows. Therefore, 

they must be understood as members of a boat crew transporting the food to the place of 

celebration. The assumption that these are the storerooms of the mortuary temple prepared to 

keep the food and the drinks used in the rituals seems unlikely because of the almost complete 
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absence of religious personnel from the scenes depicted on the three blocks, while only 

workers and guards are depicted. 1253 

- Dragging the Pyramidion 

2"d Register (SC/north/1994/03) (pi. 9) 
Height: 0.31 m. 
Width: 1.39 m. 

The scene of dragging the pyramidion begins in the second register of 

(SC/north/1994/03) with young soldiers and a group of guards followed by female dancers 

who once fronted the scene of dragging the pyramidion. In the register, six men and seven 

female dancers all walking, facing left (west). From left to right (west to east): the six men are 

depicted walking bowing. They are divided into two groups of three. Each group has a title 

inscribed above them. They are all in the same posture, hunched over with their right hand 

hanging by the right knee and wearing short tight wigs. The difference lies in what they are 

carrying in their left hands and how they are clad. The first three men (from left to right) are 

wearing loincloths tucked between the legs. While the first two men are holding batons in 

their left hands, the last man is holding a cord by the two ends in his left hand. The second 

three men are clad in short belted kilts and holding batons in their left hands. The inscription 

above the first group of men represents their title; it reads: 

~~~~~)~ 
Sms(w) nfrw 

The young retainers 

The inscription above the second group of men represents their title; it reads: 

Smsw (njw) prJ3 

Retainers ofthe Great House. 1254 

On the right of the register and after the six bowing men, are seven female dancers, 

they are depicted with their right feet raised slightly in the air, their right arms are extended 

above their heads in front of their bodies with their palms facing outward, their left arms are 

1253 Only one wrb priest is depicted in the second register of (SC/north/1994/03). 
1254 The assumption that the two groups represent soldiers or guards is based on the absence of the 

determinative ' 8' of the boat crews as the case with those who are depicted in the third register. See 
below. 
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bent at their elbows and their left hands are placed on the back of their left hips. They are clad 

in short tight wigs or natural hair, a broad snw-collar of three beaded rows with cylindrical 

pendants in the lowermost rows, 1255 bracelets and anklets. Their costume is a striped knee 

length skirt and a harness that is crossed across the chest and then wrapped around the waist 

and tied, their right breasts are uncovered and shown in profile. Unfortunately, only part of 

the skirt and the legs of the last two dancers (from left to right) remain. Also it is important to 

note that the scene appears to continue, however, the block is broken. The inscription in front 

of this group of dancers reads: 

jbjn bnr 

Dancing by dancers. 1256 

2"d Register (SC/north/1994/02) (pl. 10) 
Height: 0.31 m. 
Width: 1.52 m. 

The scene of the female dancers is continued on the second register of 

(SC/north/1994/02) with other scenes expressing the activities which took place in front of the 

depiction of dragging the Pyramidion. Only traces of three women singing and clapping are 

depicted at the beginning of the register from left to right. 1257 It is safe to assume that they 

were originally depicted directly after the above mentioned female dancers, clapping and 

singing. Unfortunately, the upper torsos of the three women with their heads have been 

completely destroyed. They are shown facing left (west) with their left foot slightly in front, 

clad in tight long dresses. The inscription above them is badly damaged only the letter(<==>) 

"r" still exists. 

Following the smgmg women, are three men walking, facing left (west), holding 

batons in their left hands, they are in the same position and wearing the same attire as the 

previous bending men with batons. Due to a broken part in the block the legs of the last two 

1255 Only the outlines of the collars are carved without any details, the same also applies to the men's 
collars in the third register. See E. Brovarski, 'Old Kingdom Beaded Collars', in: Studies Bell, pp. 
137-162. 
1256 An exact meaning of '!Jnr' is not yet clear. In different examples !Jnr was used to indicate: troupes 
of musicians, harem, or even women. See, Jones, Index I, p. 303, No. 1106 'Jmj-r3 !Jnr(wt)', p. 689, 
No. 2519 '!Jnrt'; Fischer, Egyptian Studies I, p. 71. 
1257 They were identified by Z. Hawass, M. Verner (MDAIK 52 (1996): 182) as offering bearers. 
However they are more likely singers doing the same action as the men in the following register. 
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men are completely destroyed. The inscription above the three bowing men represent their 

titles; it reads: 

sms(w) pr-q 

Retainers of the Great House. 

The inscription above the head ofthe third man represents his title; it reads: 

~~:-

jmj-!Jt" 

Under-supervisor. 1258 

The inscription in front of his legs represents his name; it reads: 

K5-wrb 

Kaweb. 1259 

On the far right of the register two men, facing each other, are depicted. They are 

holding the end of the rope which is tied to the sledge upon which the Pyramidion was placed. 

The two men appear to be performing a dance step or an acrobatic dance step before the men 

who actually depicted dragging the pyramidion. 1260 

The first man (from right to left) is standing on his left foot with his right leg bent and 

his heel resting against his left knee, facing left (west), his right arm is extended in front of his 

body above his head and he is gripping the rope, his left arm is stretched across his body with 

his hand in a fist, his arm appears to be inline with his right thigh. His back seems to be 

arching slightly backward and his head is tilted (looking up) towards his right hand holding 

the rope. Facing him is the second man; he is in the same form and performing the same 

dance movement as the first man however he is in the mirror image. The acrobatic movement 

is described in a single vertical line of inscription between the two men. The inscription reads: 

1258 Jones,Index I, p. 282, No. I 017. 
1259 PN I, p. 339, No. 2. 
1260 Although, such directions of dancers in front of men dragging statues and other materials to the 
tomb are well attested in the Old Kingdom, the function ofthis dance is still not known. Yet, it seems 
that such acrobatic dance was performed to amuse the people who were attending the event as was the 
custom musician troupes which, involve some acrobat performers to march in front of the troupes and 
dance. 
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mk trf}tt 

Behold the dance of pulling (the rope) .1261 

Behind the two dancing men are the remains of four men standing in two rows of 

two, facing right (east). Their arms are bent at their elbows and raised to chest height, while 

they are applauding the dancers. 1262 They are directing the dancers' movements. Behind them 

is another standing man, his feet are facing left (west) but his head is looking back over his 

shoulder, facing right (east). He has the rope (the dragging rope) coiled several times around 

his neck, his right arm is bent at the elbow and resting against his chest at the bottom of the 

rope coil. His hand is in a fist, his left arm is extended down by the side of his body and he is 

holding onto part of the rope that is not coiled. All the men are clad in loincloths and short 

tight wigs. Traces of the rope behind the first dancing man (from right to left) is joined to the 

second register of (SC/north/1994/0 1 ). 

2"d Register (SC/north/1994/01) (pi. 11) 

Height: 0.31 m. 
Width: 182 m. 

It depicts twenty-six men participating in the transport of the pyramidion to its final 

place in the king's pyramid complex. Although the pyramidion is not shown, it is evident that 

they are dragging it from the accompanying inscription that is inscribed above the workers. 

The inscription reads: 

1261 Different phases of this kind of dance were attested in the non-royal tombs; one of the best 
examples of this type of dance can be seen in the tomb ofly-mery in Giza. (PM 1111

, pp. 170-174.) On 
the south wall of the second chamber, three sets of dancers are depicted performing different steps of a 
dance. (Weeks, Giza Mastabas, PI. 35) The third set of dancers resembles our scene, however the 
dancers of Iy-mery do not use a rope like the dancers of Sahure. Also, in the Mastaba of Akhethotep in 
Louvre (Ziegler, Akhethetep, p. 57, photograph on p. 54, plate in p. 106), it is clear that the dance is 
connected with the dragging of the statues of the tomb owner. However, the two dancers do not touch 
the dragging rope. The inscription of Akhethotep refers to the sledge as a boat, where the inscription 
reads: 'mk trf jtt nt wj3, Behold, the dance of pulling the boat'. (Ziegler, Akhethetep, p. 114) Since 
Sahure's dancers are actually holding and dancing with the dragging rope, the assumption that the 
infmitive (pulling) is addressing the sledge and not the pyramidion is most likely. Also the nature of 
the movement of the two dancers in the scenes of Iymery, Akhethotep, and Sahure refers to an 
acrobatic dance by performers as already mentioned. See Brunner-Traut, Tanz, 1958, p. 78; Eaton
Krauss, Statuary, p.162, No. 818. For the bibliography of the scene and a discussion of its meaning, 
see Moussa, Altenmtiller, Niankhchnum, pp. 146-147. For the symbolic meaning of this type of dance 
in funerary rites, see J. Van Lepp, 'The Role of Dance in the Funerary Ritual in the Old Kingdom,' 
BSAK3 (1990): 385-394. 
1262 This is one of very rare depictions of the human body because from this angle which shows only 
one shoulder and one arm. On this subject see, Lexova, Dance, pp. 16-20. 
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(s!Jbt) g'm bnbnt b' b3 S3/:lw-R' jn 'prwj (n) wj3(wy) 

(bringing) the white gold pyramidion1263 of the pyramid 'Sahure 's soul shines' by the two 

crews of the two boats. 1264 

Unfortunately, the end of the scene is not depicted on the block. However, it is evident 

that the pyramidion is placed on a sledge tied to a cord and being dragged by the two crews 

(right crew and left crew) from the ship that helped transport the pyramidion to the pyramid 

complex. 

Among the twenty-six men three persons are still visible accompanying the dragging 

of the pyramidion. The first man is depicted at the beginning of the scene (from left to right). 

He is walking, facing left (west) with his left arm extended up in front of his body. His face, 

right hand and right arm have been completely destroyed. Also a great part of the inscription 

above him is damaged, only the sign "1, ntr" is still visible. Fortunately, the name ofthis man 

survived, where it is inscribed in front of his legs. The inscription reads: 

Smr.B 

Semerka. 1265 

He is the same singer called Semerka, who is depicted on (SC/south/2003/06). 1266 Therefore, 

one can state with certainty that our Semerka is one of the singers and dancers who are 

accompanying the arrival of the pyramidion and the king's funerary furniture to the 

pyramid.I267 

1263 For another Old Kingdom inscription of a pyramidion cased with white gold (electrum), see 
Jequier, Oudjebten, pp. 16-18 and fig. 15. 
1264 There is a lacuna in the inscription between the determinative of the word 'bnbnt' and the 
cartouche of Sahure. (fig. 6) It was originally my opinion that two determinatives represent pyramids 
on a base (like the existent one) were originally inscribed -one for the pyramid and the other for the 
cult pyramid of the king. However, careful examination of the block and the lacuna proved that there 
were no signs inscribed in this place and the lacuna represents a default in the block which the ancient 
sculptor found and avoided, leaving space between the inscriptions. The translation of rprwj (n) 
wB(wy) as 'the two crews of the two boats' is in fact based on the representation of two great royal 
boats connected directly with the king (see p. 169ff.). Also the mention of two boats in administrative 
titles such as 'jmj-r? rprwj (n) wp(wy), overseer of the two crews of the two boats'(Jones, Index I, p. 
78, No. 342), and 'jmj-r~ rprwj n wj~wj r~(wj), commander of the two crews of the two great boats' 
(Jones, Index I, pp. 78-88, No. 343). 
1265 PN. p. 307, No. 18. 
1266 See p. 230. 
1267 This is, in fact, a tradition which still exists in the country, especially in the villages of Upper and 
Lower Egypt. The Egyptians call it in Arabic "Zafet El 'izal (in lower Egypt), or Zafet El 'afesh (in 
Upper Egypt)" both terms have one mean 'procession of the furniture', where, the bride's furniture, 
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The other two officials are standing on the end of the register facing right (east) 

towards the pyramidion. The first one (from right to left) has been badly damaged. Of The 

inscription, only the last part of his name is still visible above him; it reads: 

~ ~2HIIi 
Ill Ill Spss (Ill Ill Shepses). 1268 

We can assume, from what is left of his arms that he is in the same position as the second 

official who appears just behind him. The second man is holding a handkerchief in his left 

hand and a flywhisk in his right hand. 1269 His title and name is inscribed above him; it reads: 

w'bMrj-nfw 

The w'b priest Mrynefw. 1270 

The depiction of this man is highly important, where, it proves that the king is present and 

witnessing the event. This can be confirmed by other depictions, in which the king is depicted 

and the carrier of the flywhisk and the handkerchief is also depicted facing the king. For 

example the scenes depicted on (SCisouth/2003106, 07) and (SCinorth/2003105), shows Kemy 

and other unknown figures holding the flywhisk and the handkerchief in front of the king. 1271 

Therefore, the assumption made by Z. Hawass and M. Vemer1272 that the man is the director 

of the operation is rejected here. 1273 

The three officials are clad in short belted kilts and short tight wigs. Between the two 

officials at the end of the register, a man is bending, facing right (east), he is holding a vessel 

traditionally, must be carried to her new house in a procession of musicians, singers and dancers. Also, 
slaughtering animals to prepare a banquet for the people who are carrying the furniture and those who 
are participating in the procession. See Blackman, the Felliihfn, p. 93. 
1268 He is most likely the famous Pethshepsess, who appeared several times in the mortuary temple of 
the king and owner of the great mastaba to the south of Sahure's pyramid complex. See Borchardt, 
Sahure,ll(text),pp.91, 118,120,122,124, 132,11(plates),pls.17,49,50,54,58, 73. 
1269 The flywhisk was erroneously described by Z. Hawass and M. Verner (MDAIK 52 ( 1996): 181) as 
"a scepter made in the shape of a human arm". 
1270 The name is not recorded in PN or in PM, however it was found by M. V ern er, V. Call ender 
(Djedkare 's Family Cemetery, p. 71ff.) in Abusir. 
1271 See here p. 221, pp. 281-282. 
1272 Z. Hawass, M. Verner, MDAIK 52 (1996): 181. 
1273 Their assumption was most likely based on the misinterpretation of the flywhisk in the man's hand 
as a scepter. 
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in his hands and appears to be pouring water on the ground in front of the sledge to ease the 

transport. 1274 

Behind the two standing officials and the man pouring water are four men standing in 

two rows side-by-side facing right (east) and they are clapping. Above them the inscription 

identifies them; it reads: 

fzs(w) wp 

Singers of the boat. 1275 

Behind them are eighteen men standing in two rows side-by-side gripping the rope in 

both hands as they drag the pyramidion. The first fourteen men (from left to right) are facing 

left (west). The last four men are looking over their shoulders (right-east) towards the 

pyramidion. The workmen are all clad in loincloths and short tight wigs. 

It is interesting to note that, graffiti from a later period of an archer, facing towards 

where the pyramidion would have been, is superimposed over the right leg of the man pouring 

water.I276 

- Procession of the King's Funerary Furniture 

The main scene, depicted on the third register of the three blocks 

(SC/north/1994/03/02/01), shows the royal servants carrying the king's funerary furniture to 

its final place in the pyramid. The scene, however is preceded by members of the boat crew, 

officials who took part in the transportation of the funerary furniture and the troops of 

~. dancers. 
~ 
I: 
J. 3rd Register (SC/north/1994/03) (pi. 9) 
if Height: 0.31 m. 
\ Width: 1.32 m. 

I 
1 The scene depicts six walking, bending men followed by six dancing men. They are all 

f facing left (west). The first five bending men (from left to right) are clad in loincloths that are 

tucked between their legs. The last man is clad in a short belted kilt and a short tight wig. The 

first, third and fourth men are carrying batons perpendicular to their bodies in their left hands. 

1274 z. Hawass, M. V ern er, MDAIK 52 ( 1996): 181. 
1275 See them sitting in the last register of (SC/south/2003/06), pi. 6. 
1276 This might have been motivated by a nearby scene of archers. According to Z. Hawass and M. 
Verner (MDAIK 52 (1996): 181) the man is shooting at the pyramidion itself. 
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The sixth man is carrying cylinders of bows that are resting on the ground and on his left 

shoulder. The fifth man is holding a cord by the two ends in his left hand and his right hand is 

empty. The title of the first four men of the boat crew (from left to right) is inscribed above 

them in one horizontal line; it reads (from left to right): 

smsw S?hw-Rr 

Retainers of Sahure .1277 

The title and the name of the fifth man with the cord are inscribed above him in two short 

vertical columns that reads from up to down and left to right; it reads: 

six! wj3 Nfr-br-n-Ptb 

Inspector ofthe boat, Neferherenptah. 1278 

The name and the title of the last bowing man are inscribed above his head in one vertical 

line; it reads (from left to right): 

Jrj !Jt nswt Jnj 

Property Custodian of the king, Jni. 1279 

The six dancing men have their right foot slightly raised in the air, with the exception 

of the first one whose foot is flat on the ground, and their arms are slightly bent and form a 

circle above their heads with their palms facing up, they are clad in short belted kilts, and 

broad beaded collars with several rows around their necks. 1280 It is interesting to note that 

1277 M. Vemer, in: Fs Altenmiiller, p. 447 (Smsw (nyw) S31)w-w·, Sahure's companion). 
1278 He is the same one depicted in one of the boats on (SC/south/2002/04) with his title (brp rpr, 
'director of the boat'). Seep. 191. 
1279 The name (Jni) is not recorded by Ranke (PN. p. 33, (Middle Kingdom forms) Nos. 19, 20), 
however it is attested in an Old Kingdom tomb at Giza, where a son of the tomb owner named (Jni). 
PM Ill\ p. 221. 
1280 The type of male dancers' collars is distinguished from that of the female dancers depicted in the 
2"d register by not having the lowermost row of pendants like that of the female dancers. For the types 
of collars in the Old Kingdom, see E. Brovarski, 'Old Kingdom Beaded Collars', in: Studies Bell, pp. 
137-162. 
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there is graffiti that has been superimposed over them in later period. 1281 In front of the 

dancing men is a horizontal line of inscriptions; it reads: 

jbjnjbw 

Dancing by the dancers. 

3rd Register of (SC/north/1994/02) (pi. 10) 
Height: 0.31 m. 
Width: 1.50 m. 

It depicts twelve men clad in short belted kilts and short tight wigs; they are all 

walking, facing left (west). Only traces of the first three men (from left to right) remain, they 

appear to be clapping their hands in front of their chest, only the determinative (-s~) of the 

word "l:zsw" (singers) exists. The depiction of the three singers completed the scene of the 

dancers on (SC/north/1994/03). Behind the singers are three men walking, bending and 

holding batons in their left hands. The inscription above them represents their title; it reads: 

sms(w) prJ5 

Retainers of the Great House. 

The next six men are carrying funeral equipment. Only traces of the first man (from 

left to right) can be seen. 1282 He is carrying a metal vessel with long gargoyle. The second 

man is carrying a stand with legs shaped as lions. He is resting the stand across his torso and 

his left shoulder, his right arm is extended downward, his hand is holding the stand near the 

lion leg at thigh height, while his left arm is bent at the elbow and he is clutching the stand at 

chest height. He is followed by three men carrying different shaped boxes on their right 

shoulders. Only the name of the first one is inscribed in front of his legs; it reads: 

Nj-nb-R' 

1281 T. El A wady, 'The graffiti on Sahure's causeway,' (in preparation) 
1282 The block (SC/north/1994/02) seems to be of a low quality of limestone. Many faults and bad 
areas appear on the polished surface of the block and even a relatively big part in the middle of the 
block had to be replaced by another piece of fine limestone. This can only be interpreted by the 
difficulty of changing the whole block after it was constructed in the sidewall, and therefore, the 
sculptors were forced to use these blocks and treat the bad areas and natural faults. (fig. 6) 
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Njnebre. 1283 

He is also depicted holding a flywhisk in his right hand. 1284 The last man is carrying a 

sunshade that he is resting across his upper torso and his left shoulder. His right hand is 

holding the sun shade near the end of the handle, at thigh height and his left arm is bent at the 

elbow as he grips the handle at chest height. 1285 The inscription above the first three men is 

partly damaged; it reads: 

LJ~O 
<>==~=== 
pr-'5 Ill t" 

1//ofthe Great House. 

3rd Register (SC/north/1994/01) (pl. 11) 
Height: 0.31 m. 
Width: 182 m. 

The row of the funerary furniture bearers continues on (SC/north/1994101) where it 

depicts a row of eighteen men walking, facing left (west) and carrying funerary furniture. 

They are all clad in short belted kilts and short tight wigs. At the beginning of the register 

(from left to right), traces of the sunshade, which the man, depicted on (SCinorth/1994102), is 

carrying, can be seen. 

The first man (left to right) is carrying a rolled mat against his chest. He is followed by 

eight men carrying two seats on stands. They are organized into two rows. The seats are 

depicted resting on stands with lion legs. Above them is an inscription; it reads (from left to 

right): 

[l®ooA~~~~~ :2Ji)i)i 
sbbt swt jn pr(jw)-'? 

Bringing the seats by the servants of the Great House. 1286 

A man carrying a stand, with lion legs and heads, against his chest is followed by a 

man carrying a box on his right shoulder. He is followed by another man carrying a rolled mat 

1283 This might be the first attestation of the name (Njnebre) in the Memphite necropolis. Where it is 
not recorded in PN, or in PM. 
1284 The reason that the artist did not put the flywhisk in the man's left hand and made the right hand 
support the box on the man's right shoulder in not clear. It seems, however, that the artist was 
following rules which indicated that items like king's flywhisks and scepters must always be carried in 
the figure's right hand. 
1285 The rest ofthis sunshade still can be seen on (SCinorth/1994101). 
1286 pr(jw)J3 is a class of workers belonging to the royal palace, see Jones, Index I, p. 417, No. 1537. 
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against his chest, followed by another man carrying material against his chest. The register 

ends with four men who are each depicted carrying two long sticks. Only traces of the front 

leg of the last man are visible and traces of the two long sticks. All the bearers are clad in 

short tight belted kilts and short tight wigs. 

-Food Bearers and Slaughtering Oxen (pis. 9, 10, 11) 

The main subjects of the fourth register on the three blocks are the depictions of food 

bearers and the slaughtering of the oxen. The two subjects cannot be taken as offering bearers 

and butchering scenes for ritual cults in the mortuary temple but most likely as part of the 

celebration of the completion of the king's mortuary complex. However, it is possible that 

part of these slaughtered animals and other food will go to the offering tables of the gods as a 

part of the celebration. Noteworthy are the titles of the bearers, which refer to different classes 

of officials who are participating in the important event and it is likely that the things they 

carry are from their own properties. 1287 

4th Register (SC/north/1994/03) (pi. 9) 
Height: 0.31 m. 
Width: 1.20 m. 

The 4th register on (SC/north/1994/03) depicts seven bending men, facing left (west) 

and five men carrying bread and birds, they are facing right (east). All the men are wearing 

short tight wigs. The bending men are clad in loincloths tucked between their legs while the 

offering bearers are in short belted kilts. The bending men are in the same form and function 

as the previous bending men, carrying batons cases of bows and cords. The first and the third 

men are carrying cases of bows with their left hand, while1288 the rest ofthe men are carrying 

batons perpendicular to their bodies. Above the bending men is one horizontal line of 

inscription. The inscription represents the boat crew's name of this group of men; it reads 

(from left to right): 

'pr R!Jw Nbtj Nb !J'w 

Crew of those who are known to (the affiliated one to) the two ladies, Nb !J'w. 1289 

1287 This would support Hawass's assumption that the king's pyramid complex was the national project 
of the whole country and all the powerful families and officials had to participate in this project either 
by sending workforce or food. See Hawass, Secrets, p. 54. 
1288 Judging by the existence of' B 'rpr', which is exclusive on boat crews. 
1289 See also M. Verner, in: Fs Altenmiiller, p. 447 (R!Jw (nyw) $3/:zw-W, Sahure's skilled ones). 
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The Food Bearers 

The first man (from right to left) has been badly damaged, only traces of his upper 

torso, right arm and head remain. He is holding a tray, piled with bread in his right hand, 

resting on his right shoulder. 

The second man is carrying, on his right shoulder, a tray piled with bread and 

vegetables, his left arm is hanging in front of his body and he appears to be holding lotus 

flowers. His title is inscribed above him; it reads: 

zs (n) z?b 

scribe (of) the king. 1290 

The third man is holding one bird in his right hand and two in his left hand. His right 

arm is hanging beside his body and his left arm is hanging in front of his body. His title is 

inscribed above his head in two horizontal lines. The inscription reads: 

c-JrA5ffi,O~ 
<>== I uuuu I ffilliiiilllll 
Jjntj-s pr-'? 

Land tenants of the Great House. 

In front of his leg the inscription represents his name. The inscription, however, is in a bad 

state of preservation, and the first sign is completely destroyed. The inscription reads: 

1/(J)zj 

(l)zi.1291 

The fourth man, is carrying a tray of bread with both hands, it is resting on his left 

shoulder. The inscription above him represents his title; it reads: 

zs nswt 

'T''h k" ' "b 1292 1 , e mg s scn e. 

1290 The name of this man was, unfortunately, inscribed in front of his legs. The stone is broken in this 
area and the missing fragments have never been found. 
1291 We can state with certainty that he is the same (ijntj-s prJJ Jzj), who is depicted playing the harp 
and singing on (SC/south/2003/06). Seep. 228. 
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The fifth offering bearer is holding a bird in each hand, his left arm is extended down 

in front of his body and his right elbow is bent with his hand at chest height in front of his 

body. The inscription above him is inscribed in one horizontal line, 1293 it represents his title; it 

reads: 

zs (n) z~b /ftp 

scribe of the king, Hetep. 1294 

1292 Jones, Index 11, p. 861, No. 3148. 
1293 It is interesting to note that someone in Antiquity was interested in the depiction of the Anubis 
representing the sign for the title (Z~b ), therefore, he tried to pluck out the Anubis figure, using a 
chisel. However, and fortunately, he did not continue this work. 
1294 PN I, p. 257, No. 22. 
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4th Register (SC/north/1994/02) (pi. 10) 
Height: 0.31m. 
Width: 1.05 m. 

The main scene depicted in the fourth register of (SC/north/1994/02) shows butchering 

oxen, however, three food bearers are depicted also on the left side of the register. The 

depiction of the food bearers is in fact the continuation of the row of the food bearers depicted 

on the fourth register of (SC/north/1994/03). 

The three food bearers are depicted, standing, facing right (east). They are all clad in 

short belted kilts and short tight wigs. The first man (from right to left) is standing with his 

arms bent at the elbows and raised upward so that his palms would have been at shoulder 

height perpendicular to his body, unfortunately they have been badly damaged. However it 

seems that he was holding a vessel in his right hand. 1295 The second man's left arm is 

extended downward in front of his body, his hand has been completely destroyed, his right 

arm is in the same position as the previous man, and he is likely carrying a tray above his 

hand. The third man's left arm is extended downward in front of his body; he is holding a bird 

in his hand (the hand has been badly damaged), and his right hand is hanging by his side, 

holding lotus flowers. Unfortunately this part of the block has been badly damaged. 

- The Butchering Scene (SC/north/2003/02) (pl. 1 0) 

The Butchering scenes depict different stages of slaughtering the oxen, emphasizing 

two main actions; first, cutting off the right foreleg and second, extracting the heart. All of the 

oxen are shown lying on their left side with both of their hind legs and left front leg tied with 

rope. Only traces of the first ox (from right to left) remain. 1296 It has two butchers working on 

it. The first one is standing beside the animal's bound legs; his two arms are completely 

destroyed. Behind the butcher, a second man, clad in the same attire as the butcher, is 

standing by the tail of the animal, facing right (east). The man is shown, while sharpening a 

knife that is attached to the belt of his kilt by a rope. He is holding the knife perpendicular to 

the tool and it is clear that he is sharpening the blade. Above him, the inscription reads: 

== 
~ 11 

pgtds 

Sharpening the knife. 

1295 In this case, the man must be considered one of the servants who are in charge of carrying the heart 
of the slaughtered animal and parts of meat in the vessels they carry. See depictions of servants 
carrying vessels in slaughtering scenes, Vandier, Manuel V, figs. 73, 74, 76, 80, 81.83, 84. 
1296 The head ofthis ox is depicted on SC/north/1994/01 
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The second ox is depicted without its right foreleg, which is being carried by the 

standing servant. The butcher (from right to left) is leaning over the animal's head, with his 

right hand completely damaged, however it is evident by the accompanied inscription that the 

right hand was reaching into the animal's chest to extract its heart. He is clad in a short belted 

kilt and short tight wig. Above him, the inscription reads: 

~(~_91 
~ ~-2_/ 

sdt b3ti 

Cutting out the heart 

The second butcher is facing right (east), leaning over the animal, perhaps cutting parts of the 

animal. Above him, the inscription reads: 

~~ 

sf! 

Cutting up. 

The third ox is shown with three butchers working on it. The butcher is standing 

beside the animal's bound legs, he is holding the extended hoof with his left hand and in his 

right hand he is holding a knife and cutting the leg from the body. He is clad in a short tight 

wig and a short belted kilt; attached to his belt and tucked into the back of his kilt is a tool 

used to sharpen knifes. The butcher is being assisted by a servant who is standing facing him 

with his right leg stepping on the horn of the animal, and his left leg is extended behind his 

body, he is holding the animal's leg in upright position with his two hands. Above them the 

inscription expresses the order that the butcher gives to his assistant; it reads: 

n ~c=>~~ 
!} r (k?) 

Pull to (you?)! 1297 

Behind the butcher, the third man who is clad in the same attire as the butcher, is standing by 

the tail of the animal, facing right (east) sharpening his knife, that is attached to the belt of his 

kilt. He is holding the knife perpendicular to the tool and it is clear that he is sharpening the 

1297 It seems that the sculptors who made the inscriptions made a mistake with this inscription. Instead 
of the regular imperative used in the Butchering scenes in the private tombs "!) r.k, Pull to you!" he 
inscribed "tj r nb ... ?" 
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blade. The inscription above him is badly damaged, however, it can be reconstructed with 

certainty; it reads: 

[pgt] [d]s 

[Sharpening the knife]. 

4th Register (SC/north/1994/01) (pl. 11) 
Height: 0.31 m. 
Width: 1.82 m. 

The depiction in the fourth register of (SC/north/1994/0 1) are the continuation of the 

above mentioned butchering scenes. Three oxen are shown in different stages of the 

slaughtering process. All of the oxen are shown lying on their left side with both of their hind 

legs and their left front leg tied with rope. 

The first section of the register (from right to left) shows two butchers with an 

assistant working on an ox. The first butcher is standing beside the animal's bound legs. He is 

holding the extended hoof with his left hand and in his right hand he is holding a knife and 

cutting the leg from the body. He is clad in a short tight wig and a short belted kilt, attached to 

his belt and tucked into the back of his kilt is a tool used to sharpen knifes. The butcher is 

being assisted by a servant, who is standing, facing him with his right leg stepping on the horn 

of the animal, and his left leg (which has been badly damaged) is extended behind his body, 

and he is holding the animal's leg in upright position. Above the butcher and his assistant the 

inscription reads: 

stpjw5 

A choice young ox. 

The second butcher, clad in the same attire as the first butcher, is behind the first 

butcher. He is standing by the tail of the animal, facing right (east) sharpening his knife, 

which is attached to the belt of his kilt. He is holding the knife perpendicular to the tool and it 

is clear that he is sharpening the blade. The inscription above him reads: 

·=~ 

o [I~ 
pgtds 

Sharpening the knife. 
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The second group shows two butchers and a servant working on an ox whose foreleg 

has already been chopped off. The leg is being carried by a servant who is facing right (east). 

He standing by the slaughtered ox, carrying the leg of the animal on his left shoulder; his left 

hand is gripping the hoof and his right hand is holding onto the middle of the leg. He is clad in 

a loincloth. Above him the inscription reads: 

wnfW 

Hurry up! 1298 

The butcher is leaning over the animal's head; his right hand is inside the animal's chest 

extracting its heart, while his knife is resting on top ofthe animal's belly. He is clad in a short 

belted kilt and short tight wig. The inscription above the butcher reads: 

Sdt /:l5tj 

Cutting out the heart. 

The other butcher is standing in a slightly bending position, by the tail of the animal, 

with his right heel stepping on the tongue of the ox. He is facing right (east), clad in the same 

attire as the butcher who is extracting the animal's heart; he is sharpening a knife that he is 

holding in his left hand on the tool that is attached to his kilt. He is holding the tool in his 

right hand. The inscription above him reads: 

== 
or~~ 

pgtds 

Sharpening the knife. 

In the third group, the men and ox are almost in the same form and position as the first 

group. There is an inscription above the butcher and the servant; it reads: 

stp jw~ 

A choice young ox. 

1298 This order is well understood since the man is carrying the heavy leg of the ox and waiting for the 
butcher to extract the heart of the animal and hand it to him to carry it with the leg. 
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The inscription above the man sharpening the knife reads: 

=-== 
Q r~~ 

pgtds 

Sharpening the knife. 

The beginning of a fourth group is still visible, however only the servant is clear, he is 

in the same position as the standing servants in front of the ox in the first and the third scenes. 

He is holding the ox's leg perpendicular to the body and the head of the animal still remain. A 

portion of the inscription above the man still remains; it reads: 

stp Uw5] 

A choice [young ox]. 1299 

All the butchers' assistants are clad in loincloths. 

- The Emaciated Bedouins (pl. 9) 

5th Register (SC/north/1994/03) (pl. 9) 
Height: 0.31 m. 
Width: 1.05 m. 

The main theme depicted on this register is the emaciated Bedouins. Eleven emaciated 

squatting Bedouins, distributed into two subsidiary registers, are depicted followed by six 

bending officials facing right (east). They are all clad in short tight wigs and loincloths tucked 

between their legs. To the right of the register are the two registers of squatting Bedouins; 

their ribs and collar bones are visible, they have thick curled hair with small pointed beards. 

Many of them have their hands raised in the air as if they are supplicating (to the king). 1300 

The upper subsidiary register depicts five Bedouins with an inscription (partly damaged) 

above them; it reads: 

Ill Ill Ill [bnb]nt m bwwt wrt q wrt 

..... pyramidion in the three great halls very much. 1301 

1299 The rest ofthis group of butchers is depicted on (SC/north/1994/02). 
1300 Z. Hawass, M. Vemer, MDAIK 52 (1996): 184. The position of the arms leaves no doubt that the 
king was depicted, witnessing these events. 
1301 Ibid., p. 183. See discussion below, pp. 261-262. 
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The first man (from right to left) has been damaged. His right leg is bent parallel to his 

torso and he appears to be picking something out of his hair with his right hand. 

The second man has both legs bent parallel to his torso (although a little askew) and 

his hands are folded on the top of his right knee. 

The third man's right leg is bent parallel to his torso, his left leg is slightly bent and 

extended in front of his body, his left hand is resting on the ground between his legs and he 

appears to be scratching the right side of his face with his right hand. 

The fourth man has his right leg bent and tucked under his body and his left leg bent in 

front of his body parallel to his torso. His hands are raised in front of his body at head level. 

The fifth man is seated with his right leg stretched in front of his body and his left leg 

is bent parallel to his torso, his right hand is on the ground behind him (appears to be 

supporting his weight) and his left hand is resting on his right thigh. 

In the bottom subsidiary register, the first Bedouin has been damaged. His right leg is 

bent and parallel to his torso, his right arm is extended behind his body and resting on the 

ground. 

The second man's left leg is tucked under his body, and his right leg is bent and is 

parallel to his torso, his left hand is raised in front of his body as if he is begging, and his right 

hand appears to be scratching the right side of his face. 

The third, fifth and sixth men are in the same position as the fourth man in the top 

subsidiary register. The fourth man's legs are both pulled into his body, bent and parallel to 

his torso (although a little askew), his right hand is resting on his right knee and he appears to 

be scratching his toes on his left foot with his left hand. Superimposed over the scene, traces 

of a red painted grid is visible indicating that this scene was copied at a later date. 1302 

The emaciated Bedouins are followed by six bending men. They are clad in short tight 

wigs and short belted kilts; their hands are hanging by their knees. The inscription above the 

first three officials (from right) reads: 

smsw(w) h5jt (n) z5b 

Elders ofthe audience hall ofthe king. 1303 

1302 Z. Hawass, M. Verner, MDAIK 52 (1996). p. 184. 
1303 As explained before z3b refers to the judicial tasks of the king. For different interpretations of the 
title see Jones, Index 11, p. 813, No. 2974. 
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The same inscription is also above the other three men. In front of each man's legs the name 

is written in a vertical line (right to left direction). The first man's name (from right to left): 

K3. (j) m st 

Kaemst. 1304 

The second man's name: 

Sngm-jb 

S d . "b 1305 ene yem1 . 

The third man's name: 

N!Jtj 

Nekhty. 

The fourth man's name: 

JJ-nfr 

Iynefer.IJ06 

The fifth man's name: 

Tntj 

Tyenty. 1307 

1304 The name is not recorded in PN. However, it is attested only in one case from the Memphite 
necropolis, where a seated statue of a man named Kaemset was uncovered in a shaft tomb G 2407 
(PM III1

, p. 93). The man bore the titles 'wrb nswwt' anf 'bntjw-s'. See Smith, HESPOK, pp. 75-76. 
The statue is in the Egyptian Museum (JE 67571) and dated to late Fifth Dynasty. 
1305 PN I, p. 316, No. 21. It is likely that he is the same Senedjemib who dedicated a libation basin 
(Cairo Mus. 57007) to his parents and uncle. The reason for this assumption is the similarity of both 
the names and titles. Also the dating of the basin. 
1306 Ibid., p.lO, No. 5. 
1307 The name is well attested in the Memphite necropolis, see PM Ill 1

, p. 357. 
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The sixth man's name: 

Mm}. 

Memy. 1308 

Above the last group of three men, their title is written; it reads: 

smsw(w) h3jt (n) z3b 

Elders of the audience hall of the z3b. 

The incomplete state of the Bedouins' scene, together with the incomplete 

hieroglyphic inscription above them adds to the mystery of their depiction. However, some 

notes should be stressed before any attempts are made to interpret the scene. 

The depiction of the Bedouins is connected with the event of brining the pyramidion. 

All Bedouins are men, and no children or women are depicted accompanying them. 

This would reject the assumption that the scene indicates a famine among the 

Bedouins of the Eastern Desert and that the Egyptians are showing them mercy. 

The depiction of the Bedouins is followed by officials with judicial tasks connected 

with courts or audience halls as their titles indicate. The Bedouins are also preceded by 

troops of soldiers and guards depicted on (SC/north/1994/02 - 01 ). 

Therefore, the most acceptable interpretation, in my opinion, is that the depicted 

Bedouins were captured when they tried to attack the king's expedition sent to find the stone 

of the pyramidion. The soldiers accompanying the expedition were able to defeat them and 

capture some of them, who were brought to the king to be judged in front of him during the 

ceremonies of finishing the king's pyramid complex. In fact, there is only one explanation of 

the miserable state of the Bedouins that they were denied food as a form of punishment while 

they were being escorted to the royal residence. However, one might wonder about the 

depiction of the Bedouins on the causeway of Unas, 1309 where men, women and children are 

depicted, not only men like the scene on Sahure's causeway? Yet, it is also possible to assume 

1308 PN I, p. 149, No. 18. 
1309 S. Hassan, zAS 80 (1955): 139; E. Drioton, BIE 25 (1943): 7-13; J. Vercoutter, In: Melanges 
Mokhtar, BdE 97/2 (1985): 327-337; Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du Ounas, pp. 85-86. figs. 117-
118. 
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that the artists of Unas wanted to emphasize that the Egyptian soldiers did not only capture 

the men but also their tribe. The question is whether Sahure's scene is a narrative scene or a 

program scene, like that of Unas and if they had an earlier counterpart. This cannot be 

answered with the available evidence. 

5th Register (SC/north/1994/02) (pl. 10) 
Height: 0.31 m. 
Width: about 0.75 m. 

It depicts a row of men walking, bending, facing left (west). They are holding sticks in 

their left hands and their right hands are hanging in front of their bodies. The first six men 

(from left to right) are clad in a loincloth that has been tucked between their legs and short 

tight wigs. Only traces of the first man (from left to right) still remain. Above them is an 

inscription in one horizontal line; it reads: 

rpr spsw S5/:zw-Rr 

Crew ofSahure 's noblemen. 1310 

Behind them are four men walking and bending. They are clad in short tight kilts and wigs. 

The one horizontal line ofhieroglyph inscription introduces them; it reads: 

smsw r-s prJ5 

Retainers of the R- s ofthe Great House. 

The name of the first man (from the left) is partly destroyed; it reads: 

08~~~ 
oX ~~ 

Nj Ill Pth 

Only the head and the shoulders of the fourth man remain. He was followed by other men in 

the same position. Only part of their title still exists above the man's head; it reads: 

n~~ 
<=~~ 

prJ5 111111 

1310 M. Vemer, in: Fs Altenmuller, p. 447 (Spsw (nyw) S~/:zw-W, Sahure's nobelmen). Most likely this 
is the crew of the boat, which carried the Bedouins. 
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... ofthe Great House. 

sth Register (SC/north/1994/0 1) (Pl. 11) 
Height: 0.31 m. 
Width: 1.82 m. 

It consists of sixteen men facing left (west), walking, and hunched over (bending), 

with their left feet forward. They are each holding a short baton in their right hand and are 

clad in short belted kilts and short tight wigs. Only traces of the first man (from left to right) 

still remains, his back and part of his leg are still visible while the rest of his body has been 

completely destroyed. The inscription above the first three men identifies them; it reads: 

smsw pr-'~ 

Retainers of the Great House . 

The inscription above men eleven through fourteen identifies them; it reads: 

LJ rffi5A, ~ (!]]]]]!]!]]]] C':C':J 
<== I \1\1\1\11 ~ I 

!Jntjw-s pr-'~ 

Land tenants of the Great House .1311 

1311 Both of 'smsw prJ?' and 'bntjw-s prJ?' are depicted running m the second register of 
(SC/south/2002/0 1 ), accompanying the royal boats. See pp. 175-176. 
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VI.6 Military Exercises and Training of Sahure's Nautical Crews (SC/north/1994/04) (pl. 12) 

On the last inscribed block (SC/north/1994/04), the mam theme of the relief 

decorations is the military training and exercises of Sahure's nautical crews. The importance 

of the unique scene is not only because it is the first attestation of such themes on a royal 

causeway but also the new light that the scenes shed on the activities of the royal nautical 

crews. This important institution played the most important role in the construction of the 

king's mortuary complex. 1312 

They were responsible about transporting the building materials and the supplies 

needed for the construction. To achieve their tasks successfully they had to go to remote and 

dangerous places in the deep desert and they had to know how to protect their expeditions and 

the precious materials they brought. Therefore, the nautical crews were not only sailors but 

also soldiers ready to fight at any time. 

-Lessons in Javelin 

1st register (SC/north/1994/04) (pl. 12) 
Height: 0.36 m. 
Width: 1.81 m. 

The first register depicts (from top to bottom) a series of lessons of an archer shooting 

at targets with his instructor assisting him. The archer is clad in a loincloth and the instructor 

is clad in a short belted kilt. They are both wearing short tight wigs. Above each lesson (set) 

of the archer and his instructor is an inscription. 

The first set (from left to right), both the archer and instructor are facing left (east), the 

archer is standing in a striding position with his left foot forward, his right foot has been 

1312 In her discussion of the phyle system of boats' crews, A. Roth (Egyptian Phyles, pp. 41-59) 
stressed the lack of evidence of the (z?) phyle among the boats' crews of the Old Kingdom, especially 

in comparison with the' B rpr sign, about which, Roth (Ibid., p. 43) believed it was a general term, 
under which many small phyles had been involved. The newly discovered scenes from Sahure's 

causeway show that every boat had a name and a crew with a specific name that ends with the 'B rpr. 
However, the name of the boat crew did not only address the whole boat crew depicted on the boat, 
but also the small groups of persons who appeared either away from the boat like running sailors (pl. 
4). (SC/south/2003/04) shows a group of five running sailors with the same name of the boat crew 
beside them, or also in non-nautical scenes like the small groups of men depicted on 

(SC/north/1994/03). Therefore, an internal division among those who worked under the term 'B rpr 

seems not likely. Each boat crew had, in fact, a name that ends with the' B, rpr sign. The crew's name 
was administrative~ connected with the name of the boat on which the crew works, also boat crews 

were divided into ' ~ rpr phyles more than z? phyles. 
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completely destroyed. He is holding a large bow and arrow and aiming at a target, a wooden 

stand with a broad base that has three arrows stuck in it, evidently from arrows that he has 

already shot. The third arrow (the bottom arrow) is broken at the end. He is in the shooting 

position, his left arm extended in front of his body, in line with the arrow and the target, 

holding a large part of the bow and securing the arrow, his right hand is pulling back on the 

bow, and he has two additional arrows in his hand that are hanging parallel to his body. His 

instructor is standing behind him also facing right (east), he has his right hand resting on the 

archers right shoulder and his left hand appears to be resting on his left shoulder (possibly to 

keep him steady as he shoots). It appears that the instructor is working on the archers balance 

and keeping the head steady by controlling posture. Unfortunately, the bottom portion of the 

instructor's torso and his legs no longer remain. Part of the inscription above them is 

destroyed and what remains in not well understood. The inscription reads: 

/:lrj n.~ sb3w 

The instructor gets ready to (for) you (?)1313 

The second set also shows an archer with an instructor. The archer is in the same 

position with two slight differences, first, he is standing on his toes (his right foot looks to be 

pushing off) and second, he is holding three arrows in his right hand, hanging parallel to his 

body and only two arrows are stuck in the target. The instructor is standing in front of him, 

facing him, his right hand is holding the archer's left shoulder and his left arm is supporting 

the archers left elbow. He appears to be adjusting the position of the arm. The inscription 

above them reads: 

m (jm) rdj jd/:l r.k 

Don't loosen you arm! 1314 

1313 The meaning is not clear, however, this is the first attestation of the inf. l}rj and most likely it is a 
variant form of the inf. l;rj, means "to prepare" or "to make ready". (Faulkner, A Concise Dictionary, 
p. 176) For sb3w as an instructor, see Hannig, Agyptisches Worterbuch I, p. 1097. Notice how the 
young archer's arrow is depicted broken in the target because of bad shooting! This shows he is a 
novtce. 
1314 For m (jm) rdj, see Hannig, /i'gyptisches Worterbuch I, p. 493. The meaning of jdl} can only be 
understood from the position of the instructor and the arm of the archer. Needless to mention that this 
infinitive is not attested elsewhere, However, it is possible that this verb jdl} derived from the Middle 
Egyptian word Q = J ~ rr jdl}w, means the "Delta marshes", which also express the meaning of "lower". 
(Faulkner, A Concise Dictionary, p. 36.) 
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The third sequence again shows the archer with his instructor. The archer is standing 

in a striding position with his left foot forward, his right foot is flat on the ground. He is 

holding a bow and arrow and aiming at a target that has three arrows shown in the target and 

they have gone through the target with their arrowheads protruding through the other side. He 

is holding three additional arrows in his right hand parallel to his body. His instructor is 

standing behind him also facing right (east), he has his right hand resting on the archers right 

shoulder and his left hand holding the left shoulder with his finger wrapped around the front 

of the shoulder. The inscription above is inscribed in one horizontal line facing right (east); it 

reads: 

!} nfr jst(?) l;rwj jb '.k 

The suggested translation however is: 

Pull good ...... which is in the middle of your arm. 

The fourth sequence of the archer and his instructor has been badly damaged; only the 

legs of the archer remain. Above him a portion of the inscription can be seen; it reads: 
~~~~ ' ~ ~~~~=rlcS;/;~ 

11111111 r s d 11 

-Fighting with Sticks1315 

2nd Register (SC/north/1994/04) (pl. 12) 
Height: 0.36 m. 
Width: 1.81 m. 

It depicts two complete and two incomplete pairs of men training with instructors for 

combat with staffs. Only traces of the first man (from left to right) still remain. Although, his 

staff and part of his leg is all that can be seen however it is apparent by the position of the 

staff that he was facing his opponent. His opponent appears to be an instructor because of his 

dress, a short tight kilt, and the instructional inscription inscribed in front of him. He is facing 

left (west), in a striding position, his left leg is straight in front of his body and he appears to 

Another possibility is: the verb jdl:z can be considered a variant of jtl:z means among other meaning "to 
draw (a bow)" as it was used in Sinuhe's text. (Ibid., p. 33) If so, the translation of jd/:z as a 
synonymous of jt/:l with the meaning "pull or draw" will be also possible, and the suggested translation 
should be changed to "don't draw your arm!". The meaning "to raise" is also possible, see Hannig, 
A"gyptisches Worterbuch I, pp. 236-37. 
1315 The scene should be addressed as 'scene of training on how to fight with a stick', since the scene 
represents instructors teaching young men how to use their sticks in fighting. 
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be leaning back on his heal to avoid being hit by his opponents staff, he is pushing off with 

his right toes with his heel off the ground and his knee slightly bent, he is holding his staff in 

both hands above and behind his head and appears to be ready to bring it down to hit his 

opponent. He is clad in a short tight wig, as all the men are, and a short belted kilt that is 

slightly ajar because of the position of his legs. There is a vertical line of inscription between 

the men, the direction of the inscription indicates that it is the instruction that is given by the 

instructor; it reads: 

'/:15 pr.kwj wnj 

Fight! I have started (already)! Hurry! 1316 

The next pair appears to be an instructor assisting a fighter. The fighter is in the 

same position as the previous man with one difference, his staff is in front of his body (in the 

downward movement) resting on his instructors head, also facing left (west). He is clad in a 

loincloth, his instructor is facing him (right -east) and he is clad in the same attire as the first 

instructor, he is holding his staff under his arm, as to free his hands, his left hand is holding 

the left shoulder (from the front) of his student and his right hand is holding his elbow. The 

instructor is showing him the correct position to hold his arms to strike the staff. The 

inscription between them represents the orders given by the instructor concerning the arm 

positioning and the direction of the staff. The inscription reads: 

kgmj5bt.k 

Turn your left side/1317 

The next set of men are both clad in loincloths, they are both students practicing 

together. The first man (from right to left) is standing in a striding stance with his left foot 

1316 It seems that the sentence consists of three parts: Imperative '/:1~ "fight!", followed by old 
perfective pr.kwj "I have started, or approached", which explains the reason for giving the preceded 
imperative, and finally the sentence ends with a second imperative wnj "hurry!" 
1317 Based on the orientation of the signs, I believe that the above translation of the inscription is more 
acceptable, also it agrees with the position of the instructor and the young man. In addition, the 
translation of the sentence as suggested by pro f. M. V em er k~p m l?bt.k, does not lead (in my opinion) 
to any meaning of the depiction and also will make us accuse the sculptors who achieved the scene of 

making mistakes with the orientation of the sign <[[>~ which is not true. 
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forward, he is holding his staff in both hands raised to head level, pointing downward. The 

inscription in front of him reads: 

j5r:- pr.k(wj) 

Come on (approach)! I have started (already)! 1318 

His opponent is holding his staff in both hands at thigh height. His arms are stretched 

downward along the front of his body, and the bottom of the staff is resting on the ground by 

his opponent's right foot. He is in a striding stance with his right foot forward, standing on his 

left toes, as to push off for leverage. The inscription above him reads: 

prj m wr tpj w/:lm 

Go up from the first one, Again! 

Of the last set of fighters, only the first man and part of the staff of the second man 

remains. The first man appears to be an instructor. He is clad in a short belted kilt that is 

slightly ajar due to his movement. He is facing right (east), facing his opponent, in striding 

stance with his left foot forward. He is on his right toes, and his right knee is slightly bent. In 

both hands he has his staff raised above his head pointing downward, possibly on the head of 

his opponent, as in the second set of fighters. This is assumed because of the angle of his 

arms. The inscription in front of him reads: 

[D==>Q~~ 
r:-1;3 r jwf 

Beat (fight) against the flesh (or, the body). 

-Wrestling 

3rd Register (SC/north/1994/04) (pl. 12) 
Height: 0.36 m. 
Width: 1.81 m. 

In contrast of the upper two registers; the 3rd register depicts what seems to be a real 

competition in wrestling between two different groups. According to the inscription that 

addresses the scene; the boat crewmen (companions of Sahure) are wrestling with what the 

1318 The meaning of ]3<" in our example is to approach. See Hannig, Agyptisches Worterbuch I, p. 29 
(locken). 
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inscription calls 'workers'. The inscription is written in two horizontal lines and it reads from 

right to left (east to west): 

LJ c/~ )®0 9 n ~ r o m~ ·~110 c::=__~ \~ o ~~ ~p~ 
// ~ '-1 \.. .JI /~ 1 JfD%~\®,"' 

/_(m3 !Jft-/:lr jn rpr smrw (njw) S3/:lw-Rr (m jrjww) j!Jt 

Wrestling in public by (the boat) crew of companions ofSahure with the workers. 1319 

Also, the instructors, appeared in the upper two register giving instructions to the young men, 

are not depicted in the wrestling scene, where only one man is depicted as a referee. 

The scene depicts six sets of men wrestling. The wrestlers are depicted in a free-style 

with an instructor watching. All the wrestlers are clad in loincloths. 

The first set of wrestlers (from left to right) shows one of them lifting his opponent 

trying to flip him onto his back. Their heads and shoulders have been destroyed. Behind them, 

an referee is watching. He is standing in a bending position with his hands resting on his 

knees. He is clad in a short belted kilt and short tight wig. 

The second set of wrestlers shows the wrestler to the left lifting his opponent into the 

air while his opponent has him in a headlock; their bodies are both facing right (east) while 

their heads are looking left (west). 

The third set of wrestlers shows both men on one foot and bending over so that their 

torsos are parallel to the ground. The top man is holding his opponent from the chest by his 

left arm and appears to be trying to flip him over to his back. His opponent is supporting 

himself with his left hand on the ground and his right hand is around the neck of his opponent 

trying to flip him over his head and onto his back. 

The fourth set of wrestlers depicts the wrestlers facing each other, legs braced (left leg 

in front crossing their opponent while they are supporting their weight with their right leg) 

and gripping their opponent's head in a stand off position. They are each trying to gain control 

over their opponent by manipulating the head. 

The fifth set of wrestlers shows that the right wrestler is holding his opponent upside 

down in the air and is about to flip him. 

The sixth set of wrestlers shows the two wrestlers facing each other trying to gain 

control, either by holding the head (the right wrestler) or by pulling in the leg (the left 

wrestler). The right leg of the right wrestler has been destroyed. The inscription above them 

reads from left to right (west to east): 

1319 For jrjww jbt, see Edel, A/tag. Grammatik I, p. 100 § 230. 
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~m~ l:zr b?wj n sr 

Wresting on an arena of sand. 1320 

- Rowing the boats 

4th register (SC/north/1994/04) (pl. 12) 
Height: 0.36 m. 
Width: 1.81 m. 

The fourth register depicts two boats. Of the first boat (from right to left), only the 

lower part of three rudders and the stem can be seen. The second boat has a massive hull; the 

mast has been lowered resting on three vertical forked wooden stands. Traces of seven 

helmsmen standing on the stem, each holding one rudder, still remain. From what is left from 

their bodies, especially the first two (from right to left) it is evident that they are clad in 

loincloths and short tight wigs. Approximately twenty-three oarsmen are depicted, in a free 

style, rowing the boat. Originally they numbered more than forty but unfortunately the middle 

section of the boat has been completely destroyed. The oarsmen closest to the stem are 

leaning well over the side of the boat to reach the water while others are shown with the oars 

raised above their heads ready to plunge back into the water. Traces of an inscription can still 

be seen above the first set of oarsmen in the prow; it reads: 

sl:zdwB 

Inspector of the Boat. 1321 

Therefore, the inscription represents a man who was inspecting the work of the 

oarsmen, exactly like the man who is standing in a bending position near to the middle forked 

stand holding a baton in his hands, while instructing the crew. 

Above the boat, one line of horizontal inscription is depicted. The inscription reads 

from right to left (east to west): 

\IJ*<=>~:: ~~~ ~~~~( ~)~1> ~\'111,==> 1fB_~~ 
sb? r bnt m wpt bft-[/:zr] jn rpr smrw (njw)S~hw-Rr m jrjww Ubt] 

1320 I suggest that J = reads as "b3wj" is the Old Egyptian version of~~~ in the Middle Egyptian 
with the meaning of "fight place or arena". However, this is the first attestation of the word "b3wj" in 
the Old Kingdom. For the reading "b3wj'' see Hannig, Handworterbuch, p. 238. 
1321 Jones, Index II, pp. 917-918, No. 3373. 
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Rowing for sailing from the departure point in public by the crew of companions of Sahure 

with the workers .1322 

According to the inscription, the boat crew and the workers are competing in rowing the 

boats. 1323 

The water is illustrated with a zigzag design. 

- Assembling of the Officials 

5th Register (SC/north/1994/04) (pi. 12) 
Height: 0.36 m. 
Width: 1.81 m. 

According to the titles, two groups of officials are depicted walking and bowing in a 

line, facing west. They are all clad in tight short belted kilts and tight short wigs. The first 

group (from left to right) consists of eight officials. They are all, except for official number 

four, carrying papyrus rolls under their left armpits. The first man has his right arm hanging in 

front of his right knee and his left arm is bent across his chest. The name of the man is 

inscribed in front of him; it reads: 

Ttj 

Teti. 1324 

Also the last part of his title is inscribed above his head; it reads: 

~% ~ amTiillllD ~.~ 

[bntJ]-s 

..... land tenant 

The second man's arms are hanging in front of his body, his right hand is resting on his right 

knee and his left hand is resting on his left thigh. His name is inscribed in front of his legs and 

in one vertical line; it reads: 

1322 For translating "m wpt" as "departure point", see Hannig, Agyptisches Worterbuch I, p. 332. 
1323 It is hard to believe that the workers are in one boat and the boat crew in another boat, therefore, it 
is likely that each team consists of a number of workers and a number of crewmen competing with 
similar team. 
1324 PN I, p. 384, No. 4. The letters of the name are inscribed in a vertical line, therefore, there is no 
doubt that the man's name is Teti and there are no missing letters from his name. 
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Zt-w 

Zetjw.I325 

His title is inscribed above him his head; it reads: 

ml)/:l zs(w) nswt 

Overseer of the royal scribes.I 326 

The third man's arms are hanging in front of his body, his right hand is resting on his right 

knee and his left hand is resting on his left thigh. His name is inscribed in front of him; it 

reads: 

JJv 
Bb-jb 

Bebib. 1327 

His title is inscribed above his head; it reads: 

m4/:l zs nswt 

Overseer of the royal scribes. 

The fourth man's arms are hanging in front of his body, his right hand is resting on his right 

knee and his left hand is resting on his left thigh. He is the only man that is not holding a 

papyrus roll. His name is inscribed in front of him in a vertical line; it reads: 

Rr-nfr 

Re ne fer. 

His title is inscribed above him in one horizontal line that reads from left to right: 

1325 PN I, p. 298, No. 17. 
1326 Jones, Index I, pp. 467-68, No. 1739. For the discussion of the title, see Helk, Beamtentitel, pp. 75-
76; Strudwick, the Administration of Egypt, pp. 199, 215-216. 
1327 PN I, p. 95, No. 11. Most probably, he is the owner of the tomb, which is situated at Saqqara, No. 
11 (PM IIf, p. 451 ). This assumption is built on the architectural features of the tomb and the titles 
that Bebib held in his tomb. N. Strudwick (the Administration of Egypt, pp. 83-84, note No. 2.) dated 
this tomb to the reign from Neferirkare to middle ofNiuserre. 
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zs ~ nswt 

Scribe of the royal documents. 1328 

The fifth man's arms are hanging in front of his body, his right hand is resting on his right 

knee and his left hand is resting on his left thigh. The inscription in front of his legs, 

represents his name; it reads: 

Jtj 

Jti.I329 

The sixth man is in the same form and position as the first man. His name is inscribed in front 

of him; it reads: 

~g,~g,w 

Adjadjw.I330 

The title of both of Teti and Adjadjw is inscribed above their heads in one horizontal line 

facing left (west); it reads: 

~<==>~&~~ 
(j)m(j)(w)-r5 zs(w) 5/:lt 

Overseers of the jield-scribes. 1331 

The seventh man's arms are hanging in front of his body, his right hand is resting on his right 

knee and his left hand is clutching a small papyrus. His name is inscribed in front of him; it 

reads: 
~0 

oD~ 

ljtp jtf 

1328 The title zs r nswt was attested in connection with different institutions such as: the granary, 
treasury and the royal establishments, also with connection with fields." For a detailed discussion on 
the title, see Strudwick, The Administration of Egypt, pp. 210-213. For the bibliography of the title zs r 

nswt, see Jones, Index Il, p. 838, No. 3057. 
1329 PN I. p. 50, No. 2. 
1330 The name is not recorded either in PN, or in PM. Only in Middle Kingdom the name 'rg,rrj,' is 
attested but also very rare. See PN I, p. 72, No. 10. 
1331 Jones, Index I, p. 206, No. 770. 
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The eighth man is in the same form and position as the seventh man. His name is inscribed in 

front of him; it reads: 

/jwns 

Khunes. 1333 

The title of Hotepitef and Khunes is inscribed above their heads in one horizontal line facing 

left (west); it reads: 

Jmj(w)-d zs(w) 3/:lt 

Overseers of the field-scribes. 

The second group of men is introduced by their title which is inscribed in one vertical 

line; it reads: 

smsw nfrw r-s 

Young retainers of the r-s. 1334 

This group of young workers consists of six walking, bowing men facing left (west) 

and holding sticks. The first man (from left to right) is wearing a short tight belted kilt and the 

other five men are wearing loincloths. They all have short tight wigs. The first man's arms are 

hanging in front of his body with his right hand resting on his right knee and his left hand is 

holding a long stick that is extended behind his body. The inscription in front of him, "young 

retainers of r-s". He appears to be the leader of the young retainers based on his dress and title 

that is inscribed with his name above his head in two horizontal lines; it reads: 

jrj bt nswt pr-'3 Nj-'nb-W' 

Property Custodian of the King and of the Great House, Niankhre. 1335 

1332 The name is not recorded in PN. 
1333 PN I, p. 268, No. 12. 
1334 The term r-s is not precisely identified. See discussion in Hawass, Funerary Establishments, pp. 
334-336, pp. 338-339. 
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The remaining five men's arms are hanging in front of their bodies, they are holding a 

long stick in their right hand that is extended out in front of their bodies and their left hand is 

resting on their left thigh. Their title is inscribed above them in one horizontal line of 

inscription facing left; it reads: 

r-pr S1/:zw-Rr- jst 

Crew of Sahure 's gang. 

1335 He is, most probably, the same Nj-Ankh-Re who is buried in the undecorated tomb with only an 
inscribed doorway, to the south of the causeway of Unas. This attribution is based on the similarity of 
the names and titles, also the dating of the tomb. See PM ne, p. 638. 
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VI.7 King Sahure Fowling with Clapping Nets 

Or, Closing Ten Nets by the King Himself with One Rope (SC/north/2003/05) 

(SC/north/2003/06) (pis. 13, 14) 

It might be worthy to give an explanation for the use of this long title to address the 

scene of Sahure catching birds. The reason is as follows: this title is almost the same title the 

title that the ancient Egyptian writer inscribed among the inscriptions of the scene to address 

what the king is doing in the marshes. 1336 The title of the scene, however, expresses the 

absolute power and the super nature mightiness of the king who is the only one who is able to 

close ten clapping nets with only one rope. The action (closing ten nets with only one rope) 

seems miraculous, thus the explanatory text of the scene stressed on it and worded it in a 

narrative form. Therefore the present author believes that it is fair to give special prominence 

to the idea that the ancient Egyptians emphasized. Doing so, it might help in understanding 

the value of the scene and allow us to appreciate it in the same way that the ancient Egyptians 

might have done. 

General Description 

It is a large scale scene (pl. 32) which originally covered the surface of many blocks 

on the lower part ofthe northern wall ofthe causeway. Unfortunately only two of blocks were 

discovered, (SC/north/2003/05) (pl. 33) and (SC/north/2003/06) (pl. 34). Therefore, the 

number of blocks that once housed this scene remains unknown. 

The scene depicts king Sahure in the marshes trapping birds by clapping nets. 

Although, scenes of trapping birds by clapping nets are well attested in the non-royal relief 

program, 1337 the survived royal examples are very scanty and the known scenes are in a very 

fragmentary state of preservation, which makes any attempt for reconstruction impossible. 

Therefore, only non-royal examples can be used here for the purpose of comparison with our 

newly discovered scene. Such comparison, however, is very important for defining the 

difference between royal and non-royal clapping net scenes. 

1336 2 8 Seep. 7 . 
1337 For the fowling scenes in non-royal tombs, see Vandier, Manuel V, p. 320ff; Harpur, Decoration, 
pp. 141-144. 
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As explained by E. Harpur, 1338 scenes of fowling in the marshes using clapping nets 

constitute some main elements (the net and the catch), and many figures with different 

functions (the haulers, the signalman, bird collector, men crating birds, bearers, pluckers and 

cooks). Scaling on this sequence, Sahure's fowling scene not only constitutes the most 

common figures and participants in a fowling scene, but also comprises new features which 

cannot be expected in non-royal examples as we shall explain below. 

1st Register (SC/north/2003/05) (pi. 13) 
Height: 1.19 m. 
Width: 1.96 m. 

The first register is dominated by king Sahure as a hauler, sitting on a throne and 

pulling the rope to close the nets. The royal wife is sitting by his legs giving the signal to trap 

the birds. Behind the royal wife the flywhisk and royal handkerchief bearer is depicted. A 

large text is inscribed in the upper part of the register. 

-The King 

The king is depicted as the dominating figure, sitting and facing east. He is clad in a 

pleated kilt with triangular panel, displayed in the profile in order to show it in its entirety. 1339 

He appears to be wearing a short tight wig however, his head and face have been damaged. It 

appears to have been deliberately carved out possibly to tear out the inlayed eye. 1340 He is 

wearing the false royal beard with his forehead ordained with the uraeus and a broad collar 

around his neck that consists of two layers of linked beads. 1341 Traces of red paint still can be 

seen on the king's body. 

The king is carrying a long walking stick under his right armpit, in order to free his 

hands. In both hands he is pulling on a long rope that can be seen stretching tautly in front of 

him. His left hand is shown in front of his body gripping the rope with his fist downward. His 

right hand is closer to his body as he tugs on the rope with his fist parallel to his torso. The 

end of the rope can be seen falling downward behind the king's throne. It is noteworthy, that 

1338 !bid' p. 142. 
1339 The first example of this royal garment, appeared on Sahure, and consequently was reserved for 
kings. For a discussion on this type of kilt, see S. Rzepka, JEA 86 (2000): 151-152. 
1340 See note no. 1158. 
1341 The king only appeared in this form (kilt, wig, false beard and collar) in one of the scenes in the 
mortuary temple, see Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pi. 17. 
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the rope was carefully chiseled out for an unknown reason! It seems that the damage 

happened in the Late Period by someone to whom the meaning of the scene and the 

inscription were completely known and clear, since this rope was the pivot of the scene with 

the hieroglyphic inscription that accompanied it. 1342 According to the inscription, the rope is 

attached to ten clapping nets catching birds. On the rightmost side is a barrier of some kind, 

likely a ramp separating the nets from the king, or more correctly, hiding the king and his men 

from the birds. 

The throne is of a bwt-type, it has a low-back with a large footrest attached. The 

sm~-t5wj sign of unification is depicted on the side of the throne. 

The action which the scene expresses is explained by two horizontal lines of 

hieroglyphic inscription, inscribed in front of the king's face. The inscription reads: 

~~~~1-
nswt gs sbt. (j) j5dt 10 [m] 'b w' 

The king himself closes ten nets with one rope. 

Above the king's depiction, the royal protocol with the eternity formula is inscribed; it reads: 

/fr Nb b'w nswt bjtj nb b'w ntrwj nbw S~bu-R' dj 'nb gd w~s gt 

Horus Nb b'w, King of Upper and Lower Egypt, (the affiliated one to) the Two ladies, Nb b'w, 

the Two lords of gold, Sahure, given (granted) life, endurance, wealth forever. 

The royal titles are followed by the king's epithets and protection formula. The 
inscriptions, however, are in a bad state of preservation; it reads: 

~~~~~~ 
~1@~7~~t~~~~ 
jr m 'wjfj wj5 Nbtj 

1342 The rope also was intended to be chiseled out form the rest of the scene which might have existed 
on more than four block as we can see on the scenes of(SC/north/2003/06), (pi. 14). 
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ntr [nfr] nb jrj-!Jt z3 ['n!J] 1;3f l)t 

One (i.e. the king) who handles the boat of the two ladies with his two arms! 1343 

The (good) god, lord of his well, protection and life are behind him forever. 

The Falcon God Behdety 

The Falcon-god Behdety is depicted hovering (spreading protection) above the king's 

protocol. He is facing east with his right wing stretched over the king's titles and the left wing 

is down. 1344 One horizontal line of hieroglyphic inscription that represents the god's name and 

epithets is inscribed above the depiction of the god Behdety; it reads: 

Bl;dtj ntr '5 z3b swtj pr (m 3!Jt) 

The god Behdety 'One who belongs to Edfu - Horus of Edfu ', the great god (with) colored 

feathers (whose) house is in the horizon ... 

The Explanatory Text 

The action, which the king is performing, is preserved by a unique large hieroglyphic 

text that is inscribed in vertical columns. Fortunately, twelve complete columns with remains 

of another two columns exist. The text dominates the upper right part ofthe register; it reads: 

1343 The translation is not certain. It might be translated also as "the one who made the boat of the two 
ladies with his arms" However, I prefer the first translation in the above text since it matches the scene 
of the king maneuvering the boat (of the two goddesses) with his two arms. See pp. 170-171. 
1344 For the existence of the god Behdety in the mortuary temple of king Sahure, see, Borchardt, 
Sahure, 11 (plates), pis. 66, 67. 
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(1) nswt gs rdj /:lmfnjs.tw nf. (2) '4-mr (n) z~b Ty (J)m(J)-d zs Ty. (3) /:ln' (J)m(J)-r~ w/:l'w. (4) 

gdjn /:lmf n.sn jr n.(J) jMt 10. (5) s!Jt sn r-sp m '/:l w'. (6) gd.in.sn !Jr /:lmf n.tw-sp (7) M~~.sn 

mjtt ky sp. (8) /:lm-sp gd nn rmt nb. (9) [11/]w' n mRsn mjtt (10) m t~ pn 4r p~t gd.jn /:lmf(11) 

/:lnj fng.(J) m 'nb wnn. (J) rdj n. /:lm.(J) jrt (12) j~dt 's~t r s!Jt sn /:lm. (J) (13) (m) '/:l w' t~s nn /:lrj 

jb.sn. (14) ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,F. 

(1) The king himself His Majesty caused that one summoned for him (2) the district 

administrator of the king, Ty, the overseer of fowling pool, 1345 Ty (3) and (together with) the 

overseer ofthefowlers. 1346 

(4) Then his majesty said to them: "make for (me) 10 nets! (5) Tie them together with one 

rope!" (6) Then they said to His Majesty that there is no occasion that (7) they have seen 

alike, another occasion (8) is indeed [not] an occasion! All men said this (9) individually for 

they never see [anything] alike (10) in this land since the primeval time! His majesty said: 

(11) As my nose is blessed with life and as I exist, cause1347 for (my) Majesty (12) the making 

of numerous nets in order that (my) majesty can close them (13) (with) a single rope. Difficult 

was this in their mind (14) .......... his ..... . 

1345 see Jones, Index I, pp. 205-206, No. 767. 
1346 !bid, p. 104, No. 421. 
1347 For using rdj as imperative, see Edel, Altdg. Grammatik I, p. 293. 
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Sahure's Royal Queen 

On the footrest of the king's throne and beside his legs, the royal wife is kneeling, 

with her legs tucked under her body. Although she is kneeling with her body facing east, her 

head is turned back towards the king (west). Her right arm is wrapped around the king's left 

leg and her left arm is extended in front of her body with her index finger pointing in the 

direction of the bird nets. Here, the queen is acting like the signalman who is always depicted 

in non-royal examples on the lookout to give the signal to the fowlers to close the net. 1348 The 

queen is clad in a tight long dress with two straps exposing her left breast. She is wearing a 

flowered headband tied over her long wig. Unfortunately, the face of the queen has been 

badly damaged. She is wearing a broad collar with several layers of beads and on the bottom 

layer hangs several pendants, a choker necklace, bracelets and anklets. In front of her, an 

inscription gives her name and title; it reads: 

wrt f:zts l:zmt nswt Mrt-nbtj 

The great favorite, King's wife Meretnebty 

The Flywhisk's Bearer 

In front of the king and the queen, the attendant Kemy is kneeling, with his right 

leg bent and his left leg tucked under his body, facing the king (west). He is holding the 

king's handkerchief in his right hand, as if presenting it to the king and a flywhisk in his left 

hand. He is clad in a short tight wig and short tight belted kilt. Traces of red paint can be seen 

1348 For the function of the signalman in non-royal scenes, see Harpur, Decoration, p. 142. According 
to Harpur, from the beginning of the Fourth Dynasty until the reign of Niuserre in the Fifth Dynasty, 
the signal was given to the haulers by a signalman holding a cloth, and by the beginning ofDjedkare's 
reign the signal could be given by gesturing with the hand. This is however giving the signal by 
gesturing already existed at least since Sahure's reign as the depiction of the royal wife refers. It is also 
noteworthy to stress the note made by Y. Harpur (Ibid., p. 137) that women accompanying the tomb 
owner in marsh scenes continued to be shown in passive postures (crouching holding a lotus or 
standing beside the tomb owner) until the reign of Dj edkare!Izezi when the wife or the daughter of the 
tomb owner is sometimes depicted pointing to the papyrus or to a bird in the same manner as Sahure's 
queen is shown here. Again, the depiction of Sahure's queen giving the signal to the king explains the 
reason that non-royal women were prohibited to be depicted in this manner (This is based on the belief 
that non-royal relief program evolved and derived originally from royal relief program). This, 
however, does not explain the reason that the rules were changed in the time of Djedkare/Izezi. Yet, it 
is possible to indicate with some degrees of certainty that from the time of Djedkare the royal queen 
did not appear in the royal relief program oftheir husband. 
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on his body. The inscription above him represents his title and name in two horizontal lines; it 

reads: 

smrw'tj ~mj 

The sole-companion Kemy 

The Personifications of Offerings or the fecundity figures 

On a separate subsidiary register that is under the main text (starting from the ninth 

column of the explanatory text), remains of four gods and goddesses - personifications of 

offerings are depicted. They are shown carrying offerings, facing west. Over the register 

traces of red netting can be seen that was made most probably during lessons in art given to 

young artisans in later periods. 1349 

The Goddess Sekhet 

The first goddess (from left to right) is the goddess Sekhet, goddess of the fields. 1350 

She is standing, bowing. She is clad in a tight long dress with two straps exposing the left 

breast and a long wig. Her hands are together (forearm to hand- palm up) in front ofher body 

holding three birds. 1351 

One vertical column of hieroglyphic inscriptions is depicted at the beginning of the 

register (from left to right). It expresses the meaning of the existence ofthe personifications of 

offerings in general and the goddess Sekhet in particular; it reads: 

dd mdw dj.n.(j) n.k bddw nb jmj ~b/:l 

Invocation of words, I brought to you all the water birds (birds of the marshes),1352 which are 

in the pure water. 1353 

1349 It might be worthy to stress the fact that such red nets found on the scenes from Sahure's causeway 
and mortuary temple always cover parts of the scenes and always found in the lower registers, on the 
level of the artists who made it. 
135° C. Leitz, LA VI, pp. 295-296 
1351 Goddess Sekhet, as the deity of the marshes and the fields, is considered a form of the goddess 
Hathor. Thus fishing and fowling sometimes interpreted as an act of worshiping the goddess 
Sekhet/Hathor. Baines, Fecundity Figures, pp. 135ff. 
1352 This is the first attestation of the word "bdf!w" means "Water birds" in Old Kingdom royal 
inscriptions. For different forms of the word see, Hannig, Handw6rterbuch. P. 628. 
1353 Hannig, Agyptisches Worterbuch I, p. 1330 (qb/:zw kiihles Wasser). 
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In front of the goddess's face her name and title are inscribed; it reads: 

r ~ lliill ~ ~ Jl rfl ~. 
s!Jt nbt l;b 

Sekhet, 1354 mistress of the catch (catching birds) 

This is the first testimony of the goddess Sekhet' s title "mistress of the catch" which refers to 

her function. Sekhet is attested in the mortuary temple of king Sahure. Although, only two 

fragments were found by Borchard 1355 these fragments, which refer to the name of the 

goddess, were considered to be the earliest attestation of the goddess Sekhet. One of these 

fragments correlates between the goddess and catching birds. 1356 

The Second Fecundity Figure 

Sekhet is followed by the personification of food, the god Djefa who is depicted as a 

fat male figure, clad in a loincloth, long wig and false beard that is tied to the long wig with 

straps. He is walking, bowing with his hands in the same form and position as the first 

goddess. However, he is carrying an offering table shaped like the sign l;tp (offering). In front 

! of his face his name is inscribed; it reads: 
i 

!I q 
I J)fl 

Djefa. 

The inscription in front ofhis leg reads: 

jn.n.(J) n.k 4flw nb(w) 

I brought to you all the food. 1357 

The Third Personification of Offerings 

Djefa is followed by the goddess Awout-Ib. 1358 Unfortunately the block has been 

broken and only her arms and legs remain. It seems that she is wearing the same tight long 

1354 See Hannig, Agyptisches Worterbuch I, 1195. 
1355 Borchardt, Sahure, II (text), pp. 88, 101, 11 (plates), pls. 16, 21. 
1356 lbid, pl. 16. 
1357 Ibid. pp. 80, 104, pls. 5, 25. 
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dress as the first goddess with her arms in the same form and position as the goddess Sekhet. 

She is carrying the offering table shaped like the htp sign on her arms. Only one hieroglyphic 

sign of her name still remains; it reads: 

[5w]t-[ib] 

The inscription in front of her leg reads: 

jn.n.(j) n.k 5wt jb nb 

I brought to you all the pleasure 

The Fourth (Last) Personification of Offering 

Awout-Ib is followed by the remains of the god Hw, the personification of food. 

However only a portion of his foot with traces of red paint remain, it is evident that he is the 

god Hw from the remains of the hieroglyphic inscription in front of his legs; 1359 it reads: 

jn.n.(j) n.k /:lw nb 

I brought to you all the food. 

1358 The goddess Awout-Ib appeared in the mortuary temple of the king Sahure among the gods and 
goddesses that personified different types of offerings. See Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), p. 109, 11 
(Elates), pl. 29. 
1 59 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), p. 109, 11 (plates); pl. 29. 
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-The Ten Clapping Nets 

1st register (SC/north/2003/06) (pl. 14) 
Height: 1.11 m. 
Width: 2.40 m. 

Of the ten nets that the explanatory texts mentioned and stated that the king is closing 

them with only one rope, only remains of one large clapping net survived on a separate block 

(SC/north/2003/06) which was discovered some 8 meters to the east of (SC/north/2003/05). It 

is obvious that more than two blocks are missing from between the two already discovered 

blocks (SC/north/2003/05) and (SC/north/2003/06). 

The clapping net is depicted in the upper main register on (SC/north/2003/06), where 

it covered the left half of the register. Unfortunately only the last half of the large net still 

remains, while the rest of the scene was depicted on the above-mentioned missing block 

between (SC/north/2003/05) and (SC/north/2003/06). The net consisted of two flapping wings 

that spanned near a pool or the river in the marshes. This is evident by the existence of the 

fishing scene in the lower register and the inscriptions, which refer to the !Jdt}.w or "the water 

birds". 1360 The net is hidden under massive green grass and plants from the marshes where 

green paint of the grass can be seen in different positions of the net. The draw-ropes attached 

to the net were intentionally chiseled out for unknown reasons. 

The mechanism of using the clapping net in fowling is well known in the fowling 

scenes depicted in Old Kingdom private tombs. 1361 It is clear that a draw-rope controlled the 

two wings of the net. By realizing the draw-rope and fastening it to pegs the fowlers were able 

to open the wings of the net and spread it. 1362 Then they had to hide it under grass and planets, 

and when they finished they hid themselves, always depicted as a bundle of plants. When a 

large number of birds crowd at the site of the net, a signal to the fowlers would be given by a 

lookout to pull the draw-rope that would make the two wings of the net swing up, over and 

down on the birds. 1363 

The Birds 

The fowling scene represents the moment of closing the net and trapping the birds. 

Here we see the horrified birds, around the net, flying and escaping the net which shocked 

1360 See above, p. 282. 
1361 P. Montet, 'La Chasse au Filet Chez les Egyptiens,' BIFAO 11 (1914): 150 ff.; Vandier, Manuel 
V, 324 ff. 
1362 A good example of spreading a net is preserved in the tomb ofTy. See Wild, Ti 11, fig. 122. 
1363 For the construction and the mechanism of the net, see Mahmoud, V age! im A! ten Reich. pp. 177-
185. 
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them. In the net itself the already captured birds are represented either calm and passive to 

their fate or still trying to escape the net. All the birds are depicted in a free style in one of the 

best and most complete examples of a fowling scene from the Old Kingdom royal mortuary 

complexes. Different types of birds are depicted, however in the absence of the colors we can 

only depend on the shape and the physical features of the birds to identify their types. 1364 The 

following types of birds can easily be recognized in the scene: 

1- Heron (Lat. Ardea)1365
, only one Heron can easily be seen standing on the base line of 

the register. 1366 It is the first bird from right to left, outside of the net, after the small 

rectangular cut. The bird is looking east. 

2- Purple Gallinule (Lat. Porphyria porphyria), two birds of this type can be recognized 

standing behind the Heron. 

3- Pintail (Lat. Anas Acuta), a large number of this bird is depicted in the scene. The 

pintail, as the name refers, is distinguished by his pointed central tail feathers, 

however these feathers are only distinguished the adult male Pintail. 1367 One of the 

pintail birds can be seen flying behind the two purple birds and a female pintail can 

also be recognized flying above the Heron. 

4- European Wigeon (Lat. Anas penelope ), large number of this type of duck is depicted 

in the scene. It is distinguished with its fat body, short neck and short legs. One duck 

can be seen flying above the two purple birds and a large number are depicted inside 

the net looking in different directions. 

The ability to identify various types of birds, animals and fish reflect the talent of the ancient 

Egyptian artists in observing the nature around them and also is a tribute to their care in 

depicting details. 

- Transferring of the Spoils 

The second (right) half of the upper register of (SC/north/2003/06) is occupied by 

three registers that depict the transferring of the catch into cages. However, it is clear that the 

spoils are coming from another net which was depicted on another block that joined 

1364 For the identification of the birds, see Mahmoud, der Vogel im A/ten Reich; P.F. Houlihan, The 
Birds of Ancient Egypt. Cairo, 1992; id., 'A Guide to the Wildlife Represented in the Great 
Swampland Scene in the Offering-chapel ofTi (No. 60) at Saqqara,' GM155 (1996): 24-43. 
1365 Five different types of Heron still can be identified in modern Egypt, see Porter, Cottridge, Birds 
of Egypt. pp. 19-23. 
1366 The ancient Egyptian name of the Heron is "'J:{w", and the its modern Egyptian name is 
"Balschun", see Mahmoud, Vogel im A/ten Reich, p. ll 0. 
1367 Houlihan, The Birds. p. 71. 
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(SC/north/2003/06) from its east side. Men, in different positions, are depicted carrying or 

lowering birds in cages. All the men are clad in short tight kilts and wearing short wigs. Also 

what remained from the hieroglyphic inscriptions that fronted the upper two registers 

indicates the existence of the gods or goddesses as personifications of the offerings. 

Unfortunately, the block was reused in ancient times to quarry small stelea from it. 1368 Here 

we can see five cuts in the block, they are different in size and shape. Also the most upper part 

of the block is badly damaged. 

1st Subsidiary Register (SC/morth/2003/06) (pl. 14) 

Height: 0.37 m. 
Width: 1.33 m. 

The register is badly damaged, however the general direction of the scene is from left 

to right (west-east) with the movement of the men from east to west, this is confirmed by the 

hieroglyphic inscription that fronted the register and face west. The remains of seven men 

carrying and lowering birds into cages can still be seen. It begins (from left to right) with the 

god (Djefa?), only remains of his feet can still be seen. The damaged figure of Djefa was 

fronted by two vertical lines of inscription that address him. Only remains of the lower parts 

ofthe inscription can be seen, however most of the text can be reconstructed as: 

(gd mdw dj n.j n.k) @w nb 

............ ... jmj ~b/:lw 

(An invocation of words, I gave you) all the food (offerings) . 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... Which are from the pure water (marshes?). 1369 

The god Djefa is followed by a man, facing west. Only remains of his legs and the tail 

of the bird he is holding in his right hand can still be seen. He is followed by a group of two 

men facing each other. They are slightly bowing and lowering birds in the cage which is 

1368 Most likely this occurred in the New Kingdom when the worshipping of the goddess Sekhmet
Sahure flourished. This also was evident by the votive stelae which we discovered during our 
excavation. For the cult of Sekhmet-Sahure. 
1369 The scene clearly refers to bringing water birds. See "qb/:zw, Sumpfgefli.igel, in: Hannig, 
Agyptisches Worterbuch I, p. 1334. Also seep. 282. 
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placed between them and contains five birds. Both of the men's heads and necks are 

completely destroyed. The fourth man is holding two birds at the neck, one with each hand. 

Behind them is another similar group of two men. They are in the same form and position 

carrying and lowering birds in a cage that is placed between them. In the cage are six birds in 

different positions. Only remains of the hieroglyphic inscription can be seen above the sixth 

man. The inscriptions can be restored as: 

~~~~ 
JJo~~~ 

Jn]t [wsnw] 

Bringing (the birds). 1370 

Also, it is apparent that it is always the man who is facing the east who is in charge of placing 

the birds in the cage while the men facing him (west) are passing the birds to him. Only 

remains of the seventh man can be seen. He is facing west and carrying a bird in his right 

hand. However only his head, right arm and the bird still exists. 

2nd Subsidiary Register (SC/morth/2003/06) (pl. 14) 

Height: 0.37 m. 
Width: 1.33 m. 

This register has been badly damaged. Traces of two vertical columns with inscription 

still can be seen. However, only the upper part of the hieroglyphic inscription remains; it 

reads: 

n&
®~~~~ 
gd mdw dj [.n.j n.k .. ... ] 

!J ... ........... . 
An invocation of words (I) gave (you) ........ . 

The inscription is followed by a god or a goddess as a personification of the offering, 

which they are bringing to the king. The god's or the goddess's figure is completely 

destroyed. He or she is followed by men carrying birds; only remains of four men can be seen. 

They are facing west and holding the birds from the neck. The first man (from left to right) 

1370 W~nw is a general name that means "Birds", used especially to address the wild birds without any 
difference in meaning with ~bdw, see Mahmoud, Vogel im A/ten Reich, pp. 19-23. 
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has been partly damaged, however he is holding two birds by the neck in his left hand 

hanging by his side. The second man is also holding two birds by the neck in his right hand. 

His head, shoulder and right leg remain. Above the two men is one horizontal line of 

inscription; it reads: 

jntwsnw 

Bringing the birds 

The two men are followed by another group of two men facing west. The first man 

(from left to right) is holding a bird by the neck in his left hand hanging by his side. His right 

hand and front leg have been damaged. The second man has one bird in his right hand 

hanging by the neck in front of his body and another bird in his left hand by his side. One 

horizontal line of inscription is above the two men; it reads: 

jntwsnw 

Bringing the birds 

3rd Subsidiary Register (SC/morth/2003/06) (pi. 14) 
Height: 0.37 m. 
Width: 1.33 m. 

The third register depicts eight men in different positions, carrying and putting birds in 

cages. The first man (from left to right) is standing, facing west holding two birds by the 

wings in his right hand and one bird by the wing in his left hand. Unfortunately, his face has 

been damaged. The second man's right hand and head are destroyed, however his right hand 

appears to be raised above his head to support the cage, which he is carrying above his right 

shoulder together with the man following him. He is also holding a bird by the wings with his 

left hand. The third man's right hand has been destroyed. However, it appears that he was 

using it to support a birdcage, which he is carrying with the man in front of him. Remains of 

the cage can be seen resting on the man's right shoulder with two birds inside it. The man is 

holding a bird by the neck in his hand. The fourth man is holding a bird by the neck with his 

right hand hanging in front of his body and another bird by the wing with his left hand; the 

bird is hanging down by the man's side. His left shoulder has been destroyed. He is followed 

by a group of two men facing each other; they are slightly bowing and putting birds in the 

cage which is placed between them and contains five birds. Both of their heads and shoulders 
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have been destroyed. The first man (from left to right) is holding one bird from the neck and 

the tail with his two hands, putting it inside the cage. The second man is facing his partner 

(west); he is passing two birds to his partner, one in each hand. They are followed by two men 

carrying birds. The first (man No. seven from left to right) is facing west; he is holding a bird 

in each hand by the neck and raising them to the height of his shoulder. Part of the bird's head 

in the right hand has been destroyed. 

Above the seventh man, remains of one horizontal line of inscription still can be seen; 

it reads: 

~,~~GllllTIIIllTI~ ~ 
~ ~ J1 NVVVV'A JT )i' 
Unt] wsnw 

(Bringing) the birds. 

The second man (last one) is facing west. He is holding two birds in each hand by his side. In 

his right hand he is holding one bird by its wings and his left hand is grapping the bird around 

the neck. 

- The royal suit accompanying the king in the marshes 

2"d Register (SC/north/2003/05) (pl. 13) 
Height: 0.31 m. 

Width: 1.96 m. 

The second (middle) register, under the depiction of the king pulling the rope, depicts 

a row of eleven men carrying birds walking towards another six kneeling men of the royal 

court and members of the royal family. 

-The Courtiers 

On the left side of the second register are six kneeling men depicted in two groups of 

three facing each other. They are all clad in short tight kilt, and short tight wigs. The first 

three men (from left to right) are facing east. They are kneeling with their left knee bent and 

their right leg tucked under their bodies. 

The first man from right to left (in the first group of three from left to right) is shown with his 

right arm across his body with right hand resting on his left shoulder. His left arm is in front 

of his body with his left hand resting on his right knee. The inscription above him represents 

his title and name; it reads: 
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!5jtj z5b #tJ Ssm-Nfr 

He of the curtain, chiefjustice and the vizier, Seshemnefer. 1371 

The second man's right arm is shown across his body (stomach) with his right hand 

gripping his left upper arm. His left arm is stretched in front of his body with his left hand 

resting on his right knee. The inscription above him represents his title and name; it reads: 

brj-/:zbtt l:zrj-tp smr wrtj Njswt-wsrt 

Chief lector priest and soul companion Niswtweseret. 

It is interesting to note that the titles ofNiswtweseret were changed by a different artisan. It is 

clear from the style of the relief and the comparison between the hieroglyphic sings that the 

original titles were chiseled out and new titles were added. The original titles, which were 

deleted and reedited, were 'smr brj-/:zbt Njswt-wsrt, the companion, the lector priest 

Niswtweseret', these are the same titles that Niswtweseret held on the Block 

(SC/south/2003/06), 1372 and also in the mortuary temple of Sahure. 1373 The change of the titles 

surely happened after the death of the king Sahure who was succeeded by his hereditary 

prince and the chief lector priest Renefer who changed his name to Neferirkare and promoted 

Niswtweseret to the post of "the chief lector priest of the deceased king". Also, we can 

understand why Niswtweseret did not change his title which is inscribed on the block 

(SC/south/2003/06). Since the scene depicts him with the hereditary prince and the chief 

lector priest Renefer they were not able to change the titles because of the limited space and 

the nature of the scene that depicts Renefer sitting with his hands one on his thigh and the 

other on his shoulder. This position was inalienable to a king. Therefore they decided not to 

change the titles on (SC/south/2003/06). 1374 

The third man's right arm is shown across his body with his right hand resting on his 

left shoulder. His left arm is across his body with his left hand resting on his side under his 

right arm. The inscription above him represent his title and name; it reads: 

1371 See his depiction on (SC/south/2003/06) (pi. 6). 
1372 See p. 220. 
1373 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), p. 120,11 (plates), pl. 50. 
1374 See excurse 11 
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smr brp r/:l Nfr 

Companion, director ofthe r/:l-palace, Nefer. 1375 

The second group of three men is facing west. They are kneeling with their right knee 

bent and their left leg tucked under their bodies. 

The first man (from left to right) is shown with his right arm across his body and he is 

resting his right hand on his left shoulder. His left arm is by his side with his left hand resting 

on his left thigh. The inscription above him represents his title and name; it reads: 

/:l?tjJ }Jrj-/:lbt Htj 

The count, lector priest, Hety. 

The second man is shown with his right arm hanging down with his right elbow 

against his right thigh and his right hand resting on his left knee. His hand has been damaged 

therefore, only his fingers remain. The inscription above him represent only his title; it reads: 

smr z? nswt 

C . if h k' ' 1376 ompamon o t e mg son. 

The third man's right arm is across his chest with his right hand resting on his left 

shoulder. His left arm is shown hanging by his side resting in his left thigh. The inscription 

above him represent only his title; it reads: 

smr 

companion. 

- The Five Bird Bearers 

On the right side of the register are five bowing men, facing left (west) carrying birds. 

They are clad in short tight wigs and short tight belted kilts. The first man (from left to right) 

is holding a bird by the wings in his right hand in front of his body, his left arm is bent at the 

elbow behind the body at waist height and in his hand he is holding two birds by the wings. 

1375 He is also depicted on (SC/south/2003/06) and possibly on (SC/south/2003/07). See pp. 209, 221. 
1376 It is likely that the translation of the inscription as smr s3 nswt "companion (or friend) of the king's 
son" is more accurate than reading it as z3 nswt smr "king's son and companion", where, it is hardto 
believe that the person depicted with the officials is a royal son. 
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The second man is holding two birds by the wings one in each hand with his arms hanging by 

his sides. The third man is holding one bird in front of his body by the wings in his right hand 

and his left arm is bent at the elbow behind his body at waist height. In his hand he is holding 

two birds by the wings. The fourth man is holding a bird in his right hand by the wing in front 

of his legs and he is holding another bird by the neck with his left hand (at shoulder height). 

The fifth man is holding two birds in front of his body, one in each hand. In his right hand, he 

is holding a bird by the wings and in his left hand he is holding a bird by the neck. The back 

of the man's foot has been destroyed by a break in the block. 

- Transferring the catch 

3rd Register (SC/north/2003/05) (pl. 13) 
Height: 0.37 m. 
Width: 1.96 m. 

The third register depicts a row of twelve men walking, bowing, facing left (west) 

carrying birds. They are all clad in short tight wigs and short tight belted kilts. Traces of red 

paint can still be seen on their bodies. 

The first man from left to right is holding two birds in front of his body. He is holding 

a bird by the neck with his right hand and in his left hand he is holding a bird by the wings. 

His hands are at waist height in front of his body. The bird in his left arm has been damaged, 

only the wing remains. 

The second man's right arm is hanging in front of his body holding a bird by the wing. 

The bird has been damaged, only the wing remains. He is holding a bird by the neck in his left 

hand at shoulder height. 

Men three through seven are in the same form and position with their arms hanging by 

their sides with a bird in each hand being held by the wings. 

Men eight and nine are in the same form and position with their right hands hanging in 

front of their bodies holding a bird by the wing. Their left arms are bent at the elbow carrying 

two birds by the wings at shoulder height. The bodies of the birds have been damaged, only 

the wings remain. 

The tenth man has his arms hanging by his sides with a bird in each hand being held 

by the wings. The bird in his right hand has been damaged. 

The eleventh man is holding a bird by the wings in his right hand in front of his body. 

His left arm is bent at the elbow and he is holding a bird by the neck in his hand. 
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The twelfth man's right hand is hanging in front of his body holding a bird by the 

wing. His left arm is bent at the elbow, his hand has been destroyed and only a part of the 

bird's wing that he is holding can be seen. 

Above the men is one horizontal line of hieroglyphic inscriptions; it reads: 

~~o~~~~~ffioi~~HYiii~~~o~~~~ 

c=>r~~~ :2J]J]J]Ao~ssiii1~1> 1> 1>i 
I/ 3bdw n msw njswt smrw jnt 3bdw r snmt n iswt spswt pr-' wH 'prwj !Jrp nfrw 

(Bringing) the birds to the king's children and the companions. Bringing the birds for eating 

to the august seats of the Great House, the two crews of the boat (and) the director of the 

recruits. 

-Bird Bearers on the Second Register of (SC/north/2003/06) (pl. 14) 

The register is reserved almost completely for a large fishing scene, two men carrying 

birds are depicted on the extremely left side of the stone. They are depicted facing west and 

they are clad in short tight kilts and short wigs. As previously mentioned, the two men are 

carrying birds by the wings, hanging by the side of their bodies. 
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VI.8 Fishing in the Marshes with Seine (SC/north/2003/06) (pl. 14) 
Height: 0. 77 m. 
Width: 2.38 m. 

The fishing scene covers the second main register or the lower half of the reliefs 

depicted on (SC/north/2003/06). This is the first attestation of a fishing scene by using a seine 

in a royal mortuary complex, not only from the Old Kingdom but from throughout the course 

of Egyptian history. 1377 It is likely that such scenes of fishing were abandoned by the 

successors of Sahure after their frequent use in non-royal tombs (long time before Sahure ). 1378 

Again, and taking into consideration the state of preservation and the quality of the 

archeological work which has (so far) been done on the Old Kingdom causeways, a final 

word on what scenes were depicted on the causeways and what were not seems 

impossible. 1379 

Unfortunately, only the left half of the scene remains since the right half of the scene 

was depicted on another block, of which we have uncovered only some fragments. 1380 

However, what is left from the scene is well preserved and gives detailed information 

concerning both the technique used in fishing by a seine and the types ofNile fish. 

- The Fishermen 

This scene depicts seventeen fishermen standing on shore, working on one side of a 

seine, they are puling the harness rope which is attached to the two ends (the upper and lower) 

of the net to haul it. They are wearing shoulder slings to assist in hauling the net. 1381 These 

slings are simple flat bands attached to the harness rope by wrapping round knots around the 

rope. All the fishermen are clad in white loincloths that expose their genitals. They are 

depicted with their natural hair, this is evident by one of them (man number thirteen from left 

to right) who is depicted in old age with a front balding head and a beard. 1382 The scene is full 

of life with the variety of movements and reactions. The fishermen are facing in different 

directions and the postures of their bodies are also varied. 

Above the fishermen is one horizontal line of inscriptions facing west; it reads: 

1377 Definition of the scenes in the Old Kingdom royal mortuary complexes is given in chapter Ill. 
1378 For the study of fishing scenes, see Vandier, Manuel V, pp. 532-658; Montet, Scenes de la vie 
priwfe, pp. 20-42; Harpour, Decoration, pp. 145-148. 
1379 A survey of the archaeological situation of the Old Kingdom causeways is given in chapter IV. 
1380 T. El A wady, 'Fragments from Sahure's Causeway', in preparation. 
1381 For an analysis of the variety postures of the haulers in dragnet scenes, see Harpur, Decoration, pp. 
145-146. 
1382 For different interpretations of fishermen with a front balding head. See Harpur, Decoration, p. 
145. 
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~~~«=o~~Jm~~D~A~rJ=r++~JJro--,~~& 
eit«:~9 A~Q-~~~~~ 
/:l3m pw /:lb pw jw.s jnn.s nn /:lb nfr /:l3m bft-/:lr m zs jn wj3 wl:z<""w 

What a fishing! What a catch! It (the net) comes (and) it brings this good catch. 1383 Fishing 

in the marshland by the fishermen in presence. 1384 

To the left ofthe fishermen and in front of them, another fisherman is depicted, facing 

east and holding the synodontis batensoda from the head with his left hand. He is lifting (also 

possibly; tearing off) the fin of the fish. In fact, this action is not well understood until now. 

However, it is accepted by most scholars that lifting or even tearing off the fin was a 

verification of the freshness of the fish. 1385 The inscription above him is inscribed in one 

vertical line from right to left; it reads: 

gbtw/:lr 

To bone the synodontis batensoda (?)1386 

-The Seine 

It is shown in the water full of different types of fish in variety of movements. The 

seine is also considered to be the biggest among those depicted in non-royal tombs from the 

Old Kingdom. This is confirmed by the fact that seventeen fishermen are representing only 

one of two (equal?) groups working on it. The seine consisted of a long strip of netting with 

parallel top and bottom support ropes, tapered ends attached with a rope. The upper rope of 

the seine is dressed with triangular floats. 

- Identification of the fish: (pl. 15) 

(1) Mugil (2) Mormyrus caschive (3) Lates niloticus (?) (4) Synodontis batensoda (5) 

Citharinus (6) Tilapia (7) Labeo niloticus (8) Tetrodon Fahaqa (9) Hyperopisus bebe (?) (10) 

1383 Montet, Scenes de la vie privee, pp. 35-36; Simpson. Giza Mastabas 4, p. 3. 
1384 The meaning of the adverb "bft-l;r" is not quite clear. It might refer that the action that is taking 
place in the presence of the king or in public. I prefer the first assumption, which suggested that the 
action is taking palace in the presence of the king. 
1385 See a discussion on this action in Mohr, Hetep-Her-Akhti, pp. 59-60; Harpur, Decoration, p. 147. 
1386 See Mohr, Hetep-Her-Akhti, p. 59; Wb. I, p. 350, No. 12 (wl;<"", Synodontis schall). However, it is 
now accepted among scholars that the specie of fish is batensoda and not schall. It is seems that the 
writer made a mistake when writing 'wl;<""' by placing the letter 'w' after '/;' and not before it, as it 
appeared in other cases. 
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Clarias lazera (11) Hyperopisus bebe (12) Synodontis Batensoda (13) Malopterurus 

electricus (14) Unidentified (15) Petrocephalus bovei or bane (16) Lates niloticus (17) 

Synodontis batensoda (18) Schilbe (19) Petrocephalus bane (20) Mugil (21) Tilapia (22) 

Malopterurus electricus (23) Schilbe (24) Tetrodon Fahaqa (25) Synodontis batensoda (26) 

Citharinus latus (27) Anguilla Vulgaris (28) Barbus bynni (29) Mormyrus caschive (30) 

Clarias lazera (31) Schilbe (32) Mugil (33) Tilapia (34) Synodontis batensoda (35) Tetrodon 

Fahaqa (36) Mugil (37) Citharinus (38) Lates niloticus (39) Synodontis batensoda (40) Lates 

niloticus (41) Mugil (42) Mormyrus caschive (43) Clarias lazera (44) Citharinus (45) Barbus 

bynni ( 46) unidentified. 1387 

1387 For the identification of different species of fish; see Gamer-Wallert, Fische, p. 140, pls. 1-6; 
Brewer, Friedman, Fish and Fishing, pp. 48-81; P. F. Houlihan, GM155 (1996): 43:47, fig. 9. 
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- The God Hapy 

It is clear that the fishing is taking place in the marshes as the text states and as the 

scene of catching birds emphasized. However, the fishing scene does not show any 

differences from those depicted on private tombs, the distinction was made by the Nile-god 

Hapy depiction in the bottom register in front of the seine. Needless to say, such a depiction 

of a god was never permitted in private tombs. The existence of Hapy in the fishing scene was 

not only to show a difference between similar fishing scenes in private tombs but to assure 

that the water of the Nile or the canal in the marshes is giving its best fish to the seine of the 

king. Hapy' s, Sekhty and other deities depictions must be understood in terms of supporting 

the king to maintain the order of the world and fight against the natural power of disorder. 

Hapy is shown as a fat male figure with his belly spilling over a belt and a womanish 

breast. His body is covered with watery lines. Hapy is facing west and clad in a loincloth with 

a long curly wig and a round-ended false beard. He is carrying an offering table in his hands 

that are stretched in front of his body. The inscription above his head represents his name; it 

reads: 

lf'pj 

Hapy. 

In front of Hapy are two vertical columns of inscription facing west that address his 

duty. The first column is badly damaged. The inscription reads: 

(1) bb nb 

(2) gd mdw dj.n.j n.~ l;ztpw nb 

(1) All the catch. (2) Invocation of words, I gave you all the offerings. 

Remains of a man's head can be seen in front ofthe inscriptions. 
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Excursus I. Old Kingdom Royal Boats 

I.1 Sources of Information 

The discovered scenes of Sahure's royal fleet (SC/south/2002/01-04) should 

contribute to the longstanding questions concerning the function of royal boats and the boat 

graves in royal funerary complexes from the Old Kingdom. In fact, the scenes of Sahure's 

royal fleet are considered to be the only well preserved and informative iconographic 

evidence of royal boats from the Old Kingdom. 

H. Altenmiiller's study on the boat graves of the Old Kingdom, is one of the most 

recent detailed studies. 1388 His study on the function of the boats and boat graves in the royal 

funerary complexes was comprised mostly of boat scenes from Old Kingdom non-royal 

tombs. The following discussion will not include these non-royal scenes because I believe that 

they had a completely different meaning and function. In fact, scholars who have dealt with 

this subject have many different interpretations which can only be explained by the lack of 

evidence and material, which can be used in such studies. 

I.1.1 The Archaeological Material 

The boat graves inside the royal funerary complexes represent an open subject for 

discussion and debates among scholars who have developed different interpretations for their 

existence. The reasons for these inconsistent theories are due to the following facts. 

1. Boat graves have not been found in all the royal funerary complexes from the Old 

Kingdom. 1389 However, there is no conclusive means to determine with certainty 

which pyramid complexes do not have boat graves, due to the incomplete 

archeological investigation around the Old Kingdom royal funerary complexes.1390 

2. The number, location and orientation of boat graves in the royal funerary complexes 

differs as the following list shows: 

1388 H. AltenmUller, 'Funerary Boats and Boat Graves of the Old Kingdom,' ArOr 70, no. 3 (2002): 
269-272. 
1389 A List of all royal boat graves in the Old Kingdom (from Khufu to the end of the Sixth Dynasty) 
was made by M. Verner ("Funerary Boats ofNeferirkare and Raneferef' In: Studies Kakosy, pp. 587-
602.) Another list of all royal and non-royal boat graves of the Old Kingdom was made by H. 
AltenmUller (ArOr 70, no. 3 (2002): 269-272.) 
139° For Example; only one boat grave was found to the east of king Djedefre at Abu Rawash, yet it is 
likely to find more than one boat grave around the pyramid if the area is investigated further. See H. 
AltenmUller, ArOr 70, no. 3 (2002): 270. 
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• Five boat graves were found in Khufu's funerary complex: Two boat graves oriented 

east-west are on the south side of the pyramid, two boat graves oriented north-south 

are on the east side of the pyramid (flanking the mortuary temple), and finally the fifth 

boat grave oriented east-west on the upper northern side of the causeway. 1391 

• One boat grave, oriented north-south, was found to the east of Djedefre's pyramid at 

Abu Rawash. 1392 

• Five boat graves have been found around the mortuary temple of Khafre; two boat 

graves on the northern side of the mortuary temple and another two boat graves on the 

southern side ofthe temple, all four boat graves were oriented east-west. The fifth boat 

grave was located on the western side of the mortuary temple and oriented north

south.1393 

• One boat grave was found to the south of Neferirkare's pyramid at Abusir. The 

orientation of the grave is east-west. 1394 

• Two wooden boats were found in a magazine of the mortuary temple of Reneferef 

(now in the Port Said National Museum). The two boats were oriented east-west, 

however the orientation east-west was due to the size and the orientation of the room 

in which the two boats were discovered. 1395 In his comments on these two boats, H. 

Altenmuller connected them with the two boats of Reneferef, which were mentioned 

in the Abusir Papyri. 1396 However, he admitted that the two boats in the papyri are of a 

different form and one of the boats seems to be an earthly boat while the other seems 

to be a celestial boat. 1397 

1391 PM liP, pp. 15f.; Nour, e.al., The Cheops Boats 1, pp. 7-8; Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi Men.fite 
IV, pp. 70-72, p1s. 1, 9-10. See also a discussion in Hawass, Funerary Establishments, pp. 53- 85. 
1392 PM liP, p. 1; E. Chassinat, 'Apropos d' une tete en gres rouge du roi Didoufri (Ive dynastie) 
conserve au Musee du Louvre,' in: MonPiot 25 (1921-1922): 56-57: Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi 
Menjite V, pp. 24f, pl. 4. 
1393 PM liP, p. 26; Hassan, Giza VI, part I, pp. 56-66, figs. 19-22; Maragioglio, Rinaldi, Piramidi 
Men.fite V, pp. 70-72, pls. 5, 11. 
1394 M. Verner, In: Studies Kakosy, pp. 587-602. It might be worthy to note that in the Abusir-Papyri of 
Neferirkare four boats or more were mentioned, two of them appeared to be placed in a sealed room 
inside the mortuary temple, while the others were buried in graves around the Pyramid. See P. 
Posener-krieger, Les Archives Neferirkare, pp. 429-439. 
1395 M. Verner, In: Studies Kakosy, pp. 592-594. 
1396 H. Altenmilller, ArOr 70, no. 3 (2002): 271. See Also P. Posener-krieger, 'Quelques pieces du 
materiel cultuel du temple funeraire de Reneferef,' MDAIK 47 (1991): 293-304. 
1397 H. Altenmilller, ArOr 70, no. 3 (2002): 271, note no. 13. 
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• Two boat graves that are side by side were found on the upper southern side of 

causeway ofUnas in Saqqara. The graves are oriented east-west. 1398 

• Only two boats were discovered dismantled in the two graves to the south side of 

Khufu' s pyramid. The eastern boat was reconstructed and is exhibited in the Boat 

Museum to the south of the Great Pyramid. 1399 The second boat is still in its grave. 

Beside Khufu's two boats, another two wooden boats that belong to Reneferef (Fifth 

Dynasty) were discovered. However, they came from a magazine in the king's 

mortuary temple and are in a bad state of preservation. 1400 

1.1.2 The Iconographical Material 

The new scene of Sahure's royal fleet is at present the only scene that provides 

detailed information about Old Kingdom royal boats. Before discovering this scene, scenes of 

the royal boats were known in fragments, 1401 and mostly not in situ. 1402 However, it is 

important to stress that the papyri-form boats with the prow and stem which resemble 

Khufu's reconstructed boat and the two boats of Sahure on (SC/south/2002/01) were 

exclusive for kings. 1403 (pl. 1) This can be seen by the remains which survived from the 

depictions of the royal boats. It can also be easily proved by examining the forms of the boats 

that are depicted on the walls of the non-royal tombs; where the boats never resemble the 

discovered boat ofKhufu or the two boats ofSahure depicted on (SC/south/2002/01). 

The scanty of royal iconographic material of the royal boats is in contrast with the 

relatively rich iconographic material of the private boats used by non-royal persons belonging 

to different social classes. 1404 The scenes of non-royal boats refer to the fact that the form of 

Khufu's Papyri-form boat and the two leading boats of Sahure (SC/south/2002/01) were 

1398PM liP, p. 420; G. Goyon, "Les navires de transport de la chaussee monumentale d'Ounas", 
BIFAO 69 (1971): 36-37, plate 2. 
1399 Nour, e.al., the Cheops Boats 1, pp. 1ff.; A. M. Abubakr, A. Y. Moustafa, 'The funerary Boat of 
Khufu,' BABA 12 (1971): 1-18. 
1400 See note no. 1405. 
1401 It is also interesting that among the fragments with the depictions of royal boats, a relatively big 
portion of a scene that depicts Sahure's boat (ntr B3) was discovered by L. Borchardt in the valley 
temple of Sahure. Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pl. 8. 
1402 Most of the iconographical material of the royal boats were discovered in Lisht on blocks reused in 
the construction of the pyramid of Amenemhat I (Dynasty 12). See Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, pp. 86-
118. 
1403 Also, in some cases only inscriptions that include the name of the royal boat and the destination of 
the boat are preserved. A. Oppenheim, in: Egyptian Art in the Age ofthe Pyramids, p. 318, No. 103. 
1404 H. Altenmiiller, ArOr 70, no. 3 (2002): 269-272. 
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reserved exclusively for kings. In other words, these boats were part of the royal regalia in the 

Old Kingdom. 

1.2 The Meaning of the Boat Graves in Old Kingdom Royal Funerary Complexes 

Scholars, who have dealt with the problem of the function of the boat graves in the 

royal funerary complexes, can be classified into three groups, each with a different theory. 1405 

The first group of scholars believes that the boat graves, whether they contained real wooden 

boats or never contained boats, represent symbolic solar boats for the king's use in the 

afterlife. 1406 The second group of scholars opposed the theory that the king had to have solar 

boats for his transport in the afterlife. 1407 They believe that the boat graves are for funerary 

boats used for the king's last trip (his funeral) to his eternal resting place. 1408 While the third 

group of scholars believe in the multifunction of the boat graves in the Old Kingdom royal 

funerary complex; solar boats, funerary boats and state boats. 1409 Other scholars concluded 

that it was too difficult to determine the actual function or the real purpose of the king's boats 

with the available evidence. 1410 

1.2.1 Previous Approaches and Theories 

Selim Hassan, after discovering the five boat graves around the mortuary temple of 

Khafre in the working season 1934-1935, made a detailed study on the problem ofboat graves 

inside the royal funerary complexes. 1411 His study was more or less a group of interpretations 

and analysis of the funerary and religious texts especially the Pyramid Texts, on which he 

relied and concluded that all the boat graves inside the royal funerary complexes were 

intended to house solar boats for the king's daily journeys to the east and to the west. 1412 

Hassan considered all the boat graves with the orientation east-west solar boats and even 

those with the north-south orientation are solar boats, because as, Hassan explained, the sun 

god in his day solar boat was said to turn southward in order to reach the west and take the 

1405 The different theories and interpretations concerning the meaning of boat graves in the royal 
funerary complexes of the Old Kingdom are presented in details in two main studies. The first is by M. 
Vemer in his article on the boat grave of Neferirkare and the two wooden boats of Reneferef. M. 
Vemer, In: Studies Kakosy, pp. 587-602. The second and the most recent study was done by H. 
Altenmtiller in his article (ArOr 70, no. 3 (2002): 272-273). 
1406 see Hassan, Giza VI, p. XIV. 
1407 J. Cemy, 'A note on the recently discovered boat of Cheops,' JEA 41 (1955): 75-79. 
1408 For example Lehner, The complete Pyramids, p. 119. 
1409 .. 

See A. M. Abubakr, A. Y. Moustafa, BABA 12 (1971): 1-18; Fakhry, The pyramids, pp. 106-107. 
1410 Edwards, The Pyramids, p. 133. 
1411 Hassan, Giza VI, part I, pp. 40ff. 
1412 Ibid., p. XIV. 
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night solar boat which, in return, was said to turn northward at the end of its journey in order 

to reach the east. 1413 

Eight years after the published study of Selim Hassan, the two boat graves on the 

south side of Khufu's pyramid were discovered by Kamal El Mallakh in 1945. He published 

several articles in newspapers announcing "the discovery of the Solar Barques of Khufu". 1414 

It was obvious that El Mallakh was influenced by Hassan' s theory. 

J. Cerny was among the first scholars who went against El Mallakh's theory 

concerning the meaning of the two wooden boats on the south side of Khufu's pyramid. 1415 

Cerny's argument against the solar meaning of the boat graves can be summarized as follows: 

1- The discovered boat of Khufu does not show any of the solar boats' motives and 

items. 

2- The kings were not asked to bring a new msktt or a new mrngt to the sun god Re. 

3- Kings were only allowed to accompany the sun god on his two daily journeys as 

1. . 1416 trave mg compamons. 

Cerny concluded his notes by suggesting that the two newly (at that time) discovered boats of 

Khufu together with the two boats, east and west of the mortuary temple, were intended for 

the king's use in traveling through the four cardinal directions of the sky. The fifth boat near 

the causeway was the one that carried the king's body to his eternal resting-place. 1417 

Trying to find a clue to the dilemma, Ahmed Fakhry returned (after Selim Hassan) to 

the Pyramid Texts in his study of the boats. 1418 His research can be concluded as follows: 

1- According to the Pyramid Texts, at least eight different boats were intended to be used 

by the king in the afterlife. 

2- Two of the eight boats were solar boats for the two journeys of the king crossing the 

heaven. 

3- The lack of material and evidence about the boats mentioned in the Pyramid Texts and 

the boats and boat graves of the royal funerary complexes prompted him to call the 

boats "ritual" or "funerary boats". 1419 

1413 !bid, p. 55. 
1414 See J. Cemy, JEA 41 (1955): 75, especially footnote No. 3. 
1415 !bid, pp. 75-79. 
1416 !bid, pp. 76-78. 
1417 !bid, p. 78. 
1418 Fakhry, The pyramids, pp. 106-107. 
1419 lbid,p.107. 
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Abdel Moneim Abu Bakr stated that the five boats of Khufu had different uses and 

functions. He believed that three of them were used by the king in his pilgrimages to the 

sacred shrines in Upper and Lower Egypt, the fourth boat was used during the ceremonies of 

the king's coronation and the fifth boat was used either for the "sons of Hours" or to carry the 

king's mummy to its final resting place. 1420 

Mark Lehner approached the problem with a less detailed statement. He said that the 

boats, which were buried within the royal funerary complexes, could have been symbolic 

transport mechanisms for the king. He suggests that the dismantled boat was connected with 

Khufu's final earthly voyage to his pyramid. 1421 

Z. Hawass agrees with Ahmed Fakhry, that not all of the five boat graves around 

Khufu's pyramid are solar boats. 1422 Hawass believes that Khufu was a unique king for he 

changed the concept of the king and made himself a manifestation of the sun god Re. 1423 As 

Re, Khufu needed two solar boats to cross the heaven, those were the two southern boats with 

their axes east-west. At the same time, Khufu as Horus had to use another two boats to control 

and to spread his power over Upper and Lower Egypt. Those were the two boats to the north 

and the south of the mortuary temple. Hawass concluded his contribution to the subject with a 

suggestion that Khufu's fifth boat might have been connected with the cult of Hathor. 1424 

However, Hawass's interpretation did not explain why Khafre has five boat graves on the 

eastern side of his pyramid. 

M. Verner introduced and discussed almost all the factors related to the problem of 

royal boat graves and concluded that in the broad sense of the subject, the boat graves were 

meant principally to provide the deceased king with a mode of transport in the netherworld. In 

his opinion, scholars should not ignore the fact that the funerary beliefs and the religious ideas 

were in a continuous state of change and it is not safe to come to a precise conclusion for the 

problem. 1425 

1420 A. M. Abubakr, A. Y. Moustafa, BABA 12 (1971): 1-18. 
1421 Lehner, The complete Pyramids, p. 119. 
1422 Z. Hawass, in: Petrie, Pyramids and Temples (An Update), pp. 111-115. 
1423 Stadelmann was the first one who believed that Khufu changed the cult of the king in his lifetime 
and made himself Re. His theory is based on the fact that the title z3 W "Son of Re" started directly 
with Khufu's successors and the name of the king's pyramid 3bt ljwfw "Khufu's horizon". See 
Stadelmann, Pyramiden, P. 126. 
1424 Z. Hawass, "the Programs of the Royal Funerary Complexes of the fourth Dynasty" in: Ancient 
Egyptian Kingship, pp. 227-228. 
1425 M. Vemer, In: Studies Kakosy, p. 206. 
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As stated previously, H. Altenmuller introduced the last detailed study on the 

problem. 1426 His results relied mostly on the scenes of boats on the walls of non-royal tombs 

and emphasized the idea that the deceased needed two significant boats: one for night 

navigation and one for day navigation. 1427 Moreover, he tried (by using the depictions of boats 

in non-royal tombs) to prove that the sailing boat is the night boat while the row boat is the 

day boat! According to him the already constructed boat of Khufu (the eastern one of the two 

boats found on the south side of Khufu' s pyramid) is the night boat while the western boat 

(still in its grave) is the day boat of the king. 

Although, I agree with Altenmuller that the king had two boats and these two boats 

always sailed in a fleet, I disagree with his interpretation that the two boats were exclusively 

assigned for night and day journeys. I also disagree that the boat under sail represents a night 

boat while the boat using oars represents the day boat because of the following reasons: 

1- The newly discovered scene from the causeway of Sahure depicts the king 

maneuvering the sail of one of his two boats with evidence that he is depicted doing 

the same deed on the second boat, of which only the prow and the sail are 

preserved. 1428 Therefore the two king's boats are depicted under sail with the existence 

of the oarsmen waiting to change from sailing the boat to rowing the boat. This means 

that there is not a designated boat exclusively for the night journey or the day journey, 

as both of the king's boats are depicted under sail. 

2- Standing behind the king are the remains of a relatively large sunshade and there is 

another sunshade laying behind the king on the deck. The existence of the sunshades 

proves that the journey is taking place during the day and not at night. 

I believe that Altenmuller's study provides useful information concerning the meaning ofthe 

navigation scenes in the Old Kingdom non-royal tombs, however, the results of his research 

cannot be applied to the problem of the royal boat burials. 

1426 See p. 299. 
1427 H. Altenmtiller, ArOr 70, no. 3 (2002): 269-290. 
1428 See p. 1 73. 
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1.2.2 A New Approach to the Meaning of the Boat Graves in the Royal Funerary 

Complexes 

As we stated before, Sahure navigation fleet depicts the two boats of the king sailing 

in a convoy of several royal boats with their prows and stems decorated with heads of sacred 

bird, animals and plants.1429 Only the two boats of the king are in the traditional papyri-form 

completely identical with the already reconstructed and exhibited boat of Khufu. Also the two 

boats of Sahure are dedicated to the two goddesses Wadjet and Nekhbet. 1430 Perhaps the scene 

refers to the king visiting the two sanctuaries of the two goddesses or even visiting the 

different temples of the gods and goddesses of Egypt and putting one of his two boats under 

the protection of goddess Wadjet, the representative of the Lower Egypt, and the second boat 

under the protection ofNekhbet, the representative of Upper Egypt. This could be an attempt 

to emphasize the duality of the king by referring to the two distinguished boats for the king of 

Upper and Lower Egypt. 

Sahure is depicted maneuvering the sail of his two boats as the earthly god Horus. 

This is evident by the titles of Sahure as a ruling king, with the depiction of Nekhbet hovering 

above him and spreading her protection. (pi. 1) Also a very interesting graffito behind the 

king's head was found. The graffito represents the falcon-god Horus. This graffito indicates 

that the king was the manifestation of Horus in his papyri-form boat. Therefore, someone to 

whom the meaning of the scene was still known and recognized engraved this graffito. Again, 

it was the King (Horus) fulfilling one of his offices or obligations (leading his two boats to 

visit the sacred chapels of the gods and the goddesses). 

It is likely that the two papyri-form boats were among the king's regalia. If our 

assumption is right, the other royal boats will be identified as escort boats saved for the king's 

retainers or his followers as the Egyptian term Smsw ljr, "followers ofHorus". The idea Smsw 

/jr made us reflect about the titles of the crews working on Sahure's boats that represent 

various meanings of Smsw /jr, 1431 and therefore, reinforce the concept that the additional 

boats are for the king's retainers. This also emphasizes that these boats are serving Horus, 

Lord of the Two Lands. The crews working on the accompanied boats held the titles: 

1429 Similar boats with these shapes of animals and birds have never been found in the Old Kingdom. 
Only boat prows have appeared with the shape of a hedgehog's head on both royal and private 
monuments, see Landstrom, Ships, p. 35. 
1430 See discussion on pp. 173-174. 
1431 Still Ch. Boreux (Etudes Nautique I, pp. 85ff.) is the first and perhaps the only scholar who studied 
detailed representations of the '3'msw ljr's boats. 
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'pr smsw S~l:zw-R' sf:ztp t~wj "Crew of the retainers of Sahure, Pacificator of the two 

lands". 1432 

'pr r!Jw nfrwj-nbw "Crew of those who are known to the two lords of gold' .1433 

'pr jst lfr Nb !J'w "Crew of the gang of Horus, Nb !J'w" 

'pr mrjw S~/:zw-R' wr "Crew of the beloved ones of the great Sahure". 1434 

'pr smsw S~/:zw-R' lfr Nb nfrt "Crew of the retainers ofSahure, Horus -Lord ofbeauty". 1435 

'pr Smrw nbtj Nb !J'w "Crew ofthe companions of(the affiliated one to) the two ladies -Nb 

h\ , 1436 
~w. 

'pr mrjw lfr Nb !J'w "Crew of the beloved ones of Horus -Nb !J'w".1437 

'pr sb~t(yw) lfr Nb !J'w "Crew of the steersmen ofHorus- Nb !J'w".1438 

It is clear that the idea and the meaning of the king on his two boats accompanied by the 

escort boats of his retainers represents the concept ofHorus and his Smsw "Retainers". Let us 

not forget that archaic depictions on royal monuments show boats of the retainers or 

"followers of Horus". The following examples emphasize the importance for the king to be 

accompanied and followed by his retainers: 

1. On the verso of the famous palette of king Narmer is a representation of a boat fronted 

by a depiction of a hawk that might allow us to read wj3/fr "Horus' boat".1439 Above 

the boat is a depiction of another hawk holding what appears to be weapon, that made 

Boreux read it as the sign group Smsw lfr "followers ofHorus". 1440 

2. On a label assigned to king lfr-'/:z?, 1441 is a representation of a boat. Above the boat is 

a depiction of a hawk perched on a small boat. However, Selim Hassan believed it was 

not a boat but a variant of the group which is depicted on the famous palette that is 

discussed above. He reads the sign group as Smsw lfr "followers ofHorus". 1442 

1432 See chapter VI, p. 179. 
1433 !bid, p. 183. 
1434 Seep. 186, note no. 1075. 
1435 See 'Smsw J:lr' in Jones, Index 11, p. 993, No. 3657. 
1436 See chapter VI, p. 191. 
1437 !bid' p. 193. 
1438 !bid' p. 194. 
1439 J. Qui bell, 'Slate palette from Hierakonpolis,' Z4'S 36 (1898), pi. XII. 
144° Ch. Boreux, Etudes Nautique, p. 90. See also Hassan, Giza VI, part I, p. 36. 
1441 Newberry, in Brunton's "Great ones of Ancient Egypt", p. 45, fig. 5. 
1442 Hassan, Giza VI, part I, p. 37. 
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3. On the Ivory Label of king Semer-Khet, 1443 is a representation of two boats, the upper 

one is with a prow shaped as an animal (Jackal?) head, while the upper part of the 

mast is shaped as the sign Smsw, followed by the a depiction of a hawk. The sign 

combination can be read Smsw lfr "followers of Horus". The prow of the previous 

boat has a shape that can be identified as a jackal's head, resembling the two boats 

depicted on Sahure' s causeway with their prows and stems shaped as jackal heads. 1444 

4. The label of king K~-'~ depicted a boat with the sign group Smsw lfr ''followers of 

Horus" .1445 

It seems that the king personified as the god Horus used the traditional papyri-form 

boats in all his transport. The correlation between Horus and the papyri-form boat can be 

attested to by many representations of the falcon Horus perched above the deckhouse of 

papyri-form boats. 1446 

The number of the royal boats, which are depicted on Sahure's causeway, can explain 

the reason that Khufu and Khafre each have five boat graves in their pyramid complexes. 

They include, two papyri form boats for the king's use and the other three boats are for his 

followers. The number three, for the ancient Egyptians, refers to abundance. However the 

king can also only have his traditional two boats believing that his retainers will join him in 

the afterlife or maybe, as V emer explained, the funerary beliefs were in a continual state of 

change throughout the Old Kingdom. 1447 Moreover there might have been a significant 

change in the funerary customs during the Fifth Dynasty, where one room in the innermost 

part of the king's mortuary temple was devised to house two symbolic boats for the king, 

instead of burying two boats in graves, and one or two boat graves for the boats of the king's 

retainers. The only evidence we have is from the Abusir Papyri, which refers to the existence 

of two boats inside the king's temple. 1448 The housing of symbolic boats inside the mortuary 

temples might explain why boat graves have not been discovered (until now) in the Sixth 

Dynasty royal funerary complexes. 

1443 Petrie, Royal Tombs I, p. 42, Pl. XVII (26). 
1444 For different shapes of prows, see Landstrom, Ships, p. 12ff. 
1445 Petrie, Royal Tombs, PI. XII (29). 
1446 Emery, Archaic Egypt, fig. I 0. 
1447 M. Vemer, In: Studies Kakosy, p. 602. 
1448 Posener-krieger, Les Archives Nejerirkare, p. 179. 
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I have linked the newly discovered scene of Sahure' s navigation fleet and the long 

standing problem of boat graves in the Old Kingdom royal funerary complexes for two main 

reasons: 

1- The two boats of Sahure, which are leading the fleets, are identical to the already 

discovered and reconstructed wooden boat of Khufu. 

2- The mode of the depiction of the king (maneuvering the sail) refers to a special 

occasion that required the king himself to maneuver the sail as if he is fulfilling one of 

his obligations as a king. 

The idea that the king had two royal or state boats can be attested to by a number of 

titles that address officials from the Old Kingdom who were attached to the royal boats, for 

instance the title !Jtm(w)-ntr m wBwy 's(wy) "god's sealer in the two great boats", 1449 andjmj

r3 'prwj n wBwy 'S(wy) "Overseer ofthe two crews ofthe two great boats". 1450 

These two portly boats, as their depictions refer, provided the king with proper and 

luxurious means of transportation as king of the Two Lands. However it was not their only 

function, they were also used to help in the royal construction projects by bringing the 

precious materials for construction and decoration. This is evident by the scene that was 

discovered in 1993 from the northern wall of Sahure's causeway. 1451 The scene depicts men 

dragging the pyramidion of the king's pyramid. The accompanying text addressed the scene 

as '(Bringing) the pyramidion (cased with) electrum to the pyramid "the soul of Sahure rises" 

by the two ship crews' .1452 In the same meaning the Old Kingdom officials who bore the title 

!Jtm(w)-ntr m wBwy 's(wy) "god's sealer in the two great boats", addressed themselves asjnn 

bkr nswt m !Jsswt rsjt "bring the king's treasure from the southern lands" .1453 

Finally it is more likely that the two king's boats with their majestic form were among 

the tools that the kings used to enhance their superiority and control not only in the hearts of 

their people but also in the hearts of their enemies. In this sense we have to recall the title of 

the "god's sealer in the two great boats": !Jtmty-ntr m wBwy '3wy dd nrw /jr m !J3swt jnn bkr 

nswt m !Jsswt rswyt "god's sealer in the two great boats who places the dread of Horus (i.e. 

the king) in foreign lands, who brings the king's treasure from the southern lands". 1454 

However this title can also be translated as "god's sealer in the two great boats which place 

1449 Jones, Index 11, p. 769, No. 2796, with connection with Horus No. 2797. 
1450 Ibid. I, pp. 78-79, No. 343. 
1451 Z. Hawass, M. Verner, MDAIK 52 (1996): 181. 
1452 Ibid. 
1453 See Jones, Index II, pp. 769-779, No. 2797. 
1454 Ibid. 
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the fear of Horus (i.e. the king) in foreign lands, and bring the king's treasure from the 

southern lands". It is likely that the latter translation is most accurate because it is only 

mentioned in connection with the two boats while the other title of the 'god's sealers' are 

known and none of them are connected with the above mentioned epithets. If our assumption 

is true, it would explain the reason for the depiction of the so-called emaciated Bedouins of 

Sahure which was connected with the bringing ofthe pyramidion ofSahure's pyramid. 1455 

The fact that the two boats of the king were sailing in a magnificent royal fleet 

emphasized the idea of Horus and his followers. This idea, in my opinion, represents a proper 

and reasonable context for the study of the royal boat grave in the Old Kingdom. However we 

are still far from the final word on this subject as the afterlife function of these boats are still 

not completely known, or more precisely the nature of service that these boats provided the 

deceased king is not defined. 

1455 The scene from the northern wall of Sahure's causeway proved that these were captives who were 
among the Bedouins who attacked the king's expedition when they were looking for the stone for the 
pyramidion. 
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Excursus 11. The Royal Family of Sahure 

Among the results of the SCA's excavation around the upper part of Sahure's causeway 

(seasons, 1994, 2002-2003 and 2003-2004) are the wall relief scenes, which significantly 

changed the long established theories concerning the beginning of the Fifth Dynasty and the 

family of king Sahure. 1456 The surprise discovery revealed nearly complete scenes of Sahure's 

royal family, including the king (SC/south/2003/06) (PI. 6), or members of the royal family in 

the company of the king (SC/south/2003/07) (pi. 5) and (SC/north/2003/05) (pi. 13). These new 

scenes helped resolve the question of Sahure's mother, royal wife and his successor. 

However, it is important to acknowledge, that the new scenes from Sahure's causeway are not 

the only scenes that depict the king with his royal family. In fact, the excavation carried out 

by Borchardt revealed many scenes that portrayed members of the royal family; these scenes 

were, in fact, in a very fragmented state of preservation and in most cases are not 

complete. 1457 K. Sethe, who contributed to Borchardt's publications by publishing the scenes, 

presented to the scholars valuable information about the king's sons, 1458 the king's wife1459 

and his successor; 1460 his translation of the inscriptions, interpretations of the fragmented 

scenes and his theories were welcomed and endorsed by scholars without serious 

arguments. 1461 His interpretations and theories were reasonable and matched the literary 

sources especially the famous Westcar papyrus, known as Khufu and the Magicians.1462 

However, and based on the newly discovered material, the long established theories of Sethe 

and others should be opened again for discussion and reevaluation. The aim of this excursus is 

to use the already published scenes in chapter VI to shed more light on an important royal 

family which lived in the transition period from the Fourth Dynasty to the Fifth Dynasty. 

There is also the following important question; how long will historians and scholars continue 

to handle Westcar Papyrus as a historical source concerning the beginning of the Fifth 

Dynasty? 

1456 See chapter V. the results of both Z. Hawass's one working season 1994 and the two working 
season (2002-2003), (2003-2004) are published in chapter VI. 
1457 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates). 
1458 Ibid., 11 (text), pp. 111-113, 118-119. 
1459 Ibid., pp. 116-117. 
1460 Ibid., pp. 90, 111. 
1461 B. Grdseloff, 'Deux inscriptions juridiqes de I' Ancien Empire,' ASAE 42 (1942): 69-70; Hayes, 
Scepter I, p. 66; H. Altenmiiller, 'Die Stellung der Konigsmutter Chentkaus beim Ubergang von der 4. 
zur 5. Dynastie,' CdE 45 (1970): 223-235; M. Verner, 'Old Kingdom: An Overview,' In: Oxford 
Encyclopedia of Ancient Egypt 11, p. 589. 
1462 Erman, Literature, pp. 36-47; Borchardt, Sahure, 11, 90. 
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I. Sahure's Queen Mother 

In Borchardt's publications ofSahure's pyramid complex he did not identify the queen 

mother in any of his findings. The SCA's excavation, however, led to the discovery of two 

new scenes that depict the queen mother of Sahure with her name and titles. 1463 This 

discovery came to put an end to the problem of Sahure's mother and provides scholars with 

detailed information about not only the name and titles of the queen mother, but also her life 

and death. 

1.1 Scenes of the Queen Mother, Neferhetepes, on Sahure's Causeway 

Queen Neferhetepes is depicted twice in the scenes on the south wall of the causeway of her 

son. In fact, both depictions are related to only one theme; the arrival of the king's expedition 

from Punt and the transplantation of the rnd trees in the garden of his palace. 1464 

The first depiction of the queen is on (SC/south/2003/07) (pl. 5), where, the queen is 

depicted standing hand in hand with Sahure's royal wife watching the king incising the bark 

of the rnd trees. 1465 Here, two observations should be stressed: 

-The queen mother, Neferhetepes, was still alive until the last year or at least the year before 

the last year of her son's reign where, it is evident, according to king's Annals on the Palermo 

Stone that the arrival of the expedition was in the last year ofSahure's reign. 1466 

- The queen mother is the second most important figure in the scene after the king. This was 

expressed by the size of her figure in comparison with the king and the royal wife, 1467 and the 

vulture crown she wears on her head in comparison with the royal wife who is depicted with a 

short hair. 1468 

The second depiction of queen Neferhetepes is on (SC/south/2003/06) (pl. 6). In fact, 

the whole scene depicted on this block is, as explained in chapter VI, a continuation of the 

scenes related to the arrival of the king's expedition from Punt. The queen mother is depicted 

1463 The scenes are published in chapter VI, pp. 205-206, 217. 
1464 See excurse Ill. 
1465 T. El Awady, In: The proceeding of Prague Conference on Art in the Old Kingdom (in 
p,reparation ). 

466 See p. 314, note no. 1484. 
1467 See p. 205, pl. 5. 
1468 It might be worthy to stress the fact that the depiction of the queen mother Neferhetepes wearing 
the vulture crown might address the earliest certain example of a queen wearing the vulture crown. 
The depiction of queen Khentkaws I of the fourth Dynasty with the vulture crown is a result of 
modification work that might have occurred in or after the reign of Neferirkare. Also, the fragments 
found in the mortuary complexes of Khafre and Menkaure that depict traces of the vulture crown are 
in much doubt where these remains can be of statues that depict goddesses or queens. See discussion 
in Troy, Patterns ofQueenship, pp. 116-119. 
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sitting in the first register in front of the king who is depicted plucking out one of the solid 

beads of the Frankincense from the rnd trees. (pi. 6) The figure of the queen is badly damaged, 

however, the vulture crown and the queen's title rnwt nswt-bjtj Nfr-/:ltp.s "mother of king of 

Upper and Lower Egypt", still can be seen. 

In contrast to the queen's figure on (SC/south/2003/07), her figure is equal in size with 

all the figures ofthe persons depicted in the scene (SC/south/2003/07). However, the queen's 

social status and unique position in the royal family is well expressed by the location of her 

depiction being the first one in the first top register, directly in front of the king. Nevertheless, 

the queen's high position in the royal family is well expressed in the explanatory text that 

addresses the scene. Though the text is largely damaged, the survived part leaves no doubt 

that the king is honoring the queen mother by giving her the fresh Frankincense from the rnd 

tree.I469 

1.2 The Identity of the Queen Mother, Neferhetepes. 

Neferhetepes, was long known to scholars prior to the discovery of her new scenes 

from Sahure's causeway. 1470 The first recognition ofthe existence ofNeferhetepes was made 

by Mariette when he recorded the tomb of the official Per-sen. 1471 The tomb is not far from 

the pyramid complex of Userkaf. 1472 In his offering list (now in Berlin, No. 15004) Per-sen 

mentioned that he was guaranteed offerings from the temple ofthe king's mother, 'rnwt njswt' 

Neferhetepes. 1473 Sahure is the only king mentioned in Per-sen's inscriptions. Without any 

hesitation Grdseloff believed that Neferhetepes, who is mentioned in the tomb of Per-sen, 

must be identified with the ruined pyramid, which had been excavated partly by Firth in 

1928.1474 Grdseloffs assumption was confirmed by H. Jacquet-Gordon after the publications 

of the fragments from the queen's mortuary temple that depict the funerary domains of 

Neferhetepes with her name inscribed. 1475 Also Grdseloff identified the queen mother 

mentioned in Per-Sen's tomb with the princess Neferhetepes; daughter of king Djedefre. 1476 

1469 See chapter VI, p. 216. 
147° For a detailed discussion on the problem of Neferhetepes, see Callender, Wives of the Egyptian 
Kings 1, pp. 249ff., vol. 3. pp. 100-104; Roth, Die Konigsmiitter, pp. 199- 102. 
1471 Mariette, Mastabas, D 45, pp. 299-301. 
1472 PM HP, p. 577f. 
1473 Urk. I, p. 37; BAR I, pp. 109-110. 
1474 C. M. Firth, 'Excavations of the Department of Antiquities at Saqqara (October 1928 to March 
1929),' ASAE 29 (1929): 66-67; B. Grdseloff, ASAE 42 (1943): 53. 
1475 Jacquet-Gordon, Domainesjuneraires, pp. 21-22,335. 
1476 B. Grdseloff, ASAE 42 (1943): 66. 
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His assumption was endorsed by other scholars. 1477 Moreover, Neferhetepes, owner of the 

ruined pyramid that is close to Userkafs pyramid, was thought to be the mother of king 

Unas. 1478 However, in her argument, V. G. Callender refused to accept the unreasonable 

identification of the queen mother Neferhetepes with the princess Neferhetepes of Djedefre 

because of the long span of time between Djedefre and Userkaf (about 70 years) taking into 

consideration the average short lifespan of women in the Old Kingdom. 1479 Yet this was not 

the only problem concerning the identity of the queen mother, Neferhetepes. Although, her 

pyramid was identified with the ruined pyramid near Userkafs pyramid at Saqqara/480 the 

identity of her husband and son were in doubt. Some scholars believed that queen 

Neferhetepes was the mother of Sahure, based only on the inscription of Per-sen, where as I 

already mentioned, Sahure was the only king mentioned in this inscription. 1481 A. Kozloff 

suggested that Neferhetepes was the daughter of Djedefre, and the mother of Shepseskaf. 1482 

Her assumption was proved far from realty by V. G. Callender. 1483 

In the light of the new scenes from Sahure's causeway and based on the location of the 

queen mother Neferhetepes's pyramid, it is now evident that Neferhetepes is the queen 

mother of Sahure and the wife ofUserkaf, founder ofthe Fifth Dynasty. 

It is evident also that these two newly discovered scenes of the queen mother were, as already 

mentioned before, among the last reliefs that were depicted in the king's pyramid complex.1484 

Therefore the queen mother must have outlived her son, king Sahure, or died shortly before 

him. This assumption is mainly based on the queen' s depictions in the discovered scenes of 

Punt from the Causeway of her son Sahure. 

Without new archaeological material the origin of the queen mother, Neferhetepes and 

her husband, king Userkafwill remain a mystery. However, a very close relationship between 

1477 See Smith, CAH 112A, p. 173. However, they all (including Grdseloft) believed that Neferhetepes 
is the mother of Sahure. And this was proved correct. 
1478 Troy, Patterns of Queenship, p. 153 ( 4.1 0). 
1479 Callender, Wives of the Egyptian Kings Ill, p. 103. See also Roth, Die Konigsmiitter, p. 102. 
1480 The pyramid was first excavated hastily, as we already mentioned above, by Firth in 1928 (C. M. 
Firth, ASAE 29 (1929): 66-67), and later excavated completely by the French expedition with the final 
publication by A. Labrousse, J.-Ph. Lauer (Ouserkaf et Neferhetepes). 
1481 Urk. I, p. 37; BAR I, pp. 109-110. 
1482 A. Kozloff, In: Bulletin of the Cleveland Museum of Art. 49, No.7 (September 1982), p. 220. 
1483 Callender, Wives of the Egyptian Kings Ill, pp. 102-103. 
1484 The two scenes are commemorating the successful expedition of king Sahure to Punt, which was 
mentioned among the annals of the king in the 61

h occasion of the cattle count. In other words in the 
king's last census, in the year following the mentioning of the king's expedition to Punt, Sahure died 
and his successor, Neferirkare, arose the throne. See Wilkinson, Royal Annals, p. 173. 
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the first kings of the Fifth Dynasty and king Menkaure, 1485 might refer to a blood relation 

between Menkaure and Shepsseskaf and Userkaf who could have been his sons from his wife 

Khentkaus I, who was not his principal wife. 1486 The premature death of Menkaure's 

legitimate heir, prince Khuenre, 1487 enabled Khentkaus I to bring her elder son, Shepseskaf, to 

the throne. However Shepseskafs early death without leaving a successor allowed for a rival 

to ascend to the throne. This was the mysterious Thamphthis, whose obscure origin and fate 

made him a legend more than a real historical character. 1488 During this unstable and 

dangerous time in the history of Egypt, Khentkaus I was again able to save the throne for her 

second son Userkaf who assured his right to the throne by marrying Neferhetepes who might 

be one of Menkaure's daughters from his principal wife. This marriage must have allowed 

Userkaf to begin a new dynasty whose kings perpetuated the memory of Khentkaus I for a 

long time. 

11. Sahure's Royal Wife 

In his excavation inside the mortuary temple of Sahure, Borchardt discovered two 

fragments related to the royal wife of Sahure. 1489 The first fragment depicts Sahure's queen 

standing being embraced by a female figure of whom only remains of her arm still can be 

seen around the neck of the royal wife. Unfortunately the upper part of the scene is 

completely destroyed. Behind the royal wife, remains of the titles and the names of two of her 

sons still can be seen in two subsidiary registers. 1490 The first is the title and the name of 

Sahure's eldest son Netjerirenre and under him, in the second register, is the name and the 

title of Horemsaf. 1491 Borchardt identified the female figure, who is depicted embracing the 

royal wife, as a goddess. 1492 

1485 This relation can be traced from the royal decrees concerning the organizing of the mortuary cult 
of Menkaure and his priesthood (Urk I, pp. 24ff.). Also the inscriptions of the funerary priests who 
were in charge of both the funerary cult of Menkaure and also the cults of kings Shepseskaf, Userkaf, 
Sahure, and Neferirkare, or even the inscription of the long lived official Ptahshepses (Urk. I, pp. 
5lff.). 
1486 Most scholars agree that she was Menkaure's daughter without any sufficient evidence (perhaps 
only a fragment bears the remains of the title s~t njswt "king's daughter" was found). For a detailed 
discussion on the problem of Khentkaues with different theories, see M. Vemer, "Das 'Chentkaus
Problem' ,"In: Ancient Egypt and Kush, pp. 420-435; idem, Khentkaus, pp. 165-178. 
1487 BM liP, pp. 293-294. 
1488 Only mentioned by Manetho (Waddell, Manetho, p. 4 7) between Shepseskaf and U serkaf. See also 
Vemer, Khentkaus, p.176. 
1489 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pi. 48,11 (text), pp. 116-118. 
149o Ibid. 
1491 If we reconstruct the whole scene we will find that there is enough space above the register in 
which Netjerirenre is depicted for the existence of an upper register. 
1492 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), pp. 57-58. 
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On the other fragment (two pieces), part of the queen's titles are depicted with remains 

of her name which Sethe read as 'Nefert-ha-nebty' .1493 His reading of the queen' s name was 

based on the already known (at his time) names of women with "Nebty" then he interpreted 

the surviving letter (r) as part of (nfrt). 

Our excavation around the causeway led us to information concerning the identity of 

Sahure's royal queen, where three scenes of the queen were uncovered; two of them are from 

the south wall ofthe causeway, (SC/south/2003/06 and 07) (pls. 6, 5) while the third is from the 

north wall (SC/north/2003/05). 

11.1 The Newly Discovered Scenes of the Royal Wife 

The first depiction ofthe royal wife is on (SC/south/2003/06). 1494 
(pl. 6) Here Sahure's 

royal wife is depicted in the first register behind (beside) the queen mother. Unfortunately, the 

upper part of the queen's figure together with her titles is completely destroyed, and only the 

front side of the queen's body can be seen. Luckily, the second depiction of the royal wife is 

in a relatively good state of preservation and almost complete. In the scene on 

(SC/south/2003/07), the royal wife is depicted hand in hand with Sahure's queen mother 

Neferhetepes watching the precious rnd trees. The scene shows a clear differentiation in the 

social status of the two queens. The sculptor did not only express this differentiation by the 

height of the figures of the two queens but also by the height of the columns in which their 

titles are inscribed. (pl. 5) The name of the royal wife, Meretnebty, is inscribed directly above 

the queen's head. She is assuredly the same queen whose damaged name from the mortuary 

temple was reconstructed by K. Seth as Nefer-ha-nebty. 1495 

The third depiction of the royal wife, Meretnebty, came from the northern wall of 

the causeway, on (SC/north/2003/05). She is depicted in the marshes with king Sahure 

fowling. The depiction of the queen kneeling beside the king's legs is a unique scene 

showing the royal wife accompanying the king on a fowling trip in the marshes. 1496 (pl. 13) 

The queen is acting as the 'look-out' to give the signal to the fowlers to close the net. 1497 

According to her complete titular which appeared on (SC/south/2003/07), Meretnebty only 

1493 Ibid., pp. 116-117. 
1494 See chapter VI, p. 217. 
1495 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), pp. 116-117. 
1496 See chapter VI, p. 281. 
1497 Also by the end of the Fifth Dynasty and in the non-royal tombs, the wife of the tomb owner 
(sometimes his daughter) is depicted gesturing to her husband in the marshes; Hrpure, Decoration p. 
137. 
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bore the titles wrt /:lts /:lrnt nswt "The great favorite, King's wife," followed by her name, 

Meretnebty. 

11.2 Meretnebty and Her Relation with Neferhetepes 

Hence, it is needles to mention that queen Meretnebty is the same queen found in the 

mortuary temple by Borchardt and her name was erroneously read by Sethe as Nefert-Ha

nebty. 1498 In fact, all the evidence until now refers to only one queen for king Sahure; she was 

his principle wife and the mother of the king's sons among them was the king's eldest son 

Netjerirenre as the above mentioned fragment from the king's mortuary temple proved. 1499 

The depiction of Sahure's queen mother Neferhetepes holding the hand of the royal 

wife made us recall the female figure who was depicted embracing the royal wife in the above 

mentioned fragment discovered by Borchardt in the mortuary temple of Sahure. I believe that 

what Borchardt considered as a goddess is in actuality the queen mother, Neferhetepes. If my 

assumption is correct we can suggest that Neferhetepes was also the mother of Meretnebty, 

Sahure's principal wife. Their depictions together can only be compared with the depictions 

of the queen mother Hetepheres II of the Fourth Dynasty and her daughter Meresankh Ill in 

the tomb of the latter and also their group statue. 1500 This relation (if proved) can also explain 

the reason that the royal wife Meretnebty is shown as a young lady with very short hair when 

she is depicted with her mother, following the Egyptian tradition of depicting the children 

with their parents, also this can explain the reason that the queen is depicted in her third scene, 

catching birds in the marshes, in which the queen mother is not depicted, as a woman with 

long hair or a wig. 

It is, in fact, not only the first time that a well preserved and complete scene of a queen 

mother and a king's wife together, side by side and hand in hand, survived from Old 

Kingdom, but it is, also, our first survived case of such a depiction on the walls of a mortuary 

complex which does not belong to either of the queens 'the queen mother or the royal wife', 

but, on contrast, it belongs to the king himself. Here, scholars can see clearly a complete 

different titulary program set for the queen mother and for the king's wife without any 

repetition of the titles between the two titulary programs. 1501 This was not the case when the 

queen mother Hetepheres II and her daughter queen Meresankh Ill were depicted together in 

1498 See above, p. 316, note no. 1495. 
1499 Seep. 315, note no. 1489. 
1500 Simpson, Dunham, Giza Mastabas 1, pp. 18, 23, p1s. XI (b, c, d), XVII (a, b). 
1501 Chapter VI, PP. 205-206. 
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the tomb of the later. Both of Hetepheres ll and Meresankh Ill bore similar titles. 1502 In fact, 

the reason of this differentiation is not difficult reveal. The scenes in the tomb of Meresankh 

Ill were meant to perpetuate the memory of two dead queens even if they were still alive at 

the time of finishing the decoration of the tombs. In other words, the titles are expressing all 

tittles that the queen bore along her life not only those she actually used before her death. On 

the contrary, Sahure's scene is representing the two queens witnessing a real event in a 

specific time in the life of the king. Therefore, a similarity between the two titular programs 

of the two queens did not exist. Here, scholars have a good opportunity to study the real titular 

program of the queen mother and the royal wife when being depicted on a monument of the 

king. 

In summary, Queen Meretnebty is the same queen which appeared in the mortuary 

temple of Sahure, she might be his full sister if she is the daughter of N eferhetepes, and 

finally she was the mother ofNetjerirenre and probably all the sons of Sahure in the absence 

of other wives of the king and the fragment that depicts her with remains of the names and the 

titles of two of her children. 

Ill. Sahure and the Problem of his Successor 

Sahure's successor has never been considered a historical problem for scholars; the king 

lists agreed that Neferirkare is Sahure's immediate successor on the throne. 1503 The problem 

lies with how they are related, and also the identity of Neferirkare; previously scholars (being 

influenced by Sethe's theory) have identified Neferirkare as Sahure's brother. 1504 The belief 

of Neferirkare being the brother of Sahure was highly accepted for two main reasons: The 

first reason is what is mentioned in the Westcar papyrus, where the magician Djedi told king 

1502 Simpson, Dunham, Giza Mastabas 1, pp. 18, 23. 
1503 According to the annals of Palermo Stone, Sahure died in the year after the 6th occasion of the 
census, in other words he died in the year thirteen of his reign (Wilkinson, Royal Annals, p. 171). 
Sahure was succeeded immediately by Neferirkare (A. H. Gardiner, "Reignal Years and Civil 
Calendar in Pharaonic Egypt," JEA 31 (1945): 12). However some days of interruption between the 
two kings are also likely, most probably these days were needed to accomplish the coronation 
ceremonies (G. Jequier, "De l'intervalle entre deux regnes sous !'ancien empire," BIFAO 5 (1906): 
62). The Palermo Stone's annals gives Neferirkare 10 or 11 years of reign (Wilkinson, Royal Annals, 
pp. 177ff.). While Abydos King-list gives him 27 years reign, Saqqara 26 years reign and 
unfortunately the number of years he reigned is lost from the Turin Canon. See Gardiner, Egypt of the 
pharaohs, p. 435. Manetho Also mentioned him as Nephercheres after Sahure (Sephres) and credited 
him for 20 years reign. See Waddell, Manetho, p. 51. 
1504 H. Altenmiiller, CdE 45 (1970): 226, 230; Smith in CAH I/2A p.183; Grimal, Histoire, p. 91; 
Vemer, The Pyramids, p. 268. 
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Khufu that three kings born of the wife of the chief priest of the sun-god will found a new 

dynasty after his family. 1505 The second reason is, of course, the unique depictions of 

Neferirkare in the mortuary temple of Sahure, with clear modifications made to his images to 

show him as a king. 1506 In most of the scenes that depict Neferirkare as a king, the eldest son 

of Sahure, Netjerirenre, is depicted. 1507 (pis. 5, 6, 7) Sethe being influenced by the Westcar 

papyrus believed that Neferirkare was a brother of Sahure, and he usurped the throne from 

Sahure's eldest son who was thought to be the crown prince, Netjerirenre. 1508 Borchardt went 

farther than Sethe and assumed that there was a eo-regency between the two kings, Sahure 

and Neferirkare ignoring the fact that Neferirkare's scenes were modified after the death of 

his predecessor, king Sahure. 1509 Therefore, the belief that Sahure and Neferirkare were 

brothers was based only on Westcar Papyrus and the altered depictions of Neferirkare in the 

mortuary temple ofSahure, especially those scenes that depict him with Sahure's sons, among 

them the king's eldest son existed. 1510 In the absence of any information about Neferirkare's 

identity and family, some scholars believed that he could also be a brother of king Userkaf, 

Sahure's father. 1511 

111.1 Depictions of the Mysterious King Neferirkare in the Mortuary Temple of Sahure 

The existence of Neferirkare as a king with his name in a cartouche, preceded by the 

nswt-bjtj title, can be traced in five different scenes in the mortuary temple of his predecessor, 

Sahure. 1512 All five scenes were depicted on the walls of Sahure's mortuary temple, 1513 

especially in the surrounding corridor that runs around the open courtyard. Although the 

scenes are in a very fragmented state of preservation, some notes can be identified. In most of 

the scenes that depict Neferirkare, he is represented in the bottom register, as the first person, 

directly after or in front of the dominating figure of the king. In three of the scenes he is 

followed by 'the count and the lector priest, Hety', whose existence in the other scenes is 

1505 Otto, ;lgypten, p. 68f.; Helck, Wirtschaftsgeschichte, p.61; H. Altenmiiller, CdE 45 (1970): 229f. 
1506 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pis. 33, 34, 48. 
1507 Ibid., 11 (text), pp. 111ff. 
1508 Ibid., p. 90. 
1509 Ibid., I, p. 13. The modification of the scenes could not have occurred in the life of Sahure where it 
is evident that it was made by a different sculptor and is of a poorer quality than the original scenes. 
1510 M. Vemer, 'Who was Shepseskare, and when did he reign?' In: Abusir and Saqqara 2000, p. 
59 0ff. 
1511 The reason for this hypothesis is the assumed tight relationship between Neferirkare and queen 
Khentkaues I. See for example the discussion in: Roth, Konigsmutter, p. 485ff., and genealogical tree 
of the kings and their mothers in p. 361. 
1512 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), pp. 90, 111. 116; 11 (plates), pis. 17, 33, 34, 47. 
1513 Neferirkare is attested also in some small and single fragments. See Ibid., 11 (plates), pl. 48. 
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probable. 1514 In one scene that related to the festival sed, the lector priest Hety is depicted in 

front of king Neferirkare. In three of the scenes, the register above the bottom one with the 

depiction of Neferirkare, depicts the sons of Sahure and his eldest son; Netjerirenre is always 

depicted in front, directly after king Sahure and above his successor, king Neferirkare.l5l5 In 

all five scenes, the persons including the two kings are depicted standing or walking, but not 

sitting. Moreover all the scenes of Neferirkare with his name and title were altered to their 

present appearance. In other words, this person who showed himself in the mortuary temple 

of Sahure as king Neferirkare ordered his original depictions to be altered to the present shape 

most probably after his accession to the throne, making it necessary to upgrade his depictions 

inside the mortuary temple of his predecessor. 1516 

111.2 Newly Discovered Scene Solves the Mystery ofNeferirkare 

On the unique scene of king Sahure, plucking the Frankincense from the rnd tree 

depicted on (SC/south/2003/06), the first register was saved for the queen mother 

Neferhetepes and the royal wife Meretnebty, and the second subsidiary register depicts three 

of Sahure's royal sons. (pi. 6) They are depicted kneeling on the floor, facing the king. The 

titles and the name of the first son from right of the viewer are inscribed in front of his 

depiction; he is described as jrj-prt z~ nswt smsw brj-/:lbt /:lrj-tp Rr-nfr "The hereditary 

prince, 1517 king's eldest son and the chief lector priest, Renefer".1518 

1514 !bid, II (text), pp. 91, Ill, 116, 120. 
1515 !bid, pp. 112-113, 115, 118-119. 
1516 The modifications of the original reliefs of Neferirkare cannot be seen in Brochardt' s publication 
where only drawings of the reliefs were published with very few black and white photographs in 
volume I. However, these changes can be easily traced in the colored photograph of the fragments that 
were included in the catalogue of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; see the catalogue 'Egyptian Art in 
the age of the Pyramids, p. 334 bottom left. 
1517 It is likely that Renefer's title "jrj-prt" might address the beginning of the change that occurred in 
the Fifth Dynasty when the title was no longer among the titles of the high officials who enjoyed real 
administrative positions in the state, but in contrast it was preserved for the royal sons or members of 
the royal residence. See Schmitz, Konigssohn, pp. 28-30; Baer, Rank and Title, p. 6ff.; Strudwick, The 
Administration of Egypt, p. 339. 
1518 It might be worthy to note that Re-Nefer's titles were born a few decades later by Prince 
Neserkauhor whose mastaba-tomb was excavated and published by Miroslav Vemer among the 
cemetery of Djedkare's family (Vemer, Callender, Djedkare 's Family Cemetery, pp. 59-60, fig. C4). 
However, it has been argued here that the holder of these titles was expected to ascend to the throne 
after his father. In this case we might suggest that either Neserkauhor died in his father's life or he 
ascended to the throne after his father with a new name and abandoned his tomb, which Vemer 
believed had never been used as a burial place, as no traces of a sarcophagus or any burial equipment 
were found! (Verner and Callender, Djedkare's Family Cemetery, pp. 55-61, especially end of page 
137, beginning of p. 138). Also Neserkauhor bore the titles zs md~t-ntr "scribe of god's book", and /:trj 
sst~ (n) mdw ntr "one who is privy to the secret of the god's words". Do these titles explain the reason 
for the existence of the Pyramid Texts for the first time in the burial chamber of king Unas? Also is it 
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Renefer is followed by his brother Netjerirenre, who is well attested in the above mentioned 

scenes discovered by Borchardt in the mortuary temple of Sahure. 1519 In the inscriptions 

found by Borchardt, Netjerirenre had two priestly titles: sm3 Mjn "Officiant of Min'', 1520 and 

br}-/:zbt n jtf"the lector priest of his father" .1521 

Netjerirenre is depicted, in our new scene from the causeway, (pi. 6) sitting like his 

already mentioned brother with the inscriptions representing his title and name written in front 

of him. He is described as z3 nswt smsw Ntr}-rn-Rr"King's eldest son,1522 Netjerirenre". 

These two important inscriptions of Renefer and Netjerirenre with their titles solved 

the problem of Sahure' s successor and changed the long established theories. The two 

inscriptions resurrected from the darkness of the time following the death of Sahure. 

Neferirkare was considered the brother of Sahure before our discovery of the newly known 

king's son Re-Nefer, who had no existence in the materials discovered by Borchardt from 

Sahure' s pyramid complex. Only Neferirkare existed with his royal titles in all the above

mentioned scenes from the mortuary temple of Sahure. It is now safe to say that, Neferirkare 

was himself Re-nefer: the first-born son of Sahure; the hereditary prince of Sahure, the king's 

eldest son and also the chief lector priest. If my assumption is correct that Neferirkare is 

Sahure's legitimate crown prince not Netjerirenre, two main questions must be sufficiently 

answered. First, why is it that the scenes that depict Neferirkare in the mortuary temple never 

show him among his brothers? The second question concerns the problem of the 

modifications and alteration of the titles and the form ofNeferirkare in the mortuary temple of 

his father, and why this change in status did not occur in the newly discovered scene from the 

causeway? 

To answer the first question, we need to clarify the function of the scenes in which 

Neferirkare is depicted apart from his brothers. In doing so we shall trace the ritual meaning 

of almost all the scenes, this ritual purpose is clear even in the scene of the desert hunt, where 

the existence of the king's ka behind him gives a reason to Neferirkare, who was originally 

carrying the title 'chief lector priest', to be depicted after the ka of the king (his father). This 

possible that king Unas was himself prince Neserkauhor? Taking into consideration Vemer's note that 
the tomb of prince Neserkauhor was among the last mastaba-tombs that were built in the cemetery of 
Djedkare's family (!bid, p. 107). The above-mentioned questions need more research and examination 
of the available archaeological materials that relate to the subject. 
1519 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), pp. 112, 115, 118, 119. 
1520 !bid, pp. 112, 118. 
1521 lbid, pp. 112, 115. 
1522 For a discussion on the title, see Schmitz, Konigssohn, pp. 45(3), 91 ff. For the appearance of 
Netjerirenre, in the mortuary temple of his father, see Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), pp. 112, 118, 119; 11 
(plates) pls. 33, 49. 
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would also be true in the scene that depicts the king fronted by the sacred standard bearers, 

visiting the sanctuaries of the deities. Therefore, Renefer's (later Neferirkare) title brj-/:zbt /:zrj

tp "chief lector priest" was the reason that he was not depicted with his brothers but with the 

king's priesthood when the scene was expressing a ritualistic function. 1523 In other words, the 

meaning or the function of the scene stands as the main factor which control the arrangement 

of the personnel with their titles in a scene. This explains the reason that Renefer is depicted 

with his brothers in the newly discovered scene from the causeway although he carries the 

title "chief lector priest"! The reason can be easily explained because the new scene is 

expressing a commemorative meaning (i.e. Sahure celebrating the bringing of the 

Frankincense tree from Punt in the presence of his family and the elite courtiers ). Therefore, 

the religious title of the king's eldest son is not in function and it was most appropriate for 

him to be represented with his brothers. The title brj-/:zbt /:zrj-tp refers to the duty of the 

king's eldest son in carrying out the ritual rites for his father. 1524 

It is interesting to note that in the scenes found in the mortuary temple by Borchardt, 

Neferirkare is usually depicted in the bottom register, more precisely the first person after the 

king, while in the new scene from the causeway he is depicted in the second register from the 

top. This differentiation of the order of the registers is due to the king's depiction, the 

orientation of the king's figure and the nature of the scene. These three factors control the 

system of organization in the subsidiary registers. In the mortuary temple, Sahure is depicted 

standing or walking, followed by his suite, in this case the bottom register, which is the 

nearest to the right leg of the king, represents the most important register. Therefore, it was 

saved for the most important people to the king or the most effective people to the king 

according to the nature or the scene. According to this explanation, the registers behind the 

walking or standing king must be recognized from the bottom to the top. In the new scene 

from the causeway, the king is sitting celebrating one of his achievements with his family and 

the elite courtiers, who are depicted sitting in front of the king, organized in subsidiary 

registers, therefore it was more appropriate to depict the most important people on the first 

register from the top, facing the king directly. In other words, when the king is represented 

sitting the most important people (to the king) are depicted in the first register from the top. 

1523 It is also noticeable that in all the scenes which depict the king's two eldest sons, Netjerirenre was 
never depicted with his title as "lector priest of his father". See Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), Pis. 33, 
34. Also see here PI. 6. 
1524 In connection with the title br}-/:zbt /:zr}-tp n jtf "the chief lector priest of his father", see Helck, 
Untersuchungen, pp.31, 115; H. Kees, "Der sogenannte oberste Vorlesepriester," zAS 87 ( 1962): 
122ff.; Baud, Fami/le royale I, pp. 292-294. 
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Consequently, the first one depicted in the upper register is the queen mother followed by 

Sahure's queen. Then in the second register, the king's sons are sitting in order according to 

their status or most probably their ages. 

In response to the second question, why did Renefer or Neferirkare not upgrade his 

depiction in the new scene from the causeway like his depictions in the mortuary temple? It is 

clear that the depiction of Neferirkare in the new scene from the causeway had not been left 

absentmindedly without changing the status of Neferirkare. The sculptor who altered his 

scenes in the mortuary temple must have faced a serious problem with the scene in the 

causeway, because the image he was supposed to change into a king is depicted sitting on the 

floor among his brothers and also Sahure's courtiers who became his own courtiers! Putting 

this problem aside, the positions of the arms and the available space in front of Renefer or 

Neferirkare left no choice for the sculptor who was forced to leave this scene without any 

alterations. 

Hence, a new scenario must now replace the long established scenario by Sethe: When 

Sahure died, his eldest son, the hereditary prince and the chief lector priest 'Renefer' 

ascended to the throne with the name Neferirkare. The new king, Neferirkare, appointed 

Njswtwseret as "chief lector priest" of the deceased king and ordered his depictions in the 

mortuary temple of his father to be altered into images of a king. 1525 Taking into consideration 

that the scenes of the arrival of the Punt Expedition were among the last scenes achieved in 

Sahure's mortuary complex, there is no doubt that the modification of the depictions and the 

titles ofNeferirkare and Njswt-wseret occurred after the death of king Sahure and not during 

his life. Therefore, eo-regency between Sahure and Renefer, later Neferirkare cannot be 

considered. 1526 

1525 Perhaps, this happened after the birth of prince Renefer, Neferirkare's son, who carried his father's 
name when he was the crown prince of Sahure. Also there is no doubt that the modification of both, 
the depictions and the titles of Renefer (later king Neferirkare) and Njswtwesert were made by one 
sculptor at the same time. Moreover, only the scenes that depict the two men standing were modified 
and those which depicted them sitting were left without modification. For example, (pl. 5) shows the 
alternation of the titles of Njswtwesert, and it is likely that the king's eldest son (Renefer) and his 
brothers were depicted in the scene, while, in (pl. 6) the titles of the two men were left without any 
modification. See p. 291. 
1526 The depiction of Renefer as the king's eldest son and hereditary prince on (SC/south/2003/06) (pi. 
6) leaves no doubt that a eo-regency between Sahure and Neferirkare never happened. 
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111.3 The Mystery of Sahure's Two Eldest Sons 

The existence of two eldest sons might have two explanations: either the two sons are 

from two different wives of the king or the two eldest sons are twins! 1527 Unfortunately, the 

fragmented state of Sahure's reliefs especially from the mortuary and the valley temples make 

it impossible to determine whether the king had more than one wife. Thus we have to look for 

other means to solve this problem. Fortunately, the above-mentioned fragment, discovered by 

Borchardt, from the mortuary temple depicts the remains ofSahure's wife; queen Meretnebty, 

followed by her sons. Among them appeared the title and the name ofNetjerirenre. 1528 

As I discussed previously, the other two scenes from the causeway depict the same queen, 

who is shown on the fragment. Also the new scenes proved that Queen Meretnebty was the 

principal wife of the king. Therefore, the assumption that the two eldest sons were twins is 

more likely for the following reasons: 

1- There is not any social difference between the two eldest sons. They both have the 

title z~ nswt smsw "King's eldest son", only Renefer was distinguished as jrj-prt z~ 

nswt smsw "the hereditary prince and king's eldest son" .1529 Also they both hold the 

title brj-/:lbt "lector priest", Renefer was again distinguished as bry-/:lbt l:zry-tp "the 

chief lector priest" .1530 These variations in the titles reflect a difference in positions 

rather than in social status, especially when Netjerirenre was evidently the son of 

queen Meretnebty; Sahure's principal wife. 

2- The two eldest sons are depicted together side by side with Sahure's principal wife 

whose titles no longer exist. (Pl. 6) 

3- Netjerirenre holds the title "Officiant of Min"1531 This title, which was the distinctive 

title of the chief priest of Coptos, 1532 was not chosen for the prince haphazardly but 

was intended to refer to Netjerirenre as a symbol of the fertility of his father (i.e. king 

Sahure) for he was the second to be delivered of the twins. In the light of this 

1527 Also in some of the non-royal tombs from the Old Kingdom, the deceased appeared to have more 
than one eldest son. In most cases they were the result of polygamy or even having a new wife after 
the death of the first wife. See N. Kanawati, 'the Mentioning of more than one eldest child in the Old 
Kingdom inscriptions' CdE 51 (1976): 235-251. 
1528 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pl. 48; 11 (text), p. 118. 
1529 See footnote No. 1522. 
1530 Renefer was "the chief lector priest", while Netjerirenre was "Lector priest of his father". See pp. 
10-11. It has also been noticed, as mentioned before, that in the mortuary temple of Sahure and when 
Neferirkare is depicted followed by the Lector priest, Hety, Netjreirenre is depicted without his title as 
"Lector priest of his father"! 
1531 Netjerirenre's title Sm3 Min "Officiant of Min" appeared only in the scenes discovered by 
Borchardt in the mortuary temple ofSahure. See here pp. 318-319. 
1532 W. C. Hayes, 'Royal Decrees from the Temple ofMin at Coptus,' JEA 32 (1946): 13. 
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interpretation of the prince's title, one might wonder, if it is possible to make a 

connection between the prince's title and the only preserved statue of king Sahure, 

which depicts the king receiving an ankh from the Nome god of Coptos! 1533 Based on 

the above reasons, I believe that the two eldest sons of the king were twins. 

111.4 Other sons of King Sahure 

Beside Neferirkare and Netjerirenre, Borchardt uncovered scenes and inscriptions of 

another three sons of Sahure in the mortuary temple. The first is Khakare, who is always 

depicted next to Netjerirenre. Most probably the order of the sons in the scenes was 

determined according to their ages. 1534 In the new scene on (SC/south/2003/06) (pl. 6), 

Khakare is the third depicted after Renefer and Netjerirenre. Only his name and the title z? 

nswt "king's son" are inscribed in front of him. However, he bore the title z? nswt n btf 

"king's son of his body", he never seems to bear any administrative or religious titles.1535 

The second known son of king Sahure is Reemankh. Although, Borchardt uncovered 

at least two of his inscriptions in the mortuary temple where he was depicted after his brother 

Khakare, 1536 we did not find his name or depiction in the scene from the causeway. His 

existence, however, is not unlikely and it is possible that he was depicted sitting behind 

(beside) Khakare in the broken area of the scene. 

The third son of Sahure is Reemsaf whose existence in the mortuary temple of his 

father was never found by Borchardt. However, he is depicted in the new scene 

(SC/south/2003/06), sitting in the third register after an official? Whose name was never 

depicted. 1537 Prince Reemsaf bore also the title z? R' without any administrative or religious 

titles. 

The forth and the last son of Sahure is Horemsaf. He is known from the fragments 

found by Borchardt in the mortuary temple of Sahure, 1538 and from the new scene from the 

causeway. (pl. 6) Behind Horemsafare the remains ofthe sem priest, Iti-sen, who is depicted in 

different scenes in the king's mortuary complex. 1539 

1533 It is possible that this statue represents a royal dedication in the temple of Min in Coptos (modern 
Qift). 
1534 For the appearance of the king's son tr-k3-W' in the mortuary temple of Sahure, see Borchardt, 
Sahure, 11 (text), p. 112; 11 (plates), pis. 33, 34. 
1535 Ibid. 
1536 In (pi. 7) only remains of his name (Re) remained, while in (pl. 11) the second half of his name 
(Nebankh) appeared. See Ibid., 11 (text), pp. 112, 118. 
1537 Seep. 219. 
1538 Borchardt, Sahure, 11, pp. 118, 119; 11 (plates), pis. 48, 49. 
1539 Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pis, 19, 39, 47, 50; 11 (text), pp. 96, 114, 116, 120 
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Therefore, based on the inscriptions, Sahure appears to have 6 sons, the first two are 

most probably twins. 

111.5 Sahure's Grandson 

It might be worthy to note that the scene of the royal family of Sahure does not show 

any princesses of the king and it does not show wives of Sahure's two eldest sons whose 

titles refer to a age of puberty which would allow them to get married and produce children. 

This nonexistence, however, does not mean that the king's sons were not married or that they 

did not have children during the lifetime of their father, king Sahure. Clearly, we still need 

more evidence to shed light on Sahure's grandson prince Ranefer (II), who later became a 

king with the name Raneferef. 1540 According to the available evidence we can not conclude 

with certainly whether prince Renefer (II) was already born during the reign of his 

grandfather, king Sahure, and bore the same birth name of his father, "The hereditary prince, 

king's eldest son and the chief lector priest, Renefer", or if he was born shortly after the death 

of Sahure and was given the birth name of his father, Renefer, who was already a king with 

his name Neferirkare. It is more likely that the young prince Renefer (II) (later became king 

Reneferef) was born after his father became king, not in the life of his grandfather, king 

Sahure. After the death of Neferirkare, Renefer ascended to the throne and started the 

construction of his pyramid complex to the southwest of his father's pyramid complex. In 

fact, the location of Reneferef s pyramid complex leaves no doubt that he was the third king 

in Abusir who built (or intended to build) a pyramid complex in the royal necropolis. The 

premature death of Reneferef who did not leave a successor to the throne, also the young age 

of Niuserre, Neferirkare's second son, all these circumstances allowed the mysterious 

Shepseskare to ascend to the throne for a short time until the young prince Niuserre was able 

to regain his father's throne perhaps with the help of his mother, queen Khentkaus II. 1541 

1540 A block discovered by Ghazouly, in the pyramid complex ofNeferirkare, depicts Neferirkare (only 
his titles remained), his wife-queen Khentkaus- (also only her titles remained), and their eldest son 
with his name Renefer and remains of his title z? nswt smsw "the king's eldest son". See Posener
Krieger, Les Archives Neferirkare 11, p. 531; Verner, Khentkaus, p. 170, pl. 32 (fig. 82). 
1541 It is noteworthy to stress the fact that this hypothetical reconstruction of the chronology of the 
kings after Neferirkare's reign does not agree with both the Saqqara King-list and Turin Canon which 
are the only King-lists that mention Shepseskare and put him directly after Neferirkare and before 
Neferefre. Redford, King-lists, p. 21ff. Gardiner, Egypt of the Pharaohs, p. 435. Taking into 
consideration that Shepseskare's name is not preserved in Turin Canon and only a reign of 7 years is 
preserved to the missing name of the fourth king in Dynasty V. However there is no doubt that the 
missing name is that of Shepseskare because his two successors, Neferefre and Niuserre, are 
mentioned, and also because he was mentioned by Manetho (Waddell, Manetho, p. 51.) who was 
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Turin Canon credited Shepseskare with 7 years of reign, yet the archaeological evidence does 

not support this long period for Shepseskaf. 1542 

We only know the burial place for two members of Sahure's family that are depicted 

among the scenes of his funerary complex. The first is the queen mother; Neferhetepes who 

was buried in her pyramid in the vicinity of her husband, king Userkaf. Peter Janosi stated 

that her pyramid is considered to be the first subsidiary pyramid whose owner is sufficiently 

identified. 1543 Also some architectural features in her complex prove that Sahure took interest 

in completing his mother's resting place. 1544 The second member of the family whose burial 

place is known is of course Sahure's successor who was buried in his pyramid to the 

southwest of his father's pyramid. 1545 Except for these two members, we do not know where 

the family of Sahure is resting! M. Vemer suggested that the area to the south of Sahure, 

between his mortuary temple and the mastaba of Ptahshepses is the site of tombs of Sahure' s 

family including his wife who is more likely buried in a mastaba-tomb rather than a 

pyramid. 1546 

assuredly using Annals and King-lists similar to Turin Canon, if not Turin Canon itself, as sources of 
writing his history book. 
1542 The problem of Shepseskare is discussed in detail by M. Vemer (Vemer, In: Abusir and Saqqara 
2000, pp. 581-602. In this article, Vemer argued that Shepseskare ruled for a very short time (less than 
6 months) between Neferefre and Niuserre. Also he suggested that Shepseskare was one of Sahure's 
sons. He also suggested that the unfinished pyramid to the northwest of Sahure's pyramid might 
belong to Shepseskare. 
1543 P. Janosi, Die Pyramidenanlagen, pp. 26f. 
1544 Labrousse, Lauer, Ouserkaf et Neferhetepes, pp. 147-148, footnote 353. 
1545 Borchardt, Neferirkare. 
1546 Janosi, Die Pyramidenanlagen, p. 28; Vemer, The Pyramids, p. 289. 
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Excursus Ill. The r-nd Trees of Punt 

The discovery of Sahure's Punt scenes, which commemorate the success of Sahure's 

expedition to Punt, is of special importance not only for historians but also for scholars of 

different specializations such as art history, ethnology, phytology and zoology. For 

historians, these scenes leave no doubt that Sahure sent an expedition to Punt. Therefore, the 

short entry of his expedition to Punt on the Palermo Stone needs to be re-evaluated in light of 

the newly discovered scenes and be placed in its proper historical context. 1547 For 

ethnologists, this is the earliest depiction of Puntite families; men, women and children. 1548 

This excursus deals only with the identification of the trees that Sahure's expedition brought 

back from Punt. Also the depiction of the king handling the trees with an adze. (pl. 5) When 

we uncovered the block (SC/south/2003/07) (pl. 5) and first glanced at the scene of the King 

and the trees, it appeared that we discovered a scene showing king Sahure transplanting trees 

from Punt. However, after careful examination of the details in the scene; especially the 

depiction of the trees on the two blocks, (SC/south/2003/06 and 07) (pis. 6, 5) and the tool that 

1547 Before the discovery of Sahure's Punt scenes, this short entry on the Palerrno Stone was the only 
evidence that refers to an expedition sent by Sahure. Trigger, e. al., Ancient Egypt, p. 136. 
1548 Men depicted as enemies in scenes discovered by Borchardt (Sahure, 11 (plates), pls. 5, 6, 7, 9) 
were identified as Puntites men. They are depicted in attire similar to that of the Egyptian men. 
However, the Puntites are distinguished by the small and short beard, the headband around the wig and 
the cloth belt around the waist. See Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (text), pp. 20-21. The above mentioned 
scenes discovered by Borchardt were considered among the earliest appearance of the Puntites on 
Egyptian monuments. It is noteworthy, however, to refer to the depiction of a servant in the tomb of 
prince Seshathotep, a son of king Khufu (?)(BM III1

, pp. 149-150) (Herzog, Punt). Lepsius, who 
opened this tomb in winter 1842/43, described (quoted after Herzog, Punt) a servant or slave, who was 
clearly distinguishable from other depicted servants "by differences regarding belts and head-dress 
and recognizable by a brown-yellow color, definitely separated him from the red color of the 
surrounding Egyptians. He also carried a beard, while the other servants were beardless". Errnan, 
whose argument was followed later by Breasted, interpreted the illustration as definitely showing a 
"Negro of Punt", and therefore is evidence of an expedition to Punt during the reign of Khufu. 
However, others interpreted the illustration as showing a Nubian. Since "Punt" was not mentioned 
anywhere in the corresponding text. In fact, none of the scholars who studied the depiction of this 
servant inside the tomb paid attention to the dating of the tomb or the identity of its owner. Seshat
hotep was mentioned in the inscription of his tomb with his abbreviated name Hety, and carried the 
title 1;3tjJ brj-bb Htj "The count, lector priest, Hety". (See chapter VI, pp. 292). Taking the dating of 
the tomb made by Junker (Giza 11, p. 174.) into consideration, it is possible that the owner of the tomb 
is the same official, Hety, who is depicted in Sahure's mortuary temple and causeway. N. Kanawati 
(Heti, Nesutnefer and Seshemnefer, pp. 17-18) was the first who referred to this possibility, 
however, he did not discuss the problem of the Puntite servant who is depicted in the tomb of Hety. If 
the assumption that Seshathotep or Hety is the same Hety of Sahure, it will be safe to say that the dark 
skin servant is one of the Puntites who came with the expedition of king Sahure. This assumption can 
be indorsed by the identical features of both, the servant of Hety and the Puntites who are depicted in 
Sahure's funerary complex. See depiction of the servant in Junker (Giza 11, fig. 28) and depiction of 
Puntites in Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pi. 6 (men nos. 2, 4, 6 from left to right) 
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the king is holding it became clear that Sahure is not planting the trees for the following 

reasons: 

The trees are depicted as if they already had been transplanted in new soil. The 

remains of the man near the second tree, from east to west, (pl. 5) prove that he is 

sitting next to the tree and stretching his arms out in front of his body, under the 

branches ofthe tree. The man's hands are together with his palms open! 1549 

The type of adze that the king is handling usually appears in the reliefs in non-royal 

tombs; especially in scenes of carpenters. 1550 This type of adze was used for cutting 

tree bark, drilling wood, and in construction. 1551 But, it was never used for 

cultivation. 1552 Thus, it is more reasonable to think that the king is incising the 

branches of the trees than transplanting them. The depiction of the adze interlocked 

with the branches supports the assumption that the king is incising the branches of the 

trees. (pl. 5) 

The scene of the king and the trees on (SC/south/2003/07) was not easy to interpret especially 

since the explanatory text above the king and the trees, and the inscriptions that accompanied 

the scene were almost destroyed. However with this interpretation two questions have to be 

sufficiently answered. First, why is the king incising the branches of the trees? Second, what 

is the identification of the trees, and the place where the trees were transplanted? It is obvious 

that these questions cannot be answered using only the depictions on (SC/south/2002/07)! 

Fortunately, another scene of king Sahure that commemorates and celebrates the bringing of 

the trees was discovered (SC/south/2003/06). (pl. 6) This scene provides sufficient answers to 

the questions and solves the mystery of these trees. 

The name of the tree was mentioned m the explanatory text on 

(SC/south/2003/06). 1553 The tree is called nht nt rnd "the tree ofrnd''. As mentioned before, 

this is the first example from the Old Kingdom in which 'nht' is used with the general 

meaning as tree and not sycamore. 1554 rnd is written with a determinative of three small 

beads. 1555 rnd is only mentioned twice throughout the course of ancient Egyptian history. The 

1549 Unfortunately the reliefs are in a very bad state of preservation, especially in this part of the block, 
however, it is evident from the remaining traces that the man is not supporting the tree with his two 
arms or even touching the tree! He is only stretching his arms with his two hands opened in a position 
of receiving or expecting something! This position will be explained below. 
1550 Drenkhahn, Handwerker, pp. 117-119, figs. 49, 52. 
1551 Killen, Egyptian Furniture, pp. 13-14. 
1552 Harpur, Decoration, p. 157ff. 
1553 See pp. 215-216. 
1554 See note no. 1170. 
1555 For this determinative see Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, N33 (Sign-list). 
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first time IS m the Old Kingdom, in the autobiography of the master architect 

Senedjemibinty.1556 He mentions that king Djedkare has ordered his men to anoint his body 

"i.e. the body of Senedjemibinty" with the rnd, and commented on the event by saying: "never 

happened alike to any man before". 1557 The word rnd mentioned in the autobiography is 

graphically identical with that in our newly discovered scene of Sahure (SC/south/2003/06). 

However, rnd Senedjemibinty refers to the aromatic oil or the unguent as it is translated and 

understood from the autobiography. 1558 king Djedkare is known as the second king who sent 

an expedition to Punt, which succeeded in bringing a dancing dwarf. 1559 

The second time when rnd (this time rnff) was mentioned was in the New Kingdom in 

a private tomb at Sheikh Abdel Qurnah. 1560 The owner of the tomb (Senem-iah) lived in the 

time of Queen Hatshepsut and was 'in charge of all that grows' .1561 Therefore, the most 

proper translation of 'nht nt r nd' is 'the tree of unguent or fragrant oil'. 1562 The tree which is 

depicted on (SC/south/2003/06) (pl. 6) is similar to those depicted on the (SC/south/2003/07) 

(pl. 5) with spreading branches, leafless and a short trunk. However the branches of 

(SC/south/2003/06)'s tree are very rich with globular bead-like plumbs. (pl. 6) The globular 

beads on (SC/south/2003/06) were, in fact, the clue to understanding the king's action; he is 

extracting the resin with the adze. The king is depicted on (SC/south/2003/07) while incising 

the bark of the tree in order to allow the aromatic resin to exude from the bark of the tree. This 

resin exudes as resinous soft drops and is then hardened by air on the branches of the tree, 

taking the shape of globular beads which are seen on the branches of the tree depicted on 

(SC/south/2003/06). (pl. 6) It is interesting and noteworthy that the most common name in the 
~0 

Old Kingdom for this type of adze, which the king is using, is ~ ~ rnt. 1563 The etymology 

of this name has never been discussed by scholars because of the absence of evidence 

showing a connection between the rnd or rnt trees and this type of adze. However, after the 

discovery of Sahure's rnd trees and the procedure of getting the aromatic resin by using the 

rnt adz, it is possible that there is a correlation between both names. Incising the bark is still a 

well known procedure among farmers of different genres of trees which produce aromatic 

1556 PM.III1
, pp. 85-87; Hannig, .1t'gyptisches Worterbuch I, p. 279. 

1557 Brovarski, Giza Mastabas 7, p. 90. 
1558 Ibid. See also Wb. 1, p. 208 (1); Faulkner, A Concise Dictionary, p. 45. 
1559 The news of Isesi 's expedition is recorded in the autobiography of Harkhuf (reign of Pepy 11). See 
Urk. I, p. 128, 17-129, 1; D. Meeks, 'Locating Punt,' in: Mysterious Lands, pp. 53-80 
1560 Urk, IV -2. p. 502 (5). 
1561 PM I, part I. pp. 241-243. 
1562 See also, Hannig, Agyptisches Worterbuch I, p. 279. 
1563 Drenkhanhan, Handwerker, p. 118. See also in Wb I, p. 187[17]. 
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Olibanum, Frankincense and Myrrh. 1564 All of these products are referring to different 

hardened and resinous exudates from trees of certain Boswellia and Commiphora species 

from the Burseraceae family. 1565 

It is clear, that Sahure's trees are depicted leafless and without any foliage in contrast 

with the trees brought from Punt by Queen Hatshepsut's expedition, which were depicted 

either as trees rich with leafs, or fruitful trees with only branches and an outline of the 

foliage, 1566 also, trees with leafs and buds are depicted. 1567 However, they are never 

completely leafless like the trees of Sahure. Still another important fact must be stressed here. 

Sahure's tree which is addressed as nht nt rnd or rndjw is in fact a completely different species 

of tree which the ancient Egyptians called nht nt rntjw. The rntjw trees were well known long 

before Sahure's nht nt rnd. The important scene reconstructed recently by E. Edel shows king 

Sneferu standing, and in front of him are small trees rich with leafs. The inscription mentions 

rntjw w3tj, fresh rntjw. 1568 These rntjw trees were well known to the ancient Egyptians 

throughout their history. Therefore, rntjw trees must be regarded as a different species than 

Sahure' s r nd tree even if we agree that both trees produced fragrant resin gum. 1569 In other 

words, rnd cannot be translated as Myrrh, which is the common translation of rntjw. 1570 

However, it must always be born in mind that it is not evident whether the word rntjw was 

used only to refer to Myrrh or Frankincense or both. 1571 Even though Myrrh and Frankincense 

are similar they have distinct differences. 1572 

1564 F. N. Hepper, 'Arabian and African Frankincense Trees,' JEA 55 (1969): 71. 
1565 Boulos, Flora 11, pp. 68-69; M. Serpico, R. White, 'The Botanical Identity and Transport of 
Incense during the Egyptian New Kingdom,' Antiquity 74 (2000): 884-897. For other types of trees 
that produce resin and the use in embalming, see Aufderheide, Mummies, p. 253. For the 
differentiation between Frankincense and Myrrh, see, A. Lucas, 'Notes on Myrrh and Stacte', JEA 23 
(1937): 27-28. 
1566 Naville, Deir el-Bahari Ill, pls. LXIX, LXXII. See D. M. Dixon ('The Transplantation of Punt 
Incense Trees in Egypt,' JEA 55 (1969): 56-57) argument that all the trees depicted on Deir El Bahari 
are rich with leaves. 
1567 The first two trees from right in, Naville, Deir el-Bahari Ill, pl. LXXIX. 
1568 E. Edel, 'Studien zu den Relieffragmenten aus dem Taltempel des Konigs Snofru,' in: Studies 
Simpson, p. 206, fig. 1 in page 201. 
1569 It might be worthy to stress the fact that rnd in our example refers to the tree, while in the 
autobiography of Senedjemibinty, the word refers to the fragrant oil (unguent) that was produced from 
the resin gum of the tree. The same also can be said about the word rntjw which designates both the 
tree and the resin gum from the tree. 
1570 Wb. I, p. 206; Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, p. 537. 
1571 Trigger, e. al., Ancient Egypt, p. 136. See Also A. Lucas, JEA 23 (1937): 25, Nos. 4, 5. 
1572 Myrrh as described by A. Lukas (JEA 23 (1937): 25-26) is "A fragrant gum-resin employed from 
an early date as an important incense material: it occurs in commerce as reddish-brown masses of 
agglutinated tears covered with their own yellowish dust" while frankincense is "A more important 
incense-material than Myrrh. Like Myrrh it is A fragrant gum-resin: it occurs in commerce as large 
tears of light yellowish-brown colour covered with their own white dust". Moreover, both of the Myrrh 
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It is argued here that Sahure's r-nd trees are to be identified as Frankincense trees. The 

evidence for this identification is based on the fact that small remains of yellowish-brown 

color still can be seen on the globular beads above the branches of the tree depicted on 

(SC/south/2003/06). 1573 This color refers, in fact, to the Frankincense not the Myrrh which is 

depicted in Hatshepsut's Punt scenes as red. 1574 Also, the fact that Frankincense trees are 

more precious and rarer than Myrrh trees would explain the scanty evidence of the existence 

of r-nd in comparison with r-ntjw. 1575 

Though, the depiction of the Sahure's r-nd trees on (SC/south/2003/06 and 07) ts 

relatively in a good state of preservation, and provides informative details about the trees, the 

identification of the r-nd trees with a definite species of Boswellia Frankincense trees can not 

be determined with certainty. This is due to the fact that many species of the Boswellia are 

extinct, and the remaining examples are few. In fact, Sahure's r-nd trees look identical to the 

so-called Boswellia Papyrifera, 1576 however, this identification will remain a hypothesis in the 

light of the absence of other evidence. 

The aromatic resin gum which exuded from the bark of the trees, either Frankincense 

or Myrrh, has many uses. It can be chewed as gum for cleaning the mouth and the throat, also 

for treating halitosis (bad breath). It was used to make the fragrant oil or the unguent for the 

skin. Myrrh was also used as a substitute for Frankincense in temples during the rituals. 1577 

Finally the resin (or the Amber) was used in mummification. 1578 

The fact that the king with the royal family and the elite of the country are only 

depicted celebrating the event of bringing the trees leaves no doubt that the bringing of the 

trees was the most important result of the king's expedition. This imposes the important 

question, which must be discussed here; if the trees of r-nd were the most important of all the 

products of Punt, why was the news of bringing fresh Frankincense trees from Punt neglected 

by the writer of the kings' annals on the Palermo Stone? This question is very deceiving 

because the inscriptions of Punt on the Palermo Stone are worn and difficult to read especially 

and Frankincense belong to the family called Burseraceae, which contain different genres of 
commiphora (Myrrh) and Boswellia (Frankincense). See F. N. Hepper, 'Arabian and African 
Frankincense Trees,' JEA 55 (1969): 66-72. 
1573 See above (note no. 1572), the description of Myrrh and Frankincense trees. 
1574 However, A. Lucas (JEA 23 ( 193 7): 29.) noted that the second gathering of Frankincense has a red 
color like Myrrh. 
1575 With our example, rnd is only mentioned twice in the Old Kingdom. 
1576 See a photograph of Boswellia Papyrifera trees in F. N. Heper, 'Arabian and African Frankincense 
Trees,' JEA 55 (1969): pl. XII, No. 3. 
1577 D'Amelio, Botanicals, pp. 154-155; Wood, The Wicca Herbal, p. 191. 
1578 Aufderheide, Mummies, p. 253. 
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the last product which was the subject of a disagreement between Schafer, 1579 and Naville. 1580 

Of the name of this product only two signs are clear which are ~ ~~ ~ (dw). In front of the 

two signs an unclear sign which Naville read as the sign (tm). 1581 However, it is also likely 

that there are two signs in front of the two letters (dw), the two signs can be theoretically 
=-oll 

identified as ~~ (rn). This means that the unreadable product is "rndw" plural of "rnd" or 

Frankincense. However, this theoretical reconstruction of the inscription matches with the 

determinative of the word in Schafer' s publication of the Palermo Stone, as three grains of 

sand or pellets, indicating a product like gum, resin or unguents. 1582 After the determinative of 

the word "rndw?" there are three unclear letters followed by the number (20) the complete 

identification of the product can be reconstructed as "C"ndw w?g 20" (20 fresh Frankincense 

trees?). Nevertheless I must admit that we still need more examination of the inscription using 

the modem technology of light and x-ray. 

Reaching these results concerning the depiction of the king incising the branches of the 

rnd trees on (SC/south/2003/07) allow us, not only to understand the scene, but also to 

carefully examine and understand some interesting and small details in the scene. These 

details prove that we are dealing with a narrative scene of one of the important days during 

the reign of king Sahure, which the artist witnessed and commemorated on the walls of the 

causeway. 

Beside the second tree (from left to right), a portion of a man can be seen; he is kneeling 

and facing east (left), unfortunately only his knees and arms remain. At first sight it would 

seem that the man is holding or supporting the second tree with his outstretched arms. An 

explanation which was insufficient and did not explain the strange position ofthe man's arms. 

After careful examination of the arms it was clear that the man's right arm did not go around 

the tree but that it stretches alongside the left arm with his hands palm up! After the 

examination of the whole scene of the trees and the king's action, an explanation of the man's 

position was possible. The man is opening his hands trying to catch some of the fallen 

aromatic resinous drops from the bark of branches. This small detail is very important for two 

reasons. It brings the scene to life and it gives a clue to the height of the tree in comparison to 

the man. The position of the man on the ground proves that the tree was no higher than two or 

1579 Schlifer, Bruchstiick. 
1580 Naville, Deir el-Bahari Ill, pp. 64-81. 
1581 Ibid., pl.II. 
1582 Wilkinson, Royal Annals. pp. 170-171. Malek (In the Shadow ofthe Pyramids, p. 85) believes it 
was unguent. 
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three meters. This interesting detail can also be seen in another depiction of another official 

who carries the fl ywhisk and the king's handkerchief. 1583 

The importance of the newly discovered scenes of Sahure's expedition and the above 

mentioned text proves that Queen Hatshepsut was not the first to bring live trees from Punt to 

be transplanted in Egypt, as she claimed in her inscriptions at Deir El Bahari. 1584 When 

analyzing the inscriptions of both; the expedition of Hatshepsut at Deir El Bahari and that of 

Sahure on his causeway, a radical shift in the dogma of the Egyptian kingship from the Old to 

the New Kingdom is clear. While king Sahure brought the trees to be planted in the royal 

garden of his royal palace, Queen Hatshepsut brought them to be planted around her temple 

dedicated to the god Amun at Deir El Bahari, also as an offering to Amon who upon his 

orders the expedition was sent to Punt, also it was Amon who made it successful. 1585 

1583 Seep. 207. 
1584 Naville, Deir el Bahari Ill. 
1585 BAR I, pp. 102-122 (246-295). 
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Although, the Memphite pyramid complexes of the Old Kingdom have always been a 

subject of study and research by a constantly increasing number of scholars, from different 

fields of interest: art, architecture, religious literature ... etc, not even one causeway has been 

fully excavated. 1586 However it is also true, that over the last two decades scholars started to 

gradually place importance on other elements of the pyramid complex not only the royal 

burial and the decorated temples. 1587 Still causeways are treated as elements of secondary 

importance. Interestingly enough, it seems that this attitude towards causeways is not only a 

modem attitude but also an ancient attitude. At the Abusir royal necropolis, where at least five 

royal complexes were built, only two causeways were constructed; Sahure and Niuserre. 1588 

This clearly illustrates that the construction of the causeway and other elements were in fact 

the last elements of the pyramid complex to be built and they were also conditional on the 

long life of the king. 

This is important in understanding the nature and the structure of the pictorial program 

of not only the causeway but also of the whole funerary complex, where the decorative 

program of the mortuary complex had to consider each element (causeway, valley temple and 

mortuary temple) as self-standing. This could explain the repetition of the scenes which might 

occur in one pyramid complex where similar scenes can be seen on the causeway, valley 

temple and mortuary temple. 

The SCA excavations on the causeway of Sahure since 1994 have shown that there is 

still a significant amount of information to be learned from re-investigating the areas around 

Old Kingdom causeways. In other words, although we have unique discoveries from the 

excavation ofSahure's causeway, we cannot consider Sahure's causeway a unique case unless 

serious time and effort is given to the investigation of other Old Kingdom causeways. 

1586 See survey of all the work that has been carried out on Old Kingdom causeways in chapter IV. The 
causeway of king Unas is not excluded from this statement due to the fact that it was never completely 
excavated. 
1587 M. Verner, "Abusir Pyramids Quarry and Supply Road", in: Structure and Significance, p. 531. 
1588 The causeway ofNiuserre was originally constructed for the pyramid ofNefererkare, however, his 
sudden death and the burden task of finishing more than one complex made Niuserre modify the 
causeway to serve his own complex. See chapter IV pp. 138-139. 
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VII.l Origin and Function of the causeway 

The first (manmade) causeway of a royal pyramid complex is that of Sneferu at 

Meidum. 1589 The invention ofthe causeway as a new element of the king's funerary complex 

was bound by two main changes in the architecture of the royal pyramid complex. The first is 

the change of the orientation of the funerary complex from north-south to east-west. The 

second main change was in the ideology of the royal necropolis from being burial place 

exclusive for the kings to a city of the dead in which the king is buried surrounded by his 

family, courtiers, officials and servants. 1590 Here, the causeway can be regarded as the 

invention which made it easy for the ancient architect to choose the site for the construction of 

the royal pyramid complex and orientate it east-west without being tied by the existence of a 

natural Wadi or other easy access to the site. However, the arrangement of a standard royal 

pyramid complex with a valley temple, a causeway and a mortuary temple can be interpreted 

as the king's afterlife replica of his earthy residence with a quayside reception place, a royal 

road and the royal palace. 1591 

The Fourth Dynasty model of a pyramid complex was in fact a milestone in the 

architecture of the king's pyramid complex; being followed by all Sneferu's ancestors until 

the end of the Middle Kingdom without any serious permutations in the main plan, with a 

valley temple connected to a harbor, a causeway and a mortuary temple and surrounding walls 

separating between the upper elements of the complex and the surrounding area. The 

causeway with the valley temple and the harbor kept the privacy and the divinity of the site of 

the royal funerary complex intact. 

VII.2 Definition of the Decoration Program 

The two side-walls of the causeway displayed a minimized version of the wall relief 

program of the mortuary temple. This minimized program consists of three main episodes: the 

king's success in defeating the forces of the disorder, the king's success in supporting the 

world of Maat, and finally as a result of the king's activities, a group of scenes which 

1589 Ibid., pp. 120-121. 
1590 It is noteworthy to stress the fact that the so-called subsidiary burials around the tombs of the First 
Dynasty kings are completely different in ideology and function from the tombs arranged in 
cemeteries around the royal funerary starting from the reign of Sneferu. The reason is that those who 
were buried in the subsidiary tombs of the First Dynasty can only be considered as a part of the 
funerary goods that the king needed in the afterlife. According to A. Roth (JARCE 30 (1981), pp. 49-
52) the change in Sneferu's reign is due to a social change in the ancient Egyptian society and the 
ideology of kingship. 
1591 See discussion in chapter IV, pp. 113-118. 
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represent the sustenance for the king in his final resting place. The definition of the causeway 

wall relief program proposed in this research is based mostly on the newly discovered reliefs 

from Sahure' s causeway which are published in chapter VI. 

- Defeating the Forces of the Disorder 

Scenes of the king as a sphinx or a griffin slaying his enemies seem to be exclusive on 

the walls of the lower part of the causeway or the entrance to the causeway from the valley 

temple. These scenes can only be compared with scenes that depict the king harpooning 

hippopotamus on the walls of the entrance hall to the mortuary temple, and to depictions of 

the king fowling in the marshes on the walls of the valley temple. 

In addition to the metaphoric depictions of the king smiting enemies, other depictions 

of the king catching birds in the marshes with clapping nets were discovered. The best 

preserved example is the newly discovered scene from the northern wall of Sahure's 

causeway. 1592 Scenes that expressed the defeating or controlling the forces of disorder were 

dogmatized by the existence of deities who are not helping the king, as was previously 

expressed, but legitimizing the king's deeds by giving him the authority over these forces. In 

this concept one should interpret the scenes of the gods leading captives with the inscriptions 

promising the king everything in the foreign lands and all foreign lands. 1 593 

- Supporting the World of Maat 

Following the scenes that stress the king's competency in defeating the evil forces, 

scenes depicting the ideal world of the king were displayed along the causeway. This ideal 

world can be seen in the following scenes: 

The king receiving his successful expeditions. 1594 

The king visiting sanctuaries and temples of the deities. 1595 

The king watching the training of his crews. 1596 

Activities of building and furnishing the king's complex in elaborate celebrations with 

dancers, singers and slaughtering oxen. 1597 

1592 See chapter VI, pp. 276-294. 
1593 A good example of scenes depicting gods leading captives was found by L. Borchardt in the lower 
part of Sahure's causeway. See Borchardt, Sahure, 11 (plates), pl. 5, details in pis. 6-7; 11 (text), pp. 79-
83. 
1594 See chapter VI, pp. 198-233. 
1595 !bid, pp. 172-174. 
1596 !bid, pp. 264-275. 
1597 Chapter VI pp. 247-258. 
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Life in the fields, 1598 workshops and markets. 1599 

- Eternal Life after Death 

The last scene on the upper part of the causeway depicts the king on a throne, facing 

unceasing rows of personifications of funerary domains, estates and nomes carrying offerings 

and marching into the mortuary temple. This scene can only be understood in the sense that 

the whole country is supporting the maintaining of the king's eternal residence by satisfying 

the needs of his cult. 

Scenes of funerary domains on the last part of the causeway are in fact of a close 

relation with the other scenes depicted on the causeway, where it can be only considered as an 

expected result of the activities of the king in defeating the Forces of the Disorder and 

Supporting the World of Maat. The king's activities when he ruled on earth represent the 

reasons why his temple should be sustained forever by the whole country. It is because (as the 

relief program of the causeway should be read) the king upheld Maat during his life on earth 

and therefore the maintaining of his cult is a continuation of supporting the World of Order. In 

other words, scenes that depict the king destroying the forces of disorder and supporting the 

world of Maat were important to legitimize the scenes of the personifications of the funerary 

domains. 

VII.3 Questions Still Left to be Answered 

Due to the fact that Old Kingdom causeways have never been completely investigated 

and scholars still do not have even one example of a completely excavated causeway, and not 

all the results of the excavations carried out on causeways have been fully published, a 

complete reconstruction of the relief program of the causeway is not yet possible. 

The question of the real function of the causeway still cannot be answered; taking into 

consideration the facts that archaeological evidence refers to the blocking of the entrance of 

the causeway from the valley temple. 1600 Also the relatively small size of the passage of the 

causeway which agues against the idea that the king's funeral walked on this passage. 1601 

1598 S. Hassan, zAs 80 (1955): 138, pl. 2; Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du roi Ounas, pp. 39-40, 
fi~. 43, pl. Vlb (doe. 29 a-b). 
15 9 S. Hassan, ASAE 38 (1938): pl. XCVI; Labrousse, Moussa, La chaussee du roi Ounas, pp. 33-36, 
figs. 36-41, pls. III-V (doe. 22-27). See discussion on these scenes in Chapter IV, p. 151. 
160° For example, Reisner, Mycerinus, p. 35, plans VIII, IX. 
1601 See discussion on page 115, note no. 708. 
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VII.4 Plans for Future Study and Excavation 

The completion of the excavation of Sahure's causeway is a top priority of the author. 

The results of three working seasons of the SCA leave no doubt that there is still much to be 

learned from Sahure's causeway. The work of 2002-2003 revealed archaic mudbrick 

mastabas on the southern side of the causeway that run north-south. However, the existence 

of these mastabas under the fallen inscribed blocks of the causeway prevents any attempts to 

excavate and investigate them. Therefore, it is necessary to complete the excavation around 

the causeway and remove the discovered inscribed blocks to a museum in order to excavate 

what seems to be an archaic cemetery to the south ofSahure's causeway. 

There is still an opportunity to find hundreds of fragments with reliefs in the 

magazines of Saqqara which have been discovered by S. Hassan and Z. Ghoneim from the 

causeway of Unas, and Abdel S. Hussein from the causeway of Djedkare. These missing 

fragments can add a lot to our understanding of the relief program of the Old Kingdom 

causeways. 

The SCA's excavation of Sahure's causeway brought to light highly important historical 

information concerning the royal family of Sahure. However, the burial place of most of the 

members of King Sahure's family is still unidentified. According to M. Verner, 1602 the area to 

the south of Sahure's mortuary complex might be the site for the king's family cemetery. This 

area should also be examined in the future as a part of the work around Sahure's causeway. 

1602 Vemer, The Pyramids, p. 289. 
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4: Sneferu's mortuary temple of the red pyramid in Dahshur. (after 
Stadelmann) 



5: Khufu's mortuary temple- Giza. (after Stadelmann) 

6: Djedefre's mortuary temple- Abu Rawash. (after Stadelmann) 



7: Khafre's mortuary temple- Giza. (afterStadelmann) 

8: Khafre's Valley temple- Giza. (after Stadelmann) 
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9: Menkaure's mortuary temple- Giza. (after Stadelmann) 

10: Menkaure's valley temple- Giza. (after Stadelmann) 
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11: Shepseskafs mortuary temple- South-Saqqara. (after Stadelmann) 
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12: Userkafs pyramid and mortuary temple- Saqqara. (after Stadelmann) 
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13: Sahure's mortuary temple- Abusir. (after Stadelmann) 

14: Sahure's valley temple- Abusir. (after Stadelmann) 
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15: Neferirkare's mortuary temple- Abusir. (after Stadelmann) 
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16: Reneferefs mortuary complex- Abusir. (after Stadelmann) 



17: Niuserre's mortuary temple- Abusir. (after Stadelmann) 

18: Niuserre' s valley temple - Abusir. (after Stadelmann) 



19: Djedkare's mortuary temple- South Saqqara. (after Stadelmann) 

20: Pyramid and mortuary temple ofUnas- Saqqara. (after Labrousse, Moussa) 



21: The valley temple ofUnas- Saqqara .. (after Labrousse, Moussa) 

22: Teti's mortuary temple- Saqqara. (after Stadelmann) 
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23: Pepy I's mortuary temple- South Saqqara. (after Stadelmann) 

24: Pepy Il's mortuary temple and valley temple- South Saqqara. (after Stadelmann) 
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25: Location of the discovered blocks from Sahure's causeway. 
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PI. 4 The Escort Boats (SC/south/2002/04) 
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PI. 6 Sahure Celebrating the Bringing of the rnd trees (SC/south/2003/06) 
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PI. 8 Rewarding the Members of Sahure's Expedition to Punt (SC/south/2002/05/Al) 
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PI. 10 Processions of the pyramidion and the funerary furniture (SC/north/1994/02) 
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PI. 11 Processions of the pyramidion and the funerary furniture (SC/north/1994101) 
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PI. 12 Military Exercises and Training of Sahure's Nautical Crews (SC/north/1994/04) 



PI. 13 King Sahure Fowling with Clapping Nets (SC/north/2003/05) 





PI. 15 Identification of the fish (SC/north/2003/06) 



Fig. 1 Procession of Animals. Newly discovered scene from the causeway ofUnas- Saqqara. 

Fig. 2 Procession of Animals. Newly discovered scene from the causeway of Unas - Saqqara. 



r ig. 3 fragment of relief depicts an Asiatic enemy- Sahure's causeway, Abusir. 

Fig. 4 part ofthe newly discovered scene ofSahure's funerary domains- Sahure's causeway, 
Abusir. 



Fig. 5 One ofthree stelae newly discovered from Sahure's causeway, Abusir. 

Fig. 6 Men dragging the Pyramidion. Sahure ' s causeway, Abusir. 


